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Abstract

Northern Antiquitus and National Identities. Perceptions of Denmark and the 
North in the Eighteenth Century
From the constitutional change in the 1660s onwards, Denmark was seen 
in Europe, especially in Britain, as the “model” of absolutism. This idea 
of Denmark deeply influenced Danes’ own perception of the identity of 
their national culture. This volume explores several important episodes 
in this process of identification, self-identification and the interaction 
between the two, ranging from Robert Molesworth’s neo-republican 
version of the history of Denmark to the national historiography that 
flourished in the aftermath of the fall of J.F. Struensee. Perceptions 
of Denmark and the North partook of a broad European political 
tradition which saw a close conceptual and practical link between 
patriotism and absolutism, but in the Danish political thought this was 
considered a tool for the restoration of a distinctively “Northern” form 
of liberty. Across the chapters of the book special attention is devoted 
to the writings of Ludvig Holberg, Paul-Henri Mallet, Peder Kofod 
Ancher, Jens Kraft, J.S. Sneedorff, Peter Frederik Suhrn, Johannes 
Ewald and Tyge Rothe These studies of Denmark are connected with 
broadly interdisciplinary scholarship on the European Enlightenment 
and especially the legacy of Samuel Pufendorf, Christian Thomasius, 
Christian Wolff and Montesquieu.

The illustrations are reproduced from the collections of the Royal Library, 
Copenhagen, if no other source is quoted.
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Preface

The essays in this volume are based upon papers that were presented to 
a symposium held at the Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters 
in Copenhagen on August 25th-26th 2005. We thank the contributors 
for their readiness to accept our invitation and for their pleasant and 
productive cooperation in the subsequent labour of revision. We and 
they are indebted to all the other participants in the symposium for 
making the event into a lively and wide-ranging discussion. A special 
note of thanks goes to Professor John Pocock whose questions to both 
of us about early-modern ideas of aboriginal Nordic freedom inspired 
our plans. We are grateful to the Royal Danish Academy of Sciences 
and Letters and to the Carlsberg Foundation for their generous sup
port of both the symposium and the publication of this volume.

Knud Haakonssen Henrik Horstbøll
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Introduction

Knud Haakonssen

Like many other developed countries in recent years, Denmark has 
seen an intensification of public debates about national identity.1 Like 
elsewhere, the main causes of this development are commonly seen to 
be a growth in immigration and the general globalisation of the ways 
and means of daily life. Again following a common pattern, national 
history is much in demand as an argumentative resource in diese de
bates. In so far as there is anything peculiar about the Danish debate, 
apart from the occasional stridency in an otherwise somewhat sedate 
culture, it may be the extent of agreement about what Danish history 
is. Across otherwise deep divisions - in politics, ideology and cultural 
values - there seems to be a surprising unanimity about some very basic 
features of the history of Denmark.

First of all, there is the assumption that the history of Denmark is in
deed a Danish history, a matter of the life and times of a distinct and 
homogenous people easily identified in terms of nationality and geog
raphy. Closely associated with this is the idea of the continuity of this 
Danish history. Across apparently big political, social and economic 
transformations, there is a strong tendency to discern underlying 
steady factors, often of a cultural, even spiritual, nature. The R-word is 
used with great hesitation, if at all, be it about 1536 (the Reformation), 
1661 (the introduction of absolutism), or 1849 (the adoption of the 
free constitution). These events may be deemed revolutionary in this 
or that respect, but rarely a Revolution. Often, of course, a good deal 
of progressivism goes along with such perceptions of continuity; if con
temporary Danes are so similar to their forebears and have issued so 
smoothly from them, the history of Denmark is really an account of the 
emergence and eventual flourishing of modern Denmark. And so the 
Reformation, although of course a religious upheaval, was somehow 
really sowing the seeds of the secular society; the absolutist system, de
spite all its faults, was really laying the foundation of the rule of law; the 
successive abject military defeats of the nineteenth century, although 
they led to the loss of vast areas of the realm and prolonged economic 
and social depression, were for that very reason really the clarion call 
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to the dormant Danish spirit of solidarity that is the supposed back
bone of the welfare state; the parliamentary constitution of 1849, while 
a momentous step into the modern world of democracy, was in fact 
also a ratification of notions of freedom and equality with deep roots in 
the Danish spirit; and so on.

Along with ideas of distinctiveness, homogeneity, continuity and com
munal progress, one normally finds exceptionalism, and, indeed, the 
notion that Denmark is unique is wide-spread even in the more serious 
literature. Some degree of exceptionalism is, of course, a common de
nominator in most forms of nationalism. It tends to have an evangelis
ing edge to it - distinctly so, for example, in the Swedish version - and 
tliis may tempt to aggression, as with the United States of America. But 
tliis is not so in Denmark, and here we may be approaching something 
with a serious claim to Danish peculiarity. Those who trumpet Danish 
uniqueness have rarely shown much interest in converting the outside 
world - Olof Palme would have had a difficult career in Denmark - let 
alone in doing so forcibly. Danish exceptionalism is strikingly inward 
looking, indeed, that is its very point. We are led to believe that only 
those who are of Danishness can see it; that it is a spiritual quality, not 
easily adopted or even absorbed and certainly not something to be 
conveyed by simple means. The long-standing and strong pacifist ele
ment in modem Danish history is not least to be seen against tliis back
ground. It is this inwardness combined with a certain preciousness and 
exclusiveness that strike outside observers as very difficult to under
stand. Indeed, one such spectator to the ways of contemporary Danes 
came to the conclusion that they live to such a degree in imaginative 
seclusion that they must be considered a tribe more than a modern na
tion on a par with others.

In tliis collection of essays we prefer to see the matter in a historical 
rather than an anthropological light. What I have outlined here in sim
ple terms is of course a special case of the survival value of romantic 
nationalism. The self-conception that is being displayed in modern 
Danish debate and undergirded by a great deal of historical writing is a 
direct legacy of the ideas of Denmark as a nation state and of its nation
ality as identical with Danish ethnicity conceived in cultural and spir
itual terms and issued with a history made up to fit the bill. What gave 
tliis common European story a special twist in the case of Denmark 
was the defeatism that comes of defeat, mingled with the grandeur of a 
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communal spiritual experience supposedly closed to all outsiders and 
to be maintained closed (as reflected, for example, in the relatively 
poor record of translation of great Danish literature compared with 
literatures of similar size).

If the producers and consumers of Danish history would take quite seri
ously the possibility that several of the most elementary premises for the 
history they are producing and consuming are themselves the outcome 
of a distinct episode, or series of episodes, in the history of Denmark in 
the nineteenth century, then much might be gained. First of all, people 
would discover what at present only a relatively few specialists appreci
ate, that Denmark has a long history as a multi-cultural, multi-racial, 
multi-ethnic, multi-lingual, intercontinental country. Similarly, it could 
become common knowledge that while this complex country had its 
ups and downs, it drew upon a range of shared European ideas in the 
early modern period of the political, institutional, economic, military 
and ideological means that were required to maintain unity. For exam
ple, it might be salutary to reflect in particular upon the fact that Den
mark partook of a broad European political tradition that emerged 
in the late sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and which saw a close 
conceptual and practical link between patriotism and absolutism. For 
while few would have any appetite for absolutist rule - however rosy 
an image may have been painted of the Danish variety thereof - the 
more general idea that patriotism got its modern shape as a value cen
tred on an institutional arrangement, a form of government, and not 
as an inherent part of ethnicity or nationality, might be worth updating 
for liberal democratic circumstances. Along with such practical lessons 
from pre-romantic and pre-nationalist times might come a more flex
ible idea of how to account for the history of Denmark. For despite 
all its obvious limitations, the history writing of the Enlightenment is 
a liberating acquaintance simply because it has not yet adopted the 
monotone consensus that has narrowed the Danish horizon so disturb
ingly for nearly two centuries.

When we turn to Danish historiography in the Enlightenment, we see 
that its narrative follows a basic pattern that is well known in other his
toriographies (Kidd).2 It is a tale of pristine Northern - “Gothic” or 
“Celtic” - liberty, spread across parts of Europe, antithetical to Southern 
unfreedom, eventually lost to feudal lords and now defining the true 
task of, or challenge to, the existing polity. Within this general history 
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of liberty we find a repertory of ideas and events that bear upon ques
tions of identity in the Danish realm. However, the document that more 
than any other brought about an ongoing explicit debate about the na
ture of the Danish political nation was in fact more concerned with the 
ideological moorings - domestic and European - of the English, Irish 
and Scottish kingdoms under their new ruler after 1688 (Hayton). This 
was Sir Robert Molesworth’s neo-republican version of the history of 
liberty lost across most of Europe - as epitomised in Denmark - but 
now re-secured in the virtuous republican monarchy of England and 
its dependencies. This provocation set off a series of Danish responses 
based upon the most recent developments in Protestant natural law, a 
circumstance that may appear paradoxical and which has not been well 
understood. For it has long been recognised that Denmark had been 
outside the profound influence of Roman civil law that most of Europe 
to the south had experienced, and consequently Danish thinkers did 
not live with the main source material for the Protestant renewal of 
natural law from Hugo Grotius onwards. Not only that, but it became a 
mark of perceived Danish identity that the realm had remained more 
or less un-Romanised in law and politics. Here the contrast with Scot
land is instructive, for while she likewise had remained largely outside 
of Rome’s tentacles, her status as the junior partner in the conglomer
ate British state made it attractive to accentuate her distinctiveness by 
modernising her law through the means of Roman law, and with this 
came the modem developments in natural law that became so central 
to the Scottish Enlightenment (Cairns).

When Denmark nevertheless eventually took up natural law, it was be
cause a variety thereof had become available during the closing dec
ades of the seventeenth century which suited the state of its political 
culture particularly well. This was the immensely influential theory 
of Samuel von Pufendorf and, of special importance in Denmark, its 
development by Christian Thomasius. While natural law theories had 
taken many forms, they had in common the suggestion of some form of 
transcendent, in the end religious, source of the validity of all norma
tive structures - moral, political and legal. In diese various theories the 
distinction between natural and divine law was a matter of how their 
source was accessed, by “natural reason” or by revelation. Pufendorf 
dramatically changed the approach to natural law when he suggested 
that while the divinity was the ultimate ground of natural law, as of 
everything else in creation, human reason had no agreed-upon access 
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to what this meant and had to rely on the simple empirically ascertain
able “norm” that we have to seek peace in order to live. How we do 
this, what sort of polity we adopt, is a matter of time and circumstance. 
While Pufendorf’s immediate aim was to deprive orthodox Lutherans 
and other confessional religionists of their claims to privileged access 
to the character of divine law, he did in fact provide an argument that 
was aimed against all forms of foundationalism in morals and politics.

It was in this argumentative realm that early Enlightenment thinkers in 
Denmark could offer a coherent response to the likes of Molesworth. 
As the great Ludvig Holberg spelled out for the Englishman, the state’s 
primary purpose was peace and security, not moral uplift (Olden Jør
gensen), a point re-inforced by Jens Scheid erup Schneedorff (Tamm). 
In tliis perspective Denmark’s absolute monarchy could be presented 
as modern and progressive, having left behind traditional moralised 
and moralising structures of authority. This line of argument had obvi
ous and important religious targets in both Church and State, as dem
onstrated in a famous confrontation between Thomasius himself and 
the Danish court preacher Hector Gottfried Masius (Olden Jørgensen), 
but that is a topic too extensive for this volume.

The idea of civil society as a purely conventional means of seeking 
peace and security in a fractious world was of course well suited for 
early-modern polities that were conglomerates of several very different 
peoples, such as the Danish empire. For as Colin Kidd points out, there 
were no expectations in early-modern Europe that political communi
ties had to be based on ethnic uniformity and integrity. In hindsight we 
might say that in a Pufendorhan perspective ethnicity and nationality 
are similar to transcendent religion and metaphysics in their assertion 
of a privileged ground of justification that stands outside of the mere 
flow of events. For the Pufendorhan, all of diese are sources of the very 
opposite of the political state’s purpose, namely peace.

At the same time, Pufendorf had opened up a historical perspec
tive on society, law and politics. If diese normative structures are 
conventional responses to die need for peace, dien they are to be 
understood in dieir particular circumstances and, what is more, the 
account of them - their history - becomes a tool for die rhetoric to 
justify them and secure them. In this regard, too, Holberg initiates 
a modernisation of Danish historiography in both tiieory and prac
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tice with his major national and dynastic histories. Much of the his
torical work that ensued was concerned with patriotism but, as men
tioned earlier, a patriotism focused on the institutional apparatus that 
tied together the conglomerate state and which was personified in 
the official person of the monarch. This form of patriotism - com
mon in early-modern Europe - was obviously particularly well suited 
to a polity without ethnic or political uniformity. In addition, on a 
Pufendorhan understanding of a state such as Denmark, patriotism 
could be seen as an Ersatz public morality much more serviceable 
for civic peace than die higher grounds clamoured for by religionists. 
It is tiierefore hardly surprising that there was an ongoing debate in 
eighteentii-century Denmark about die nature and requirements of 
patriotism (Olden-Jørgensen, Feldbæk).

The exploration of forces tiiat secure die cohesiveness of civil society 
did, however, go much beyond patriotism among thinkers concerned 
witii die nature of the Danish state. Christian Thomasius, Pufendorf’s 
greatest disciple, had put forward sophisticated ideas of how mores, 
fashion and conventional forms of behaviour function to stabilise so
ciety; tiiey are in effect a social contract by otiier means. This line 
of argument was forcefully propagated in die Danish realm by an 
array of very different tiiinkers, such as Christoph Heinrich Amthor 
(Eskildsen), Holberg (Eskildsen, Laursen), Otto Thott and Bolle Wil- 
lum Luxdorph (Laursen). But Thomasius’s argument was given an 
important twist. Whereas Thomasius himself had tended to focus 
specifically on French fashion as normative, Amthor saw fashion as 
die expression of local custom, thus furtiier strengthening the his
torical particularism that we have noted earlier and that is integral 
to Pufendorf’s conventionalist philosophy. Much more important and 
effective in public debate was, however, Holberg’s pursuit of tilis pro
gramme in his plays and much of his essayistic oeuvre where he ana
lysed an astounding ensemble of personae and offices from different 
parts of the Danish conglomerate state. Nobody before or since has 
done more to capture the question of identities in a state such as 
Denmark (Eskildsen). Against tilis background, die popular rejection 
of die short-lived Prime Minister Johann Friedrich Struensee’s dras
tic Enlightenment reform programme acquires a deeper ideological 
dimension; for here was a man who - perhaps on the basis of Cynic 
philosophical ideas - simply rejected the importance of conventional 
forms altogether (Laursen).
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If the conglomerate Danish state with its absolutist form of govern
ment in the first half of the eighteenth century could be analysed by 
its leading thinkers as perfectly intelligible in Pufendorhan and Tho- 
masian terms, it was also well prepared for receiving the comparative 
and historical approach of Montesquieu. True, Holberg rejected die 
Frenchman’s climatic tiieory as swiftly as he had done away with all 
the otiier attempts to anchor politics in something over and above its 
own sphere, which was die concern witii security and the business of 
day-to-day life. But Holberg appreciated die historical interpretation of 
The Spirit of Laws. The latter was also pursued by Peder Kofod Ancher 
who elaborated die importance of national particularity, stressing how 
the Nortii had remained independent of Roman and German law, and 
how die special path of Denmark had led to a regime tiiat was absolute 
witiiout being despotic (Tamm).

This new historicism was significantly boosted through the work of 
Paul-Henri Mallet who adapted his Genevan republicanism to a tiieory 
of Danish monarchy as rooted in a distinctively Nordic aboriginal lib
erty. Secure outside the reach of Rome, Nordic peasantry had enjoyed 
a singular liberty which they eventually planted in the slavish South as 
opportunity arose (Kidd; Horstbøll). Monarchs were elective; govern
ment was by consent, as also Peter Frederik Sulim insisted. But all was 
lost to feudalism, from which only strong monarchy provided safety. 
With its emphasis on peasant freedom as the justifying objective, this 
was a line of argument with at least ambivalent political implications. 
However, much the most original Danish thinker in this vein, Tyge 
Rothe, saw that while peasant servitude must be condemned, a mod
ern society could not be based upon small landholders. Having re-told 
the story of Nordic liberty in the brilliant terms provided by Book III 
of Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations, Rothe stressed the structural im
portance of trade between country and town and suggested that in a 
country such as Denmark this could only be effective if an agrarian 
capitalism was encouraged (Horstbøll). Concern with the distinctive 
problems of Denmark could hardly have led to a more un-Danish argu
ment.

The importance of Pufendorfian and Thomasian themes in the major 
Danish attempts at self-understanding in the first half of the eighteenth 
century is perhaps unique in Europe. Even so, it was not by any means 
unrivalled; in fact, the philosophy of Christian Wolff was soon a major 
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intellectual factor on many fronts, especially in the academic world. 
It is striking, however, that several Danish thinkers were particularly 
concerned to bring about the unlikely marriage of Wolffianism and 
historicism. The most obvious explanation is that the need for a his
torical approach already had set down deep roots due to the earlier 
impact first of Pufendorf and Thomasius, then of Montesquieu. Thus 
the previously mentioned legal historian Kofod Ancher saw himself as 
a student of Wolff while at the same time pursuing his historical inspi
rations from Montesquieu. The key was the common Enlightenment 
idea that there is a universal human nature - to be deduced with Wolf- 
Han precision - but that this humanity expresses itself under such dif
ferent circumstances through time and across space that it has to be 
studied comparatively. This was worked out with particular originality 
by the greatest of the Danish Wolffians, Jens Kraft, once he took up 
Joscph-I'Tancois Lafitau’s extraordinary work on indigenous Ameri
cans. But while Lafitau’s overriding concern was, through a compara
tive study of American with ancient civilization, to show how a basically 
static humanity had spread across the world from the original couple 
while preserving the kernel of true religion, Kraft was a thorough natu
ral historian. For the Dane had read Fontenelle and argued that while 
human nature was universal, it was progressive and could be studied 
by the comparative method without presupposing fanciful diffusionist 
ideas pressed by confessional religion (Aarsleff).

While the philosophical basis might shift, the Danish interest in his
torical anthropology persisted, especially the concern to explain the 
special path of Nordic freedom. This got a new and dramatic political 
twist with the - ultimately successful (1788) - campaign to abolish the 
adscription (serfdom) of the peasants. In one of the most remarkable 
public relations coups of the absolutist Enlightenment, the government 
succeeded in marshalling the old idea of the king as the true protector 
of the ancient liberty of the peasant and in closely associating this with 
the rhetoric of patriotism. If the king was to be the restorer of liberty, 
he had to be supported by the patriotic loyalty of his subjects. This 
led to a wave of patriotic activities, mainly the formation of patriotic 
societies for anything from agricultural improvement to the support 
of widows. While this line of argument was good government policy, it 
also opened the way for a rather more modem tenor in the argument 
about the kind of liberty that was being protected and restored, namely 
a discernibly individualistic tendency so that the old language about 
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patriotism, peace and security now was joined by personal freedom. 
In tliis connection it is remarkable that the Danish debate already as a 
matter of course employed the locution of human rights (menneske
rettigheder) (Bregnsbo).

This pursuit of patriotism as the epitome of peace, safety and freedom 
was seen and cultivated as the highest form of civic virtue and became 
a distinctive and long lasting feature of the late absolutist Enlighten
ment in Denmark (Lundgreen-Nielsen). In its very structure it was of 
course “non-political” in the sense that it did not concern itself with 
the sovereign rights of the monarch. Yet the very fact that such a de
bate was undertaken with all the attendant efforts to create new social 
institutions contributed significantly to the building up a social sphere 
in which public opinion was crucial (Munck), and this was a legacy of 
great importance for the political changes of the second quarter of the 
nineteenth century.

In the eighteenth-century debates about the nature and direction of 
the state of Denmark, the importance of the comparative historical ap
proach played an absolutely crucial role, as we have seen. This was the 
main way in which the participants in these debates could achieve some 
degree of external perspective on their place in the world. However, 
as the century wore on, this received an important supplement in the 
form of outside observation by contemporaries. In a literature of travel, 
ethnography, reports of oral testimony and other genres, subjects of 
the Danish realm, including many who were not “ethnic” Danes, com
plicated the self-perception of the latter through their accounts of the 
far flung peoples of the realm (Harbsmeier). This growing new litera
ture had important ties to the historical anthropology of the North that 
had been central to Danish Enlightenment thinking.

In a very short span of time, the developments in the late Enlighten
ment’s political discourse were themselves to be transformed out of all 
recognition. Patriotism became nationalistic, and nationalism became 
ethnically defined, especially as defeat in war and loss of major parts of 
the realm occurred. At the same time, the idea of liberty as individual 
freedom based on productive landholding - however mythical, perhaps 
exactly because mythical - was transformed into dreamy notions of 
spiritual freedom through self cultivation, but a self that was collectiv
ized by an ideal of community as the only authentic means of evoking 
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self-realisation. Ultimately this was a religious matter. And once ethnic 
nationalism and spiritual liberation were coupled with a distinctively 
folkish evangelical Christianity the foundations were laid for a national 
historiography with little appreciation of the complexities exhibited by 
the Danish realm and its multiple attempts at self-understanding in the 
Enlightenment. This volume does not pretend to offer more than a 
series of glimpses of diese complexities, especially since we deliberately 
have shied away from religious developments as being too much for 
the present occasion. However, Enlightenment in glimpses does not 
seem inappropriate for its Danish version.
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1. Northern Antiquity: The Ethnology of 
Liberty in Eighteenth-Century Europe

Colin Kidcl

Historians of ideas have generally paid scant attention to the ethno
logical dimension of eighteenth-century political thought. While it is 
a historiographical commonplace that a kind of speculative anthropol
ogy underpinned many central features of eighteenth-century political 
thought, including contractarianism and stadialism, there has been a 
reluctance on the part of historians to acknowledge that ethnology - 
that is, knowledge about ethnicities and races - had any significant part 
to play in political thought. This is eminently understandable. For it 
is conventionally understood that the late eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries witnessed a marked disjunction in political discourse, with 
the displacement of universal humanistic values by dark particularisms, 
most obviously romantic nationalism and scientific racialism.3 Both of 
these new strains of discourse accorded a central role to ethnic fac
tors in political analysis and argument. By contrast, so most historians 
- including this one - believe, the pre-modem world had been largely 
devoid of nationalist and racialist doctrines; its political thought had 
focussed upon laws and institutions rather than peoples; and where 
peoples had been the subject of political inquiry it was in order that 
they might yield up universal truths about humanity and the political 
condition.4

Prior to the late eighteenth century ethnicity was largely construed as 
a theological problem, not as a political concern. The principal mat
ter of ethnicity was to be found in chapters ten and eleven of Gen
esis. These chapters related the peopling of the world by the various 
descendants of Noah after the universal Flood and the confusion of 
languages at Babel. Here, orthodox readers of scripture from both 
Catholic and Protestant confessions believed, was the crucial unim
peachable evidence required for making sense of the world’s peoples, 
cultures and languages. There was some scope for intellectual debate 
within the parameters of confessional orthodoxy. How many languages 
had been created at Babel? How were the various races and nations 
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of the world related through Noah’s sons Ham, Shem and Japhet? By 
the same token, the boundaries of early modem ethnology marked the 
frontiers of permitted religious speculation. In particular, polygenist 
suggestions that all the races of the world might stem from a plurality 
of racial ancestors and might not, therefore, share a common descent 
from Noah - or ultimately from Adam - were deemed heretical, and, 
brought forth the anathemas of theologians. Themes of ethnicity, race, 
culture and language belonged to a realm of discourse adjacent to the
ology and at a considerable remove from politics. The higher proble 
enjoyed by diese diemes within a para-theological sphere contributed, 
in part, to the limited salience of edmicity - at least relative to modern 
expectations - witiiin political analysis and debate.5

The traditional concerns of die orthodox witii die unity of mankind 
persisted into die Enlightenment. Indeed, die Enlightenment’s at
tempts to formulate a robust science of society were predicated upon 
basic uniformities in human nature across races, continents and cen
turies. Circumstances - environmental, material, and institutional - 
might change, and witii them manners. But the basic stuff of humanity 
remained the same. Otherwise the comparative method and the con
jectural approach to history would become impossibilities; and moral 
philosophy itself would amount to a fool’s errand. The extension of the 
experimental method from the natural sciences to the human sciences
- what has been called the Enlightenment Project - rested upon the 
underlying unity of human nature. Thus, it was not only conservative 
clerics who strove to rebut the polygenist heresy associated with the 
mid-seventeenth-century Biblical critic Isaac La Peyrére (1596-1676); so 
too did tlie conventional mainstream of the moderate Enlightenment.6 
Only on the fringes of the Enlightenment - among outspoken critics 
of priestcraft and Biblical authority such as Voltaire - did polygenesis
- tlie idea of multiple creations of distinct races - gain intellectual pur
chase. According to Michele Duchet in his history of eighteenth-cen
tury French anthropology, Buffon’s scheme of monogenesis was more 
typical of the French Enlightenment than Voltairean polygenesis.7 Sim
ilarly, when the Scottish thinker Lord Kames (1696-1782) appeared to 
toy witii a polygenist anthropology, his speculations were drowned out 
by a chorus of complaint within tlie Scottish Enlightenment.8

Ethnicity was invisible in other ways. Silence reigned in eighteenth-cen
tury political thought about tlie lack of congruence between ethnici- 
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ties and allegiances in die European states system. Commentators did 
notjudge the inter-state transfers of populations and territories at the 
Peace of Utrecht in 1713 according to benchmarks of ethnic coherence 
or by the lights of nationhood. On the other hand, eighteenth-century 
political theorists did ponder the geographical limits of effective self- 
government: how big might a republic be before its very size under
mined its constitution? Monarchy, conventional wisdom held, was the 
only form of government capable of effective rule over imperial-sized 
territories. Some critics did challenge this view. Montesquieu, for in
stance, was alert to the possibilities inherent within républiques fédératives 
of reconciling self-government with territorial expanse, while Hume 
questioned received assumptions regarding the politics of extent.9 Nev
ertheless, there was no parallel debate about the ethnic limits of ef
fective governance. Similarly, political commentators did worry about 
the overconcentration of political power in large, expansive empires; 
but the issues at stake largely concerned the balance of power, not the 
cultural and ethnic incoherence of polyethnic, multicultural empire. 
The ethnic integrity of political communities was not on the agenda of 
political discussion.

Of course, character stood at the heart of the classical tradition of po
litical thought. Civic humanists or classical republicans obsessed over 
the character, manners or virtue required of peoples who embarked 
on the risky enterprise of republican self-rule. Yet this obsession rarely 
manifested itself in an interest in the ethnic provenance of a people’s 
character, morals or virtue. The histories of the republics of classical 
antiquity opened a valued window onto the moral and political snares - 
timeless, non-culturally specific and intrinsic to human nature - which 
dogged all attempts at self-governance. In his ‘Discourses upon Tacitus’ 
- which were translated into French in 1742, and republished again in 
France in 1749 and twice in 175110 - Thomas Gordon (d.1750), a radi
cal whig journalist and historian, argued that ancient communities had 
experienced drastic internal transformations of character, culture and 
morality. A declension in virtue or morality could render a people - say 
the Athenians, the Spartans or the Romans - almost unrecognisable to 
its ancestors, notwithstanding underlying continuities in culture and 
ethnicity. For instance, Gordon contrasted the Athenians and Spartans 
of later centuries with those communities in the virtuous eras of Solon 
and Lycurgus, contending that successor generations ‘seemed after
wards another race of men, though their blood and climate were still 
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the same.’ The same significant disjunction could be observed, Gordon 
claimed, in the case of the Romans: ‘Between the Roman people under 
the commonwealth, and the Roman people under the dominion of 
the emperors, the difference was as great as between different nations, 
and they only resembled each other in language and dress. They were 
indeed as different, or rather as opposite, as men uncorrupted and 
free are to debauched slaves.’11 Few early modern interpreters read the 
classics for the illumination they cast upon the ethnic particularities of 
Greek and Roman political cultures; rather the classics were valued for 
the insight they afforded into the human predicament and the prob
lems of government in general.

Nevertheless, the message of Tacitus’s Germania pointed in another 
direction, and significantly qualified the conventional non-ethnocen- 
tric humanistic legacy of the classics. Written in 98 A.D. Tacitus’s Ger
mania was not only a work of ethnography which traced the culture 
and manners of the Germanic peoples beyond the northern bounds 
of the Roman Empire; it also made a point of contrasting the vigor
ous, libertarian way of life enjoyed by the Germans with the declension 
of post-republican Rome. Indeed, Howard Weinbrot has argued that 
the Germania transformed the reputation of the cynical historian of 
Roman politics, turning ‘the constitutional historian of the declining 
European South’ into ‘the constitutional ethnographer of the growing 
European North.’12 The Germania was one of the foundational texts 
of early modern European political culture, and it retained this status 
throughout the eighteenth century.13 Its influence in die early mod
ern Germanic world is not difficult to explain, lauding as it did the 
hardy, freedom-loving culture of the ancient ancestors of the German 
people.14 However, the Germania was equally central to die political 
cultures of eighteentii-century Britain and France. According to die 
English whig cleric and historian Samuel Squire (c. 1714-66) ‘so great 
is die conformity, so exact the resemblance which has been remarked 
between the customs, laws, and modes of governing in use amongst the 
several nations...however distinguished from each otiier by different 
names, that whatever is affirmed by the ancients of Germany in gen
eral, may with equal trutii be applied to each particular state of it’.15 
Similarly, Edward Gibbon took the view that die ‘most civilised nations 
of modern Europe issued from the woods of Germany, and in the rude 
institutions of those barbarians we may still distinguish the original 
principles of our present laws and manners.’16
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In both England and France antiquaries traced the origins of their an
cestors - the Saxons and the Franks - and, significantly, the origins of 
their political institutions, back to the Germania. Indeed, Samuel Kliger 
argued that it was because the Germania ‘embodied’ a ‘full descrip
tion’ of Germanic institutions, that it became ‘the most important text 
in the Gothic tradition in England.’17 Catherine Volpilhac-Auger has 
explored the central role played by the Germania in eighteenth-cen
tury French political culture in the debates between Germanists and 
Romanists, that is between broad schools of historico-political inter
pretation of the French state as either a Germanic constitution which 
took its rise in the customs of the Franks or as a monarchy which - 
despite the arrival of the Franks - preserved the ancient authority of 
Roman imperial majesty. The Germania - precisely because it offered a 
full description of the government of the ancient Germans - became 
the central textual evidence for those French political commentators 
who believed that there had been a decisive Germanic discontinuity 
in the ancient history of late Roman Gaul.18 These parallel national 
cults of the Germania drew strength from the attractive picture the text 
provided, so its champions claimed, of free proto-Anglo-Saxons and 
proto-Franks19 governed not by absolute monarchies but by mixed con
stitutions in which the power of the monarch was limited. In England 
the ancient Germanic pedigree of the English nation and its institu
tions bolstered the case for Whiggish Revolution principles, justifying 
the enforced abdication of James II in 1688; in France it boosted the 
arguments of those who argued that - whatever the apparent powers 
of the French monarchy since the era of Louis XIV - kings of France 
were bound by an ancient constitution to govern through intermediar
ies, whether the noblesse d'épée or the parlements. These bodies lay at 
the heart of the two distinct anti-absolutist discourses of eighteenth
century France, which furthered respectively the claims of the grand 
nobility of the sword and the judicially-robed nobility of the bench; yet 
as Franklin Ford noted, ‘both the robe and the sword were committed 
to the Germanic theory of French history’. The history of the Franks 
was central to political contestation in eighteenth-century France, with 
Ford counting no fewer than twenty-seven works on the Merovingian 
period alone published in France between 1715 and 1748.20

It was the proto-Frankish spin imparted to Tacitus’s account of the an
cient Germans which made the Germania such a canonical text within 
eighteenth-century French political culture. In 1753 a volume was pub
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lished in Paris which combined a French translation of the Germania 
with an edition of Les moeurs et coutumes des Francois, dans les premiers 
terns de la monarchie (1712) by the Abbé Louis Legendre (1655-1733). As 
Legendre’s text made clear, the Franks were a Germanic people, and 
had been governed by institutions similar to those described by Tacitus 
in the Germania."1 The Abbé Rene Aubert de Vertot (1655-1735), one 
of the most prolific and popular historians operating in eighteenth
century France, published a paper in the proceedings of the Académie 
des belles-lettres entitled ‘Parallele des moeurs des Francois avec celles 
des Germains’, which noted close similarities between the manners 
of the Germans, as described by Tacitus, and those of the Franks de
scribed by Gregory of Tours.22 In his ‘Remarques sur la Germanie de 
Tacite’, the Abbé Jean Philippe Rene de la Bléterie (1696-1772) noted 
that while there had been undoubted variations in the forms of gov
ernment found among the ancient Germanic peoples, in general 
liberty had prevailed in the German world, with the power of kings 
constrained, for the most part, within narrow bounds. In particular, 
the ancient kings of the Franks, La Bléterie claimed, had been limited 
monarchs of this sort.23

Tacitus’s Germania was not the only ancient text to inspire interest in 
the Gothic peoples. The Getica or De Getarum sive Gothorum origine of 
the Gothic historian Jordanes, written in 551 A.D. retailed the history 
of the Gothic peoples. In particular, Jordanes’s famous description of 
Scandza as the officina gentium, the storehouse of the Gothic nations, 
became a common trope of early modem European historiography, 
with several editions appearing between the late sixteenth and early 
eighteenth centuries. It served as a check upon national solipsism, re
minding historians that the pedigree of parliamentary institutions was 
to be found Continent-wide in the pan-European wanderings and set
tlements of the Goths. In addition, the common reception of Tacitus 
and Jordanes as variant accounts of the same ethnic matter led to some 
perplexity and vigorous debate over the ethnogenesis of the Germanic 
or Gothic peoples, but did nothing to undermine the widespread rec
ognition that in these texts was to be found the origins and ancient 
liberties of the peoples who now comprised the nations of western Eu
rope.

Linder the twin inspirations of Tacitus and Jordanes, eighteenth-cen
tury England and France witnessed remarkably similar cults of the an
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cient barbarian north. England’s Whiggish writers celebrated the wider 
Gothic heritage from which the English constitution had derived. 
In his History of the High Court of Parliamen t (1731) the English anti
quary Thornhagh Gurdon (1663-1733) asserted that the ‘original of 
the English government’ was ‘much after the manner of that brought 
into Germany by the Saxons, by the Franks into Gaul, the Visigoths 
into Spain’.24 Medieval Europe, in John Oldmixon’s vision, had been 
a patchwork of free Gothic nations: ‘The great swarms of people that 
came out of the North, overran the Roman Empire, and settled them
selves in Italy, Spain, Africa, France and England’ had controlled their 
kings, being ruled by the kings’ Concilia magna, or parliaments, without 
whose consent no laws were enacted, or scarce anything of importance 
done.’25

French political culture shared some of the same Gothicist traits. The 
leading champion of the these nobiliaire was Henri de Boulainvilliers, 
comte de Saint-Saire (1658-1722).26 Boulainvilliers’s posthumously 
published works on Frankish history were central to French political 
debate during the second quarter of the eighteenth century, and were 
also read in England. Indeed, a French edition of his Histoire des anciens 
parlements de•France was published in London in 1737. After all, Eng
lish Whigs and French constitutionalists alike seemed to draw upon 
the same matter of northern antiquity, and there were also English 
editions of the work of Boulainvilliers’s sixteenth-century German
ist predecessor, Francois Hotman. Indeed, Boulainvilliers, like most 
eighteenth-century Gothicists, had broad pan-European sympathies, 
and set the ancient Frankish constitution within a wider European con
text of Gothic liberties. Parliamentary institutions could be found un
der different names within the several barbarian kingdoms which had 
arisen in Europe upon the demise of the Roman Empire. Wherever 
one looked in early medieval European history, there were national as
semblies: ‘La meme institution se trouve par tout, quoique que sous de 
noms differens, comme ceux de Diétes en Allemagne et en Pologne; de 
Parlements en Angleterre; d’Etats en France, en Suede et Dannemarc; 
de Cortes en Arragon, en Portugal et meme en Castille’. The pedigree 
of diese various parliamentary institutions Boulainvillers ascribed to 
the characteristics of the barbarian peoples, who had come from lands 
outside the Empire, either ‘du fond du Nord, ou des extremitez de la 
Scithie’. In eighteenth-century ethnology, as it happened, Goths and 
Scythians were overlapping categories of ethnic classification. Boulain-
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villiers conceded that these barbarian peoples had lacked the sophisti
cated political wisdom of the ancient Greeks; yet, despite their unphilo- 
sophical simplicity, they had nonetheless managed to come up with a 
practical solution to their political needs. They required monarchs to 
lead them in battle, but, equally, they had been aware of the inconven
iences which might ensue from unconstrained monarchical authority, 
and had established ‘assemblées communes’ to circumscribe the au
thority of their kings. Such, of course, had been the case of the ancient 
Franks. Under the ancient Frankish constitution kings had ruled with 
the consent of the assemblées générales of the Champ de Mars or the 
Champ de Mai.27
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In a celebrated passage of his Lettres persanes Montesquieu traced the 
origins of Europe’s distinctive pattern of government to the various 
northern nations which had burst out of their Nordic homeland and 
established barbarian kingdoms upon the ruins of the Roman Empire. 
What characterised diese peoples was their libertarian manners: ‘Ces 
peuples étaient libres; et ils bomaient si fort l’autorité de leurs rois, 
qu’ils n’étaient proprement que des chefs ou des généraux’. Thus, al
though founded upon force, the kingdoms of medieval Europe had 
not been subjected to the yoke of despotic conquerors. Instead these 
freedom-loving northern nations had established limited monarchy 
as the basic form of government in post-Roman Europe: ‘les peuples 
du nord, libres dans leur pays, s’emparant des provinces romaines, 
ne donnérent point å leurs chefs une grande autorité. Quelques-uns 
meine de ces peuples, comme les Vandales en Afrique, les Goths en 
Espagne, déposaient leurs rois des qu’ils n’en étaient pas satisfaits: et, 
chez les autres, l’autorité du prince était bornée de milles maniéres 
différentes: un grand nombre de seigneurs la partagaient avec lui; les 
guerres n’étaient entreprises que de leur consentement: les dépouilles 
étaient partagées entre le chef et les soldats; aucun impot en faveur du 
prince; les lois étaient faites dans les assemblées de la nation.’ Limita
tions upon monarchy, Montesquieu contended, constituted ‘le princ
ipe fondamental’ of the many states which the northern peoples set up 
across Europe.28

However, in Britain this pan-European identification with the Goths 
took on a distinctive patriotic colouring. Britons were acutely conscious 
that they alone of the Gothic kingdoms of medieval Europe preserved 
intact their constitutional heritage. The British parliament created by 
the Anglo-Scottish parliamentary union of 1707 was a continuation of 
the medieval English parliament - and technically speaking also em
bodied the liberties of the medieval Scottish parliament - while the 
English Protestant colonists of Ireland perpetuated the liberties of the 
medieval Irish parliament. Yet elsewhere in Europe Gothic constitu
tions had yielded in recent centuries to the nascent powers of fiscal
military despotisms. Britons celebrated their avoidance of such a fate, 
though an awareness of British exceptionalism was often tinged with a 
keen sense of anxiety that Britain’s ancient Gothic constitution might 
well be the next to fall. Nevertheless there was a widespread realisa
tion that the recent historical trajectory of Britain’s Gothic inherit
ance diverged widely from that of other kingdoms. In 1698 the Irish 
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patriot William Molyneux (1656-98) argued that parliamentary govern
ment, ‘once so universal all over Europe, is now almost vanished from 
amongst the nations thereof. Our king’s dominions are the only sup
porters of tliis noble Gothic constitution, save only what little remains 
may be found thereof in Poland.’29 Similarly, over seventy years later, 
the first edition of the Encyclopaedia Britannica noted that the ‘mixed 
form of government’ bequeathed to medieval Europe by the Goths 
was ‘now driven almost out of Europe, in some parts of which we can 
hardly find the shadow of liberty left, and in many there is no more 
than the name of it remaining. France, Spain, Portugal, Denmark and 
part of Germany, were all, an age or two ago, limited monarchies, gov
erned by princes...But now all their valuable rights are swallowed up 
by the arbitrary power of their princes: whilst we in Great Britain have 
happily preserved this noble and ancient Gothic constitution, which all 
our neighbours once enjoyed.’30

There were other national variations, as one might expect, in the eight
eenth-century cult of northern antiquity. In France it took on the col
ouring of caste politics, the noblesse insisting upon a distinctive ethnic 
genealogy which distinguished the aristocracy and its privileges from 
the conquered Gallo-Roman peasantry of the third estate. In England, 
while there was a major political and legal debate between whigs and 
tory-royalists over die question of whetiier die Norman Conquest of 
1066 amounted to a significant discontinuity in the history of Eng
land’s parliament and common law,31 tilis debate did not acquire die 
caste overtones of the French debate between Germanists and Roman
ists. In England whigs and tories both avoided die caste implications of 
die Norman Conquest, and die case against a Norman aristocracy was 
confined to die radical fringes of political culture where England’s pre
vailing political order was denounced as a Norman Yoke imposed upon 
die freedom-loving peasantry of Anglo-Saxon England.32 However, one 
should not exaggerate diese local contrasts in the cult of nortiiern an
tiquity. What now seems so remarkable is that - in spite of die huge dif
ferences in political and social structure between eighteentii-century 
Britain and France - die cult of the Gotiiic past should enrapture the 
literati of botii cultures in so very similar ways.

Many of die most important issues raised by die cult of northern an
tiquity surface in one of its most influential texts, Paul-Henri Mal
let’s Introduction a I’histoire de• Dannemarc (Copenhagen, 1755). Mallet 
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(1730-1807) was born in Geneva and came to Copenhagen in 1752 as 
Professor of Belles-Lettres. Absolutist Denmark had since the 1690s 
enjoyed a bad press, not only among English speakers where its con
temporary rottenness had been exposed by Molesworth’s Account of 
Denmark,33 but also in the francophone Enlightenment. Molesworth’s 
black analysis of the Danish descent into despotism had not only gone 
through various English editions, but had also enjoyed a similar suc
cess in French translation. In France as well as England, Denmark had 
become a by-word for modern despotism. The Danes needed an ob
jective foreign-bom historian to put the record straight, ideally in the 
language of the Enlightenment. Frederick V’s chief ministers Johann 
Bernstorff (1712-72) and Adam Moltke (1710-92) recruited Mallet for 
this task in the hope that he might present a more nuanced version 
of Denmark’s history to francophone Europe. However, Mallet’s His- 
toire de• Dannemarc was preceded by a book-length Introduction (1755) 
which explored the manners of the ancient freedom-loving peoples of 
northern Europe. Mallet’s Introduction was also followed the next year 
by a companion volume, Monumens de la Mythologie et de la poésie des Celtes 
et partkuliérement des anciens Scandinaves: pour servir de supplement et de 
preuves a llntroduction a l’histoire de Dannemarc, in which he published 
French translations of the Icelandic Edda and various other pieces of 
Nordic literature. Mallet enjoyed a tremendous success with the Intro
duction, and it, along with its supplement, the Monumens, went through 
further French editions in 1763 and 1787.34 Moreover, Mallet’s Introduc
tion and Monumens were published in a two-volume English translation 
by the antiquary Thomas Percy (1729-1811) in 1770 under the title 
Northern Antiquit ies.

In certain ways Mallet’s account of northern antiquity in the Introduc
tion ran along conventional lines. Most obviously, Tacitus’s Germania 
featured prominently in his treatment of the political culture of the 
ancient north. Tacitus’s account of the institutions and freedom-loving 
manners of the Germans contained, so Mallet wrote, ‘toutes les notions 
principales du gouvernement des anciens Scythes et Celtes’.35 However, 
Mallet’s study of the Edda brought a new dimension to his appreciation 
of Tacitus. For the Icelandic sagas, so Mallet believed, provided historic 
corroborating evidence to confirm the hitherto unique ethnographic 
materials found in the Germania. Mallet also became involved in the 
ongoing antiquarian debate over the origins of the Goths. This debate 
had originated with the claims of the Swedish antiquary and polymath, 
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Olaus Rudbeck, in his Atlantica (1679-1702), that Gotland had been the 
Atlantis of the ancients and that all the peoples descended of Japhet 
had come from ancient Scandinavia. While many antiquaries scoffed 
at the outrageous claims made by Rudbeck, there was a more serious 
issue, which drew the attention of figures as eminent as Bishop Ed
ward Stillingfleet (1635-99), Montesquieu, and the poet Thomas Gray 
(1716-71), about the original homeland of the Goths.36 Some scholars 
argued that Jordanes had committed a major blunder in confusing the 
Goths and the Getes, while others, such as the late seventeenth-century 
English antiquary Robert Sheringham (c.1604-78), argued that the 
Goths and Getes had indeed been one people.37 Had the Goths come 
from Scandinavia, as Montesquieu believed, or from Germany itself, or 
perhaps ultimately from the Scythian regions of west-central Asia? Mal
let adopted the third position, arguing that the Getes, an ancient tribe 
associated with the area around the Black and Caspian Seas were ‘sans 
doute les ancétres de ceux qui s’établirent ensuite dans le Nord.’38

However, Mallet also touched on other issues which help to parse the 
eighteenth-century ethnology of liberty. Like other commentators on 
the libertarian North Mallet argued for the ethnic provenance of Eu
ropean liberties and the institutions in which they were enshrined. But 
why were the northern peoples different? Did this mean that race was 
an independent factor in political analysis? Did it carry the further im
plication that the world was peopled by a plurality of races, each with 
its own peculiar characteristics? Mallet’s ethnological beliefs drew heav
ily upon Montesquieu’s theories of climate and physiology. The distin
guishing characteristics of the northern peoples were not the product 
of innate or aboriginal racial difference, suggested Montesquieu and 
Mallet; rather they were the product of climatic conditions which had 
served to invigorate the spirit of the northern peoples. In book xiv of De 
I’esprit des lois Montesquieu set out the physiological mechanics which 
he believed underpinned significant emotional and moral differences 
between peoples. Cold air, Montesquieu argued, affected the extremi
ties of the external fibres of the body, rendering them more elastic, 
which in turn speeded up the blood’s return from the extremities of 
the body to the heart. In addition, cold air also contracted the fibres, 
as a result also increasing their force. As a result, cold air produced a 
superiority of strength in the body which, in turn, inspired boldness 
and courage in the inhabitants of cold regions. The opposite trends 
took effect in warmer regions.39 Although a disciple of Montesquieu’s
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in these matters, Mallet nevertheless attempted to answer the irritating 
puzzle which confounded a straightforward environmentalist explana
tion of Nordic characteristics. If the principal causes of the ancient lib
ertarian manners of Scandinavia had been the climate, why had the 
effect of the cold climate not persisted into the present? There were 
two elements to Mallet’s answer. In the first place, Mallet argued that 
in primitive times manners were the direct result of the climate, but as 
history unfolded and peoples became less isolated and borrowed more 
from one another, moral causes complicated and took over from physi
cal causes in determining manners and customs: ‘une nation ne céde 
aveuglement å l’influence du climat que dans le terns de son enfance.’ 
In addition, Mallet also speculated that Europe had been colder in 
antiquity than it was in modern times. Did not the ancients describe 
regions such as Germany, Thrace and Pannonia as snow-covered for 
the majority of the year? Similarly, there were accounts in the ancients 
of the Loire and Rhone regularly freezing over, and even of the Tiber 
freezing.40

A deeper question, one of the central preoccupations of the eighteenth
century ethnology of liberty, concerned the fundamental contrasts in 
political life which differentiated the experiences of Europe and Asia. 
Why were these adjacent continents so markedly different in the under
lying patterns of their forms of government? Mallet - like other Gothi- 
cists, such as Boulainvilliers - celebrated the Gothic forms of govern
ment bequeathed to the various nations of Europe as a pan-continental 
legacy which served to distinguish European governments - however 
corrupted in their ancient constitutions - from the dead hand of Asiatic 
despotism. The manners and spirit of the ancient barbarians of north
ern Europe had fostered an enduring aversion across Europe to slavery 
and tyranny. But why did the history of Asia follow such a strikingly differ
ent pattern? For, as Mallet noted, the peoples of the adjacent continent 
had succumbed for most of their history to absolutism: ‘tandis qu’å coté 
d’eux, depuis des tems presque aussi reculés, on voit la plupart des na
tions de l’Asie, soumises å des maitres absolus’.41

It has become a standard assumption in the decades since the late Ed
ward Said began his unmasking of the European Orientalist tradition 
to ascribe such distinctions to a deep inlaid European caricature of Ori
ental otherness, whether religious, racist, or cultural. Certainly, Mallet 
made no attempt to refine his picture of Asiatic despotism, but pre
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sented it in very stark terms as die alien antithesis of European liberty, 
a convenient foil for his account of European exceptionalism. Indeed, 
Oriental despotism became one of the clichés of eighteenth-century 
political discourse. Yet the differences between Asiatic government and 
those of Europe also provoked some insightful lines of analysis which 
operated at some remove from crude Eurocentric prejudice. Mon
tesquieu, for example, in book XVII of De I 'esprit des lois advanced a geo
graphical explanation of the political contrasts he perceived between 
the governments of Europe and Asia. Whereas the natural features of 
the European continent contributed towards the creation of a cluster 
of states of moderate extent, the great plains of Asia rendered it suit
able for imperial government. Thus, while Montesquieu’s explanation 
for the contrast between Asia and Europe, served to qualify the Nordic 
Gothicism which can be found elsewhere in his work, it also distanced 
his interpretation of Asiatic despotism from racialism.

However, there was also a neglected current of eighteenth-century 
thought which ran decidedly counter both to the standard Enlighten
ment contrast of East and West and to postmodern Orientalist assump
tions about European attitudes to the Asiatic Other. Indeed, as John 
Pocock notes, during the Enlightenment commentators on historical 
geography treated the North as ‘an elastic concept’. For Voltaire it 
stretched as far east as Siberia; on the other hand, the learned French 
antiquary and orientalistjoseph de Guignes (1721-1800) seemed to re
gard Scandinavia, in the words of Pocock, as ‘a promontory of northern 
Asia’.42 Given this geographical imprecision, it is perhaps unsurprising 
that for some eighteenth-century antiquaries northern antiquity was 
part of a wider Eurasian sphere of libertarian manners and limited gov
ernments. Asia, it seemed, had not been a uniform scene of despotic 
desolation. The Tartar peoples had been different. Indeed, did the Tar
tars not hail from the North - albeit northern Asia? Moreover, were 
the manners of the Tartars not Goth-like in certain respects? The Eng
lish legal antiquary James Ibbetson (1717-81) proposed a Eurasian ap
proach to the history of the northern peoples: ‘the Saxon on the shore 
of the Baltic was not to be distinguished from the Hun on the banks of 
the Araxes’. Ibbetson contended that ‘the various tribes of barbarians 
that inhabited the northern regions of Europe and Asia were closely 
connected in their manners, customs, and institutions’, perceiving 
that, although they differed in some minor respects, the same basic 
characteristics and forms of government were found among the north
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ern barbarians in both Europe and Asia.43 The Scots orientalist John 
Richardson (1740/1-95) claimed in his Dissertation on the Languages, 
Literature and Manners of the Eastern Nations (1777) that there appeared 
‘every probability’ that Tartary was ‘the great officina gentium’ and that 
the Gothic institutions which enshrined ‘European’ liberties were ulti
mately Asiatic in provenance. Richardson argued that the Tartars had 
held parliaments called ‘kouriltai’, which bore ‘so near a resemblance 
to the diets of the Gothic nations’, that he suspected that this might 
provide convincing support for the hypothesis of ancient Tartar settle
ments in Germany and Scandinavia. Among the ‘several strong traces 
of Gothic government’ which he detected among the Tartars, he per
ceived ‘the ruder draughts of states general, of parliaments, of juries’. 
Similarly, Richardson found close resemblances to Gothic feudal prac
tices in the customs of the Tartars, despite the fact that the pastoral and 
nomadic Tartars did not have settled land tenures. Indeed, the feudal 
system, which could still be found, for example, in the ‘zayms’ and ‘ti- 
mariots’ of the Ottoman world, was, he contended, an eastern institu
tion which had been transplanted to Europe and subsequently modi
fied by the situation of a settled landed society.44 This connection had 
also surfaced in the lectures on government delivered by Adam Smith 
at the University of Glasgow. According to student notes of his lectures 
Smith took the view that the Gothic constitutions of medieval Europe 
had taken their ‘rise from the same Tartarian species of government’.45 
Along similar lines, French scholarship also refined traditional render
ings of a monolithic Asia. In his massive live-volume Histoire generate des 
Huns, des Tures, des Mogols et des autres Tartares occidentaux (1756-8) de 
Guignes subtly rejected the prevailing notion that die history of die 
Orient was an unedifying and tedious tableau depicting a lethargic po
litical stasis. Radier, die Orient had its own energetic history of bar
barian irruptions and ‘grandes revolutions’. De Guignes too noted the 
existence of the couroultai, die ‘assemblée générale’ of die Mongols.46 
It was never made entirely clear in diese accounts of Eurasian liber
tarianism whether the close resemblances between the manners of die 
Gotiis and Tartars were to be ascribed to etimicity. Were die Goths and 
Tartars kindred nations descended from a common nortiiern Eurasian 
stock? Or had the Gotiis and Tartars been exposed merely to the same 
sociological situation as primitive barbarian peoples under the regime 
of the same kind of cold climate? This ethnological ambiguity remains 
difficult to unravel.
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However, other ethnological ambiguities which had clouded early 
eighteenth-century knowledge of ethnic relationships were to be deci
sively clarified in the wake of Mallet’s work. Not that Mallet’s Introduc
tion solved the problem; rather it served to provoke a solution from 
Mallet’s severest critic, his English translator Thomas Percy. While 
some antiquaries and historians traced the constitutional features of 
European government back to the libertarian characteristics and par
liamentary bodies of the Gothic peoples who had conquered the Ro
man Empire; others, such as Mallet, contended that diese same man
ners and institutions could also be found among the Celtic peoples 
of ancient Europe. Indeed, they went further arguing that Goths and 
Celts were together part of a common ethnic stock, a Celto-Scythian 
race from which most of the peoples of western Europe descended. 
Indeed, several eighteenth-century literati took the view that Caesar’s 
Gallic War and Tacitus’s Germania described similar manners and po
litical institutions among the ancient Gauls and Germans, providing 
confirmation of the assumption that the Celts and Germans were one 
and the same people.

In his Introduction Mallet had drawn heavily upon, and openly acknowl
edged his debt to, Simon Pelloutier’s Histoire des Celtes, et particuliere- 
rnent des Gaulois et des Germains (1740), an influential work which went 
through further editions in 1750 and 1770-1. Pelloutier (1694-1757) 
came from an exiled Lyonese Huguenot family. Born in Leipzig, he 
ministered to die French church in Berlin and also served as librarian 
of die Berlin Academy. Pelloutier claimed diat the ancient Celts had 
cherished the idea of liberty and had subscribed to die view diat ‘un 
peuple libre doit avoir le droit de choisir lui-méme ses magistrats, et 
de leur préscrire les loix par lesquelles il veut étre gouvemé.’ The au- 
diority of Celtic leaders had been limited by the powers of Tassemblée 
générale’, to which these rulers were held accountable. Widiin such 
assemblies all issues had been decided ‘å la pluralité des voix’, a pro
cedure which Pelloutier identified as ‘le plus ferme rempart de la lib- 
erté des nations celtiques.’ Not only did Pelloutier ascribe Germanic 
characteristics to die Celtic peoples: he believed, as the title of his work 
suggested, tiiat die Germanic and the Gaulish peoples had both been 
parts of the wider Celtic race, and tiiat German was a descendant of the 
ancient language of the Celts. Indeed, Pelloutier argued tiiat antiquar
ies should not be misled by the multiple names attaching to ancient 
nations, noting ‘divers noms que les peuples Celtes portoient autre-
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fois’, including ‘Scythes’, Tberes’, ‘Gaulois’ and ‘Teutons’.47 However 
strange Pelloutier’s - or indeed Mallet’s - ethnic categories seem to 
modem eyes, they were intellectually respectable in an age of Enlight
enment, when ethnology remained indebted to seventeenth-century 
paradigms of ethnological and linguistic classification.

Between the early seventeenth century and the mid eighteenth century 
the dominant paradigm of ethnic classification was that formulated by 
the German geographer Philip Cluverius (1580-1622). In die Cluve- 
rian scheme - set out in his Germania antiqua (1616) - die Celts were 
closely related to die Germans. Europe, Cluverius argued, had been 
populated by two distinct ethnic groupings, the Sarmatians and die 
Celts. The Sarmatians were die people we would now describe as die 
Slavs, while die peoples listed by Cluverius under the rubric of ‘Celts’ 
included Gauls, Britons, Germans, Saxons and Scythians.48 It became 
common to treat Germanic and Celtic peoples together as cognate ele
ments in the ethnological history of Europe, as, for example, in die An- 
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tiquitates selectae septentrionales et celticae (Hanover, 1720) of the German 
antiquary Johann Georg Keysler (1693-1743).

However, it should also be noted that the early modern idea of the 
Celts differed considerably from our own. Seventeenth- and early eight
eenth-century philologists did not always identify the Gaelic peoples as 
part of the ‘Celtic’ group. The philological consensus in early modem 
Europe identified the Goidelic languages - Scots Gaelic and Irish - as 
distant tongues with no apparent connection to the other languages 
of Europe, including the Brythonic languages, such as Welsh and Bre
ton (which modern linguistics now groups with Goidelic as the Celtic 
branch of the Indo-European language group). On the other hand, 
the Germanic languages were held to be closely related to Brythonic 
within the vast, baggy and loosely defined Ur-European category of 
Celtic, or sometimes Scythian, or indeed Celto-Scythian languages and 
peoples.49 No less a figure than Leibniz took the view that the Brythonic 
languages, the closest surviving relatives of ancient Gaulish, were kin to 
the Teutonic.50 Although such pioneering figures as George Buchanan 
(1506-82) and Edward Lhuyd (1660-1709) did identify links between 
the p- and q- branches of the Celtic languages, most early modern phi
lologists tended to group the Brythonic languages with die German 
as part of a Celto-Scythian supergroup, and tended to miss the con
nections between die Brytiionic languages and die Goidelic languages 
which often tended to be excluded from the ranks of die Celto-Scytiiian 
languages.51 In otiier words, it was quite common for the Gaelic peoples 
to be excluded from die category of Celtic, while it was just as common 
for die German peoples and languages to be awarded tiiat distinction. 
However, to complicate matters even further, tiiere were some philolo
gists, such as die German scholar Justus Georg Schottel (1612-72), who 
did include die Goidelic witiiin die Celto-Scythian grouping, though 
witiiout overturning die Celtic-Germanic connection.52

Only with die publication in 1770 of Percy’s subversive edition of Mal
let’s Introduction did a more familiar distinction between Celts and Ger
mans become an established feature of the currency of literary and eth
nological discussion, though die new system of classification had also 
surfaced in die Vin diciae Celticae (1754) of Johann Daniel Schoepflin 
(1694-1771).53 Indeed, in die late 1750s and early 1760s, as Margaret 
Clunies Ross notes, Percy had often employed the formulation ‘Celtic 
or Runic’ when referring to Old Norse poetry.54 Whereas Mallet’s in
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fluential work had followed the conventional Cluverian line of Celto- 
German affinity, the editorial apparatus of Percy’s English version - en
titled Northern Antiquities - broke decidedly from conventional wisdom. 
Indeed Percy defiantly set out to challenge ‘an opinion that has been 
a great source of mistake and confusion to many learned writers of the 
ancient history of Europe, viz., that of the ancient Gauls and Germans, 
the Britons and Saxons, to have been originally one and the same peo
ple; thus confounding the antiquities of the Gothic and Celtic nations.’ 
Moreover, Percy insisted that the Celts and Germans had ‘differed no 
less in their institutions and laws’ than in their languages and mytholo
gies. In particular, he noted that ‘the Celtic nations’ did ‘not appear 
to have had that equal plan of liberty, which was the peculiar honour 
of all the Gothic tribes.’55 Percy’s disaggregation of the Celts and die 
Germans and his dismissal of die Celtic association with ancient free
dom would lead in time to die new etimic caricature that die Celts 
were a slavish people, unfit for liberty, and, ultimately, to die view tiiat 
the Celts and die Germans were physically of different races. Indeed, 
witiiin twenty years of die appearance of Percy’s Northern Antiquities the 
Scottish antiquaryjohn Pinkerton, a Celtophobe and polygenist in die 
Voltairean mould, had published A dissertation on the origin and progress 
of the Scythians or Goths (1787), an account of die etimology and history 
of Europe centred on the innate racial distinction between freedom- 
loving Goths and lazy, slavish Celts.56 Mallet’s etimology of liberty had 
been turned inside out and infused with racialist distinctions. However, 
even in Pinkerton’s Scotland the old ethnological paradigm still had 
its adherents. ‘Tacitus ascribes to the old rude Germans all the virtues 
which Ossian ascribes to his heroes, who were originally the same peo
ple, and had the same customs, religion and laws,’ wrote the Reverend 
John Smith of Kilbrandon, whose Gaik Antiquitus (1780) complacently 
lumped together Scandinavian scalds and Celtic bards.

Mallet’s Introduction also provided inspiration for another ideological 
turning point, of much greater significance. The gradual transition to
wards romantic nationalism was inaugurated during the third quarter 
of tlie eighteenth century under the influence of a group of mutually 
reinforcing texts, of which Mallet’s Introduction and Monumens were 
of central importance. These texts also included James Macpherson’s 
Fragments and his reconstituted Ossianic epics, supposedly from the 
third century A.D., Fingal and Temorar, Rousseau’s Du contrat social, the 
various works of Herder on language and culture; and the discussion
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of the vigorous manners and ancient songs of the contemporary Bal
kan Morlacchi found in the Viaggio in Dalmazia (1774) of the enlight
ened Paduan Abbé Alberto Fortis (1741-1803), which was soon trans
lated into English in 1778 as Travels into DalmatiaN Together these 
works fostered a new sensibility - perhaps not yet properly romantic 
or nationalist - whose roots lay not in the classical world of Greco- 
Roman antiquity, but in the primitive, freedom-loving ethnic cultures 
of a lost Europe, the North broadly defined, though it stretched as 
far south as inland Dalmatia. Indeed, Fortis further complicates the 
eighteenth-century European notion of the Gothic North. He ac
knowledged not only the Gothic ancestry of northern Italy, but also 
the deeper Scythian roots shared by the Goths and the Slavic and Asi
atic barbarians who had overrun Europe, some of whom had found 
their way into Dalmatia where they formed the stock of the proud, 
independent Morlacchi of the interior.58 While the roles of Ossian 
and Herder in this process are widely recognised, the significance of 
Mallet has not achieved the same degree of historical recognition. 
Nevertheless a few historians have identified the central role played 
by Mallet’s work in this major cultural shift towards a more explic
itly ethnological treatment of politics. Most notably, Franco Venturi 
argued that Mallet’s work stimulated a ‘European wave of passion
ate interest in the mythology and poetry of Nordic peoples, a wave 
comparable only to the one raised contemporaneously by Ossian’. 
According to Venturi Mallet had found in the Icelandic Edda ‘docu
ments that permitted him to trace the origins of modern political and 
social liberty.’59 Similarly, Anne-Marie Thiesse has also identified the 
importance of Mallet’s work in assisting the emergence of cultural 
nationalism.60 Mallet’s work was pivotal in broadening the scope of 
the cult of northern antiquity to embrace literary and mythological 
themes, in addition to the traditional humanistic theme of virtuous 
liberty and the interest in ethnogenesis fostered by the quest to locate 
Jordanes’s officina gentium. The Edda; the songs sung by the Morlacchi 
to the accompaniment of the one-stringed guzla, versions of which - 
including German reworkings of Morlackisch lyric poetry - Herder 
would include in his Volkslieder of 177861; the various other folk songs 
from several cultures anthologised by Herder; and Macpherson’s Os- 
sianic epics - together these exhibited the richness of non-classical 
cultures which had slipped below the literary radar of an early mod
ern Europe attuned to the universal standards of the classics.
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Henceforth ethnology would no longer be quite so marginal to politi
cal argument and analysis, but would become for many its very essence. 
Indeed, as Han Vermeulen has shown, the very nomenclature of ‘eth
nology’ was ‘conceptualised’ during the 1770s and 1780s at the same 
period as this new ethnic consciousness first surfaced in European pa
triotisms. The term ‘ethnologia’ first appeared, Vermeulen believes, 
in a Latin treatise published in Vienna in 1783, and rapidly found its 
way into the European vernaculars as ‘ethnologie’ in French in 1787 
in Lausanne in francophone Switzerland and ‘Ethnologie’ in German 
in Halle in the same year. Vermeulen also notes that ‘Ethnographie’ 
was coined in Göttingen in 1771 and that ‘Volks-kunde’ appeared in 
1782.62 The new discourses of ethnology developed rapidly and soon 
came to assume a central place in European thought. Increasingly en
vironmentalist explanations of national and ethnic differences yielded 
to theories of innate physical differences between peoples and races. 
By 1847 when a new edition appeared of Percy’s translation of Mallet’s 
Introduction, Percy’s distinction between the Celts and die Germans 
had become a physical one. Mallet’s new editor, I.A. Blackwell, insisted 
upon the psychological, anatomical, physiological and craniological 
differences between Celts and Germans.63 No longer was the ethnic 
provenance of liberty die effect of climate upon peoples, but of in
eradicable racial differences which marked die Germanic race from 
dieir racial inferiors.

The cult of the Nordi remains difficult to parse, not least because it 
went through a series of overlapping phases between the humanistic 
reception of Tacitus and Jordanes in the Renaissance era and die emer
gence of Nordic racialism in die nineteentii century. Not only did die 
emphasis of septentrionalists shift signfficantiy over tilis period from 
textual scholarship to anatomy and craniology, but die etimic content 
of die Northern grouping of peoples also changed markedly. Whereas 
early modem observers identified the French, Spanish and Italian peo
ples as heirs of Gotiiic ancestors, by the nineteentii century there was 
a sharp distinction between the Nordic peoples of northern Europe 
and the Latins of the south. Nevertheless, the concept of the Northern 
peoples was always an unstable one, especially within its geographical 
remit, extending as it did during the eighteenth century to the Celts 
of western Europe and to the Scythians of the East, and even further 
beyond to the barbarian peoples of the Asiatic heartland.
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2. The Personal and Political Contexts of 
Robert Molesworth’s Account of Denmark

D. W. Hayton

I
The Account of Denmark that the Anglo-Irishman Robert Molesworth 
published in 1694, just two years after the conclusion of his unhappy 
and unsuccessful embassy to Copenhagen, was neither the first, nor the 
only contemporary description of the country to appear in English in 
the late seventeenth century. The occasion of the marriage ofjames Il’s 
daughter Anne to the Danish Prince George in 1683 had been marked 
by the publication of two separate works, by the Huguenot exiles Miége 
and Pierreville, both entitled The present state of Denmark ..., and both 
seeking to capitalise on the topical interest of the northern kingdom.64 
The travel writer William Carr had also included Denmark in the king
doms visited in his Travellers guide ..., a work which went through several 
editions under different titles between 1690 and 1693.65 But whereas 
each of diese preceding accounts of Denmark had been factual and 
largely favourable, Molesworth’s, as is well known, was highly opinion
ated, and generally acerbic. By the simple expedient of being rude in 
print about the Danes and their country, Molesworth ensured that his 
name would be remembered (and execrated) by succeeding genera
tions while those of his contemporaries were forgotten.

But while Molesworth’s name has always been familiar to Danish his
torians, and the Danish reading public, until relatively recently he did 
not enjoy anything like the same celebrity in England, or in his native 
country, Ireland. Indeed, when his personal and family archive was of
fered for sale to the Bodleian Library in the 1970s, the then Regius 
Professor of Modem History at Oxford, Hugh Trevor-Roper, reputedly 
advised against its purchase, on the grounds that Molesworth was a sec
ond-rate historical figure.66

At that time, British and Irish historians had taken only a fleeting in
terest in Molesworth’s political career: his attempts to enlist himself in 
Lord Treasurer Godolphin’s court whig faction in England in 1705-8
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had been briefly noticed; as had his contribution to the Irish whig cam
paign against the tory administration of 1710-14.67 In so far as he was 
remembered, it was primarily for his writing, and even then, the only 
scholar outside Denmark to have paid him much heed was Caroline 
Robbins, whose Eighteenth-century commonwealthman, published in 1959, 
had placed him at the hub of a circle of Irish ‘commonwealth whigs’ 
in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, having a minor 
but not inconsequential part to play in the transmission of civic repub
lican ideas from Civil War England to revolutionary America.68

In the past three decades, however, Molesworth’s stock has risen appre
ciably among historians of early modern Britain and Ireland. Two proc
esses have been in operation: the first a veritable explosion of histori
cal writing on the development of political ideas in the Anglophone 
world in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries, inspired 
and led by Professors Quentin Skinner and John Pocock; the second a 
revival of interest in the political, social and cultural history of Ireland 
in the fifty years or so after the Williamite conquest. In both literatures 
the author of the Account of Denmark now appears very much as a figure 
to be reckoned with.

Molesworth’s contribution to the development of political ideology in 
England and Ireland was as an exponent of ‘old’ or ‘true’ whiggism. 
This may be construed as a defence of principles of ‘classical republi
canism’ - civil liberties, a mixed constitution, and the right of the sub
ject to resist a tyrannical ruler - in increasingly unfavourable political, 
social, and economic circumstances. Molesworth’s commitment to this 
traditional whig doctrine was expressed in a number of different books 
and pamphlets, most notably perhaps in his preface to the English 
translation of Francois Hotman’s Franco-Gallia, published in 1721.69 In 
this and some of his other writings he conformed perfectly to the pat
tern of the ‘true whig’. He denounced absolute monarchy and court 
corruption; praised the republican political systems of classical Greece 
and pre-imperial Rome, and the ancient Gothic constitutions of north
ern Europe; and he idealised rugged, incorruptible, aristocratic politi
cal virtue as a counterweight to the spreading corruption of courts and 
commerce. Needless to say, these preoccupations coloured the Account

Left: Engraving of Robert Molesworth. Published 3. Nov. 1798 by S. Harding 
127 Pall Mall & P. Brown. Crown S. Soho.
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of Denmark, especially his admiration for the ancient Gothic constitu
tion of the Danes and condemnation of what he saw as a decline in tra
ditional standards of public virtue, manifest in the behaviour of court 
society in Copenhagen. In a typical passage he dismissed those English 
visitors to the Danish royal palaces who were seduced by the luxury and 
pageantry on display: “they prefer gilded slavery to coarse domestic 
liberty, and exclaim against their old-fashioned countrymen who will 
not reform their constitution according to the new foreign mode”.70 
After his return from Denmark, and the publication of the Account, 
Molesworth could be found at the heart of the most advanced coteries 
of radical whigs in England, those who frequented London’s Grecian 
Tavern: men like the veteran republican Henry Neville, the pamphlet 
campaigners against the standing army, Walter Moyle and John Trench- 
ard, and the egregious anti-clerical journalist John Toland, all of whom 
were personally known to Molesworth and in some cases were closely 
connected to him.71

By tliis time Molesworth was also dancing attendance on a rather differ
ent kind of political thinker, the third Earl of Shaftesbury, philosopher 
grandson of the founder of the whig party.72 Molesworth sought out 
Shaftesbury as a potential patron during a long period of self-imposed 
exile in England (Irish political society having failed to recognise his 
talents); wrote him ingratiating letters; consorted with others of his 
friends and clients, like Sir John Cropley and the young James Stan
hope (later to rise to the position of joint first minister under King 
George I); and sought to obtain, through Shaftesbury’s help, a seat in 
the Westminster parliament. Although the Earl proved too sickly, or 
too precious, to make much of a lasting mark himself on parliamentary 
politics, and Molesworth was obliged to transfer his attentions to others 
to secure the office his fragile finances required him to occupy, he did 
not relinquish the connexion he had worked so hard to establish, and 
even after Shaftesbury’s death in 1713, maintained a devotion to the 
Earl’s memory.73

Shaftesbury has been much studied, as a thinker and writer. Particular 
attention has been paid to his emphasis on the preservation of civic vir
tue through education and through the promotion among the social 
elite of the values of ‘politeness’ in taste and morals. This cult of the 
‘polite’ has been elevated by some modern students, most notably Dr 
Lawrence Klein, into an ideology that supposedly succeeded in accom
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modating classical ideals of civic virtue to die modernising trends of 
an increasingly commercial society.74 In this progressive tableau Shaft
esbury is seen as providing an intellectual link between seventeenth
century commonwealth whigs and eighteenth-century moral philoso
phers; and Molesworth is often depicted at his side.

Students of Irish political thought have followed the “Shaftesbury con
nexion” across the Irish Sea. When Molesworth abandoned England 
after the Hanoverian Succession - in another pique of disappointed 
ambition - and resettled on his estate at Breckdenston, near Swords in 
County Dublin, he in turn patronised young politicians, philosophers, 
pamphleteers, andjoumalists, much as Shaftesbury had done. Histori
ans such as M. A. Stewart, Ian McBride, and Michael Brown have de
scribed a “Molesworth circle” in operation in Dublin in the late 1710s 
and early 1720s, which included John Toland (who once described 
Molesworth as “my dearest patron”), and the fledgling moral philoso
pher Francis Hutcheson, later to emigrate to Scotland and become a 
key figure in Scottish intellectual history.75 The activities of the “Moles
worth circle” are presented as crucial to the onward transmission of 
Shaftesburian ideas: Molesworth brought notions of politeness from 
England to Ireland, influencing in particular the young Hutcheson, 
who developed diese further in his professorial career in Glasgow. Thus 
Molesworth may be depicted, albeit with a little exaggeration, as one of 
the accoucheurs, so to speak, of the Scottish enlightenment.

At the same time, scholarly interest in the history of early eighteenth
century Ireland has also been undergoing a marked revival, and here 
again Molesworth’s name has come to the fore. We now have a greater 
appreciation of the vitality of the Irish political scene in the generation 
after the Glorious Revolution, and of the emergence of the Irish parlia
ment as a necessary element in the governance of the kingdom (what 
Dr C. I. McGrath has described as an Irish constitutional revolution) ,76 
The very fact that Molesworth was such a prominent figure in the whig 
parliamentary faction in Dublin during the ‘rage of party’ under King 
William III and Queen Anne is enough to invest his career with in
terest. Even more important was his role after 1715 at the centre of 
the so-called ‘patriot’ party, staunchly defending the rights of the Irish 
parliament against interference from Westminster and Whitehall. It is 
here that we can for once see a clear continuity between his political 
preaching and practice.
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Irish historians’ interest in Molesworth is not, however, confined to his 
influence in the political arena. He also features strongly in the bur
geoning literature on the material culture of the Irish Protestant land
owning elite: as a member of a so-called “new junta for architecture”, 
helping to introduce the principles of Palladianism into Irish house
building;77 and as the owner and presumed designer of a fashionable 
and innovative garden in his County Dublin demesne, which a recent 
historian has hailed, rather over-enthusiastically, as marking the emer
gence of a distinctively Dutch and whiggish approach to Irish garden 
design.78

Clearly, if Molesworth’s papers were now to be offered for sale there 
would be no difficulty in securing a positive opinion of their value. For 
he has come to be perceived as a first-rate figure in British and Irish 
history, with many claims on our attention, most notably his part in the 
development of whig ideology, first in England and then in Ireland. 
Recent historical writing has thus done a great deal to elucidate his 
milieu, and the mainsprings of his thought and actions. Among other 
tilings, these discoveries have thrown fresh light on the personal and 
political contexts in which the Account of Denmark was written. They 
have already encouraged one author, Hugh Mayo, to look again at the 
background to the text.79 His conclusion is that we should view Moles
worth not simply as another ‘commonwealth’ whig, in the style of those 
studied by Caroline Robbins and her successors, but as a representative 
of a specifically Irish form of whiggism; and we should understand the 
Account as having been informed by the particular concerns and preju
dices engendered by the traditions of Irish political theory and a politi
cal upbringing in the atmosphere of Restoration Dublin.

The present essay intends to make use of the insights of the newer his
toriography in a similar way but with a different emphasis. Its argument 
is based primarily on a re-consideration of what is known of Moles
worth’s early life and career, up to and including the publication of 
the Account, and of the precise political context in which the book was 
written and prepared for the press; together with a re-examination of 
his private correspondence at the time of his Danish embassy. What 
emerges is an interpretation that emphasises the formative influence 
of Molesworth’s experiences in the reigns of Charles II and James II, 
and during the Williamite Revolution; and his anxiety for the safety 
of the revolution settlement, both at home and abroad. There is of
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The title page of Robert 
Molesworth An Account of
Denmark as it was in the Year 1692 
(London 1694).

course evidence of a pervasive personal animosity towards the Danish 
king and his ministers, but the tone and direction of the Account also 
reflects the uncertainties of English, Irish, and European politics at the 
time of Molesworth’s embassy, and during the subsequent writing and 
publication of his book.

II
The first point to be made about the text of the Account is that, de
spite its continuing impact on Danish national sensitivities, its author 
seems not to have focused on issues of national identity and national 
character. He does indeed have tilings to say from time to time in his 
Account about the Danes as a people: their “whining” national tongue, 
their fondness for drink, their prodigality, the effete nature of their 
aristocracy and the baseness of character of the downtrodden peas
antry.80 But his disdain for what he has encountered does not derive 
from any sense of the natural or genetic inferiority of Danes, in the way 
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that some of his contemporaries wrote about the Irish among whom 
he himself lived. Molesworth’s references to the Gothic origins of the 
Danes are confined to his comments about their former constitution 
with its elective monarchy.81 Rather, he attributes any defects of char
acter to the pernicious nature of the political, social, and economic 
systems under which the people laboured, in much the same way as Sir 
William Petty (by whom he may have been influenced) ascribed Irish 
faults to climate.82

This absence of concern with a subject that modem authors find obses
sively interesting may derive from Molesworth’s ‘Anglo-Irish’ heritage, 
for he shared the ambivalent, flexible - or perhaps a better word is 
indeterminate - notion of nationality characteristic of his class.83 The 
adjective ‘Anglo-Irish’ is of course an anachronism, and worse still, 
can be a term of abuse, used by nationalists against die nineteentii- 
and twentieth-century landed aristocracy as a means of insinuating 
tiiat tiiey were not properly Irish, and resented accordingly. In conse
quence, much printer’s ink has been expended - by modern historians 
and by representatives of the Anglo-Irish tiiemselves - in an effort to 
define what an ‘Anglo-Irish identity’ means. For some, it is consonant 
witii a kind of elevated Irish patriotism, constructively non-sectarian; 
for otiiers, like die twentieth-century novelist Olivia Manning, it meant 
having no identity at all, caught between two worlds and belonging no
where. This was not how seventeentii-century Irish Protestants would 
have understood their position. In certain circumstances - when, for 
example, Irish economic interests ran up against tiiose of England, or 
when the rights and privileges of die Irish parliament were disparaged 
or threatened - tiiey readily identified with Ireland as their native land. 
Yet they also defined tiiemselves as die crown’s “English subjects of Ire
land”. The Irish propertied elite was still largely a planter class, with 
only a minority of families able to trace tiieir residence in Ireland back 
more tiian two generations, and they were conscious of representing 
die “English interest” in Ireland. When writing about domestic politics 
tiiey often used “die Irish” as a shortiiand term for Catiiolics. Far from 
being uneasy about tiieir identity, Irish Protestants of Molesworth’s gen
eration shifted comfortably between national identities. If protesting at 
die English parliament’s casual discrimination against Irish trade or 
industry, tiiey were “Irish”; if contemplating the prospect of a resurgent 
Catiiolic power in die Ireland of James II, they were “English”.
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Molesworth’s attitude to Ireland conforms perfectly to this paradigm. 
He was bom in Dublin, educated there, at Trinity College, married 
into the Irish landed class, and, apart from a brief spell at Lincoln’s Inn 
in London, and some travels in Europe in the later 1680s, lived most 
of his life in Ireland. He was capable of outbursts of a kind of political 
patriotism, in defence of the rights of the Irish parliament, especially 
in the latter stages of his career, when he had at last settled for good in 
the country of his birth. But these were not nationalist outbursts, call
ing on his countrymen to throw off the Saxon yoke; they were instead 
reasoned defences of the right of any people to enjoy representative 
government, wherever they might live, and were also expressions of 
concern lest Westminster tyranny weaken the English Protestant inter
est in Ireland. At other times he was happy to describe himself as Eng
lish, which he did at several points in the Account, a book expressly 
written by an Englishman for English readers.84 And occasionally he 
was capable of a breath  taking disregard for the country of his birth. In
deed, at several crises in his life he declared that he would leave Ireland 
for good and settle on his English estate, at Edlington in Yorkshire. 
Irish politics were hopeless. Ireland would be his “pis aller”, the bog 
in which his talents would for ever lie hidden from public view.85 It was 
only when he admitted the irrevocable failure of his attempt to make 
a career at Westminster that he returned to Dublin to assume the at
titude of the outraged Hibernian. Moreover he never had much time 
for the Gaelic Irish, their traditions, culture and religion, or their lan
guage. The passage in the Account which sneers at the Danish language 
does so by comparing it to the Irish: “it is very ungrateful, and not un
like the Irish in its whining, complaining tone”.86

Admittedly, the fact that he belonged to the Irish propertied elite would 
have made Molesworth especially conscious of the issue of nationality, 
because of the identification of political with national causes in contem
porary Ireland. From this perspective he would also have been aware of 
the ways in which some aspects of social and political behaviour among 
the ‘native Irish’ had been, and to some extent still were, explained by 
reference to ethnic origins. But the flexibility of his attitudes to national 
identity (in common with those of his class) would have blunted any 
deterministic impulses. Ethnicity had also to compete, as an interpre
tive force, with the other powerful influences and preoccupations which 
shaped Molesworth’s political thought: a libertarian whiggism, of a tradi
tional kind, suspicious of courts and in favour of limiting the powers of 
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monarchs through the agency of representative assemblies; a commit
ment to economic improvement, which would be obstructed by authori
tarian regimes in church and state; a vigorous anti-popery, which should 
not be confused with anti-Catholicism; and last but not least, a profound 
fear of French military power, especially when exercised by King Louis 
XIV. These are what really coloured his responses to his experiences in 
Copenhagen, and his representation of Denmark in the Account.

Ill
To understand Molesworth’s cast of mind, it is necessary to trace his per
sonal history and political development until and beyond the ill-fated 
Danish embassy. As an Irish Protestant, he would not have been able 
to participate in parliamentary politics in his native country before the 
Williamite revolution. The Irish parliament was not summoned after 
1666, and as a consequence Irish politics remained in a kind of limbo 
in Charles Il’s reign. But he would certainly not have been insulated 
from events in England. He spent some time in London in the mid- 
16708, at Lincoln’s Inn, and while in Dublin he would have received 
news of events across the water from friends and relations, and from 
the reports of Irish men and women returning home. In many respects 
tliis was a unified political world. Thus he would have been well aware 
of the attacks being made on Charles Il’s administration in the 1670s 
for corruption, the suspicion of the king’s secretly pro-French foreign 
policy, and the fear engendered by the allegations in 1678 of a ‘popish 
plot’ to murder the king and replace him with his Catholic brother, 
the Duke of York. He would also have followed closely the events of the 
so-called Exclusion crisis of 1678-81, in which the parliamentary fac
tion headed by the first Earl of Shaftesbury sought in vain to exclude 
the Duke of York from the succession and introduce limitations on the 
power of the monarchy.

Without a parliament in Dublin to focus discontent, Ireland escaped 
the political turmoil that engulfed England in the late 1670s. However, 
as the English body politic became bitterly divided between loyalists 
and exclusionists, or, as they became known, whigs and tories, Irish 
Protestants like Molesworth were inevitably drawn in to the events they 
were watching at a distance, and began to develop political sympathies 
along whig or tory lines. Throughout 1679 and 1680 Irishmen were 
confidently expecting that a parliament would finally be called in Dub
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lin: presumably King Charles’s advisers lost their nerve at the prospect 
of criticism on the grounds (real or imagined) of Irish ministerial le
niency towards Catholics.87 Then in the immediate aftermath of the 
defeat of the exclusionists, the lord lieutenant, Ormond, instigated re
pressive action against Presbyterians in Ulster, suspecting them of sym
pathising with Covenanting rebels in Scotland and whiggish conspira
tors in England.88 In this tense atmosphere the loyal addresses sent 
in to the crown from Irish counties, boroughs and corporate bodies 
showed a distinct party-political bias, aligning their sentiments with the 
views of English whigs or, less often, with the tories.89

The Exclusion crisis may not, however, have been as important a form
ative experience for Molesworth as its aftermath. In England after 1681 
Charles Il’s government conducted a systematic campaign against its 
whig opponents, resulting in a series of high-profile judicial killings, 
including the influential political writer Algernon Sidney (who had 
of course also served as an envoy to Denmark, and with whom Moles
worth may subsequently have identified90). In Scotland the suppression 
of the covenanter rising was followed by a similar reaction: punitive 
fines, arrests, the torturing of detainees, and a significant number of 
executions. Research by Tim Harris has demonstrated the impact of 
these events across the three kingdoms.91 It is at this point that we find 
the first tentative indication of Molesworth’s political predilections, 
though the evidence is allusive. In a later autobiographical fragment 
he claimed to have begun to travel to the continent in the 1680s, and 
to have made a point each time of visiting Holland.92 If this was the case 
he would have come into contact with a number of English and Scot
tish political exiles and presumably also with the court of William of 
Orange, for whom, in this document, he also professed to have acted 
as a courier, bringing messages to Orangist sympathisers in England at 
the time of the Glorious Revolution. It is difficult to know how seriously 
to take these assertions. But there must surely have been some form of 
prior contact between Molesworth and Prince William for such a com
paratively obscure Irishman to have been chosen as envoy to Denmark. 
It has been suggested that the link may have been through members of 
his wife’s family, which is perfectly possible.93 But the real significance 
of Molesworth’s claim of an pre-revolutionary association with Prince 
William lies in the suggestion of an early commitment to a whig, or 
at least whiggish, political position before the crisis that developed in 
England and Ireland with the accession of King James II.
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Irish Protestants had found themselves in a rapidly worsening predica
ment following Charles IPs death in 1685. James H’s reign began with 
the Anglican loyalist, Clarendon, the king’s brother-in-law, retained as 
viceroy in Dublin Castle, but within two years Clarendon had been re
placed by a Catholic lord deputy, Richard Talbot, Earl of Tyrconnel, 
who embarked upon nothing less than a political revolution. Tyrconnel 
suspended the penal laws against Catholics, remodelled the Irish army 
so that it became a largely Catholic force, appointed Catholic officials 
to places in central and local government, and interfered with the gov
ernment of borough corporations to promote Catholic interests and 
ensure that when a new Irish parliament was elected it would be domi
nated by Catholics. When William of Orange landed in England in No
vember 1688 Molesworth, along with the majority of his co-religionists 
outside Ulster, left for the security of England. Whatever political views 
Irish Protestants might have entertained previously, the events of James 
Il’s reign and the ensuing revolution rendered all but a handful into 
staunch supporters of the whig and Williamite cause. After the defeat 
of James II, when a Protestant parliament was summoned in Dublin in 
1692, it was clear that there were very few tories as such in Ireland and 
almost no Protestant Jacobites. Subsequently, for reasons unconnected 
with the revolution, a tory political interest did arise in Ireland, but it 
would be fair to say that Irish Protestants in 1689 and 1690 were natu
rally whiggish in their political inclinations.94

Whatever his party-political affiliations in 1689, by the time Molesworth 
returned from Denmark he was indisputably a whig. From the evidence 
of parliamentary lists and reports of debates it is clear that he was reck
oned as such after his election to the English parliament in 1695.95 But 
whiggism was undergoing a fundamental change in the decade after 
the revolution. When the English whig leaders, the so-called Junto, be
came the party of government in the mid-1690s, they began to distance 
themselves from those aspects of the programme of the first whigs that 
were uncongenial to government, opposing measures to restrict court 
influence over parliament or in some cases to preserve individual and 
popular liberties against encroachment by the state. Not all their fol
lowers could stomach this reversal of principles, and a distinct group of 
unreconstructed ‘old’ or ‘country’ whigs soon appeared, some of them 
gathered around the third Earl of Shaftesbury. It was among these 
‘country’ whigs that Molesworth was to be found in the mid-1690s, vot
ing in the House of Commons for electoral reform, for the exclusion
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Anthony Ashley Cooper, 3rd earl of Shaftesbury (1671-1713), and his brother 
Maurice Ashley (1675-1726), by John Closterman, c. 1702 (National Portrait 
Gallery, London)
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of office-holders from parliament, and against the maintenance of a 
standing army in peacetime.96 He followed a very similar line when at
tending the Irish parliament in Dublin, to which he had also been re
turned in 1695, supporting the adoption in Ireland of habeas corpus, 
the passage of an Irish bill of rights, and the ending of government 
interference in the Irish legislative process.97

IV
This is the side of Molesworth’s thinking that historians know best. His 
credo as a ‘country’ whig (or as contemporaries might also have put it, 
an ‘old’, ‘true’ or ‘real whig’), was set out most clearly in the preface to 
Hotman’s Franco-Gallia, the history of the flowering of the Gothic con
stitutions in the medieval west.98 This was in effect a manifesto justify
ing the right of resistance against a tyrannical ruler and calling for the 
preservation of individual liberties, religious toleration, annual parlia
ments, electoral reform, and the disbanding of a professional standing 
army in favour of an armed citizen militia. In its bitter opposition to ab
solute monarchy and idealisation of civil liberty, the Account of Denmark 
is entirely consonant with this constitutional outlook. In the preface 
to the Account, for example, Molesworth observed that all monarchies 
were traditionally elective, and in chapter 6 he described the ancient 
Danish constitution, before the recent institution of absolute monar
chy, as “the same which the Goths and Vandals established in most, if 
not all parts of Europe”, with a king chosen by the “states of the realm”, 
who might then depose him should he prove “cruel, vicious, tyrannical, 
covetous or wasteful”, or at the very least “make him answer before the 
representative body of the people”.99

Such statements place Molesworth firmly within the ‘country whig’ 
tradition. They recall not only Algernon Sidney’s Discourses concerning 
government (1664; reprinted in 1698), but the ambitions of surviving 
whig radicals who had hoped to use the occasion of King James’s depo
sition in 1689 to establish the English kingship on the same foot.100 
In the same way, Molesworth’s denunciations of the Danish standing 
army - that particularly obnoxious manifestation of the French system 
of government to which King Christian V aspired - as a mortal danger 
to liberty and a pernicious influence on the social and economic fabric 
of the kingdom,101 echoed the arguments that had been used against 
the maintenance of a significant peacetime military establishment by 
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Charles II and James II (though in the latter case by some tories as well 
as whigs), and prefigured the views of fellow country whigs in the pam
phlet and parliamentary debates about a standing army in England in 
1697-9. It may well seem odd that someone who owed the survival of 
his estate in Ireland to the actions of an army largely made up of for
eigners, most of them mercenaries and a significant contingent among 
them Danes, should have insisted that such soldiers have “no concern 
for the natives of a kingdom and their welfare”, and that the proper 
defenders of the state should be the old aristocracy and yeomanry.102 
In tliis respect, however, Molesworth’s political beliefs transcended his 
own personal circumstances, and indeed his ‘national’ identity, what
ever that might have been. (In any case he was not noticeably of an 
ironic disposition and would not have been alone in failing to see the 
contradictions in his standpoint.)

By concentrating on the themes of Gothic constitutionalism - the ac
countability of monarchy to the people, and the paramount impor
tance of safeguarding liberty - historians have been able to present 
the Account of Denmark as not only an expression of the political values 
of ‘country whiggism’, but as an implicit commentary on domestic po
litical conditions, that is to say principally in England but perhaps in 
Ireland too. The publication of the Account in 1694 would have been 
loaded with political meaning for Molesworth’s readers. The destruc
tion of liberty in Denmark might be taken as an object lesson to the 
possible fate of the Gothic constitution at home; indeed, in describing 
the former constitution of the Danes Molesworth drove home the point 
himself by remarking that this “ancient form of government in England 
is retained to this day for the most part”.103 Moreover, the threat came 
not only from the possible return of the exiled King James but from 
within the newly ensconced Williamite regime. The most controversial 
political issues of the period 1689-95 arose from what appeared to be 
the continuance of corrupt practices from the pre-Revolution monar
chy - leading to campaigns for frequent elections and the exclusion 
of placemen from parliament to prevent the “debauching” of elected 
representatives with pensions and offices - and from the new dangers 
posed by the expansion of King William’s fiscal-military state. Recent 
Danish history thus offered a very disconcerting instance of the way 
in which absolute monarchy could develop under a Protestant dynasty 
just as easily as under a popish tyranny such as France.
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V
The little we know of the publication history of the Account of Denmark 
seems to confirm a didactic, even propagandist, purpose, in so far as 
Molesworth himself considered the timing of its appearance in print 
to be crucial to serve some particular end. His own family archive 
has nothing significant to say about the Account, but in the papers 
of the opposition whig politician (and future chief minister) Robert 
Harley are two letters from John Stanley, a connexion of Molesworth, 
which cast some new light on the background to the preparation 
of the book for the press. In the first, which is undated, Stanley ex
cused himself for not sending a manuscript copy of the Account which 
was in his possession, on the grounds that he had been afraid that 
Molesworth would suddenly arrive at his house and ask for it back.104 
Evidently a scribal version had been circulating privately, with Moles
worth anxious (jusliliably, one might think) that it should not go be
yond a few trusted hands. The second letter, dated 3 October 1693, 
explained the situation more clearly: once more Stanley had to apolo
gise for not sending the text, but the reason this time was not mere 
caution.105

Mr Molesworth came to town and took them out of my hands 
to prepare them for the press, being importuned by some of his 
friends to publish an account of the state of Denmark upon this 
juncture. He is not yet fully resolved whether to let it come out 
in print, but if it does, he intends it shall be ready to come out at 
the meeting of Parliament. If he alters his design, I will take care 
to procure you the whole copy when you come to town; and will 
endeavour to borrow one I saw of the present state of Sweden in 
manuscript.

These letters confirm that Molesworth’s decision to publish the ac
count of Denmark was closely related to the contemporary political 
context; but they do not explain the precise nature of that relationship. 
The way in which Stanley links Molesworth’s work with a contemporary 
account of the other great Baltic power, Sweden, offers a clue, but not 
one that is easy to interpret. It may simply be that both texts were feed
ing the natural curiosity of the English political classes about a region 
of Europe which was giving cause for concern. The developing diplo
matic crisis in the Baltic region might easily have had repercussions on
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the conduct of the war against France, and the recent renewal of the 
alliance between Denmark and Sweden could thus have created a de
mand for information about diese monarchies, their nature and their 
political intentions. But the mention of Sweden alongside Denmark 
would not necessarily weaken the case for Molesworth’s Account as a 
political tract for the times, in the sense in which its publication has 
generally been understood. Sweden was another example of a Prot
estant monarchy with potentially absolutist ambitions, and a Gothic 
constitution under threat: after all, it was only in 1693 that the Riksdag 
had proclaimed that the King of Sweden was responsible to no human 
agency other than himself.

In the absence of direct evidence, either from Molesworth’s own pri
vate papers, or from the correspondence of friends or connexions, like 
Stanley, any attempt to elucidate the purpose, or purposes, behind the 
publication of the Account requires a close examination of both the 
context and content of the work: the precise political circumstances in 
which it first appeared, together with the author’s personal situation 
and recent experience; and the various political messages that can be 
read into it.

In die autumn of 1693, as the next parliamentary session approached, 
the balance of forces of English politics was about to receive a decisive 
shift.106 The coalition or ‘mixed’ administration that King William had 
constructed in 1689, under the leadership of the Marquesses of Car
marthen (the former Lord Danby) and Halifax, had never achieved 
stability. Conciliar government was beset by factional conflict, between 
high tories like the Secretary of State, Nottingham, and whigs like Ad
miral Edward Russell - recently removed from command of the fleet 
though still Treasurer of the Navy - and the Lord Keeper, Sir John 
Somers. Parliamentary management, left in the hands of Carmarthen 
and his creatures, was confused and feeble. At this point whigs were di
vided in their attitude to government: some, like Russell, Somers, and 
their colleagues among the emerging ‘whig Junto’, were anxious to 
take control of the administration themselves, and drive out the tories; 
others, of the old stamp, were by nature suspicious of the court, what
ever its factional complexion, and more concerned at what seemed to 
be a return to the methods of bribery and corruption associated with 
Danby’s previous tenure of high office in the 1670s.
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Daniel Finch, 2nd Earl of Nottingham and 7th Earl of Winchilsea (1647-1730), 
secretary of state 1689-93 and 1702-04, attributed to Jonathan Richardson, 
1726 (National Portrait Gallery, London)
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During and after die winter of 1693-4 these differences between whigs 
were to assume major proportions, as the king came to terms with the 
need for a more clearly partisan administration and (on the advice of 
Lord Sunderland) handed power to the Junto and their friends. Not
tingham and most other to ries relinquished office, or were dismissed, 
leaving only a small minority of Carmarthen’s followers to leaven what 
was henceforth a solidly whig ministry. Some ‘old whigs’, led by Paul 
Foley and Robert Harley, eventually drifted into an opposition alliance 
with country tories; others, including the future third Earl of Shaftes
bury (then Lord Ashley) and Molesworth, remained loyal to their party 
but took a sceptical view of the Junto ministry and a resolutely ‘coun
try’ position on issues of principle, such as place bills and electoral 
reform.

What is important for our purposes, however, is timing. I ndoubledly 
some of the fissures that were to open up between ‘old’ and ‘new’ 
whigs were already visible in 1693. The very presence of whigs in office 
would probably have been poison to some men of principle, but the 
Junto had yet to demonstrate the true extent of their flexibility over 
the party’s traditional ideals, and indeed in preceding sessions had oc
casionally reverted to type, in supporting place legislation for example, 
when they thought that voting in this way would add to the pressure 
on Carmarthen, and the King.107 At the beginning of the 1693-4 ses
sion Molesworth and those who thought like him would have been far 
more worried about the activities of tories in high office.108 Following 
Russell’s removal, leadership of the fleet had passed into the hands of 
a coterie of tory admirals, three of whom, Sir Ralph Delaval, Henry 
Killigrew and Sir George Rooke, were suspected by the whigs of be
ing closet Jacobites. The loss of the Smyrna convoy in the summer was 
blamed on the admirals, and their political master, Nottingham, who 
were accused by M.Rs of incompetence or treachery, or both. The 
Commons also directed its fire against another tory office-holder, Lord 
Falkland, for alleged malversation in administering naval funds, and - 
in a move which would have had particular resonance for Molesworth 
- impeached the Irish lords justices Porter and Coningsby (the former 
a strong tory) on a variety of charges, among them the accusation that 
they had favoured Catholics in corrupt dealings over Irish forfeited es
tates.
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Thus Molesworth’s prime political concern at the time that he was de
ciding to send his manuscript to the press would not have been the 
danger of nascent neo-whig authoritarianism, in the shape of the Junto 
ministry, whose arrival still lay in the future, but the persistent pres
ence in government of a powerful Jacobite or quasi-Jacobite element. 
For all the virtues imputed to King William (who certainly remained a 
hero to Molesworth), his accession had not by itself proved enough to 
transform the English political establishment. The absolutist tenden
cies that whigs associated with the Catholic or crypto-Catholic pre-revo
lutionary regimes, remained influential after 1689. Put another way, it 
seemed that the political manifestations of ‘popery’ could still flourish 
under a Protestant king.

VI
A central plank in English and Irish whiggery was its fear and hatred of 
‘popery’. This does not simply equate to fear and hatred of the Catho
lic Church. Whig objections to ‘popery’ were not in this way sectarian. 
Molesworth himself was of course to some degree anti-Catholic, in that 
he despised the superstitions of Romanists, and was a strong supporter 
both of penal laws against Catholics in Ireland and of schemes - none 
of which were very successful - to settle foreign Protestants (including 
German Lutherans) on Irish soil. But his essential objection to ‘pop
ery’ was on political rather than doctrinal grounds. Like many of his 
contemporaries Molesworth distinguished between Catholicism as a set 
of theological doctrines and ‘popery’ as a political system. What he ob
jected to in die Roman Church were die claims of pope and priests to 
a secular jurisdiction, to tiieir exercise of autiiority over laymen, tiieir 
assumption of a monopoly over truth and understanding and intoler
ance of dissent, and their demand of obedience, which overruled one 
of his own defining principles, tiiat of religious toleration. The connex
ion between authoritarianism and corruption in church and state was 
obvious. Moreover, it was not confined to Catholics. Whigs like Moles
worth argued tiiat the overstrained claims of Anglican clergymen were 
a kind of Protestant ‘popery’.109

Molesworth was really an opponent of ‘priestcraft’, anticlerical in his 
outlook rather than just anti-Catholic. He was equally concerned about 
tlie excessive claims of Anglican parsons - or for that matter Presby
terian ministers - as he was about the Pope and his bishops. Hence 
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his stinging criticism of the Lutheran established church and clergy 
in Denmark. Many of his sharpest insults, in print or in parliament, 
were aimed at Protestant clergymen. His political career in Ireland, es
pecially, was noted for sharp exchanges with apologists for the clergy, 
and several vehement attacks on the claims of the convocation of the 
Church of Ireland to a separate jurisdiction from parliament.110 In this 
attitude he was of course, far from unusual. The work of Professor Jus
tin Champion has amply demonstrated the vitality of English anticleri
calism in the literature of this period, both scholarly and popular, and 
Molesworth could also look to parliamentary colleagues of a similar 
disposition, including the freethinking author Sir Robert Howard and 
the eccentric ‘country whig’ back-bencher Sir Richard Cocks.111

When Molesworth was writing his Account of Denmark and deciding 
whether or not he should publish it, he would have been particularly 
exercised by the threat posed to the principles of the Glorious Revolu
tion by rampant ‘priestcraft’ - as represented by high-flying tory par
sons and their lay brethren in the tory party. Members of the ‘high’ 
party in the Church of England, to whom he likened the Danish clergy, 
had advanced claims about the authority of monarchy and the estab
lished church which would imperil the liberty of the subject even un
der an Orangist regime.112 Worse still, they were suspected - in some 
cases justly - of entertaining Jacobite sympathies. For a loyal whig, 
these Protestant fifth-columnists - sharing the ‘popish’ predilections 
of Roman Catholics in their constitutional attitudes, and conspiring for 
the restoration of a Catholic monarch - were a formidable threat to the 
maintenance of the Revolution settlement.

The Account is at its most vehement when attacking priestcraft, which 
appears as the real enemy of liberty and constitutional well-being. For 
example, in discussing the education of the young, Molesworth ob
served that the priests of the established church in Denmark, entrusted 
with tliis responsibility, have “made it their business to undermine” no
tions of civic virtue and have created a narrow university curriculum 
that has hampered rather than fostered the growth of public spirit. 
Clerical obscurantism also stood in the way of the social and economic 
improvement to which Molesworth was dedicated, and once again 
Danish history furnished an illustration.113 In the conclusion he opined 
that it would be a grave error to presume that the Roman Catholic 
Church was the only Christian sect proper to introduce slavery.114 The
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Molesworth’s parish church, at Swords, co. Dublin, the recipient of a bequest 
in his will (The Irish Architectural Archive)..

Danish Lutheran clergy had been highly effective handmaidens to the 
absolutist state. Indeed, he went on to suggest that the very existence of 
an established church was a guarantee that absolute monarchy would 
be able to sustain itself. The imposition of unity in religion and priestly 
authority had “cut away the root of sedition” and therefore all potential 
for change.115 A forced uniformity in religious belief deterred freedom 
of thought in every sphere. In his preface to Hotman’s Franco-Gallia 
he was to reiterate this commitment to religious toleration, and not 
merely as a principle in itself, but as a means to an end in promoting 
political maturity among the people. Although an Anglican by prefer
ence, he said, he was convinced that “all opinions purely spiritual and
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notional” should be indulged, and would show charity to all who dif
fer in religion, whether Quakers, Socinians, Turks, Jews, Catholics, or 
pagans.116 This was an extreme conception of what religious toleration 
might entail, since most advocates of toleration drew the line at those 
religious groups who were themselves intolerant, but it was probably 
intended to provoke his opponents and is really indicative of the depth 
of Molesworth’s detestation of what he saw as the dead hand of the 
clerical estate - of whatever persuasion.

VII
A second important influence on the construction of the Account, 
alongside this fear and loathing of priests and priestcraft, was Moles
worth’s profound anxiety about a further manifestation of the politi
cal power of ‘popery’: French military power, as wielded by the great 
monarch, Louis XIV. The evidence of his surviving correspondence 
suggests that while he was in Denmark, it was this which most agitated 
him. Given the political background of the 1670s and ‘80s this is hardly 
surprising. Historians like Professors Robert Bosher and Steven Pincus 
have amply demonstrated just how pervasive in English political cul
ture in the Restoration period was the fear that King Louis was aiming 
at a ‘universal monarchy’ which would bring all of Europe, including 
England, under its sway.117 The years in which Molesworth was growing 
up were a period of French military triumph, and English ineffectual
ness, if not downright collaborationism. The events of the 1680s, cul
minating in the Glorious Revolution in England and the beginning of 
a major European war, can only have accentuated this sense of crisis. 
On the military successes of the allies depended not only the mainte
nance of the Revolution settlement in England, but the preservation 
of a Protestant state and Protestant landed society in Ireland. Indeed, 
Molesworth and his class in Ireland had more to lose than anyone from 
the failure of the Grand Alliance.

Molesworth’s private correspondence during his Danish embassy, much 
of it directed to the English diplomat Sir William Dutton Colt, reeks of 
his anxiety over the outcome of the war.118 His letters were always impa
tient with news of failures and sometimes almost frantic in their distri
bution of blame. The English tory ministers were incompetent, if not 
traitorous - for example, the “shameful” naval defeat off Beachy Head 
in the summer of 1690 prompted him to call for heads to roll;119 and 
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the allies were well-nigh useless: inefficient, corrupt, and lacking any 
kind of backbone. At one point in 1690 he berated the slowness of the 
“confederates” and added, “they must needs have been eaten up by the 
French ... by this time, had not our master’s successful expedition into 
England rescued them from eternal slavery”.120 Without English cour
age, and especially the efforts of King William, all would be lost:121

Good God, what were become of the liberty of Europe, if he were 
not in the world, or not in the post where he is? I see no remedy 
but that the Emperor and the Allies (as they order their own af
fairs) must have sat down quietly and submitted to the French 
yoke, and such conditions as he [Louis XIV] pleased to impose 
on them, and this will never be mended while they have such 
licentious armies and covetous generals, who put no distinction 
between their friends and foes, unless it be that they use their 
friends a great deal worse.

The leitmotiv of these letters is Molesworth’s distrust of the Danish 
court and what he saw as the ascendancy of the pro-French party 
there. The ministers were “Frenchified”,122 the court full of plots and 
tricks: nothing was to be regarded or trusted. All the general weak
nesses that he identified in the Danish monarchy in these letters were 
related to the possibility that the Danish court would either fail to 
support the alliance or actively support the French. His criticism of 
the king himself, as vain, ambitious and petty, took its edge from the 
fear that these defects of character would make him vulnerable to 
French blandishments. The attacks on the corruption and extrava
gance of the court reflected a fear that corrupt and self-interested 
courtiers will not listen to the voice of reason but will allow them
selves to be bought by the French. What he saw was a country de
voted to self-interest rather than the concerns of Europe: the Danes 
were entirely self-interested, whether it be to further their territorial 
ambitions in North Germany, or simply to make commercial and fi
nancial gains through illicit trade while they remain officially neutral. 
In an echo of what were later to be the standard complaints of Eng
lish tories against the Dutch during the Nine Years War and the War 
of tlie Spanish Succession, he wrote in May 1691: “die humour of this 
people is always aspiring and endeavouring to profit diemselves by 
dieir neighbours’ damage”.123
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Much of what Molesworth had to say to Colt and to his other corre
spondents prefigured what he went on to write in the Accoun t of Den
mark. The selfishness and untrustworthiness of courtiers and aristoc
racy, the drunken habits of polite society, the squalor in which the 
ordinary people lived: all were reported in his private letters before 
being incorporated into the Account..1-4 The accusation that so angered 
King Christian, that the Danish monarchy had taken its principles of 
government from the French,125 was an extension of Molesworth’s fear, 
while resident in Copenhagen, that the Danes would throw in their 
lot with King Louis rather than King William. The characterisation of 
the Danish aristocracy as feeble and corrupt, lacking the moral fibre 
to defend its country and its liberties, may well have been encouraged 
by the anxiety under which Molesworth constantly laboured while in 
Copenhagen about the likely success of French intrigues. Much of the 
negative portrayal of Denmark in the Account can be boiled down to 
the idea of a country which had become weak and self-seeking through 
the adoption of a system of absolute monarchy, the rising power of the 
clergy and the enervation of its ancient families, and was thus unable 
to discharge its responsibilities in the European state system: unable, 
that is, to fight for the liberties of Europe against a galloping French 
tyranny.

VIII
The evidence of Molesworth’s disgruntled correspondence during his 
embassy could certainly support the emphasis placed in some discus
sions of the genesis of the Account on the particular personal difficul
ties he had encountered, and his disappointment at the failure of this 
important posting to inaugurate a distinguished official career.126 As 
early as October 1690 he was giving vent in private letters to expres
sions of bitterness at the way in which the English ministers appeared 
to be neglecting him, and the longer he stayed in Denmark the more 
put upon he felt himself to be.127 Clearly, he was also uncomfortable in 
the court society of Copenhagen, despite the fact that he was accord
ing to his own testimony an experienced European traveller, and, as 
Hugh Mayo has shown, he may have enjoyed access to the viceregal 
court at Dublin in Charles Il’s reign.128 He was, however, indisputably a 
provincial, and may have been keenly conscious of this fact. Whatever 
the cause of his social and political failures, his experience as envoy 
had left him frustrated and despondent. Molesworth was ambitious, 
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and not particularly well-to-do: the returns from his Irish estate had suf
fered during the Williamite war and were slow to recover. He needed 
the profits of office.129 And his later history is not without its careerist 
tinge, especially during Anne’s reign, when he actively sought govern
ment appointments, first attaching himself to Lord Treasurer Godol- 
phin and then to Godolphin’s successor Robert Harley.130 So it is not 
surprising that after 1692 he had some bile to expel.131

This does not mean, however, that the Account was merely a piece of 
personal spite. Molesworth’s experiences in Denmark, his fears and 
tribulations for the Protestant and Williamite cause, produced their 
particular effects because of the nature of the mind and character they 
acted upon. In common with the vast majority of Irish Protestants he 
was a strong Williamite, an unequivocal supporter of the Glorious Rev
olution and a resolute anti-Jacobite. He shared the principles of other 
‘old whigs’, for whom the great enemy was ‘popery’, whether Catholic 
or Protestant, and its instruments - the institutions of absolute mon
archy, the morally defective courtiers who served that monarchy, and 
the overbearing and authoritarian clergy of the established Church. 
The fact that diese instruments still existed, even flourished, in Eng
land (and Ireland) after 1689, and might be used either to pervert or 
to overturn the revolution settlement, were the lessons he wished his 
readers to draw by analogy from his disdainful description of the Dan
ish monarchy.

When considering what Molesworth intended by writing and publishing 
his Account, we need to be careful to concentrate on the years 1689-94. 
If we cast our eyes too far ahead, to a point at which the Junto had 
elaborated the philosophy and practice of court whiggism (or “new” 
whiggism as writers such as Charles Davenant called it), and Moles
worth had emerged as a prominent ‘country whig’ and Irish patriot 
ideologue, and interpret the Account in this context, we risk misunder
standing the author’s purpose. It may well be safe to presume that the 
Accounlwas meant as an indirect commentary on English politics, and a 
warning that a Protestant king - even such a hero as William of Orange 
- might turn into an absolutist. It may also be true that Molesworth’s 
book served in due course as an inspiration to those ‘country whig’ 
authors - such as Moyle and Trenchard during the ‘standing army’ 
controversy of 1697-9 - who denounced the illiberal tendency of Wil
liamite and succeeding governments.132 But when the Account was writ
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ten it was not principally an expression of disillusionment with William 
or an indictment of his character. Criticism was aimed at ministers, not 
at the King who had chosen them. It was only after William ’s use of the 
royal veto during the 1693-4 session, and his subsequent attempts to 
retain a standing army following the peace of Rijswijk, that real con
cerns began to be voiced about the nature of his personal kingship.133 
Molesworth’s letters from Copenhagen show not the slightest glimmer 
of doubt about the man whom he saw as the saviour of Europe. Where 
the Account did bear upon contemporary English politics directly was in 
its comments on court corruption (although Molesworth’s stress here 
on the risk of relying on “new men” rather than the old aristocracy 
must count as another of its manifold personal ironies); and its con
demnation of Protestant ‘priestcraft’. English readers exposed to the 
truth about the government of Denmark were expected to deduce that 
the influence of tory politicians and high church clergy threatened the 
downfall of the surviving Gothic constitution of the Anglo-Saxons.

Molesworth had travelled to Copenhagen with a particular set of po
litical principles, and reacted according to those principles. He was 
temperamentally as well as politically averse to the flummery of court 
life, and regarded it as the antithesis of the rugged political virtues of 
classical republicanism; and was deeply suspicious of ‘priestcraft’ in 
whatever robes it appeared. He was also - and this I would regard as 
critical - deeply committed to the idea of a European crusade to dimin
ish the power of France. As he wrote in the preface to the Account, “our 
late kings [Charles II and James II] half-undid us, and bred us up as 
narrow-spirited as they could make us consider ourselves as proscribed 
from the world, but now we have a prince [William III] that has raised 
us to our natural station, the eyes of most part of the world are now 
upon us, and take their measures from our councils”. There can be 
little doubt that it was the Danish monarchy’s failure to live up to this 
high calling that provoked his disdain. And it seems likely, in the con
text of the autumn of 1693, that the determining factor in his decision 
to publish was the apprehension that not even King William, despite 
his immense personal integrity, could be proof against the machina
tions of those Jacobites and tories, clerical and lay, who conspired to 
bring the English monarchy to the same degraded state.
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3. Robert Molesworth’s An Account of 
Den mark as it was in 1692: A Political 
Scandal and its Literary Aftermath

Sebastian Olden-Jørgensen

Introduction
Understandably, the Molesworth incident - Robert Molesworth’s 
(1656-1725) embassy to Denmark 1689-92, his strained relationship 
with the Danish court, his sudden departure and the scandal follow
ing the anonymous publication of his An Account of Den mark as it was 
in 1692 (London 1694) - has attracted much attention among Danish 
historians.134 Everybody knows about this smug arch-Whig who came, 
saw and disliked. The only sad tiling is that the Molesworth incident 
really is not as much about Denmark and the Danes as maybe we would 
like it to be. An Account of Denmark was above all a true international 
best-seller, appearing in four English, five French, two Dutch and two 
German editions before 1700.135

Looked at from this angle, Molesworth and his book are part and par
cel of the genesis of the international, libertarian, deistic subculture 
that has contributed so significantly to the shaping of the modem 
world that it is difficult to read him without feeling that this man may 
be nasty and choleric but basically he is surely right! The first example 
of this “modem” reading of Molesworth to be articulated by a Dane 
dates back to 1794 when the, admittedly somewhat eccentric, professor 
of Danish law and language at Kiel LTniversity Holger de Fine Olivar
ius (1758-1838) published a pamphlet (in English) on Molesworth, the 
concluding words of which were:

Pity it is, but my author [Molesworth] could have conjoined to his 
enthusiasm of English liberty, an equal portion of philanthropic 
sensibility; his volume could then have been very different from 
what it now appears; but

Be to his faults a little blind,
And to his virtues very kind!136
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The last Danish author to be genuinely angry with Molesworth’s treat
ment of early absolutist Denmark seems to be Franz v. Jessen who in 
1930 published a biography of Thomas Balthazar von Jessen, one of 
Molesworth’s Danish adversaries.137

The following contribution will shift attention away from the tradi
tional questions prompted by good old German source criticism and 
hurt national feeling and the associated quetions whether Molesworth 
was right, just and nice or the contrary. Instead the focus will be on the 
Molesworth incident as a literary event whose long afterlife ties in with 
the development of Danish literature and identity.

An Account of Denmark: a hybrid book
As is commonly the case, to understand the publishing success of An Ac
count is to look beyond the subject matter itself and the obvious writing 
skills of its author. What Molesworth did was more than writing deftly 
on an interesting topic. The key to his success was the striking blend 
of three genres: The political pamphlet, the topographical-historical 
description, and the confidential diplomatic report. That Molesworth’s 
Account is a political pamphlet is abundantly clear from the preface and 
the conclusion where the author states his opinions on liberty and gov
ernment, travelling and education, religion and the clergy. One only 
has to read a few paragraphs of Molesworth’s preface to understand 
what his intentions were, namely to inoculate his compatriots against 
all forms of strong monarchical government, especially if supported 
by ideas of divine right, and to make propaganda for a strictly secular, 
republican political ideology informed by natural law and a historical 
vision of original, “Gothic” (Germanic) freedom. Or to use his own 
words: to exhort people and especially young English gentlemen travel
ling abroad not to “prefer gilded Slavery to course domestick Liberty”.138 
The dangerous “gilded Slavery” was the courtly and cultural splendours 
of France and Spain that “dazzle the Eyes of most Travellers, and cast 
a disguise upon the Slavery of those Parts”.139 Molesworth’s intention 
was to unmask the slavery of France, Spain and Italy by directing the 
attention of his fellow countrymen to the plain, “ungilded” version of 
the same phenomenon, viz. Danish Absolutism, because “in the North
ern Kingdoms and Provinces there appears little or nothing to divert the 
Mind from contemplating Slavery in its own colours, without any of 
its Ornaments”.140 In everything he presented himself as a true Eng
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lish patriot defending traditional liberty and sound moral philosophy 
against modern continental slavery and the encroachments by priests 
and princes. These Whiggish opinions were by no means original but 
they were presented with wit and elegance and substantiated by the 
awful warning of the Danish example. Among the many political tracts 
of those years, Molesworth’s Account has the rare honour together with 
John Locke’s Two Treatises on Government of becoming a classic, albeit a 
minor one.141

Secondly, the Account was a piece of topographical literature that com
bined geographical description with a short historical outline and a 
sketch of the constitutional and political situation of the country or 
territory in question. Only ten years earlier, on the occasion of the mar
riage of Princess Anne to Prince George of Denmark in 1683, the Eng
lish reading public had been presented with two nearly identical book
lets, both entitled The Present State of Denmark.1'1- Neither of these works 
represents profound scholarship and both are very factual and friendly 
in their treatment of Denmark. Molesworth must have known these 
or quite similar works, because An Account shares their structure and 
subject-matter. Only Molesworth’s tone is quite different: more critical, 
more directly political, more confidential and full of ridicule. Actually 
Molesworth’s Account can be read as a very funny satire on the whole 
genre of topographical description.

In fact, it is this different tone as much as the more prominent place of 
politics in An Account that points to the third genre mentioned above, 
the confidential diplomatic report. Diplomacy and intelligence work 
have since time immemorial been closely related and it is not the least 
surprising that William III instructed Molesworth, “as dexterously and 
with as little noise as you can [to] endeavour to informe yourself of the 
designes and intentions of that court” and to compose on his return “a 
perfect and ample narrative”.143 Similar wordings abound in contem
porary British diplomatic instructions.144 Thousands of such diplomatic 
reports exist, consisting of sober-minded analysis focussing on power re
lationships and material interests complemented with blunt character
sketches of the prominent political players and speculations on die pros
pects for change of policy or government.145 Normally, however, diese 
reports were not printed and only - if at all - circulated in manuscript. 
That Moleswordi should write a text like die main body of An Accountwas 
totally normal for an ambassador. That he published it was extraordinary 
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and gave An Accoun t a delightful whiff of scandal and indiscretion which 
supposedly contributed not a little to the sales success.

The official Danish response?
It is well known how the reading public responded to An Account. Within 
three months no less than 6000 copies had been sold.146 A couple of do
mestic political adversaries quickly responded, the first being Jodocus 
Crull whose Denmark Vindicated appeared in 1694 and the second Tho
mas Rogers whose The Common-Wealths-Man Unmasqu'd followed later 
the same year. From a Danish point of view these works disappoint, 
because they mostly engage with Molesworth’s political and religious 
views in their English context. Even if Crull also tried to correct factual 
errors - and expected to be rewarded for it by the Danish legation - 
his sources were outdated and that made his defence unsatisfactory, 
if not downright embarrassing. Nevertheless, the Danish Ambassador 
Mogens Skeel charitably suggested that Crull’s efforts deserved praise 
for their good intentions.147

But what about the Danish government? It has been claimed that it 
quickly responded in kind by anonymously publishing Animadversions 
on a Pretended Account of Denmark (London 1694), which was translated 
and augmented in subsequent Dutch, French and German editions.148 
This is, maybe, an oversimplification which makes the Danish govern
ment look a little too much like a modem oil-company responding 
to critique from Green Peace by immediate volleys of disinformation. 
Like so much of what in retrospect is labelled propaganda, the Animad
versions were produced on a semi-private basis. Where Crull failed, the 
author of the Animadversions succeeded in gaining cooperation - and, 
one must assume, remuneration - from the Danish legation.

The author of Animadversions was an Oxford professor and arch
Tory, Dr. William King (1663-1712), who was supplied with factual in
formation by the Danish chaplain in London, Iver Brinck, and Ambas
sador Mogens Skeel. The Animadversions were published anonymously 
in August 1694, and two years later a couple of expanded French ver
sions appeared as well as editions in Dutch and German. The author of 
the expanded French versions was a French émigré Huguenot by the 
name ofjean Payen La Fouleresse (c. 1650- after 1701) who c. 1685-99 
intermittently worked - and of course spied - for the Danish legation 
in London. When he was not in London he worked for the German 
Chancery (Foreign Office) in Copenhagen, and that is where he trans
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lated and expanded King’s work. One of die chapters in the Animadver
sions that La Fouleresse enlarged significantiy dealt with the conflict 
between the Danish King and the Duke of Slesvig-Holstein-Gottorp. 
Molesworth’s mission to Copenhagen had been connected with Eng
lish-Dutch intervention in favour of the Duke (the so called Altona set
tlement 1689, a total defeat for the interests of the Danish monarch). 
The conflict triggered an extensive paper-war, and Molesworth had 
presented a rather pro-Gottorp version of the dispute in An Account.149 
While diese different versions of the Animadivisions were not private 
enterprises, nor were diey official in the strict sense. They operated 
in diat twilight zone which Molesworth himself had entered when he 
published An Account anonymously.

The rhetorical tactics of the Animadivisions are a mixture of vilification 
of Moleswortii’s character and corrections to his text. From a literary 
point of view this attempt to place Moleswortii in an unfavourable light 
was successful, not least due to die polished pen of its autiior, William 
King. The concomitant attempts to put Moleswortii’s facts and opin
ions in tlie “right” perspective, however, must be considered a dismal 
failure and die most excellent publicity conceivable for An Account. 
Moleswortii’s factual errors were simply not particularly glaring, but 
his opinions and biting asides were unacceptable. Therefore die tradi
tional manoeuvre of diplomatic quarrelling which aimed at presenting 
die facts of die case in the light most favourable to one’s own side did 
not work well.150

Mogens Skeel: an interpreter of political cultures
What, then, was the official response? On 18 December 1693, just a 
few days after the publication of An Account, the Danish ambassador 
in London, Mogens Skeel (1650-94), wrote directly to William III and 
asked for the book to be banned and all the confiscated copies to be 
publicly burned by the executioner as a prelude to action to be taken 
against the autiior and die publisher.151 That was die Danish way to do 
it. Just a few years before, the Leipzig professor Christian Thomasius 
(1655-1728) in the December 1688 issue of his journal Monatsgespräche 
had published a critical - and very funny - review of the Danish court 
Preacher Hector Gottfried Masius’ (1653-1709) Latin dissertation Inter
esse principum. circa religionem evangelicam. (The political advantage of Lu
theranism for tlie princes). The reaction of Christian V was an official
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Mogens Skeel (1650-94), engraving by Hubert Schaten after a sketch by Otto 
de Willars 1696. Skeel’s portrait is surrounded by the coats of arms of his 16 
noble ancestors (going back to great-great-grandfathers and -mothers) as well 
as symbols of study (books, globe, telescope) and experience (armour and 
weapons). No wonder fame descends from above with trumpet and laurel 
wreath.
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complaint to the Elector of Saxony and the public burning of Thoma- 
sius’ book by the executioner in Copenhagen. Thomasius was not pros
ecuted, but eventually he lost favour with the Elector of Saxony and left 
Leipzig for Berlin and the more tolerant Elector of Brandenburg.152 In 
1693-94 the same approach was taken with regard to Molesworth.

On the day after his letter to William III, Skeel wrote to King Christian 
V, and tliis letter is extremely interesting for its penetrating and can
did analysis.153 Skeel said that he had read An Account in one sitting, 
and that the author, whom the public identified as Molesworth, had 
taken great pains to inform himself of a thousand details concerning 
Denmark and evidently possessed a good education. Skeel also wrote 
that he had given much thought to a possible course of action. On this 
point he was very pessimistic because, as he said, the freedom of the 
press in Britain was very great, especially during sessions of parliament. 
Even though authors and publishers were punished if they went too far 
(“si la sottise va trop loin”), books criticizing the present government 
were constantly printed without being burned. Even the King read 
them without taking offence (“Le Roy meme en a leu sans se facher”)! 
Therefore Skeel doubted that there was any hope for justice, and, any
way, he thought that repressive action only would make the book more 
interesting and sought after. Nevertheless, the seriousness of the case 
and the success of the book called for action, and, as mentioned, Skeel 
had already written to William III.

Mogens Skeel is an interesting and sympathetic figure. He was of the 
old Danish nobility, possessed a good education, diplomatic experience 
and literary abilities. Furthermore he belonged to the “English party” 
at the Danish court, the opposition to the dominant “French party”. He 
liked England very much (“parmy tous les pays, qve je connais, il n’y en 
a point, qve je préfére a l’Angleterre, pour y vivre commodement”)154 
and was perfectly suited to make the observation that Molesworth had 
effectively checkmated the Danish government. Skeel’s assessment of 
the situation was right, of course. William III did not want to pounce 
on Molesworth and a lawsuit against him got grounded before it had 
really started.

Molesworth, however, did not (online himself to a critique of the Dan
ish government and the absolutist constitution. In chapters eight (The 
Condition, Customs, and Temper of the People) and sixteen (The State of Re-
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ligion, of the Clergy and Learning, &c.) he poured scorn on the Danish 
national character which according to him was in a “most deplorable” 
condition. It was characterized by laziness, mediocrity and despond
ency which he interpreted as so many symptoms of the underlying po
litical malaise:

for Slavery, like a sickly Constitution, grows in time so habitual, 
that it seems no Burden nor Disease; it creates a kind of laziness, 
and idle despondency, which puts Men beyond hopes and fears: 
it mortifies Ambition, Emulation, and other troublesome, as well 
as active qualities, which Liberty and Freedom beget; and instead 
of them affords only a dull kind of Pleasure of being careless and 
insensible.155

In other words: the miserable Danish national character was an omni
present reminder of the evils of absolutism. Even if Molesworth’s point 
here is political rather than national it seems that Molesworth through 
these two chapters put a thorn in the side of Danish national pride 
which stung long after the initial political uproar had subsided.

The immediate literary aftermath: Thura and Moller
One tiling is the immediate success of Molesworth’s Account, another is 
its literary afterlife. Many texts popular in their day quickly sink back to 
oblivion, only to be resurrected many years later by curious historians. 
Molesworth’s Account, however, achieved a secure foothold not only in 
the English Whig tradition but, due to the French translations, also in 
the respublica litteraria, Pierre Bayle among others held Molesworth in 
high esteem on this account and referred to his European fame as a 
matter of fact.156 Molesworth’s unflattering portrait of Denmark and 
the Danes simply became one of those topics no educated Dane travel
ling abroad could dodge. Thus Molesworth remained a challenge and 
a whole series of patriotic Danes took up this challenge, a fact which 
incidentally indicates the ineffectiveness of the semi official reply in 
the Animadversions.

The first of these patriots was the later bishop of Ribe, Laurids Thura 
(1657-1731), who in 1694 visited Oxford to study. During recreational 
strolls through the countryside he composed a long patriotic Dan
ish poem in the heroic alexandrine metre, telling the life story of
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Laurids Thura (1657-1731), copy by Hans Hansen in Ribe Katedralskole of 
a now lost painting. After studies in Copenhagen and a spell as teacher and 
headmaster in his native town of Køge, Thura during 1690-95 studied and 
travelled extensively abroad as tutor of young noblemen. On his return he 
pursued an honourable clerical career culminating with the bishopric of Ribe 
1713.

Hans Rostgaard (1626-84), a war hero from the Danish-Swedish wars 
1657-60. The Latin preface is dated 12 July 1694, only seven months af
ter the publication of An Account. In the subsequent Danish prologue, 
Thura dwells on the mutual love and loyalty between king and subjects 
in Denmark, of which the fate of Hans Rostgaard is a prime example. 
Towards the end of the prologue he alludes to Molesworth as follows:

A surly spirit, whose pen, to its own dishonour,
Has belched venom on all the Danish tribe, (b)
Must yet acknowledge that a Dane will sooner be a leper
Than break his oath and to his King be false.157
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Even if Molesworth’s name is not mentioned, die footnote (b) refers 
directly to the “known-but-not-named” author of An Account..159

Thura’s response is interesting not least because of its patriotic tone. 
In order to counter Molesworth’s argument he seized on one of the 
more moderate paragraphs in An Account where Molesworth speaks 
with some sympathy of Christian V whom he describes as “a very mild, 
and gracious Prince, beloved rather than reverenced by his people”.159 
But where Molesworth concentrates on the good-natured character of 
the king and in general derives the loyalty of the Danes from the perni
cious doctrine of divine right, Thura highlights the intimate connec
tion between loyalty to the king and love of the fatherland. That is, 
where Molesworth links patriotism and resistance to autocratic rule, 
Thura on the contrary sees patriotism and devotion to the king as in
separable.

Thura’s patriotic response was immediate and emotional, and it was 
highly esteemed in its day, when it circulated in manuscript until it was 
eventually printed in 1726. Already in 1699, however, when An Account 
had been translated into French, Dutch and German, and had been 
reviewed in a couple of international journals,160 and after it had been 
unsuccessfully answered by the Animadversions, the literary historian 
and headmaster of the Flensburg grammar school, Johannes Moller 
(1661-1725), went on the offensive in the vernacular of the republic of 
letters, that is in cumbersome learned Latin, replete with Graecisms. 
He did it in an eighty page preface to a collection of bibliographies 
covering all Danish-Norwegian and Swedish books since the invention 
of printing.161 Moller lamented the low opinion of Scandinavian learn
ing and literature often found among foreign scholars, and then ex
claimed:

But truly, those who sin only out of ignorance will easily obtain 
pardon from the noble inhabitants of the North. Not so, how
ever, those self-appointed critics - like the Spanish doctor Juan 
Huarte, author of the Scrutiny of talents - who, demented by a 
proud and selfish chauvinism, have persuaded themselves that 
people living in the North are totally deprived of intellect, while those that 
live between the northern and the torrid zones, like Spaniards and their 
neighbours, are most, prudent. Those authors I have already briefly 
castigated in my Cimbrice Literatæ Prodromus. A new writer from 
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England has been seized by the same madness as those but in a 
far more dangerous and, as it seems, incurable way, because he 
for certain private offences against his person has joined blind 
love for his fatherland to a wild and unrestrained hatred against 
the northerners [...] This is Molesworth, who for three years 
around 1690 functioned as ambassador of the British King Wil
liam III to the Danish court, though because of the violence of 
his difficult temper not in particularly good style. Because he for 
this reason was not as highly esteemed by King Christian V and 
the high courtiers as he himself would have liked, he became 
resentful and, lusting for revenge, he soon after his departure 
from Denmark thrust forth an unjust book on the present state 
of Denmark, directed against Denmark as well as against other 
monarchic and absolute governments, which in the foreword are 
subjected to unrestrained satire.162

Moller’s subsequent critique and refutation of Molesworth concen
trated exclusively on chapters eight and sixteen of An Account, dealing 
with religion and learning but also with the national character of the 
Danes. The essence of these chapters that so enraged Moller, can be 
summed up in three quotations from An Account. Concerning religion 
Molesworth remarked that:

there are no Factions nor Disputes about Religion, which usually 
have a great influence on any Government; but all are of one 
Mind, as to the way of Salvation, and as to the Duty they owe their 
Sovereign. This cuts off occasion of Rebellion and Mutiny from 
many, who otherwise would desire it, and seem to have reason 
enough, because of the heavy pressures they lye under.163

On the subject of learning, invention and the university Molesworth’s 
verdict is even more damning:

Denmark has formerly produced very Learned Men, such as the 
famous Mathematician Tycho-Brahe, the Bartholines for Physick 
and Anatomy, Borichius, who died lately, and bequeathed a con
siderable Legacy to the LTniversity of Copenhagen. But at present, 
Learning is there at a very low Ebb; yet Latin is more commonly 
spoken by the Clergy than with us. The Books that come out in 
print are very few, and those only some dull Treatises of Con- 
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troversie against the Papists and Calvinists. The Belles Lettres, or 
Gentile Learning are very much strangers here, and will hardly 
be introduced till a greater affluence among the Gentry makes 
way for them. It is said that Necessity is the Mother of Invention; 
which may be true in some degree, but I am sure too much Ne
cessity depresses the Spirits, and destroys it quite; neither is there 
any Invention here, or tolerable Imitation of what is brought in 
to them by strangers.

There is but one LTniversity, which is at Copenhagen, and that 
mean enough in all respects; neither the Building nor the Rev
enues being comparable to those of the worst of our single 
Colledges.104

In the grand finale of chapter sixteen of An Account, Molesworth’s sums 
up his opinion of the national character of the Danes in the following 
words.

To conclude; I never knew any Country where the Minds of the 
People were more of one calibre and pitch than here; you shall 
meet with none of extraordinary Parts or Qualifications, or ex

Johannes Moller (1661-1725), 
engraving by Johann Christoph 
Sysang. The epigram below the 
portrait celebrates the learning 
of the quintessential bookworm 
and polyhistor, who “was totally 
immersed in books while he lived, 
and henceforth will be totally 
conspicuous in his books”. 
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cellent in particular Studies and Trades; you see no Enthusiasts, 
Mad-men, Natural Fools, or fanciful Folks, but a certain equal
ity of Understanding reigns among them: every one keeps the 
ordinary beaten road of Sence, which in this Country is neither 
the fairest nor the foulest, without deviating to the right or left: 
yet I will add this one Remark to their praise, that the Common 
People do generally write and read.165

Moller’s reply to diese three passages, which he cited extensively, con
sisted first and foremost of a sketch of Danish and Swedish literary and 
intellectual history from the earliest ages to the present. With a torrent 
of names and titles he proved that from the earliest times the peoples 
of the North had been as proficient in every branch of learning and 
as eloquent in Latin as well as in the vernacular as any other civilized 
nation. Calling Dutch and German observers to witness he denied that 
the Danish clergy was bigoted and quarrelsome. Quite on the contrary 
he described the Danish population in general and the theologians 
in particular as characterized by moderation, concord and love of 
peace.166 This he contrasted with the turbulence and discord of recent 
English history. In other words: Moller’s reply to Molesworth was that 
he was wrong on all points, at least all the points Moller dealt with!

The final reply: Holberg’s Description of Denmark 
and Norway
The most thorough reply to Molesworth, and in many ways the most 
interesting, came from another Danish scholar and poet who, like 
Thura, visited England: the professor, playwright and essayist Ludvig 
Holberg (1684-1754). It was during his stay at Oxford in 1706-8 that 
Holberg turned away from theology and first conceived the plan of 
publishing a comparative treatment of the geography, constitutions 
and history of all the major European states.167 The grandiose project 
was only realized in part, first with his Danish Introduction to the His
tories of the Foremost European States (Copenhagen 1711), essentially an 
update of Samuel Pufendorf’s Einleitung zu der Historie der Vornehmsten 
Reiche und Staaten, so itziger Zeit in Europa sich befinden (1682).168 Two 
years later followed part of the planned constitutional and geographi
cal subject matter in his Supplement to the Historical Introduction (one 
of five planned volumes but the only one finished) which dealt with 
Germany, England and Holland.169 Eventually Holberg covered both 
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history, geography and constitutions together but within a geographi
cally more confined space when he published his Description of Denmark 
and Norway in 1729.170 This work was epoch-making in several ways. It 
was the first comprehensive history of Denmark in Danish since Ar
ild Huitfeldt’s multi volume History of the Da n ish Realm published more 
than a century earlier (1594-1604). Furthermore it was the first ana
lytical description in Danish of the Danish absolutist constitution. And 
it was the most comprehensive topographical description of Denmark 
and Norway between Arent Berntsen’s The Fertile Glory of Denmark and 
Norway (1650-56)171 and Erik Pontoppidan’s Natural History of Norway 
(1752-53)172 and Danish Atlas (1763-67).173 By publishing in Danish Hol
berg aimed explicitly at a domestic, non-academic public, a public he 
himself had been instrumental in creating by means of his textbooks 
and comedies. Furthermore by dealing with political subjects such as 
the Danish constitution and Danish and Norwegian trade and manu
facture Holberg actually created - at least adapted and introduced - a 
new, secular, natural-law based political language, far removed from 
the high-flung panegyrics and pious exhortations that hitherto had 
been the only public “political” genres available. In other words, Hol- 
berg’s Description of Denmark and Norway is pivotal in the development 
of Danish and Norwegian identity.174

Holberg’s Description of Denmark and Norway is unthinkable without 
Molesworth. He is the only author mentioned by name in the preface 
and the only one who is regularly singled out for special, usually criti
cal, mention.175 The entire first chapter (On the Nature and Character of 
the Danish Nation') is an extensive reply to Molesworth’s chapters eight 
and sixteen. Holberg began by rejecting Molesworth’s observation that 
the Danes, especially after the introduction of absolutism, were not as 
warlike as formerly. In this way Molesworth denied that it had any point 
for Danes to glory in the rich exploits of their “Gothic” past which to 
Molesworth was a golden age of freedom. According to Holberg the 
many lost wars against Sweden in the seventeenth Century were not 
due to diminishing valour but to bad luck coming in the shape of 
Swedish generals larger than life, such as Gustavus Adolphus, Torsten- 
son, Banner, Wrangel, Königsmark, Charles Gustavus etc., people to be 
reckoned “wonders and masterpieces of nature”.176

Concerning learning and literature he more or less followed the same 
line as Moller, whose praise of Danish docility he repeated.177 But 
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where Moller on all points argued against Molesworth’s critique, Hol
berg chose a more subtle approach, admitted some points, excused 
others, and tried to turn the rest into a compliment. For example, 
Molesworth’s observation that pretty little literature was published in 
Danish, Holberg explained by reference to the inclination of the Nor
dic peoples to speak and understand foreign languages. For this reason 
they generally preferred to read books in their original form in order 
to combine language learning and study. In this way the undeniable 
fact of the small volume of Danish literature is turned into an argu
ment for the wide intellectual horizon of the Danish reading public. 
Concerning Molesworth’s accusation of mediocrity Holberg followed 
the same tactics:

The mediocrity for which Mr. Molesworth blames the nation, 
namely that the Danes are neither foolish nor highly gifted, a 
more impartial author might have interpreted as a virtue and 
the middle way which this nation chooses in many things so that 
it seldom goes to extremes; for it deliberates on tilings a little 
more than a Frenchman, but a little less than an Englishman. It 
is not as economical as a Dutchman, but somewhat more close- 
fisted than a Norwegian. It is not as verbose as German, and not 
as taciturn as a Spaniard. Neither as playful as a Gascon, nor as 
dignified as a Portuguese, neither as amorous as a Greek, nor as 
frigid as a Westfrisian. Neither as gay as a Parisian, nor as melan
choly as an Italian. For this reason, among all the peoples I know, 
intercourse with the Danes incommodes me the least. Where on 
die contrary a Frenchman kills me wild fuss, a German wild long- 
winded talk, an Englishman incommodes me with his self-praise, a 
Spaniard wild his gravity.178

While Holberg’s reply to Moleswortii’s critique of Danish national char
acter can be seen as a clever middle way in its own right, refuting some 
points, admitting otiiers and turning die rest into positive statements, 
tilis was not possible in political matters. Thura had short-circuited 
tlie question by his patriotic protestations, Moller had dodged it com
pletely, but Holberg chose to fight Moleswortii’s on his home ground: 
natural law and history. The opening statement of his chapter On the 
Government tiierefore began with a direct rejection of die correspond
ing opening statement of Moleswortii’s preface:
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Since the author of the work called The State of Denmark as it 
was in the Year 1692179 seems to have published the said work 
especially to contest sovereign government in general, I do not 
consider it totally superfluous to say something about that matter 
before I embark on the Danish government in particular and to 
examine the words with which he begins his magnificent preface: 
Liberty and health are the greatest blessings mankind is capable of enjoy
ing. I confess that nearly all human beings by nature are inclined 
to freedom and independence, but from this it does not follow that 
it is useful for them; if humans were not subjected to passions, the 
author's opinion would seem indisputable; but as humans them
selves have felt that it was not useful for them to live in freedom 
they have originally instituted societies and set up government, 
through which the natural freedom has been restricted more or 
less according to necessity, from which the many forms of gov
ernment, as for example democracies, aristocracies, monarchies, have 
come.180

These words, echoing natural law thinking in the vein of Grotius, 
Pufendorf, and Thomasius rather than that of Thomas Hobbes, form 
the basis of the next step in Holberg’s argument. Instead of health and 
liberty he defined common security as the primary goal of all organised 
human society and boldly stated that only an absolutist government 
could fulfil tliis purpose.181 According to Holberg all democratic, aris
tocratic and mixed governments were either unstable and on the brink 
of civil war or so small and menaced by enemies that internal concord 
was secured by external pressure and not by merit of the constitution. 
This he proved with examples from exactly that ancient Greek and Ro
man history which Molesworth had set up as an ideal in contrast to the 
degenerate present. The two prime contemporary examples of flour
ishing republics, Venice and Holland, Holberg also dismissed. In Ven
ice die people live under tyrannical laws in perpetual fear of denun
ciation, and Holland was simply too young a state to prove anydiing. 
As an ironic rejoinder to Moleswordi’s harsh words about die Danish 
clergy’s enthusiasm for passive obedience and die pernicious alliance 
of dirone and altar, Holberg explained that when die people of Am
sterdam or London observed die good ordinances of die authorities 
this was due to die civility of die inhabitants and to the clergy’s con
stant preaching on die obedience due to the audiorities according to 
the law of God.182
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This is, however, the only point where religion is mentioned in connec
tion with politics. Holberg never touches upon the doctrine of divine 
right which plays such an important role in An Account, and only indi
rectly engages with the second part of Molesworth’s argument from 
history: the original, free, “Gothic” constitution once prevalent in all 
of Europe but now only in force in England. Where Molesworth oper
ates with a long “Gothic” history stretching back into the remote past, 
Holberg shortens Danish constitutional history more or less to what we 
today call historic time, that is beginning with the high middle ages. 
This allows him to tell the story of the gradual decline of an originally 
strong, hereditary monarchy and its eventual restitution under Fred
erick III in 1660 when dire necessity and deep-felt gratitude moved 
the population to introduce absolutism.183 Necessity (security), history 
(the ancient constitution of Denmark), as well as the “present, more 
enlightened condition of the world” all concur and point to the same, 
self-confident conclusion: absolutism is right in general and particu
larly so for Denmark.

Was Holberg’s reply to Molesworth an unqualified success? The ques
tion is difficult to answer, but it is tempting to think that he at least 
gave the domestic reading public peace of mind. Nevertheless, in the 
international republic of letters Molesworth’s Account continued to be 
a text worth refuting as is demonstrated by the André Roger’s semi
official Lettres sur le Danne’marc (1757-64) ,184 Even if Molesworth is not 
mentioned by name, he is hinted at in the preface where it is said, that 
“il n’y a point de descriptions du Dannemarc auxquelles je pusse les 
[the foreign friends of the author] renvoier. Elles sont ou inddeles, ou 
incompletes”.185 The English edition of the first volume which was pub
lished in 1762 even contained the words “And Different from any Ac
count hitherto published in the English Language” on the title page.

Left: Ludvig Holberg (1684-1754), engraving by Theophilus Laan 1749, 
incorporating a portrait by Johan Roselius (later ennobled von Rosenheim) 
and originally produced for the French edition of Holberg’s Morakke tanker 
(Moral reflections), but allegedly discarded because not lifelike enough. 
Judging by other portraits, the engraving seems lifelike enough but maybe 
it seemed a little too flippant to present Holberg as a pinup in the barrel of 
the Greek cynic Diogenes. The epigram celebrates Holberg’s “poignant wit” 
and his ability to “write better than almost everybody else while improving his 
fatherland and delighting and instructing the world”.
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Molesworth was, however, not at all the chief target of Roger’s glowing 
defence of Denmark. The Lettres sur le Danne’marc already belong to the 
next wave of national, literary self-defence triggered by Montesquieu’s 
De I’esprit des Loix (1748). Even if Montesquieu had not attacked Den
mark directly, his analytical categories seemed to suggest that the Dan
ish constitution was not merely monarchic but actually despotic and 
thus unacceptable. This called forth a series of Danish answers, among 
them also one by the aging Holberg, but that is outside the remit for 
tliis paper.186

Conclusion
Looked at from a rhetorical point of view, Holberg’s tactics were not 
simply to argue against Molesworth and maintain the opposite or at 
least excuse or explain away the problems. On some points (learning 
and letters) he did exactly that, but on others (national character) he 
settled for a compromise. Concerning Molesworth’s central argument, 
politics, his tactics were more sophisticated. He began his chapter on 
the Danish constitution with a discussion of general principles and an
cient history before he moved on to the Danish case. In this discus
sion he replaced liberty as the fundamental concept with security. This 
not only provided him with a more favourable yardstick for measuring 
the accomplishments of Danish absolutism but through this shift of 
emphasis he dismantled the central nexus in Molesworth’s argument, 
the connection between absolutism and lack of freedom on the one 
hand and the backwardness of the economy and the failings of Dan
ish national character on the other. The outcome of this was not only 
an effective, self-assured reply. It also allowed Holberg to incorporate 
important elements of Molesworth’s critique and general outlook, now 
liberated from their political undertones, into his enlightened, patri
otic programme for cultural and economic renewal. This renewal he 
contributed significantly to himself by means of his textbooks, his com
edies, his essays, his work as an university administrator and eventually 
through the donation of his property to Sorø Academy. Last but not 
least, he contributed significantly to the creation of a political language 
based on secular natural law, shorn of all aristocratic and constitution
alist traditions and focused on pragmatic step-by-step reforms. It was a 
language tolerant but by no means irreligious, one hundred percent 
loyal to the government and focussed on cultural and economic issues 
like the development of Danish literature, manufacture, trade and, 
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later in the century, agricultural reform. Thus transformed one can 
justly say that Molesworth’s republican manifesto was instrumental in 
shaping the identity of the patriotic and anything but radical main
stream of Danish Enlightenment.
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4. Natural Law, National Laws, Parliaments 
and Multiple Monarchies: 1707 and Beyond

John W. Cairns^*

Ditlev Tamm has pointed out that the gateway of the town of Rends
burg in Schleswig contained a stone marking the northern limit of the 
Holy Roman Empire.188 Among the many implications of this, one may 
be singled out. Whatever may have been the importance or effective
ness of the Empire, the territory beyond the river Eider could not even 
in theory be subject to the jurisdiction of the Reichskammergericht in 
Speyer (or later Wezlar) and hence subject, barring local statutes and 
customs, to the authority of the gemeines Recht applied by that court. 
South of the Eider, Holstein, however, also under the King of Denmark, 
was a Duchy of the Empire. This is just one indicator of the potential 
legal complexity of the territories of the Danish composite monarchy, 
which included through the eighteenth century, as well as these Ger
man territories, Norway, Iceland, Greenland, and some Caribbean is
lands. Scotland had no need of such a boundary stone to indicate it was 
not part of the Empire, although in 1469, shortly after James Ill’s mar
riage to Princess Margaret of Denmark, Parliament, declaring that the 
king possessed “ful Jurisdictioune and fre Impire within his Realme”, 
deprived the work of imperial notaries of any authority in civil cases 
in Scotland.189 Ten years later, a clergyman was accused before Parlia
ment of “tresonable usurpacioune” for his pretended legitimation of 
a child “in the name and Autorite of the Emperoure, contrare to our 
souverain lordis croune and maieste Riale”.190 So even in Scotland the 
universal claims of the Emperors had an impact.

Both Scotland and Denmark have an identity and national con
sciousness which may be traced to the middle ages.191 In both, the law 
has commonly come to be seen as one of many badges of that national 
identity. Without endorsing this (essentially nineteenth-century) view, 
comparison of the circumstances of the two countries brings differ
ences radier tiian similarities to die front in assessing their laws. Thus, 
Scots law became a minority system in the British composite state; 
Danish law, on the otiier hand, was dominant in die Danish compos
ite state. Despite the explicit rejection of die authority of the Roman 
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Emperor in 1469, by 1700 Scots law had become strongly marked by a 
reception of the ins commune of Roman and Canon law. The culture of 
the elite Scots lawyers based in Edinburgh practising before the Court 
of Session was cosmopolitan. For nearly two centuries past, they and 
the judges before whom they pleaded had commonly been educated 
to a high standard in a continental university in Civil, that is Roman, 
and often Canon law.192 It is this “civilian” aspect of Scots law that has 
traditionally been used to emphasise its difference from English law. 
In contrast, as a mark of identity, Danish law emphasised its “Nordic” 
roots in opposition to the Romanistic gemeines Recht of Germany, to 
which the Scots law of around 1700 could in fact be much more easily 
compared.193 As a badge of particular national identity, the cosmopoli
tan nature of Scots law only worked in opposition to English law.

Composite states, conglomerate states, and multiple monarchies 
were normal in early modem Europe.194 Crucial to any further com
parison of the Scottish and Danish positions is an understanding of 
contrasting systems of government and legislation in the eighteenth 
century in this context. In the 1660s, Denmark had become an abso
lute monarchy, the terms of which were embodied in the Royal Law 
of 1665.195 Symbolic of, and deriving from, the monarch’s new abso
lutist powers was Christian V’s promulgation of a new Danish Code, 
unifying the laws within Denmark, in 1683 (a version for Norway was 
promulgated in 1687).196 Indeed, this marked an historical develop
ment whereby the Danish kings came no longer to be seen as judges, 
but radier as legislators, in line with absolutist natural-law theory of the 
type currently being developed by, among others, Samuel von Pufend- 
orf.197

In 1603, James VI of Scotland had inherited the English throne. 
Despite inconclusive negotiations and discussions of various forms of 
closer union, the two countries remained united only by the Stuart dy
nasty. If not in die formal position of subjection to England that was the 
lot of the kingdom of Ireland, Scotland was no longer generally able 
to act independently, foreign policy, for example, typically being deter
mined in England. Assessment of the Stuart (and Willemite) multiple 
monarchy and of the consequent political tensions within the British 
Isles would be superfluous: suffice it to say that during the seventeenth 
century both English and Scots in the long run found the regnal union 
problematic, even disastrous.198 Though a closer LTnion was far from 
the necessary result of all this, a mixture of politics and ideology con
tributed to bringing about a more incorporating union of England and
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Proclamation of Parliament
This image depicts a surviving example of the official printed 
proclamation ordering the Riding of Parliament in 1681. The High 
Commissioner represented the monarch, and here it was James, Duke of 
Albany.
The image is topped by the royal coat of arms in its Scottish quartering. 
© National Archives of Scotland. Licensor wwwscran.ac.uk.

Scotland in 1707; an event about which nothing was inevitable - not 
even the event itself - and the negotiations serious and difficult.199

The most important and obvious effect of this Union was disappear
ance of the Scottish Parliament. If in theory the English Parliament was 
also abolished, in practice for England there was continuity, but with 
forty-five Scottish members added to die House of Commons and six
teen elected Scottish peers to the House of Lords.200 For Scotiand it was 
different; there was no longer a Scottish Parliament and soon no Privy 
Council. Nevertiieless, Scotiand continued in many ways as a polity on 
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its own, with its own rich civic culture and complex structures in which 
there was considerable participation. It is important to note that die 
Honours of Scotiand, die arched imperial crown, sword of state, and 
sceptre, which symbolised independence and sovereignty, were to be 
kept in Scotland along widi die parliamentary and other records and 
warrants, and “so [to] remain in all time coming notwidistanding of 
the Union”.201 These structures and provisions demonstrate die extent 
to which the Union was only partly incorporating.

Structures of Government before the Union
Before 1707, die main institutions of central government in Scotiand 
were the Parliament and the Privy Council. The former was unicam
eral, consisting of the monarch, the estates of the realm (the nature of 
which had varied, though once having classically been the three estates 
of clergy, nobility and burgesses), and the various officers of state, such 
as the Chancellor, Secretary, Justice-Clerk, Lord Advocate, and so on. 
After 1603, the king attended Parliament in person only exceptionally, 
but he was represented both by his Commissioner and symbolically by 
the presence of the Honours of Scotland - Crown, Sceptre, and Sword 
of State. Royal assent to acts was signified by touching them with the 
sceptre.202 While the royalist lawyer and political and constitutional 
theorist Sir George Mackenzie (1636-91) had argued that legislation 
was tlie prerogative of the king, the Estates only consenting, by 1707 it 
was clear that legislation was enacted by both monarch and estates.203 
The Privy Council was dominated by the officers of state and guided 
the administration of the country, developing and implementing royal 
policy and enforcing the laws.204

The most important local officer was the sheriff, a royal appoint
ment, dating from the middle ages. By 1707 around two-thirds of sher
iffs held office heritably, that is by hereditary right as property.205 They 
were responsible in their sheriffdoms for the execution of royal writs, 
including those for court summonses, summoning of jurors, elections 
to Parliament and so on. They presided over assizes that determined 
the cost of bread. They summoned meetings of the freeholders of the 
sheriffdom and were returning officers for elections.206 Commissioners 
of Supply had been established in 1667 to enable collection of a land 
tax known as the cess.207 They progressively acquired responsibility to 
collect other taxes for other miscellaneous duties, such as ensuring re
pair of highways and bridges. They were named annually in the Act of 
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Supply from lists of landowners and met frequently as die sheriff had 
to call them to ensure collection of taxes.208 Justices of the peace had 
been introduced in 1609, though their role remained that of minor 
local administration.209 County freeholders, basically feudal superiors 
who owned land of a certain value, assembled before the sheriff for var
ious head and other courts, where business could be transacted. Such 
assemblies also gave them the opportunity to act collectively, to petition 
Parliament or the Crown on matters that concerned them. Thejustices 
of the peace and the commissioners of supply were inevitably chosen 
from the freeholders. It was the freeholders who elected members to 
Parliament.

By 1707, there was an extensive system of royal burghs and burghs 
of regality or barony in (mainly) lowland Scotland. All had privileges 
founded on a charter, but royal burghs in theory had a monopoly on 
overseas trade, returned members to Parliament as the estate of bur
gesses, and were largely self-governing with what were essentially self
electing oligarchic councils. Royal burghs also had a significant insti
tution in the Convention of Royal Burghs, which met regularly and 
lobbied on their behalf.210

After 1690, the established national church was Presbyterian. If this 
- and the doctrine of die “two kingdoms” - meant it was no longer di
rectly represented in Parliament, die Kirk had an influential body in its 
annual General Assembly, which contained prominent lay members. It 
could - and did - lobby politicians, petition Parliament and monarch, 
and tiiereby was a body tiiat statesmen could not ignore. The Kirk’s 
synods, presbyteries, and sessions (in die parish) exercised discipline 
over clergy and laity. In each parish there was a group of heritors, land
owners witii a duty to maintain die kirk and manse, ensure tiiere was a 
schoolmaster, and pay die minister his stipend from die teinds of the 
parish.211

The Legal System before the Union
The most important civil court was die [Court of] Session, a central 
court developed out of the King’s Council in die fifteentii century and 
reformed as die College of Justice in 1532.212 With jurisdiction in all 
matters of civil or private law, it had its own stylus curiae, elaborated 
on die foundation of Romano-Canonical procedure. It was possible to 
take a “protestation for remeid of law” from the Session to die Parlia
ment.213 The central criminal court was the Justice or Justiciary Court, 
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which had been reformed in 1671. It could travel on circuit round 
Scotland, but this remained irregular until after the Union. An accused 
was tried by jury in a procedure similar to but far from identical with 
an English trial.214

The sheriff exercised the most significant local jurisdiction.215 Sher
iffs generally appointed a legally-trained depute to do the work, who 
might also appoint a local substitute. Sheriffs possessed a wide civil and 
criminal jurisdiction. Scotland was also covered by a system of Commis
sary Courts, secular successors to the former ecclesiastical courts, with 
that of Edinburgh having a supervisory and wider jurisdiction, particu
larly over divorce and marriage.216 Competing in significance with the 
sheriff were those landowners who had rights of regality, that is who 
possessed ajurisdiction almost as great as that of the Crown, though in 
civil matters subject to the Session’s powers of adjudication and suspen
sion. Many landowners had lesser, but still important, rights of jurisdic
tion as barons. It is often suggested that lords of regality and barony 
were not very active in exercising their jurisdictions around 1700, but 
where evidence survives this seems often to have been far from the 
case.217 Remembering that many sheriffs held office heritably, it has 
been calculated that Scotland probably had over 200 heritable juris
dictions in 1707.218 The importance of the sheriff court and franchise 
jurisdictions meant that the justices of the peace never developed the 
vital significance they possessed in England and had been allowed to 
lapse in 1641. Revived after the Restoration, some justices were active 
around the time of the Union, though their effectiveness may be ques
tioned.219 Burghs also held courts, only those of Edinburgh excluding 
the jurisdiction of the sheriff.220

Putting aside consideration of the Gaelic culture of the Highlands, 
Scotland had long had a unified law. This consisted of the “municipal 
law”, identified with statutes and customs, and the “common law”, un
derstood as the Roman law received in Europe, along with the feudal, 
Canon, and mercantile laws. Reliance on the Roman law was thought 
to secure liberty, property, honour and life, by providing certainty and 
avoiding arbitrariness.221

Provisions of the Union
The eighteenth article of the Act of Union provided that the same 
laws on trade, customs and excise as in England would be applied in 
Scotland, adding that “all other Laws, in use within the Kingdom of 
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Scotland do after die Union, and notwithstanding thereof, remain in 
the same force as before ... but alterable by the Parliament of Great 
Britain”. A distinction was drawn, however, so that laws “concerning 
publick Right, Policy and Civil Government” could be made the same 
throughout the United Kingdom, while “no alteration [might] be 
made in Laws which concern private Right, except for the evident util
ity of the subjects within Scotland”. The nineteenth article preserved 
the Court of Session and Court of Justiciary “in all time coming within 
Scotland”, though subject to such “Regulations for the better Adminis
tration of Justice” as the Parliament of Great Britain might make. The 
existing Admiralty Jurisdiction was preserved, though now under the 
Lord High Admiral or Commissioners of Admiralty of Great Britain; 
the Parliament of Great Britain was empowered to alter this court, 
though an admiralty court was always to be preserved in Scotland to 
deal with “Maritime Cases, relating to private Rights”. Heritable rights 
of admiralty were preserved as rights of property to their proprietors. 
All inferior courts were preserved, though alterable by Parliament, 
while “no Causes in Scotland [were to] be cognoscible, by the Courts of 
Chancery, Queens-Bench, Common-Pleas or any other Court in West
minster Hall”; moreover, diese courts were not after the LTnion to have 
“power to Cognosce, Review, or Alter die Acts, or Sentences of the Ju
dicatures widiin Scodand, or stop die Execution of the same”. A new 
Court of Exchequer was to be erected in Scotiand, “for deciding Ques
tions concerning die Revenues of Customs and Excises ... having the 
same power and autiiority in such cases, as the Court of Exchequer has 
in England”. The new court was to continue to exercise the Scottish 
Exchequer’s traditional jurisdiction, having die “power of passing Sig
natures, Gifts Tutories, and in other tilings”, so that it was not to have 
tlie type of extensive jurisdiction at common law potentially possessed 
by tlie English court. The Privy Council was retained “for preserving of 
publick Peace and Order” until the Parliament thought fit to alter it 
(which it did in 1708 by abolishing it, largely due to the machinations 
of a group of Scottish politicians). The twentieth article preserved the 
Scottish heritable jurisdictions “as Rights of Property, in the same man
ner as they are now enjoyed by the Laws of Scotland”. The twenty-first 
article preserved the privileges of tlie royal burghs.222

The Commissioners for LTnion had been forbidden to consider the 
ecclesiastical polity of both countries, and each country’s legislature 
passed an act to secure its own church. The Scottish act securing tlie 
church also secured tlie universities, and required that their professors
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conform to the tenets of the Kirk.223 These acts were integral to the 
union settlement and though not part of the articles of Union were 
included in the Acts passed.224

Preservation of the legal system and law entailed upholding the 
existing structures of jurisdiction that provided local government, 
which remained distinct and quite different in constitution from that 
of England. Any other solution for the legal system would have been 
completely impractical. Legal rights defined property rights; property 
rights defined political rights. Burghs both royal and of regality and 
barony had their trading privileges which they could enforce in their 
courts and in the Court of Session. Many landowners had profitable 
rights of jurisdiction. To have replaced the substantive law and legal 
institutions with anything else would have been a task of quite extraor
dinary difficulty. For example, simply to have introduced English law 
would have completely reshaped the Scottish polity and expropriated 
the property rights of the landed classes - and it was after all the landed 
classes who were agreeing LTnion. To have sorted all of this out to cre
ate a more unified state was politically impossible. Vested interests re
quired preservation of the law and legal system.

It is very likely, however, that the experience and memory of the 
enforced LTnion with the English Commonwealth under Cromwell in 
the 1650s coloured attitudes to the union of 1707. The Commonwealth 
regime attempted to restructure the Scottish legal system. The results 
were not inspiring. Cromwell removed the Scottish records to London. 
Not only are national records potent symbols of national identity, this 
action greatly hampered the operation of the legal system.225 There 
can be no surprise that the provisions of the LTnion of 1707 prohib
ited the removal of the records from Scotland.226 In January 1652, all 
jurisdictions not deriving authority from the English Parliament were 
abolished.227 In theory all courts, including sheriff, commissary, baron, 
regality, and burgh courts ceased to operate. Commissioners for the 
Administration of Justice, of whom four were English and three Scots, 
were appointed in May 1652, replacing the Session (which had not sat 
since February 1650) and the Justiciary Court.228 These could deal with 
both civil and criminal business, though it is clear the regime preferred 
to use the English judges for criminal work.229 Their commissions re
quired them to administer justice according to “the laws of Scotland, 
equity and good conscience”.230 Two men were appointed to each shire, 
one English one Scots, as sheriffs and commissaries. An admiralty court 
was also created.231 In 1654, an ordinance abolished all heritable ju
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risdictions, feudal casualties, and military jurisdictions, while another 
created “Courts Baron” for land considered a “manor”.232 A system of 
justices of the peace was established in 1655.233 Though no effective 
steps were taken, the new government clearly also wanted to assimilate 
Scots law to that of England.234

These reforms have acquired a broadly favourable reputation as 
popular and successful, promoting speedy and impartial justice.235 This 
was an assessment developed in the later eighteenth-century, largely 
by accepting the claims of the Cromwellian regime at face value and 
identifying the reforms as abolishing “feudalism” and “subjection” in 
a manner comparable to the legislation abolishing heritable jurisdic
tions and military tenure in 1747.236 There is very little evidence to sup
port it, and much against it. For example, the “feudal” jurisdictions 
carried on operating through the Commonwealth period, presumably 
to satisfy local needs. The new Commissioners were found slow and un
satisfactory in dealing with civil business. Like most occupying regimes, 
the Commonwealth government in Scotland was most concerned with 
maintaining order.237

In 1670, when LTnion had been mooted between Scotland and Eng
land, the Scots commissioners had proposed that Scots law should in 
all time coming remain as it was before the LTnion, and that all proc
esses concerning the Scots and their property should be dealt with only 
in Scotland. There could be no cases heard in England or taken there 
on appeal. In fact no provision was suggested for how reforms would be 
made.238 This is explained by Sir George Mackenzie’s reflection that it 
was unlikely “the proposal of an LTnion [could] have been less accept
able to the people at any time, than at this, in which the remembrance 
of their oppres[s]ion from the LTsurper was yet fresh with them”.239

This experience will have reinforced the determination of the Scots 
commissioners for LTnion that Scottish court structures and Scots law 
as far as possible should be preserved. Cromwell had expropriated the 
property of the Scottish landowners without compensation by abolish
ing barony and regality courts - and the reform had not even worked. 
In die 1680s, the Restoration regime had also been seen as attacking 
heritable jurisdictions, and hence property rights, which led to a spe
cific “Article of Greivance” in the Scottish settlement of 1689.240

When Parliament enacted the LTnion, it further reinforced the posi
tion of Scots law by regulating appointments to the bench of the Court 
of Session. Only those who had served in the College of Justice for five 
years as an advocate or as Principal Clerk of Session or for ten years as
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Riding of Parliament
This image depicts part of the procession known as the “Riding of Parliament”. 
This was a cavalcade from the Palace of Holyroodhouse to the Parliament 
House in a strict order. It gave an important representation of the political 
community. © The Scotsman Publications Ltd. Licensor wwwscran.ac.uk.

a Writer to the Signet were eligible for appointment. Further, a Writer 
to the Signet could only be admitted as a Senator two years after he 
had undergone “a private and publick Tryal on the Civil Law before 
the Faculty of Advocats and be found by them qualified for the said 
Office”.241 The Court was not to have members who did not have an 
academic education in law of the type favoured by Scots; the Crown 
was not going to have the authority to appoint the common lawyers of 
England to the Scottish bench.

The new Court of Exchequer came into existence on 1 May 1708. It 
consisted of the Lord High Treasurer, the Chief Baron, and four other 
Barons. In practice it was the Chief Baron and Barons who sat. Ad
vocates of the Scots bar and barristers or sc rj can Is of the English bar 
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of five years standing were eligible for appointment. As well as Scots 
advocates, English barristers qualified to appear before the English Ex
chequer also had rights of audience.242 The new Court essentially fol
lowed English law and procedure in Exchequer matters, and in prac
tice, through the eighteenth century, one judge was always an English 
barrister.243 While this court could have been a medium for inHitrating 
English law into Scots law, in fact this did not happen, though it did 
encourage Scots to learn English law.244

That the Scottish political class contained many lawyers would have 
reinforced the aim of ensuring protection of law, legal system, and 
property under the Union. It was common for landowners (who did 
not possess noble titles) to be admitted as advocates before the Court 
of Session after an education in law at (by this time) typically a Dutch 
university: sometimes they practised; sometimes they found the train
ing useful in exercising their local rights of heritable jurisdiction.245 
Some noblemen also acquired a legal education, though it was not 
thought proper for a peer to plead as a lawyer.246 Notable in this respect 
were the third Duke of Argyll and his nephew the Earl of Bute, both 
educated in law in the Netherlands.247 That Scots appeals after 1707 
went to the House of Lords made desirable the presence in the Lords 
of Scots peers with this type of education.248

Legislation After the Union
In die years before 1707, botii before and after 1689, die Scottish Par
liament had been very active as a legislature, producing important 
and lasting reforms in Scots law. These included acts protecting die 
liberty of the subject, easing credit by protecting creditors and produc
ing more refined systems of diligence, reforming prescription, protect
ing minors, making for greater certainty in real rights, and improving 
registration and die formalities of deeds. Acts also encouraged develop
ment of lands through division of commonties and the encouragement 
of enclosures.249 LTnion brought all tilis energetic activity to an end. 
Joanna Innes has demonstrated just how dramatic was the decline of 
legislation affecting Scots law, though die rate of legislation increased 
again after die mid-century.250

Innes’s quantitative and qualitative analysis of actual and failed leg
islation shows that this was not a simple effect of the LTnion. In the first 
years of die LTnion “English” domestic legislation also declined, though 
not so dramatically (50% as against 85%). Evidence suggests tiiat Scots 
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in fact followed a policy of keeping matters away from Westminster. She 
plausibly points out that Scots wanted material benefits from the Un
ion, while the English wanted a secure succession and political stability 
- not to interfere in Scottish domestic affairs.251

This means that major legislative reforms in the law generally arose 
either from lobbying and pressure from Scotland or from metropolitan 
anxiety over security. Bob Harris has shown that Scots in fact were not 
only adept at lobbying, but also managed to act as a “national interest” 
at Westminster through the eighteenth century. Much of this activity 
focused around economic concerns, such as development of the linen 
trade, or opposition to the malt tax. The Convention of Royal Burghs, 
heritors and barons of shires, and other groups regularly presented pe
titions to Parliament. The Convention commonly employed a London 
agent to look after its interests at Parliament. That ministers typically 
allowed patronage over Scottish appointments to be exercised through 
Scottish grandees, most notably Lord Hay (later third Duke of Argyll), 
provided good channels of communication from Scotland to Parlia
ment and the ministers, whereby Scottish concerns received a hearing. 
Harris has shown that the achievements were considerable.252

On the other hand, the sheer weight of numbers of English mem
bers was telling, especially when Jacobitism was seen to threaten the 
political settlement. Thus, the Jacobite scare of 1708 led to the “Act for 
Improving the LTnion between the Two Kingdoms”, which replaced the 
Scots law on treason with that of England.253 This legislation was bit
terly opposed by the Scottish members; but they could not successfully 
resist it.254 The Rebellion of 1715 led to the Clan Act, which abolished 
certain personal military services considered “arbitrary and oppressive 
... contrary to the nature of good government, destructive of the liber
ties of free people, inconsistent with the obedience and allegiance due 
to his Majesty and government, as well as the greatest obstruction to 
the improvement of trade, husbandry, and manufactories”.255

The most important statutory reforms of this nature were those en
acted, largely on the initiative of Lord Hardwicke, after the 1745 Rebel
lion. Much of tliis legislation was not directed at the legal system in 
any fundamental kind of way, though in itself of tremendous impor
tance, but was of an administrative and regulatory nature, concerned 
with disarming the Highlanders, forbidding their traditional dress and 
the like.256 Of greater significance for Scots law was the abolition of 
ward holding, a military tenure, and heritable jurisdictions. Hardwicke 
undoubtedly hoped that diese reforms were means towards “Anglicisa- 
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tion” of the Scots law and legal system. Jewell’s study of the progress of 
die legislation shows how party and personality affected the drafting, 
amendment, and progress in Parliament of die statutes.257 Of die two 
reforms, tiiat of tenures proved the easier to get through parliament, 
though die proposals provoked an extensive pamphlet literature. The 
Tenures Abolition Act converted ward holdings into blench tenure if 
held of die Crown or feu ferme if held of a subject superior. It also 
regulated or abolished certain feudal casualties, and tidied up or re
formed otiier aspects or incidents of die feudal tenures.258 The scheme 
to abolish heritable jurisdictions was much more keenly disputed in 
Parliament, witii considerable resistance in Scotiand, because of the 
proposed abolition of useful local courts and anxieties over whetiier 
it breached the articles of Union. Different individuals and groups fed 
material into the bill that emerged, so tiiat, as well as abolishing the 
heritable jurisdictions, the act provided a useful overhaul of criminal 
procedure before the Court of Justiciary. Its main effect was, of course, 
to abolish all heritable sheriffships, stewartries, baillieries, constabular
ies, and regalities, vesting their jurisdictions in the Session, Justiciary 
Court, circuits, and sheriff and stewartry courts tiiat would otherwise 
have possessed them. Barons lost their franchise jurisdiction to try seri
ous crimes, but could deal with their tenants, minor crimes, and civil 
suits to tlie value of forty shillings. Considerable compensation was 
paid, because the private property of individuals - most of whom had 
been entirely loyal to the House of Hanover - was essentially expro
priated by tlie act. The long title of the act described one of its pur
poses as “rendering tlie Union of tlie Two Kingdoms more complete”. 
This could only be so in tlie sense that now Scotland, like England, 
lacked significant heritable jurisdictions. In fact, tlie act did nothing 
to assimilate tlie Scots and English laws and legal systems, and the ba
sic architecture of tlie Scottish legal system was preserved. One of the 
act’s most obvious effects was greatly to increase crown patronage over 
tlie Scottish legal system.259 It would be wrong to see these reforms as 
“imposed” on tlie Scots by an essentially “English” Parliament. Many 
Scots were in favour of them. Their passage through Westminster gave 
opportunities for debate, amendment, and lobbying.260

Two acts early in tlie Union, however, clearly conformed to the 
model of imposition of legislation on a largely unwilling Scotland. Both 
concerned the Church. Many members of the Kirk had originally op
posed the Union because its incorporating form meant tiiat Anglican 
bishops in tlie House of Lords would have authority over tlie Church of 
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Scotland both in legislation and appeals from the Scottish courts. Dur
ing the brief period of high Tory administration under Anne, such anx
ieties about the religious settlement seemed correct. In 1709 the Pres
bytery and Provost and Magistrates of Edinburgh took action against 
an Episcopalian minister, James Greenshields, for using the Anglican 
prayer book and liturgy. It is a reasonable inference that Greenshields 
was deliberately trying to provoke the Edinburgh Presbytery to move 
against him, to bring the issue before a sympathetic House of Lords. 
His deHance of the jurisdiction of the Presbytery led to an order of 
the magistrates of Edinburgh requiring him not to conduct services; 
his subsequent disobedience led to his imprisonment. This order of 
the magistrates was ultimately reversed by the House of Lords.261 In 
London, Greenshields associated with the Anglican hierarchy, and lob
bied for the Toleration Act of 1712, “to prevent the disturbing those 
of the Episcopal Communion in ... Scotland in the Exercise of their 
Religious Worship and in the LTse of the Liturgy of the Church of Eng
land”.262 This was an attack on the Kirk as established, reducing die 
audiority of its courts. It made plain the audiority of Westminster, witli 
Anglican bishops in die Lords, and Parliament now duly passed die Pa
tronage Act, restoring to lay patrons die right to appoint ministers diat 
had been given to die elders and heritors in 1690.263 These acts were 
viewed as attacks on the LTnion settlement, and were among die griev
ances that led die Earl of Findlater to move dissolution of die LTnion in 
1713.264 The Patronage Act created many tensions in the Kirk through 
the century. But such interference widi die Kirk, contrary to the spirit 
of die LTnion, was never again attempted.265 No doubt die Scottish 
episcoplians’ associations with Jacobitism long prevented any furtiier 
moves in tiieir favour, while die national church proved staunchly loyal 
to die House of Hanover.266

Witii some exceptions, die existing active civic culture and institu
tions in Scotland allowed Scots largely to control or influence legis
lation affecting tiieir interests by lobbying and petitioning. Indeed, 
despite the LTnion, many new specifically Scottish institutions were cre
ated by legislation. These were generally designed to develop Scotland 
economically along sound mercantilist principles. Fishing, agriculture, 
the linen industry, and banking were all further promoted this way. 
Important reforms, such as the Election Act of 1743, the Entail Act of 
1770, and the Bankruptcy Act of 1772, were drafted in Scotland by the 
law officers, approved by the judges, corporations of lawyers, and free
holders, before being sent to Westminster for enactment.267 Thus, as
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Harris has demonstrated, within the new Kingdom of Great Britain, a 
Scottish political community remained that saw itself as having distinct 
national interests, which was able to utilise the system of patronage to 
achieve its ends and communicate its concerns.268

The Nature of Scots Law
The dramatic decrease in legislation relating to Scotland after the Un
ion was nonetheless significant. Reforms in die law may be necessary 
or desirable, but of neitiier political interest nor direct economic im
portance. To explore the implications of tilis, it is necessary to consider 
furtiier how Scots viewed tiieir law and legal system. Two main strands 
of thinking can be identified. The first focused very much on Scots 
law as ius proprium departing from a universal ius commune identified 
witii the received Roman and Canon laws. The second emphasised the 
place of Scots law as a municipal law validated witiiin a framework of 
essentially Protestant natural law.

The approach of Francis Grant (c.1660-1726) to law exemplifies 
die first of these. Educated in law in Leiden between 1684 and 1687,
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and writing just after the Union, he stated that young lawyers in Scot
land needed to know “our municipal and common Laws”. “Municipal” 
law meant what was peculiarly Scottish “in Statutes, Custom, and old 
Maxims of Justice and Government; different fr om the Roman Law”. By 
“common” law was to be understood “the Roman Law. Yet, not simply, 
as it obtained, precisely, under that Empire; but qualified, as commonly 
retained or received; after the Dissolution thereof: Whether by Explw 
nation, or Adaptation to the Feudal, Canon, or Mercantile Subjects; 
which superveen’d.”269 Scots law, the ius proprium, existed only in so 
far as it was different from the ius commune of Roman law, which was 
otherwise applicable as a universal law.270 Grant argued that because 
“Our peculiar Statutes, and consuetudinary Maxims, were very few”, the 
common law was cultivated and adopted.271 Scots law was a “compound 
Law”, that is, a kind of Roman-Scots law typical of the usus modemus 
Pandærtarumf1- This identification of Scots municipal law with statutes, 
custom and maxims (what others called “practick”) different from Ro
man law and of “our” common law with Roman law was not only tra
ditional from at least 1500, but also paralleled in many contemporary 
European legal systems.273

Grant considered Roman law to possess both divine authority and, 
in many respects, divine origin. He stated that it had been adopted 
by “the several Sovereigns, with Acquiesence of the People, in Europe!' 
after its rediscovery subsequent to the fall of the Roman Empire. Scot
land, “tho’ ... never intirley subject to the Roman Empire; yet, with 
other Nations, imbraced their Law”.274 Grant asserted that likewise in 
Scotland “our Kings and States” had adopted “the common Law in Sup
plement of our own”. Several pages were devoted to demonstration of 
this.275 For Grant, it was this use of the adapted Roman law in Scotland 
that ensured liberty, property, honour and life by providing certainty, 
because it ensured that decisions were made on the basis of authority, 
rather than individual judicial reason.276 Along with Scotland’s (and 
then Great Britain’s) “Gothish” constitution, it prevented the Scots be
ing subjected to the arbitrary will of the magistrate or monarch - “the 
Governour’s vagrant Reason”,277 This was because, though Grant em
phasised the divine origin of Roman law, its excellence as natural law, 
and its role as a law of nations, he argued that “Civil-common Law” was 
in force “now, of Necessity, or as binding”. It was not utilised “of meer 
Discretion, or as a variable Directory to Reason”.278

Sir George Mackenzie, the leading intellectual advocate of the Res
toration period had political views very different from those of Grant.279 
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But he also argued that it was statute and custom that gave authority to 
the ius commune in Scotland, and indeed presented a view of Scots law 
and valid legal argument very similar to that of Grant.280

The second type of approach to Scots law was rooted in the rework
ing of late scholastic natural law. In Scotland it can initially be linked 
to the writings of Thomas Craig (1538-1608). Reacting to the devel
opment of ideas of sovereignty in the sixteenth century, Craig started 
from the premise that law could clearly be divided into ius and leges. He 
stated that the latter were made by magistrates without a superior. Ius, 
on the other hand had a broader meaning, originating in nature: “so 
is called ius naturale, ius Gentium, so ius commune that is common to al
most all peoples, as a certain innate equitable reason ruling in the souls 
of men.”281 Ruling with an imperial crown, the Scots monarchs could 
issue leges.

Craig explained that there were three types of ius: ius naturale, ius 
gentium, and ius civile. The liisl had two meanings: that which nature 
had taught to all living creatures, and that which nature had taught to 
all men, and which was observed by Jews, Turks, and even pagans. In 
tliis second sense, ius naturalewas allotted the liisl place in judging, act
ing or contracting. It was considered to be good and just {bonum et aeq
uum) , derived from the ratio iuris or equity inborn in humans; against 
it, neither statutes of the kingdom, nor prescription of the longest time, 
nor custom had argumentative place. Ius gentium had next position of 
authority, as what all nations observed ought to prevail, notwithstand
ing the provisions of the ius civile or municipale. The third type of ius 
was the ius proprium or civile of each people. So, in Scotland, after the 
ius naturale and that law which was common to all nations, Craig stated 
that lii sl recourse should be made to “our written law”, should there be 
any, to resolve difficulties and serious controversies. Scots written law 
consisted of the constitutions and statutes enacted by the Three Estates, 
tliis was the proper law of the kingdom. Thus, acts of Parliament had 
to be investigated first. Craig pointed out that Scots acts could fall into 
desuetude.282 After, such statutes, judicial custom or practick was relied 
on in Scotland to resolve controversies. Failing written law or custom, 
Craig argued that recourse should be made to ius feudale, which he saw 
as a universal common law, because it was the historical source of Scots 
law, and, failing it, to the Civil (Roman) law, though, if Canon law had 
innovated on the Civil it was to be preferred.283

In many ways Craig’s account of what was to be done in practice 
in Scotland was perfectly compatible with what Grant stated. The fun-
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damental distinction between them lay in the justification for reliance 
on the universal “common” law. For Craig, the authority of Roman law 
did not derive from Scottish statute and custom, but rather from its 
embodiment of natural law. He stated that in Scotland “we were bound 
by the laws of the Romans only in so far as they were congruent with 
the laws of nature and right reason”. But he further commented that 
there was “surely no broader seedbed of natural equity, no more fertile 
held of articulated reasoning and arguments from those principles of 
nature than the books of the Roman jurists”. This meant that “what is 
equitable and what inequitable by nature and what most agrees and 
what disagrees with right reason” ought to be drawn from them “as if 
from the very fountain”. In further contrast to Grant, Craig identified 
the “common” law or ius commune wilh the ius gentium and the ius natu
rale. The Civil law was ius commune only because it was used by everyone 
as embodying equity.284

Thomas Craig Jus feudale 
(Edinburgh 1732).
One of the most important 
works on Scots law, and 
widely circulated from 
when it was written (around 
1600) by Thomas Craig 
(15381-1608), the Jus feudale 
was first printed in 1655. The 
editor of the 1732 edition, 
James Baillie, turned a 
late humanistic work into 
one of the usus modernus 
pandectarum through his 
elaborate apparatus of 
learned citations. Reproduced 
by permission of the Trustees 
of the National Library of 
Scotland.
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Later in the seventeenth century, James Dalrymple, Viscount Stair 
(1619-95), developed this type of thinking in a more coherent fashion 
in his Institutions of the Law of Scotland, first published in 1681, though 
written some twenty years earlier. Stair drew heavily on Craig in his 
account of Roman law and his view of it as embodying equity.285 Stair 
was also strongly influenced by Grotius’ theory of natural law, which 
he by no means uncritically followed; in particular, a strict Calvinist, he 
always viewed reason as subsidiary to the will of God.286 Stair stated that 
“Where our ancient law, statutes, and our recent customs and prac- 
tiques are defective, recourse is had to equity, as the first and universal 
law”.287 He stressed that Roman law, “though ... not acknowledged as 
a law binding for its authority”, it was nonetheless “followed for its eq
uity”.288

Around the time of the LTnion the approach of Grant and Macken
zie to the Civil law was probably much more typical of Scots lawyers 
than that of Stair. Proponents of either generally stressed that it was 
the scarcity of native law that led the Scots to rely so much on the Civil 
law as a common law of universal validity.289 While both emphasised the 
links between sovereignty and law, neither required that, for laws to be 
binding, the sovereign should have specifically enacted them. There 
were universal common laws that could be applied in Scotland along
side the limited municipal ius proprium.

Stair, however, was unique in one respect: the emphasis he placed 
on “custom” as a source of law, and indeed as the best source of law. In 
the dedication of his first edition to Charles II, he wrote that “ [o] ur law 
is most part consuetudinary, whereby what is found inconvenient is ob
literated and forgot”, so that “[w]e are not involved in the labyrinth of 
many and large statutes”. The superiority of custom to statute lay in the 
fact that “it was wrung out from ... debates upon particular cases, until 
it come to the consistence of a fixed and known custom”. While he ad
mitted that initially in customary law “the people run some hazard ... 
of theirjudges’ arbitrament”, this was better than the risk of legislation, 
where the lawgiver had immediately to “balance the conveniences and 
inconveniences”; in so doing, he could and often did make mistakes, 
so that there were left “casus incogitati”.290 This was in direct contrast 
to the more typical opinions of Mackenzie and Grant, who thought 
that reliance on the writers of the ius commune was superior to reliance 
on the decisions of judges in resolving problems of interpretation or 
casus omissi in litigation: indeed, both very strongly distrusted judicial 
law-making. Grant emphasised that “common” law was relied on “to 
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prevent the Arbitrariness of Judges” and that most nations preferred the 
“common Opinions, even of Doctors” to judges making law.291 Mackenzie 
set out an elaborate system for evaluating the decisions of judges, but 
pointed out that it was necessary to be aware that judges could be cor
rupt, ignorant, or indeed both. He too preferred the abstract opinions 
of learned lawyers to those of judges.292

The Triumph of Judicial Taw-Making
That the Scottish political and legal community was ultimately able to 
negotiate the less glamorous and dramatic aspects of law reform after 
the Union was largely due to thinking compatible with Stair’s view of 
law. If the views of Grant and Mackenzie were more typical in 1707, 
those of Stair had one great advantage.293 His location of Scots law 
within a framework provided by the laws of nature and nations, and his 
emphasis on development of the law by the courts potentially provided 
an understanding of law that was much more dynamic than the rather 
more traditional view that answers could be found in the writings of 
the ius commune and, if there were no law or opinion directly in point, 
through extension by analogy.

Two inter-linked developments by the middle years of the eight
eenth century helped unleash the dynamic potential of this thinking. 
First, Scots lawyers departed from their traditional attitude that Ro
man law was part of Scots law as a living universal law. Secondly, natural 
law no longer seemed to provide convincing arguments for a rational, 
universal, and abstract justice (whether or not exemplified by Roman 
law).

For the lii sl decades of the eighteenth century, most Scots lawyers 
continued to consider the law they practised as involving a necessary 
blend of the municipal and common laws.294 Thus, when James Bail- 
lie produced his authoritative edition of Craig’s Jus feudale in 1732, he 
found it necessary and appropriate to locate it within the common law 
by providing an extensive explanatory and interpretative apparatus of 
citations to the Civil and Canon laws. Patrick Turnbull, admitted as a 
Scots advocate and English barrister, wrote in 1745 that ‘in Scotland, 
Holland, and [some other polite States], [the Civil law] is the common 
Law by Adoption, and of Authority in every Thing where their own 
Municipal Laws have not made some Alterations’.295 This approach was 
emphasised in legal argument in court and in university teaching. A 
work such as the Institute (1751-3) of Lord Bankton (1685-1760) could 
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only be properly understood within a framework of Civilian learn
ing.296

From around 1750, however, Scots lawyers ended their practice of stud
ying law abroad (almost exclusively in the Netherlands in the previous 
seventy years or so), and their direct participation in and familiarity with 
Dutch humanist scholarly and intellectual traditions ceased.297 If this was 
not a particularly Scottish story, as indeed it was not, it nonetheless had 
a powerful effect in cutting Scots law loose from other, similar European 
systems.298 By 1780, it was claimed that the Civil law was neither much 
studied nor cited.299 By the end of the eighteenth century, writers and 
scholars were arguing that the role of Civil law in Scotland was now much 
diminished.300 In part this was because certain key Scottish thinkers, no
tably Lord Kames (1696-1782) and Adam Smith (1723-90), developed 
the insight of Charles de Secondat, Baron de Montesquieu (1689-1755) 
that the laws of a people were linked to its manner of subsistence into a 
theory that societies potentially went through four stages - hunting and 
fishing, pastoral, agricultural, and commercial - the different modes of 
subsistence of which required different institutions and laws.301 This ap
proach inevitably challenged the appropriateness of reliance on the old 
universal common law in legal argument.

In itself, progressive decline of reliance on Civil law would not nec
essarily have led to dynamic judicial activism but for the change in Scot
tish attitudes to the universal natural law that Roman law had hitherto 
been seen to embody. This was because in eighteenth-century Scotland 
natural law came to be viewed as a theory of justice, which in turn was 
seen as “primarily a personal wrtwéA Justice was unique as a virtue be
cause it was enforceable through courts and legislation as law.302 Of 
course, there was considerable variation among Scottish thinkers on 
the nature of moral judgements and action, in particular whether they 
concerned the senses or reason. Further, there were disputes as to 
whether justice was natural or “artificial”.303 The work of Haakonssen 
above all has made this intellectual history well known and there is no 
need to rehearse it here.304

Despite differences among thinkers, the general focus on justice as 
an individual virtue and concern with institutional structures for justice 
led to certain similar attitudes. In particular, there was a focus on the 
development of appropriate institutions to inscribe justice into law. For 
example, Lord Kames argued that courts had what he described as an 
“equitable” jurisdiction whereby judges developed the law on the basis 
of justice and utility. They knew when to do so through exercise of their 
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moral sense, which let them appreciate when reform was required.305 
Though starting from a different approach to how moral judgment was 
possible, Adam Smith’s view that rules of justice were developed from 
the moral sentiments as he understood them also led him in principle 
to favour transformation of justice into law, not through legislation, 
but through operation of precedent. This was because direct confron
tation of concrete and actual problems allowed judges and jurors, act
ing as informed impartial spectators, to recognise the requirements of 
justice and decide accordingly. Practice and experience allowed bet
ter adaptation of rules to individual cases than abstract theorisation.306 
Such considerations led both Kames and Smith to be concerned with 
the structure of courts, and how they best could be adapted to further 
development of the law.307

Smith’s pupil John Millar (1735-1801) was for over forty years, from 
his Chair of Civil Law in Glasgow, the most influential law-teacher in 
Scotland. He popularised among the legal profession this dynamic view 
of law, developing a science of legislation based on reform through ju
dicial activity. His classes on jurisprudence in Glasgow were designed 
to develop understanding of this, and to equip Scots lawyers with the 
requisite knowledge and analytical tools for the task.308 In Edinburgh, 
Allan Maconochie (1748-1816), Professor of Public Law and the Law 
of Nature and Nations from 1779 to 1796, also taught Smithian legisla
tive science, presumably with similar aims.309 Law reform did not always 
require litigation: enlightened lawyers in an energetic court could de
velop the law within what turned out to be fairly broad parameters. 
Reform of the law could be kept within Scotland, and need not trouble 
an uninterested Parliament that might intervene further in ways the 
Scottish legal community did not want. In so far as they could, Scots 
lawyers set out to create a modern commercial law in this way, though 
recognising that statute was sometimes necessary.310 That Scotland no 
longer had its own legislature did not matter as much as might have 
initially been thought, while the existence of a joint legislature with 
England did not inevitably lead towards swift assimilation to English 
law, though influence was inevitable and is undeniable.

National Laws within United States
The merger of the Scots legislature into that of Great Britain domi
nated by English members did not have a major immediate impact on 
Scots law. The Westminster Parliament had no interest in major re
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forms of Scots law for their own sake. When there were proposals for 
reform or reform was thought to be needed, Scots proved successful 
lobbyists, who could often materially affect proposals and initiate other 
reforms. Of course, in die face of a concerted and determined attempt 
to impose toleration of Episcopalians or introduce die English laws on 
treason, littie could be done; but lobbying and influence were able to 
affect the legislation proposed by Hardwicke after die Jacobite rebel
lion of 1745.

Crucial in tilis was Scotiand’s possession of institutions and bodies 
and die creation of new institutions and bodies that preserved con
siderable autonomy and self-direction through die eighteenth century. 
A comparison witii Ireland, which retained its own parliament, is in
structive. Through the eighteentii century, over half of die Irish Bisho
prics were awarded to men from outwith Ireland, as were nearly half 
die judicial posts between 1702 an 1760. The Irish peerage, revenue 
service, church, pensions, and judiciary were all used to provide pa
tronage for Englishmen for English political purposes.311 Robert Clive 
(1725-1774), for example, witii no link with Ireland, was awarded an 
Irish peerage as Baron Clive of Plassey.312 Scottish patronage was not 
exploited in a similar systematic way to reward Englishmen. In 1682, 
Richard Lawrence wrote that Ireland was “governed by English laws, 
enacted by English Parliaments, administered by English judges, [and] 
guarded by an English army”.313 The same could have been written in 
1750. Only under the Commonwealth had this been true for Scotland. 
It is worth noting that livings within the established Presbyterian 
Church in Scotland were simply not open to men who were ordained 
in tlie Church of England, and, other than appointment to the new 
Exchequer Court, which used English procedure, the Scottish bench 
was not open to lawyers trained in England. In this sense, the sepa
rate church and legal system did help maintain Scottish national differ
ence. While Scots qualified to take Anglican orders and trained for the 
English bar, sometimes achieving high office like Lords Mansfield and 
Loughborough, Englishmen in the eighteenth century generally did 
not choose to pursue legal or clerical careers north of the border. They 
were to be found in Scotland in numbers only in the army, which, like 
tlie navy, had very quickly become a truly British institution.

After 1707, appeals went from tlie Court of Session to the House of 
Lords.314 The exact impact of this on Scots law in tlie eighteentii century 
is uncertain, other than in individual cases, especially since no reports 
of Scottish appeals were published until the nineteenth century. Along 
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with the new procedures in Exchequer matters, it encouraged Scots to 
undertake the “new Term” of “the Study of the English-Law”, which was 
now “very requisite to a compleat Lawyer in our united State”.315 Works 
were proposed and occasionally achieved that promised an account of 
the relevant English law along with die Scots.316 Again, I his does not ap
pear to have had a significant impact on Scots law, although Scots were 
willing to understand English law as a declaration of ius gentium tiiat 
could have value in developing Scots law.317

Grant and his contemporaries presented a view of Scots law that did 
not link it intimately to national identity. They did not view Scots law as 
particularly unique. The historical development of Scots law involved 
a cultivation of die municipal law that took into account die experi
ence of Germany, France and Italy, leading to replenishment “witii die 
best of die Gothish and Canon Principles; and thereafter, the Roman- 
Law Reformation', tiiat obtained there”; also “Intercourse, either in War 
or Peace” with England led to the adoption of “any Flowers planted by 
the several Nations who reigned there, tiiat were fit to be transplanted 
to our Soil”. Grant considered tiiat, though die Scots were originally 
German, “[a\fterward, die great Bulk of the Nation; not inhabiting the 
Mountains; both as Country and Language', were Belgici?. Subsequent 
history, notably the reception of Roman law, meant there could be no 
surprise tiiat tiiere should be similarity of laws, so that perusal of the 
works of “the principal more modern practical 'Writers” - he singled out 
Benedikt Carpzov (1595-1666), Johan Brunnemann (1608-72), Johann 
Voet (1647-1714), Ulrik Huber (1636-94), Hugo Grotius (1583-1645), 
Antonio Pérez (1583-1673), and Georg Adam Struve (1619-92) - who 
accommodated “die Learning and Experience of all otiiers to die Roman- 
Gothick Constitution, as it obtains among themselves” showed that “the 
Bulk thereof; is the very sc/iwcwitli ours”Use of the “common law”, its 
interpreters, both doctors and courts, made law an international sci
ence.

Despite the mention of Grotius, the list of authors demonstrates the 
extent to which Grant still worked very much within the confines of 
the usus modemus. He might have relied on natural law to give a certain 
moral content to law, but it was not central to his account. For Stair, law 
was also an international science, but because of the ius naturale and ius 
gentium, rather than the “common law” as understood by Grant. The 
development of thinking on Scots law from the mid-eighteenth century 
onwards was able to draw on this to move from a universal natural law 
to a theory of justice emphasising decisions by courts, which were able 
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to draw on a substantive historical natural jurisprudence to develop the 
law, perhaps even on the basis of English law.

In Denmark, the Roman law was never considered the ius commune. 
In tliis the Eider proved a greater barrier than the North Sea. Even if 
Roman law was taught at Copenhagen, it was always considered foreign 
law by the courts, only of actual value as natural law. The highestjudges 
in the early modem period remained the king and his council; the 
latter were noblemen, not trained in law, who opposed the introduc
tion of foreign law. In contrast, though Scotland’s highest court may 
also have developed from the royal council, it was dominated by jurists 
trained in the utrumque ius of the Roman and Canon laws. The law was 
thus able to make a greater claim to be an important part of Danish 
identity, than Scots law could for Scottish identity. No Scot would have 
made the claim made by Peder Kofod Ancher (1710-88) in the second 
half of the eighteenth century that Danish law was “our own, the fruits 
of the land without any admixture of foreign products”.319

Yet, Scots law was preserved after the Union and in the age of En
lightenment modernised and reformed, without being destroyed. This 
was not only because of the particular culture of the Scots lawyers, but 
also because the institutional structure within Scotland could be mo
bilised to protect or to develop Scots law through activity in the West
minster Parliament. This was important, because while it was relatively 
common for eighteenth-century states to incorporate different legal 
systems and laws, this was not to be so in the nineteenth century, when 
pressures of nationalism and centralisation, and the vogue for codifica
tion tended to produce unified laws and legal systems within states. The 
British state, however, never achieved that level of assumed, specific 
national identity. Just as those symbols of ancient Scottish sovereignty, 
the Honours of Scotland with their imperial crown, remained locked 
in Edinburgh Castle, so England and Scotland were never completely 
merged administratively. This meant that Scots law survived without a 
Parliament within the British conglomerate state, and later could be 
developed into a badge of national identity.
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5. Divided National Loyalties in the 
Conglomerate State.
From the North Cape to the Elbe 320

Ole Feldbcek

The eighteenth century Danish state was a typical European conglom
erate state. It stretched from the North Cape to the river Elbe - a dis
tance as from Copenhagen to Tunisia. It consisted of parts with vastly 
different historical backgrounds and with vastly different economic, 
social and cultural backgrounds. The kingdom of Denmark; the king
dom of Norway with the old Norwegian dependencies of Iceland, the 
Faeroe Isles and Greenland; the Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein; 
the County of Oldenburg; and small overseas colonial possessions. 
The only tie that bound them together was the person of the absolute 
king.

The emergence of early national identities within the educated classes 
- as happened in Denmark and presumably also in Norway during the 
1740s and in the Duchies a generation later - was bound to create ten
sions of both a personal and a general character. To give a few exam
ples. A Danish civil servant who felt a strong loyalty to his country and 
who loved his mother tongue would, if criticizing the appointment of 
so many foreigners in the administration, inevitably question the king’s 
divine right to appoint whomever he pleased - and thereby also break 
his personal oath of allegiance to his king. A Norwegian timber mer
chant in Christiania who criticized obvious shortcomings in the way the 
king’s ministers in far-away Copenhagen dealt with Norwegian matters 
would threaten the cohesion of the conglomerate state which he had 
sworn to uphold. And a vicar might very well find it difficult to criticize 
foreigners and at the same time admonish his congregation to love thy 
neighbour.

For clarity’s sake I shall deal with the question of divided national 
loyalties in sequence: Denmark, Norway, and, finally, the Duchies of 
Schleswig and Holstein.
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Around 1740, Denmark witnessed a growing national awakening 
among a small group of young academics. They were the pupils of Lud
vig Holberg who had advocated a modernization of the Danish lan
guage in the spirit of the Enlightenment. Judging from their language 
they were strongly engaged in the improvement of Danish and in Dan
ish history. Their central concept was “amor patriae”, and they started 
publishing historical sources in Danish. In 1745 they formed “The Soci
ety for the Improvement of Danish History and the Danish Language”. 
In 1750 they issued a medal with the portrait of the king and with the 
proud motto: “vincet amor patriae”. Although they implicitly criticized 
the high number of foreigners in the king’s service - or perhaps be
cause they did - the king graciously, or wisely, made it a Royal Society 
and supported its activities. At any rate, the young radicals had cau
tiously refrained from defining their concept of “patria”. At that time 
it might mean at least two tilings. In the spirit of the Enlightenment 
it could mean: “patria ubicunque bene”: my fatherland is where I live 
well, as a loyal patriot and a useful citizen, regardless of birth place and 
language. Or it could mean the country where one was bom, whose 
mother tongue one spoke and whose history one shared.

During the reign of Frederik 5 (1746-66) the official delinilion was 
and remained the former cosmopolitical one. No wonder, since the 
government, the central administration and the diplomatic service 
were almost solely recruited from among foreign born men and from 
Danes who spoke their language and adopted their culture. The men 
in power let the king pay writers like J. S. Sneedorff and Tyge Rothe for 
defending this delinilion and for rejecting the place-of-birth criterion. 
Most of the subjects, however, accepted the definition - which the cen
sured press claimed was the right one. But a few fearless writers such as 
the young professor Ove Høegh-Guldberg from the Academy for the 
Nobility at Sorø did criticize that so many foreigners ate the bread of 
the land without deigning to speak the language. Even more interest
ingly, those who were attacked did not respond but chose to keep up 
an aristocratic silence.

At that time - in 1763 - all awaited the change of power which was im
minent. Frederik 5 died in 1766 and the campaign against the many 
foreigners - Saint Germain, A.G.Moltke andj. H. E. Bernstorff- started 
immediately. What is more, the extraordinary royal motto which the 16 
year old Christian 7 proclaimed seems not only to have sanctioned the 
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hunt but also to call for an entirely new definition of the term “patria”. 
The king’s motto was: “gloria ex amore patriae”, glory from love of 
the fatherland. The man who in 1767 launched the new definition was 
a young and ambitious Norwegian academic Eiler Hagerup who was 
backed by a group of Danish civil servants with political aspirations. 
He published a pamphlet which was a frontal attack on Tyge Rothe’s 
book from 1759 about the right definition of “amor patriae”, a delini- 
tion which he totally rejected. He was enthusiastically supported by the 
same censors who had previously praised Rothe, and from now on “pa
tria” was commonly understood as a matter of one’s place of birth.

But Hagerup and his political supporters wanted to go further. Rothe 
had defended the many foreigners as being indispensable if Denmark 
was to be brought to a European level of achievement. Hagerup’s argu
ment was that Denmark now disposed of enough loyal and professional 
candidates for the king’s service. And as for artists he presented a long 
list of educated Danish painters and sculptors. But he had the courage 
to go even further. Quoting the king’s motto, he wrote that if his loyal 
subjects were to love their fatherland, the king must necessarily show 
respect for their language and their culture. He implored the king to 
appoint Danes even if their qualifications were somewhat lower than 
those of foreign candidates. He did not claim that the king should ap
point only his own native subjects, but he was very close to saying so, 
and many of his readers would undoubtedly have read that unconstitu
tional suggestion between the lines.

Under the mentally deranged Christian 7, the political scene changed 
quickly, and Eiler Hagerup’s suggestions became law in less than ten 
years. The lii sl dramatic change of scenery happened in the autumn 
of 1770 when Struensee started his 16 months of dictatorial power. His 
hectic rule did not in itself contribute to the development of national 
identity, although his open disrespect towards what he called “dumme 
Dänen” did cement the opposition to his reforms. But his abolition of 
pre-censorship on 14 September 1770 - which earned the king a com
plimentary letter from the old Voltaire - offers the historian a unique 
possibility to see how far the feelings of national identity had shifted. 
The conclusion is that such feelings seemed well established among 
the Danes and the Norwegians, but that they had not yet taken hold in 
the Duchies.
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The execution of J.F. Struensee and E. Brandt in Copenhagen April 28, 1772. 
Broadside with woodcut.
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The new people in power in January 1772 did not intend to repeat 
Struensee’s political mistakes. From the very beginning they worked on 
securing for themselves a reliable base for their newly won power which 
constitutionally was no stronger than Struensee’s had been. Struen
see’s short dictatorship had shaken absolutism as a constitution and 
raised doubts about the continuance of the conglomerate state. The 
new people’s weapon was to be “Danishness” and a new del in ilion of 
“Fatherland”. Guldberg soon became the leading political figure, and 
he quickly demonstrated his intensions. Only a month after the coup 
in January 1772, it was proclaimed that the language of the administra
tion in Denmark and Norway had to be Danish. Struensee’s cabinet 
orders had been in German. It further increased the popularity of the 
new regime when, in 1773, it proclaimed that the army should be com
manded in Danish, not in German, the language of the navy having 
always been Danish. But Guldberg’s masterstroke was to mobilise the 
schools, a move that later was highly praised by the founder of the na
tional (eventually, international) Folk High School movement, N. F. S. 
Grundtvig (1783-1872). His targets were the sons of the middle classes, 
the future civil and military servants and vicars, and also the representa
tives of public opinion. In the School Ordinance of May 1775 the Dan
ish language and Danish history were for the first time made subjects in 
their own right. Furthermore, Guldberg saw to it, that the school books 
necessary for his grand design were ready. In 1776 P. F. Suhm - un
der Guldberg’s relentless censorship - published his Danmarks, Norges 
og Holstens Historie (History of Denmark, Norway and Holstein) which 
of course depicted the conglomerate state as an unqualified success 
and where all occasions for criticism were glossed over. Even more suc
cessful was the school book published by Guldberg’s young protégé 
Ove Mailing in 1777: Store og gode Handlinger af Danske, Norske og Holste- 
iim' (Great and Good Deeds by Danes, Norwegians and Holsteiners). 
Here Mailing interpreted the history of the conglomerate state, and 
showed that men -and women as well - from all parts of the state and 
from all social layers through the ages had excelled in loyalty to the 
king and love of their fatherland - the fatherland being, of course, the 
conglomerate state. Indeed, to obey the King was to obey God. With 
these tilings in place, Guldberg could set the coping stone on his grand 
design. On the King’s birthday, 29 January 1776, he published the Law 
of Indigenous Rights which was to be part of the constitution and never 
to be revoked. The message of the new law was brief. In future, with a 
few unimportant exceptions, positions in the King’s service were to be 
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given only to men born in the fatherland, and the fatherland was de
fined as the conglomerate state.

The public reception of Indfødsretten, the right of the indigenous, was 
almost as interesting as its actual contents. Guldberg wanted the new 
regime to be popular, and in Copenhagen and in the many small towns 
of Denmark the new law was received with spontaneous festivities. First 
of all, the Danish public sector was not very big. Furthermore, it seems 
likely that the law satisfied an emotional need within a young and ris
ing “Bürgerschaft” seeking a new place in traditional society. But it is 
interesting that the law does not seem to have been accorded a similar 
spontaneous reception in the towns of Norway and in the Duchies.

An important aspect of divided national loyalties had come to the sur
face with Struensee’s abolition of pre-censorship. Publications now 
made it abundantly clear that Germans were not popular in Denmark 
and that their unpopularity was rising in these years. The politically 
dangerous aspect was that the king’s Danish subjects did not distin
guish between Germans from South of the river Elbe and the King’s 
German-speaking subjects from Holstein and Schleswig. Either they 
could not make that important distinction or, perhaps, they would not! 
Indfødsretten, the right of the indigenous, did not solve that problem, 
and the tensions remained under the surface. The Danish speaking 
public met at the new clubs to talk politics and sing frivolous songs 
around the punchbowls. Clearly they felt culturally inferior when they 
compared their own milieu to that of the aristocratic literary salons, 
where the latest news from the European continent was debated and 
the latest poems by Goethe and Schiller were read. The Danes just went 
on grumbling while the Germans kept an aristocratic silence - until 
the spring of 1789, when the Germans linally reacted. An anonymous 
pamphlet accused the Danes of cultural mediocrity and a self-destruc
tive hatred against all tilings German. The pamphlet was in German, 
and it was evident that the author belonged to the highest strata of the 
Germans. Today we know that he was the cousin and private secretary 
to the minister of finance, Count Ernst Schimmelmann. The ensuing 
pamphlet war, the so-called German Feud, lasted for 18 months and 
then ended abruptly, as if by an order from above. The Danes criticized 
with much bitterness the Germans for keeping to themselves and for 
not showing due respect towards the Danish language and culture, and 
a prominent Dane even turned against the Law of Indigenous Rights
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Placat angaaende Indfødsretten 1776 (Broadside concerning the Law of 
Indigenous Rights 1776). The monogram of the King Christian 7 carries the 
motto: Gloria ex amore patrice.

and suggested that if the king’s German subjects were to serve their 
king, they might do so in Holstein and nowhere else. The Feud demon
strated clearly the divided loyalties between Danes and Germans in the 
conglomerate state at the end of the eighteenth century, and it boded 
ill for the time to come. Furthermore, one of the German combatants 
had for tactical reasons put the question: where were the Norwegians 
standing in the conflict?

Norway had a glorious historical past as a hereditary kingdom in her 
own right. Since 1380 it had been ruled by the same ruler as Denmark. 
In 1661 the country had embraced absolutism, as Denmark had done 
the year before. But since around 1500 it had been ruled more or less 
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from Copenhagen, one of the main reasons behind its secondary posi
tion being that the old Norwegian nobility virtually had died out in the 
late middle ages. In the eighteenth century, Norway had a diversified 
export economy based upon fishing, timber and iron, and it imported 
part of its com from Denmark and Schleswig, the so-called Corn Mo
nopoly dating back to 1735. Norway was a peasant society with no large 
landed estates as in Denmark and the Duchies. No Norwegian had a 
seat in the king’s council. Norway was run by the central administra
tion in Copenhagen, and no Norwegian held a top post in any of the 
central colleges. At the same time, the Norwegian local and regional 
administration was recruited from among Norwegians who all swore 
an individual oath of allegiance to the absolute king. These people 
formed a body of administrators who increasingly studied theology or 
law at the University of Copenhagen.

The abolition of pre-censorship in 1770 opened up for a stream of 
criticism against the way Norway was treated in the conglomerate 
state. There were no institutions in Copenhagen that dealt with spe
cific Norwegian matters, as there was for the Duchies. Norway was 
also refused a university and a bank of its own. The Com Monopoly 
made Norwegians starve from hunger. And incompetent civil servants 
were dumped upon Norway. The official presentation of Norway and 
Denmark was as sisters and twins that loved and obeyed the king as 
their father. But the political reality was that Norway was treated like 
a conquered kingdom while Denmark and particularly Copenhagen 
were favoured.

From diese varied criticisms it is possible to distill the components of 
a Norwegian national identity as it was in 1772. It comprised all parts 
of Norway and all Norwegians, not only the middle class, and the free 
Norwegian peasant was seen as an ideal for the nation. Norway’s glo
rious historical past was of course part of this identity, just like that 
of Denmark was prominent in the early Danish national identity. But 
there were real differences between the two national identities. The 
Norwegians in 1772 saw the rugged grandeur of their landscape as an 
image of their national character drawing, in clear contrast to Denmark 
where the landscape did not become a national icon until around 1840 
with the appearance of the painter Johan Thomas Lundbye (1818-48). 
In contrast to Denmark, the language was not part of Norway’s na
tional identity. The old Norwegian written language had definitively 
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gone out of use around 1500, and old Norwegian was spoken only in 
the countryside. To the Norwegian pastors and civil servants, the Nor
wegian language was that found in the Bible of Christian 4 and in the 
legal code, Norske Lov, of Christian 5. Last but not least, it is essential 
to stress that Denmark and the Danes did not appear in this context as 
enemies.

What sort of national expectations did diese generations of Norwegians 
prior to 1814 cherish? And how successful were they in realizing them 
in the short and in the long term? When among friends, the Norwe
gians, whether at home or in Copenhagen, might talk and sing about 
“Freedom” in the future, but concrete thoughts and plans are not to 
be found. But the authorities in Norway and in Copenhagen did, nev
ertheless, react to the popular “For Norway! Birth Place of Heroes” in 
December 1771. It was forbidden and confiscated - but still sung in 
private as a protest.

The coup d’état of Gustav 3 of Sweden in August 1772 - whose primary 
political goal was to acquire Norway - made the government strengthen 
its determination to keep Norway as a low tax country. Because of Nor
wegian national pride, it also refrained from sending troops up from 
Denmark, leaving the defence of Norway to its inhabitants. Political 
positions did, however, change over time. In 1772 Johan Nordal Brun, 
the author of the above mentioned song - the Norwegian Marseillaise, 
as it has been called — felt obliged publicly to dehne the attitude of 
Norwegians towards Norway and towards the conglomerate state. Nor
way was, he suggested, their natural fatherland, but politically it was 
the conglomerate state. At the same time, he also claimed equal rights 
for Norway within that state and asserted the duty of loyal Norwegians 
to go on claiming such rights. In 1787 another Norwegian civil serv
ant, Hans Arentz, published a book in which he claimed that the first 
obligations of a patriotic Norwegian were to Norway and to the king as 
king of Norway. One wonders how Norwegians reacted to such a book 
which even indicated that some people did in fact discuss Norwegian 
independence in a distant future.

Also the national positions changed over time. The petition for a uni
versity in Norway had been put forward as early as 1661. When the wish 
was repeated by many in 1771, the reasons given were still of a practical 
and economic character. So were the reasons given both by Struensee 
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and Guldberg for refusing it. When the matter was taken up again in 
1793 - now with promises of private funds to support the scheme - I 
have no doubt that at least some of the Norwegians saw it in a tactical 
light, as a lever for other and more important political claims. I also 
believe that the government’s flat refusal should be seen in the same 
light. When it was taken up for the third time in 1809, both the Norwe
gians and king Frederik 6 saw the matter as clearly political. It was now 
the conglomerate state: yes or no! And in 1811 the king finally gave up 
the fight and promised a full and complete university in Christiania 
which in 1813 opened up its doors for the first seventeen Norwegian 
students.

How far were the Norwegians prepared to go for political concessions 
- and how far for independence? Standing up for concessions was not 
in itself dangerous, at least not as long as formal proprieties were main
tained. But agitating and plotting against the state and the king’s maj
esty (or just knowing about it) was high treason, and the penalty was 
that barbarous punishment which Struensee had undergone in 1772. 
His right hand was cut off, his head was severed from his body which 
was then quartered, and the parts were exhibited in public. At least 
some Norwegian patriots were prepared to go that far. In early March 
1790, the Lord Lieutenant (stiftamtmand) in Christiania nervously re
ported that the revolution was on its way to Southern Norway, and the 
only tiling he did not know was the exact date. Actually he was closer to 
the facts than he probably knew. Within the same week four prominent 
timber merchants from Christiania and Frederikshald, who later were 
known to have been political activists, met at Eda on the Swedish side 
of the frontier with Gustav 3’s closest ton I id an I, Gustaf Mauri tz Arm
felt. Here they presented some vague plans for starting a rising among 
the Norwegian soldiers in the garrisons and among the copper mine 
workers at Røros. For this they needed assistance from Sweden, but as 
their aim was a free and independent Norway, they had no wish to join 
Sweden with its aristocratic form of government, and the contacts were 
broken off . They were taken up again by the Swedish Crown Prince 
Karl Johan twenty years later. In this first venture, the four brave agents 
returned to Norway and carried on less dangerous work together with 
their co-conspirators, but the event does throw an interesting light on 
the conflicting loyalties in the conglomerate state.
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Until 1773 Holstein and Schleswig - respectively fiefs of the German 
Reich and of the Crown of Denmark - had developed into a territorial 
patchwork. That year saw the Great Exchange of Territory whereby all 
of Holstein and Schleswig were united under the Danish King.

In Holstein and in Southern Schleswig the language and peasant 
culture was German while the peasants in Northern Schleswig spoke 
Danish. The real political power was held by the strong Ritterschaft 
consisting of the great landowners of the two duchies with their vast 
landed estates cultivated by peasants under the traditional Leibeigen
schaft (bondage). At die formal political level die Ritterschaft claimed 
its sole right to represent die duchies vis-a-vis die distant Landesherr in 
Copenhagen, while die agents of die absolute monarchy maintained 
the position tiiat die Lex Regia of 1665 made it impossible to recognize 
any power as a privileged and equal partner in negotiations. A modus 
vivendi had, however, been established. A standing committee, the so- 
called “Fortwährende Deputation”, dealt witii the king’s ministers, and 
the taxes from the duchies were formally styled “free gifts” (dons gra- 
tuits). As some of die king’s ministers owned estates in die duchies and 
were members of die “Ritterschaft”, business was transacted in “Einig
keit” and aristocratic harmony.

This harmony was, however, broken when Crown Prince Frederik 
(eventually Frederik 6) took over as chief of government in 1797 after 
the death of A. P. Bemstorff. He wanted “Einheit” (unity) instead of the 
traditional “Einigheit” (unanimity) in die conglomerate state. In 1800 
he one-sidedly changed die drafting system for the army, sometiiing 
that shocked die Ritterschaft. When two years later he introduced an 
entirely new tax system, die chief of die German administration in Co
penhagen, Cay Reventlow - also a member of die Ritterschaft - imme
diately resigned. The Crown Prince, however, carried on, and in 1805 
he abolished die Leibeigenschaft witiiout listening to die landowners 
and the Ritterschaft.

The Napoleonic Wars and die abolition of The Holy Roman Empire 
of German Nation in 1806 created an entirely new situation witii re
gard to Holstein, till then a fief of the Reich. Denmark annexed it witii 
Napoleon’s approval in 1806, and the Crown Prince immediately ap
pointed a commission which should produce a common legal code for 
the entire conglomerate state, a sort of Code Napoléon. At the same 
time he embarked upon a project that should promote Danish as the 
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administrative language in the duchies. In 1811 he created a professor
ship in Danish language and literature at the University in Kiel, thereby 
provoking the growing German national identity. The German civil 
servants called it a “Dänisierung” of the administration, but they re
frained from open opposition. And the Ritterschaft, which controlled 
the university in Kiel, was strongly conservative and felt a deep loyalty 
towards their Landesherr, while they looked with grave misgivings at 
the bourgeois liberals in Kiel with their newfangled social and national 
ideas.

The “divided loyalties” of the nineteenth century were a legacy from 
the eighteenth. In 1807 Denmark was forced into the war on the side of 
Napoleon and ended up with the state going bankrupt in 1813. The Nor
wegians discovered that when Great Britain’s Royal Navy cut the ties be
tween Copenhagen and Christiania, they were actually able to manage 
for themselves. When the Danish king ceded Norway to the king of Swe
den, the Norwegians proclaimed themselves independent and elected 
the Danish viceroy king under the liberal Eidsvoll Constitution of 17 May 
1814. When they were forced by the great powers in Vienna to enter into 
a personal union with Sweden, they succeeded in salvaging most of the 
liberal principles of the Eidsvoll Constitution, foreshadowing their path 
to complete independence in 1905. And in 1814 - when Cossacks were 
roaming in Holstein and in Northern Schleswig, the populations of the 
two Duchies learned that membership of the old conglomerate state did 
not secure them against war and social upheaval.

However, the old Danish conglomerate state - the so-called “Helstat” - 
lived on, though in a mutilated form. The proportion of Germans - as 
defined by language and culture - rose from 25 per cent to 40 when the 
peace was signed. This at a time when national ideas and identities for 
the first time in history had developed into a powerful political factor 
in Europe. The conglomerate state of 1814 consisted of the Kingdom 
of Denmark, the Duchy of Schleswig (half Danish, half German), the 
Duchy of Holstein, and the tiny Duchy of Lauenburg between Ham
burg and Lübeck, with Holstein and Lauenburg becoming members of 
the German Confederation. Such was the great powers’ compensation 
to the king of Denmark for his loss of Norway.

In this conglomerate, Schleswig with its Danish-speaking peasant popu
lation in the northern half was left as a ticking bomb in Metternich’s 
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new conservative Europe. After the revolutions of 1830 the cracks in 
this construction grew radically. The Danish political liberals wrote 
“Schleswig Danish” on their banner; while the German liberals made 
the Schleswig Question the touchstone for the German Idea (“Prøve
stenen for den tyske Tanke”). In other words, the transformation of 
the loose German “Kultur Nation” into a politically powerful German 
“Staats Nation” was under way, and with the revolutions of 1848 the 
dissolution of the old conglomerate state became just a matter of time. 
Three years stand out in this process, 1864, 1866, and 1870.
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6. Print, Fashion, and the Making of the 
Enlightenment Philosopher

Kasper Risbjerg Eskildsen

Print and Fashion
Since Gutenberg, printing has defined academic identities. Renais
sance humanists constructed their European community of letters and 
minds - the respublica litteraria - upon the foundations of printed dic
tionaries and encyclopaedias, letter collections, and editions of obscure 
and forgotten works of antiquity.321 Since the Renaissance, innovations 
in printing have repeatedly affected and transformed academic identi
ties. In the 16th century, the introduction of charts and tables in Petrus 
Ramus’ works changed how scholars across Europe viewed philosophy 
and accelerated the decline of the oral traditions of medieval univer
sities.322 Today, electronic publishing helps unravel the close bonds 
between nationstate and research university that during the early 19th 
century were forged in Germany.

But printing was never easily controlled. Lack of technical skills and 
practical obstacles have limited scholars’ control over the presentation 
of their arguments. Changes in market interests, expectations of pa
trons, and reading practices have forced them to rethink the content 
of their work. While printing allowed for standardization and broader 
dissemination of scholarship, it also threatened the sanctity of the study 
and made scholars more vulnerable to social pressures.323

Early Enlightenment scholars experienced a number of such chal
lenges. During the second half of the 17th century, the European 
publishing industry changed dramatically. A rapidly growing reading 
audience eagerly consumed daily newspapers, vernacular novels, and 
popular religious and philosophical pamphlets. Books were marketed 
not only to scholars, but also to women, servants, farmers, and mer
chants. The publishing industry created room, as many students of 
the 17th and 18th century have noticed, for a plurality of unruly voices. 
The religious underground spread its messages through leaflets and 
booklets. Political dissenters uncovered information and inspiration
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in newspapers and periodicals. Hedonists and materialists could enjoy 
themselves with pornographic novels and radical philosophical trea
tises. These changes, as Martin Gierl, Jonathan Israel, and Martin Mul- 
sow recently have documented, had a profound impact upon scholarly 
conventions and identities.324

Another innovation of die late 17th century, which was no less influential 
than these radical voices of die underground, was die fashion journal. 
New philosophical and literary journals, such as Pierre Bayle’s Nouvelles 
de la République des Lettres (1684) and Otto Mencke’s Acta Eruditorum 
(1682), were not only instruments of die Enlightenment mainstream, 
but also important disseminators of underground philosophies.325 Out
side die realm of learning, Donneau de Visé’s Le Mercure galant had a 
similar impact - intellectual and otiierwise. First published in 1672, the 
Mercure every month delivered insights into the life of Parisian salons 
and Louis XIV’s court at Versailles. For decades, its detailed engravings 
and meticulous descriptions of die latest French styles dictated how 
men and women across Europe viewed and dressed tiiemselves.326

Like die radical voices of the underground, the Mercure destabilized 
older cultural and intellectual hegemonies. As late as 1721, Mon
tesquieu jokingly remarked, “A women who leaves Paris to spend six 
montiis in die country comes back looking as antiquated as if she had 
been away for tiiirty years.”327 However, die Mercure and its many imita
tors, such as die Venetian Pallade Veneta (1687) or the British Ladies' 
Mercury (1693), allowed not only exiled Parisian ladies, but also for
eigners to keep pace with die latest chic.328 Already in 1690, die Eng
lish Fop-Dictionary spoke of die “Foreign Tyranny” of French fashion.329 
In 1739, Johann Heinrich Zedler’s Universal-Lexicon complained, “We 
Germans usually get our fashions, especially in clothing, from France, 
as die majority erroneously believes tiiat die French are more skilled 
in inventing such things.”330 For all Europeans, as Abbé de Bellegarde 
explained in 1709, French fashion had become an inescapable reality:

Fashion imposes a kind of necessity, to which die wisest must sub
due tiiemselves when it has become well-established: singularity 
in tlie way one dresses, as in all other matters, is blameworthy. 
Why let oneself be seen in an outfit that always offends because 
it is unfashionable? ... In places where the fashion changes, one 
does not only dress for one’s own convenience. One must either
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Frontispiece to the 1701 edition of Fontenelle’s Entretiens stir la plurality des 
mondes first published in 1686. The philosopher has left the university and is 
instead teaching a polite and fashionable lady in a garden.

shun the affairs of the world or behave like gentlemen do, not to 
hurt the eyes of others with peculiar singularities.331

The emergence of fashion also affected academic identities. Among 
courtiers and salonnieres, scholarly customs and clothing had been 
sources of constant ridicule and derision since the Renaissance. Most 
early modern scholars were equally dismissive of the superficialities of 
polite society.332 However, at the end of the 17th century, the changes 
in publishing motivated some scholars to write in a more witty and in
viting manner. These popular authors, Mary Terrall argues, not only 
sought new readers and increasing sales, but also legitimacy within the 
social elites.333 If they wanted to appeal to the elites, they needed to 
know the language and style of fashion journals and romance novels. 
“I’ve tried,” Fontenelle explained in the preface to his bestseller En
tretiens sur la pluralite des mondes of 1686, “to treat Philosophy in a very
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een Verden by Frederik Christian Eilschow (Copenhagen 1748).

unphilosophical manner; I’ve attempted to bring it to the point where 
it’s neither too dry for men and women of the world nor too playful for 
scholars.”334

While individual figures, such as Fontenelle, could travel between the 
respublica litteraria and polite society, the majority of scholars were not 
granted the same access. In 1693 the first issue of the British Ladies' 
Mercury even requested that, “we may not be troubled with other Ques
tions relating to Learning, Religion, etc.”335 The broader inclusion of 
scholars into polite society demanded reform of the institutions that 
defined and sustained academic identities. At the end of the 17th cen
tury, Europe’s old universites were still the most important of diese in
stitutions.
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Christian Thomasius and the Philosophy of Fashion
The Saxon philosopher Christian Thomasius was one of the first Eu
ropean thinkers to analyse fashion within a university setting. In 1687, 
only fifteen years after the first issue of Le Mercure galant was published, 
Thomasius offered a course on “how to imitate the French” at the Uni
versity of Leipzig.336 French customs and manners, he declared in his 
lecture program, were no longer unknown in Germany. Previously few 
Germans had cared about France, but “today everything here must be 
French. French clothing, French food, French utensils, French man
ners, French sins, yes, even French diseases [i. e. syphilis] are every
where in fashion.”337 Only the professors had failed to recognize that 
Germany had changed.

Thomasius lectured in the latest fashion - high-heeled shoes, laces, 
full-bottomed wig, and a sword at his side - but his intention was not 
just to introduce his students to the seasonal demands of the Mercure. 
To Thomasius, adherence to fashion expressed a respect for social 
norms and conventions. For students to become active citizens in the 
contemporary world, they needed to understand the unwritten rules of 
politeness and the “je ne sais quo? of taste. Although French clothing, 
romance novels, and fashion journals were readily available in Leipzig, 
no one taught students how to navigate through this sea of constant 
changes. What the student should learn to imitate was French “honnéte, 
learning, beauté d 'esprit, un bon gout, and galanterie."iis And, Thomasius 
claimed, “when one combines all these parts, finally emerges un parfait 
komme sage, or a perfectly wise man, whom one can employ in the world 
for intelligent and important matters.”339

In 1687, Thomasius could not yet deliver a philosophy of fashion that 
suited his student audience. The available literature was too trivial 
and intimate to be used as textbooks. Thomasius recommended the 
writings of the salonniere, and notorious libertine, Mademoiselle de 
Scudéry, and used Amelot de la Houssaye’s annotated French transla
tion of Baltasar Grecian's Oraculo manuel y arte de prüden ci a (1647) as a 
textbook.340 However, these writings were more useful for provocation 
than for education. To create a school philosophy of fashion, Thoma
sius needed to fit the personal and tacit knowledge of salonnieres and 
courtiers into a standardised textbook format. In March of 1688, the 
Saxon theoretician of natural law Samuel Pufendorf, in a private let-
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ter to Thomasius, pointed to the didactic shortcomings of Thomasius’ 
program:

Concerning the German program on Grecian, I wonder whether 
it wouldn’t be possible, now that we have brought what we call 
justum to proper perfection, to articulate into a discipline also 
the moral precepts on how to be accepted in the world as a pru
dent, cautious and polite man; and whether certain principles 
couldn’t be found from which everything could be deduced, and 
certain divisions into which everything could be arranged - in 
other words, to get the whole business into one perspective. For 
tliis Grecian, for example, has many wonderful ideas, but much 
is hard to understand if you are not a man of the world or the 
court. Some of it is far too Spanish and abstract and cannot be 
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applied in practice, or it is only for the few and the special, but 
in the world in general it doesn’t stand up. If, however, one had 
such a science, everything could be put in its place and ... the 
materials could soon be gathered from of the ancients as well as 
moderns, especially the French.341

In the following decades, Thomasius worked to place the teaching 
of manners, decorum, as a formal discipline within the standard cur
riculum of practical philosophy, next to natural law, justum, and moral 
philosophy, honestum. 342 Whereas natural law determined the universal 
rules of society and moral philosophy determined the universal rules 
of ethics, decorum should teach students how to negotiate the world 
of differences. It served students, Thomasius proclaimed in 1689, who 
“in the future want to apply their philosophy for the real use of human
kind,” rather than learn “pure unmixed philosophy.”343

As Thomasius formulated the instructions on manners into an aca
demic discipline, he also demarcated his new discipline from the polite 
literature and fashion journals. Decorum was not only of interest to 
ambitious students, but also to the rest of society. “Man’s work needs a 
norm,” Thomasius argued, “ [i]f each acted after his own inclination, 
which conflicts in endless ways with those of others, the greatest harms 
and disadvantages would emerge among men, and surely a war of all 
against all would soon break out.” 344 “Decorum,” Thomasius declared 
to his students in Halle in 1701, “is the soul of human societies.”345

Thomasius never published much about decorum. For those who did 
not attend his lectures in Leipzig and Halle, the only inklings were in 
lecture programs and scattered textbook comments. When Thomasius’ 
thoughts spread to other universities, it was through his students rather 
than his writings. Even at the turn of the 18th century, academic defend
ers of decorum had problems finding academic works and textbooks 
on the topic. A few short chapters were scattered in Latin moral phi
losophy books of the time, but nothing more extensive was available in 
writing. 346 As late as 1713, the German translator of Gracian, Caspar 
Gottschling complained that decorum “until now has been found 
more in praxis than in theory, although I consider it as the foundation 
of many sciences [ Wissenschafften} useful to human life.”347
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Christoph Heinrich Amthor and the Anthropology of 
Fashion
The Danish Empire offers an interesting example of the dissemination 
of Thomasius’ philosophy of fashion. French fashion was as influen
tial in the Danish kings’ dominions as elsewhere in Europe. Visiting 
Copenhagen in 1702, the diplomat Lacombe de Vrigny reported how 
the French ambassador, Comte de Chamilly, had smuggled in “numer
ous boxes” stuffed with clotiling “a la mode de Fran ce” and transformed 
several rooms of his residence into “boutiques” where “the Danish ladies 
could buy fans, masks, headdresses, ribbons and more, and thereby did 
great harm to the merchants of Copenhagen.”348

About the same time as Chamilly smuggled fashionable accessories 
into Copenhagen, the Kiel professor and later court historiographer, 
Christoph Heinrich Amthor, introduced Thomasius’ educational pro
gram into the Danish Empire. Amthor addressed fashion and decorum 
in several of his works, first in his Einleitung zur Staats und Sitten-Kunst 
of 1706 and most thoroughly in Collegium homileticum de jure decori, pub
lished posthumously in Leipzig and Copenhagen in 1730. None of 
Thomasius’ students, and not even Thomasius himself, wrote as much 
about decorum as Amthor.

Amthor’s books were clearly products of Thomasius’ school. They were 
written for students who wished to become “men of the world,” and 
focused upon matters, “which are useful in daily life and can be ap
plied in modern states.”349 Like Thomasius, Amthor insisted that “usus 
seculi or in French la modd’ was “the only principle for understanding 
decorum”350 and blamed previous generations of scholars for their un
fashionable behaviour. Polite and polished philosophers, Amthor ex
plained in 1708, had now proven that diese bad habits were inappro
priate and unwarranted:

Whereas before scholars had to make do with black fur, round 
hat, and bad hair (possibly because under papal law, they were 
members of the clergy and, therefore, wanted to imitate the 
prophets and evangelists, who never are painted without hat or 
full-bottom-wig), today anyone is free to dress as he wants ... LTntil 
a few years ago, scholars inevitably appeared in Church or on 
the lectern, just like the farmer-sexton at prayer, dressed in their
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robes, but now they wear a sword and understand that neither 
the devotion in prayer nor the skill of lecturing and disputing are 
derived from the hidden qualities of the robe.351

Amthor did not blindly follow his teacher in Halle. His most signi I i- 
cant reinterpretation was probably his combination of decorum and 
anthropology. Amthor defined decorum as the “study [ Wissenschaft} of 
how not to give reason for irritation or ridicule, also how not to do so 
because of insignificant indifferent manners.”352 Since decorum only 
dealt with appearances and the reactions of others, it depended upon 
context. For example, nudity was not forbidden by any moral, natural, 
or divine law, as illustrated by the fact that Adam and Eve were naked 
in the Garden of Eden. In Africa and America, Amthor claimed, nudity 
was still perfectly acceptable. Only bad weather had accustomed Euro
peans to wear clothing and, thus, made nudity a violation of decorum.

Fashion not only differed between continents, but also between Euro
pean countries. These differences were not accidental, but the results 
of local traditions and temperaments. “Every nation [Volck],” Amthor 
explained, “must arrange its decorum according to such reasonable 
habits as have been introduced into its country, and especially accord
ing to its natural temperament.”353 Thus, German or Danish students 
should not slavishly follow the instructions in Le Mercure galant. Amthor 
repeatedly condemned the blind “imitation of French decorum” and 
the “distasteful habit of many, especially travellers, to force themselves 
to follow the decorum of a foreign nation, against their own nature 
and against the habits of the country where they were born.”354

Without Le Mercure galant, Amthor had problems defining the stand
ards of decorum. In 1690, one French dictionary simply defined la 
mode as “the manner of dressing that follows the received usage at 
court.”355 In 1706, Amthor came close to a similar definition, when 
he called the courts “the most perfect schools of the decorum cus-

Left: Engraving of professors at Thomasius’ reform university in Halle, found 
in 1694, from Johann Christoph von Dreyhaupt Pagus nelrtici et nvdzici, oder 
Ausführliche diplomatisch-historische Beschreihung...SaahCreyses (Halle 1755), II: 
756. The professors are all dressed according to latest fashion, but also indicate 
their professional status by wearing black robes.
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tomary in each country.”356 But Amthor’s anthropological emphasis 
upon local customs and natural temperaments often clashed with this 
purely power-based definition of decorum. In conglomerate states, 
such as the Danish Empire, loyalty towards the court and loyalty to
wards the natural, cultural, or linguistic community were not easily 
combined.

During the Great Nordic War, which devastated the shores of the Baltic 
Sea between 1710 and 1720, Amthor defended the Danish crown’s in
terests against the local Gottorp nobility, for which King Frederic IV in 
1713 awarded him the title of Historiographer Royal. But when writing 
about customs, Amthor vocally defended his German heritage. These 
internal tensions became especially apparent when Amthor wrote 
about languages. Balancing between loyalty to die court and devotion 
to die German language (while imitating the bad French of German 
courtiers), he admonished his students in Kiel:

Through the haselienn [i. e. “behaving like a hare,” meaning 
caught by fashion frenzy], German tongues are filled witii French 
eloquence, so tiiat tiiey no longer speak but parlieren, and tiieir dis
course is filled with beautiful penséen and beaus mots, just like the 
hare knows how to lardinn witii his Speck. However, although it 
would be better if we used our rich and wonderful native tongue, 
tilis habit ... must nevertiieless be expelled from die register of 
indecorous manners. For die ways of today demand it and espe
cially a diligent man of die world living at court is better off by 
following suit than by insisting upon a forced purity of the Ger
man language.357

Amthor’s inconsistency also manifested itself in his theoreticaljustifica- 
tions for decorum. In part decorum was a matter of self-love. Anyone 
who wished a career at court needed to adjust to its ways and disguise 
his personal background and upbringing. In making this argument, 
Amthor resembled Renaissance and Baroque books of manners. Tho- 
masius’ chosen textbook by Baltasar Grecian, for example, recom
mended students to suppress or hide their national origins. However, 
Amthor went further than just justifying decorum with self-love. Prob
ably inspired by Pufendorf and Thomasius, he added love towards all 
people in one’s society.
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Pufendorf, and with him Thomasius, had argued that people estab
lished states because of their natural inclination towards social life. 
Thus, they not only had duties towards themselves and their rulers, 
but also towards their fellow citizens. “Towards one another,” Pufendorf 
wrote in 1673, “their Behaviour ought to be friendly and peaceable, as 
serviceable, and as affable as they can make it; not to give Occasion of 
Trouble by Moroseness and Obstinacy, nor envying the Happiness of 
any, or interrupting their lawful and honest Injoyments.”358 However, 
in Pufendorf’s argument, nationality had little or no significance. Only 
Amthor’s preoccupation with decorum made nationality important.

According to Amthor, decorum reflected the power structures of soci
ety. When the centre of power was not firmly established, die rules of 
decorum needed to be clearer and more firmly enforced. The court 
exhibited and exercised political dominance, when dictating how the 
citizens should dress and behave. A similar power relationship, Amtiior 
claimed, existed between nations. A nation, which blindly accepted die 
customs and habits of anotiier nation, also accepted the dominance of 
that nation. For diese reasons, Amthor finally rejected his Francophile 
teacher in Halle:

I cannot deny that Mister Thomasius defends die French too 
much. He often ignores the fact that the French temperament is 
very different from die German and tiiat, accordingly, only few of 
our compatriots completely can imitate die French. French de
corum is in itself pleasant and good, but it cannot possibly serve 
as die yardstick of all nations [ Völcker\. Additionally, one should 
consider die fact tiiat a nation, which imitates anotiier nation 
too much, diminishes itself and can harm itself, if not directly 
then indirectly ... Yes indeed, the imitation of foreign manners is 
often an overlooked step towards slavery, through which a nation 
can loose its freedom. He who has already been mentally domi
nated so tiiat he considers me better than himself, he will not re
sist me with sufficient force when I gain authority over him in any 
other field. And, first of all, when once he is under domination, 
he will accept it patiently since he already loved the conqueror 
before.359

Amtiior at no point in his writings confronted German and Dan
ish customs and manners. The threat to his German identity did not 
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come from the Danish-speaking majority in the north, but from a few 
French-speaking trendsetters in Copenhagen. In 1728, another Ger
man subject of the Danish crown, Frederich Gerhard Voss, published 
a Danish rendition of Amthor’s Collegium. Voss here simply replaced 
the word “German” with “Danish” or “Danish-German.” To Voss, and 
most likely also to Amthor, Germans and Danes were one people, they 
had the same temperaments and customs, and belonged to the same 
nation. Even language differences were insignificant. Amthor’s refer
ence to German as “our so rich and wonderful native tongue [Mutter
sprache] ,” Voss replaced with the neutral phrase “one’s untainted native 
tongue [Moders Maal].”Sb0

The Making of the Enlightenment Philosopher
Thomasius and Amthor’s approach to fashion differed from that of 
French philosophers, such as Bellegarde and Fontenelle. Thomasius 
wrote many of his books in German and often claimed that these were 
intended not only for fellow academics, but also for men and women 
of the world. In 1691, for example, he dedicated his Einleitung zu der 
Vernufft-Lehre to the mayor of Leipzig and claimed to write for “all rea
sonable human beings” independent of social standing and gender.361 
However, only his shortlived literary journal Monatsgespäche, published 
from 1688 to 1690, resembled the witty and entertaining articles of Le 
Mercure galant. His other books were written in an academic style and 
often in the format of textbooks. Amthor also employed this style in 
his works, which, despite his witty commentary, were loaded with philo
sophical distinctions and technical vocabulary.

Like Fontenelle and Bellegarde, Thomasius and Amthor sought legiti
mation among social elites, but they acquired this legitimation within 
die universities. Instead of adjusting tiieir individual writings to the 
style of fashion journals, tiiey influenced tiieir students and, through 
diese, challenged the cultural divide between academy and polite soci
ety. Writing primarily for students and peers, they could determine the 
rules of discussion. This mixed style enabled them to resume control 
over the student body and the discussions in and around die universi
ties.362

The academic control over fashion was never complete. Amthor’s 
works, for example, did not receive the same attention as popular
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works on fashion and etiquette, such as Hans Jørgensen Høming’s 
Liden Moralsk og Politisk Bibel (Small Moral and Political Bible, 1702), 
which was republished in several editions until 1759, translated into 
Islandic in 1777, and recommended by thejournal Iris og Hebens late as 
1796.363 Complaints about unfashionable and otherworldly academics 
remained constant throughout the 18th century, as Alexander Kosenina 
has documented.364 But Thomasius and Amthor offered a model for 
how academics could confront the new reality of fashion and fashion 
journals without endangering their academic identities. They helped 
transform the early modern scholar into an Enligthenment philoso
pher.
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Among Thomasius and Amthor’s successors, none described this trans
formation as pointedly and successfully as the Norwegian-born his
torian and playwright Ludvig Holberg. When writing about fashion, 
Holberg was redolent of Amthor. Holberg, for example, repeatedly 
complained about the money that students wasted upon the grand 
tour to Paris and insisted that French fashions offended the “natural 
taste” of Nordic people. In 1723, he published an entire comedy,/«/?? 
de France eller Hans Frandsen, ridiculing die imitation of French man
ners and fashions.

Otiier plays by Holberg examined die effect of decorum upon aca
demic identities. The most popular of diese plays was probably his 
Erasmus Montanus eller Rasmus Berg, about a bachelor of philosophy 
returning from university to his home village in die countryside. After 
its first publication in Copenhagen in 1731, the play was republished 
in Danish in 1742, 1758, and 1788, in German in 1744, 1748, 1752, 
1761, 1771 and 1778, in Dutch in 1766 and 1799, and in Swedish in 
1756, 1778 and 1781.365 However, Holberg most pointedly described 
die transformative power of decorum in his late comedy, Philosophus 
udi egen Indbilding (The Self-Imagined Philosopher, 1753). The play 
ended as die philosopher Cosmoligoreus and his famulus gave up 
tiieir Latin names and academic clotiiing, leaving “two philosophers 
transformed into human beings.”366 LTndergoing die transformation 
of a generation in an afternoon, Cosmoligoreus, turned Cosmus 
Holgersen, explained:

I now believe tiiat die mark of the philosopher is not to live in 
contest with otiiers but to live better tiian others. Accordingly I 
will no more set myself apart from simple citizens, whetiier in my 
way of life or in my mode of dress.

See, there is my philosopher’s robe trodden under foot.367

Conclusions: Fashion and the Social Order
Since die 17th century, fashion has been a metaphor for die contingen
cies and uncertainties of die modern world. Sudden changes in tastes 
and habits have not only influenced choices of clothing, shoes, and 
handbags, but also unsettied profound beliefs and convictions. In die 
popular and, maybe especially, the academic imagination fashion has 
signalled die preference of novelty for novelty’s sake, witiiout consid
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eration for eternal values and solid truths. Already during the 17th and 
18th centuries, such comparisons were not unusual. In 1720, the Lund 
professor Andreas Rydelius complained that people “always search for 
and expect something new” and that they therefore “now treat our 
most honest moral principles the same way as the most uncertain hy
potheses, yes, even like styles in clothing.”368 Nearly a century later, in 
1803, the literary critic August Wilhelm Schlegel claimed that fashion 
and literature had become indistinguishable. Fashion surfaced not 
only in journals such as Le Mercure galant, but had contaminated also 
all other products of the printing press. The popular authors of his 
time, Schlegel argued, were “creatures of fashion” [Geschöpfe der Mode\ 
and the book-market imitated the seasonal fluctuations of the fashion 
industry:

Twice every year, the great book-fair-flood (not including the 
smaller monthly floods that wash up the journals) throws large 
bales on land from the great ocean of authorial shallowness and 
platitude. Great hordes of readers then devour these with a sick
ening and ravenous appetite, but this doesn’t provide them with 
any nutrition. Immediately forgotten again, [the bales] disappear 
into the dirt of the reading libraries, and the same cycle begins 
again with the next fair. One praises the now general taste for 
reading, but God help us! what kind of reading is tliis! It damns 
itself simply by its restless striving for novelty - in which there re
ally is nothing new.369

Despite the multitude of such complaints, to the polite world of the 
17th and 18th centuries fashion was as much a reaction against the un
certainties of the modern world as a cause of these uncertainties. The 
Mercure clearly created hunger for novelty, also within literature, but the 
journal would not have been possible without the preceding changes 
in reading and printing practices. Fashion, Elena Esposito argues, may 
even have limited the corrosive effects of the printing press.370 While 
rejecting continuities across time, fashion created new continuities 
within a period. Salonniéres and courtiers, who no longer could iden
tify with past traditions, instead identified with their equals in Paris, 
London, and Berlin. Polite literature demanded submission to fashion, 
and its superficiality and meaninglessness rendered such submission 
non-threatening to Enlightenment ideals. LTnlike the foregoing orders 
of clothing and taste, which were legitimized through disputable uni- 
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versal ideals, fashion needed no other legitimacy than its novelty. Fash
ion, Immanuel Kant explained in 1798, demanded no consideration of 
utility and had “no intentional inner value.” It reflected no true taste 
and was often “hideous.” However, fashion was a social demand and, 
Kant claimed, “It is always better to be a fool of fashion than an unfash
ionable fool.”371 In a world of contingencies and uncertainties, fashion 
delivered a common and neutral reference point.

During the 1680s, Christian Thomasius realized die stabilizing poten
tial of fashion. Thomasius’ new ideal of die polite and polished philoso
pher was partiy an adaptation of the French ideal of die honnéte komme, 
but he embedded this ideal witiiin die tiieoretical framework of natu
ral law, as formulated by Samuel Pufendorf. Thomasius’ philosopher 
was not primarily serving the placeless grand monde of taste, but die so
cial contract, his sovereign, and his fellow citizens. Fashion should cre
ate social order within borders radier tiian connections across borders. 
Among Thomasius’ students, tilis localization of fashion resulted in a 
change of emphasis, away from Parisian costumes and towards local 
customs. In 1739, die article on “Mode” in Johann Heinrich Zedler’s 
Universal Lexicon carefully distinguished between die rapidly changing 
trans-national fashions and local customs. Zedler compared die former 
to a “contagious disease”372 which in short time could infect an entire 
country and underscored the political significance of customs.

Witiiin the Danish Empire, the introduction of Thomasius’ new dis
cipline of decorum immediately resulted in discussions about natural 
temperaments and local customs. Unlike Saxony and Brandenburg- 
Prussia, where Thomasius and most of his students lived and taught, 
tlie Danish Empire consisted of a multitude of cultural and linguistic 
communities. The Empire stretched from Greenland, Iceland, and the 
Faeroe Islands in the North Atlantic to trading colonies in Africa, In
dia, and tlie Caribbean. In the streets of Copenhagen, German was spo
ken almost as frequently as Danish. This plurality of cultures probably 
sensitized philosophers to differences in customs and habits.

However, tlie new emphasis upon temperaments and customs did 
not immediately cause rifts between tlie subjects of tlie conglomerate 
state. The two most important contributors to tlie Danish discussion 
about decorum, Christoph Heinrich Amthor and Ludvig Holberg, did 
not originate from the Danish-speaking majority. Amthor grew up in 
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Rendsburg in die Duchy of Holstein. Holberg was born and raised in 
Norway. Both Amthor and Holberg considered decorum as an instru
ment for creating order and coherence within the Danish king’s do
minions. The unnatural “Other,” in opposition to which they defined 
their Danish “Self,” was safely distant in Paris.

While decorum did not separate Danes, Germans, and Norwegians, 
it did undermine the respublica litteraria of Renaissance humanists.373 
Since Erasmus of Rotterdam, this community of letters and minds had 
not only united scholars across Europe, but also demarcated them from 
their compatriots. In one of the most important and influential early 
modem books on academic virtues, De constantia of 1584, the Dutch 
humanist Justus Lipsius explained:

The whole world is our countrey, wheresoeuer is the race of man
kind sprang of that celestiall seed. Socrates being asked of what 
countrey he was, answered: Of the world. For a high and loftie mind 
will not suffer it seife to be penned by opinion within such narrow 
bounds but conceiueth and knoweth the whole worlde to bee his 
owne. We scorne and laugh at fooles ... who with the weake linke 
of Opinion are wedded to one corner of the world.374

Thomasius’ new discipline of decomm demanded that scholars not 
only respected local opinions, but also adjusted themselves to these 
opinions. Much like the Renaissance humanist, Thomasius’ idealized 
philosopher was supposed to think independently and freely, but his 
freedom was no longer justified with reference to a universal commu
nity of letters and minds. His libertas philosophandi was not an eternal 
privilege, but a temporal duty towards his sovereign and his fellow citi
zens.

At the end of the 18th century, another German subject of the Danish 
crown, Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstock, celebrated this change of loyal
ties. In his fragmentary and quasi-historical novel Die deutsche Gelehrten
republik (The German Republic of Letters, 1774), Klopstock described 
the gradual emancipation of German academics from the European 
respublica litteraria. However, at the end of the 18th century, national 
emancipation was no longer without cost for the unity and coherence 
of conglomerate states such as the Danish Empire. While researching 
his novel, Klopstock in 1770 moved from Copenhagen to Hamburg, 
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just south of the Danish border, and he never returned to the country 
that paid his wages. The philosophy of fashion, providing order in a 
world of change, was transforming into the ideology of nationalism, 
unsettling the order of ancien regime Europe.
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7. Humanism vs. Cynicism:
Cosmopolitan Culture and National 
Identity in Eighteenth-Century Denmark

John Christian Laursen

Intellectuals have a hard time being narrow-minded nationalists. This 
is partly because they read a lot of authors who are not from their own 
country and about a lot of places that are not their own country. A few 
might be able to convince themselves that their own authors and their 
own territory are far superior to any tiling else, but that is not likely to 
happen if they have any larger sense of taste, and especially not if they 
come from a smallish country. There are just too many competitors, 
especially from the larger countries.

In other words, intellectuals are likely to be cosmopolitans, at least in 
some senses of the word.375 And that is what I am going to explore here: 
two types of cosmopolitanism. In my study of the Danish intellectuals 
Ludvig Holberg, Otto Thott, and Bolle Willum Luxdorph, I have come 
to think of them as humanist cosmopolitans. That is, they exhibit some of 
the characteristics of a certain kind of classically educated cosmopolitan 
that goes back at least as far as, and was exemplified by, Erasmus of Rot
terdam. The other kind of cosmopolitan also has a long pedigree, going 
back to Diogenes of Sinope, and I am going to call it cynical cosmopoli
tanism. Let me quickly point out that the ancient tradition of cynicism 
had little of the modern connotation of selfish manipulativeness, and in 
the following I will explain exactly what it was. Meanwhile, let me sug
gest that the physician and Prime Minister Johann Friedrich Struensee 
was an example of cynical cosmopolitanism. Others have observed that 
Struensee was impolitic, insensitive, and arrogant. If they have ventured 
reasons why he might be so other than personality quirks, they have at
tributed these characteristics to his acceptance of many of the principles 
of Voltairean Enlightenment. Few, if any, have brought out his debt to 
the cynical tradition. I do not, of course, claim that cynicism was the ma
jor ideological influence on his way of thinking, but I suggest that it was 
an important factor that must be taken into consideration in any overall 
assessment of his ideas and influence.
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My two types of cosmopolitanism have distinctly different relationships 
with nationalism and politics. My humanist cosmopolitans were also na
tionalists, although inevitably of the moderate and limited sort.376 They 
were furthermore successful as political actors, one of them Rector of 
the University and two of diem rising to high positions in the Danish 
government. The cynical cosmopolitan was more of an anti-nationalist, 
at home in French and German culture and not even bothering to 
learn Danish -although I grant this could mask a German cultural na
tionalism. What is more, he was only briefly, though mercurially, suc
cessful in politics, and came to a catastrophic end.

1. Erasmian Humanist Cosmopolitanism
What I am calling humanist cosmopolitanism was a product of educa
tion at the Latin School or by Latin tutors, consisting of die study of 
classical grammar, rhetoric, poetry, history, and moral philosophy, and 
tiius a potential development for many of die educated people of the 
day.377 It was part of the ideology of the res publica literaria or République 
des lettres which “embraces the whole world and is composed of all na
tionalities, all social classes, all ages, and botii sexes... All languages 
ancient and modem are spoken,” to quote an author from 1699.378

Humanist cosmopolitanism was an outlook of die lighter literati, not 
of die committed erudites, antiquarians, metaphysicians, or otiier deep 
intellectuals. It also contrasted witii die potential parochialism, provin
cialism, nationalism, and xenophobia of die less educated, for whom 
anytiiing foreign would be a tiireat. Intellectuals could, of course, also 
talk themselves into provincialism and xenophobia, so I suppose a hu
manist extreme nationalism was possible, but I cannot offer good ex
amples of it.

What I can offer is tiiree cases of Danish intellectuals who seem to 
have developed a Danish version of die cosmopolitanism tiiat was also 
emerging in the Swiss Republics of die eighteenth century.379 They 
were also from a small country, knew their Latin classics, traveled and 
sometimes lived in other countries, read several modern languages, 
and wrote in Latin or modern languages otiier than their own for a 
wide-flung readership. They, too, balanced their cosmopolitanism with 
a moderate nationalism.
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Ludvig Holberg (1684-1754) needs little introduction but I will in
dicate the salient elements of his life that qualify him for the label 
“humanist cosmopolitan”. Born in Bergen, he studied at the Latin 
school there and took degrees in theology and philosophy from the 
LTniversity of Copenhagen. He traveled to the Netherlands, spent two 
and a half years at Oxford, and lived in Saxony for a time. His first 
published work was a rewriting of Pufendorf’s European history, to 
which he added a geography supplement. He spent the years 1712 to 
1716 abroad, mostly in Paris and Rome, and upon his return to Co
penhagen, he brought out another Pufendorf adaptation, namely of 
the shorter natural-law work. His university career began as professor 
of metaphysics in 1717, but in the years 1720-1730 he was professor 
of Latin oratory and became steeped in Latin literature. He began his 
literary career with a comic epic, Peder Paars, published in 1719-20, 
and that was followed by twenty-five plays written in the 1720’s, of
ten following French and German models. In 1730 Holberg became 
professor of history, and in addition to writing a history of Denmark 
which rejected Molesworth’s criticisms he wrote a church history and 
a history of the Jews.380 He wrote a utopian novel in Latin, Niels Klim's 
Journey Underground, that was translated into Danish, French, German, 
Dutch, and English.

In short, Holberg had the kind of education and international expe
rience we might expect of an Erasmian humanist. I will now explore 
one small slice of his writings for more evidence of what I am calling 
humanist cosmopolitanism. Throughout the years 1748-1754 Holberg 
wrote and published letters on moral-philosophical topics in Danish, 
eventually collected in several large volumes and selectively published 
in French. I will explore two of them here.

In 1753 Holberg brought out Remarques sur quelques positions, qui se trou- 
vent dans L'Esprit des lois (Copenhagen, 1753), based on some of his 
Danish letters.381 One of Holberg’s main purposes here is to defend 
the Danish monarchy against its Molesworthian critics, but he is subtle 
about it. The first letter ranges over a great deal of Greek and Roman 
history to prove that the character of leaders was what counted, not the 
constitution of the government. It only gets to the Danish king -”Nos 
Rois icy”- in the last sentence (270), when it points out that a people 
may be as happy, and less disturbed, under an arbitrary government as 
in a free republic. In a later letter, discussing England itself, he argues 
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that it is the king, not the constitution, that keeps that country thriving 
and at peace (276).

Elements of an Erasmian cosmopolitanism emerge from die wide 
range of materials tiiat Holberg ransacks for his case. His wide learning 
even helps him avoid die pitfalls of Eurocentrism. In critique of Mon
tesquieu’s emphasis on die importance of climate, Holberg defends the 
virtue and republicanism of various Asian and African countries (285). 
We only think diey are lesser civilizations because most historians are 
Europeans and favor tiieir own countries, he observes (285). Like any 
man of letters who seeks to vindicate die importance of his craft, Hol
berg takes scholarship and politics together to make die cosmopolitan 
point tiiat no country has a monopoly on erudition, politeness, valor, 
and love of liberty (273).

The year before, Holberg published Conjectures sur les Causes de la Gran
deur des Romains in Leipzig.382 This was in obvious dialogue with Mon
tesquieu’s book of similar title froml734, and Molesworth remains in 
tlie back of Holberg’s mind. Holberg recognized that good laws, fertile 
land, and favourable climate helped the Romans, but he pointed out 
tiiat otiier peoples enjoyed tiiose factors, too. No, it was enthusiasm 
and ambition for glory that drove the Romans to greatness. This is re
markable because Holberg was putting a positive spin or valence on 
enthusiasm at a time when, as he knew, enthusiasm had a bad name 
among the literati.383

Among competing hypotiieses, Holberg recognized tiiat Rome’s 
willingness to give its defeated enemies citizenship was important; it 
meant tiiat bloody battles did not diminish die population but radier 
increased it (187). But tiiey were not constant in this policy, Holberg 
pointed out, and its abolition eventually led to the Italic or social war 
(179; see also 206, 230).

The only case comparable to Roman growth and empire was tiiat of 
die Arabs and Islam, and tiiat proves his point, Holberg argued. Eve
ryone in Europe agrees that the Arabs rose to empire on blind en
thusiasm and fanaticism (182). Mohammed merely followed some of 
die same strategies to inspire entiiusiasm and fanaticism as Romulus 
had (183).
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Holberg kept the two cases apart by a distinction between blind and 
furious enthusiasm and reasonable and welljudged enthusiasm (197). 
The latter seems to include cases in which the Romans compromised 
and even suffered humiliation in order to survive, where blind enthusi
asts would have sacrificed themselves.

Holberg rejects eight other reasons for Rome’s greatness that Rollin, 
“whose History of Rome is regarded as a classic for all those who can
not go to the sources” (198), had proposed. They are 1) its first con
stitution, 2) veneration for the sacred, 3) love of liberty, 4) love of the 
patria, 5) desire to rule, 6) respect for justice, 7) exercise of clemency, 
and 8) discord and rivalry between the patricians and the plebeians 
(198ff). The last does not make sense, he observes: it nearly brought 
down the city through civil strife (203, 204).

As for the lii sl factor, “un des plus célébres écrivains de nos jours”
(204) - Montesquieu384 - had pointed out that a single prince will have 
periods of ambition and of rest, whereas the rotating magistracy of a 
republic will be always on the move. But many other Greek and Ital
ian republics had such changing magistracies and yet none of them 
reached so far. The subtext of this argument may be a defense of the 
Danish monarchy against preferences for republican institutions.

The second factor, which Holberg interprets as religious superstition, 
cannot be the deciding factor, he writes, because all of the other repub
lics were equally superstitious (204). The love of liberty cannot explain 
Roman success either, since the Greeks took love of liberty more seri
ously than anyone else, and it often led to their ruin (205). The same 
goes for love of country (205). Yes, they had a great love for ruling, but 
the question is why, so the fact to be explained cannot be the answer
(205) . As for the respect for justice and clemency, Holberg thinks that 
the Romans would have used injustice and severity if they had thought 
it would get them an empire (205). The only remaining explanation is 
the Romans’ enthusiasm.

Several of Holberg’s explanations make the most sense if understood 
as the wishful thinking of an intellectual and a moderate cosmopolitan. 
Rome won its empire “more by virtue than by force, more by provok
ing admiration than fear, more by clemency than by rigor” (209). Like 
Erasmus, his love for pagan culture did not make him a pagan or an 
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atheist. Holberg was a great admirer of Pierre Bayle, but not of Bayle’s 
sympathy for atheists: the Roman example shows that “any religion, no 
matter how superstitious, is worth more than incredulity or atheism” 
(210).

The fall of the empire began with the rise of luxury and injustice, and 
enthusiasm waned along with virtue, in Holberg’s account. “Je laisse 
passer pour un chef d’oeuvre l’hypothese de l’illustre President Mon- 
tesquiou [«<’]”, Holberg conceded (233), but even he did not see that 
the true force behind the rise of Rome was enthusiasm. In a short “Dis
cours sur l’entousiasme” appended to his book, Holberg admitted that 
he had used the terms “enthusiasm” and “fanaticism” interchangeably, 
as was the custom, but that really they were different tilings (235). The 
first is an ardor, and comes from the Greek for prophetic; the second is 
from the Latin for fury, and represents the extravagance of false proph
ets and impostors. The first is incompatible with tricks and dissimula
tion, and the latter is always self-interested (235-6). Enthusiasm, in turn, 
can be blind or reasoned. Millenarians and other religious enthusiasts 
are often of the lii sl sort, and should be left alone for their enthusiasm 
to evaporate (236-7). The Romans had a reasonable enthusiasm that 
enabled them to rise to power (237). Holberg concluded the disserta
tion with comparisons to the Assassins of the mountains of Persia, the 
Jews, and the Incas of Peru, indicating extensive reading and a wide 
notion of relevant human experience.

Throughout his critique, Holberg follows die polite forms in claiming 
tiiat he admires Montesquieu’s genius and his work as a whole, and 
tiiat he is only drawing attention to particular errors of fact. However, 
if Montesquieu’s tiieories about the role of the principles behind the 
different forms of government and of die influence of climate upon 
politics are rejected, what of importance is left?

A summary of Holberg’s Erasmian cosmopolitanism would include die 
points tiiat he read widely in at least die basic European languages, 
Greek, Latin, French, and German. He wrote and published in Latin, 
French, and German for wider audiences. He clearly wished to vindi
cate the Danish constitution against its critics witiiout insisting tiiat 
other nations should follow it or tiiat others are inferior.

This attitude helped Holberg to success, both as a man of letters and
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Engraving from 1781 of Count 
Otto Thott (1703-1785) by 
Georg Christian Schule.

as a scholar. He was named rector of University of Copenhagen in 1745 
and was its bursar from 1736 to 1751, and was raised to the rank of 
Baron in 1747 in return for leaving his estate to Sorø Academy.

Our next Erasmian humanist cosmopolitan is Otto Thott (1703-1785). 
A member of one of the leading noble families in Denmark, he went 
on the Grand Tour from 1723 to 1727, studying in Halle, Jena, Stras
bourg, Paris, and Oxford. At Halle he attended lectures by Heineccius, 
Thomasius, and Wolff.385 He visited the libraries in Paris with Ludvig 
Holberg, who described him as the “son of the privy councilor of that 
name, and himself not less distinguished by his upright character and 
solid attainments”.386 While in Paris he met the astronomer Jacques 
Cassini, the author Fontenelle, and the historian Bernard de Montfau- 
con. Thott proceeded to the Netherlands, where he met the Human
ist Petrus Burmannus and the jurist Comelis van Bynkershoek, and to 
England to study at Oxford.387 Back in Copenhagen, Thott joined the 
central administration in 1728 as a member of the Danish Chancellery.
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In 1758 he became one of five members of the Privy Council, making 
him one of the most powerful figures in Denmark.

Thott also had a parallel life, just as cosmopolitan. He was a major art 
patron and manuscript and book collector. The 2,166 paintings at his 
castle at Gavnø included original paintings by Rembrandt and Rubens. 
At one point he commissioned paintings of 32 famous men, which in
cluded a cosmopolitan selection from Columbus to Colbert and Ma
zarin, from Nostradamus to Zwingli and Pascal, and from Spinoza to 
Milton and Locke. From his own lifetime were Addison and Pope. He 
also had a collection of portraits of 26 famous French ladies, and an
other portrait series of royal and noble houses from Denmark, France, 
England, and die German states.388

The manuscripts and books were Thott’s real passion. Before he died 
he gave 4,154 manuscripts and 6,159 books printed before 1530 to die 
Royal Library. After his death, die remaining 131,000 books were auc
tioned off, many of them purchased by die Royal Library. The books 
and manuscripts were in all the major European languages, especially 
Latin, French, German, and English. They covered philosophy, theol
ogy, history, and many otiier topics. In addition to ortiiodox theology, 
tiiey included a strong selection of clandestine manuscripts from the 
irreligious tradition. Jonatiian Israel has wondered why such an impor
tant figure in die Danish government had such a large collection of 
Spinozana.389 The answer is probably tiiat he had a large collection of 
Spinozana because he had a large collection of everytiiing.

The only surviving text by Thott himself confirms his wide-ranging 
education and reading. While a member of the Danish Chancellery 
he wrote a dissertation about die problems the country faced.390 The 
manuscript is dated December 31 1735 but he did not have it printed, 
although we may speculate tiiat he may have drawn on it from 1746 to 
1759 while he headed the newly reformed Economics and Commerce 
Department (Økonomi og Kommercekollegium). The text is divided into 
three chapters: Agriculture, Manufactures, and Commerce. The wealth 
of a country is based on agriculture, he wrote. Agriculture is the foun
dation of manufacture, and commerce is the axle tiiat keeps the wheels 
of agriculture and manufacture running. The manuscript is more em
pirical than theoretical, rich in comparative examples drawn from the 
Netherlands, England, Poland, and Germany. Thott was writing in the 
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tradition of early German Cameralism, as represented by his teach
ers Thomasius and Wolff. Some of his examples were reworkings of a 
Swedish text, Anders Bachmansson Nordencrantz’s Arcana Oeconomica 
et Commercii (1730), but the order of the text resembles Project der Oecon- 
omie in Form einer 'Wissenschaft (1716) by Christoffer Heinrich Amthor. 
Amthor was Historiographer Royal of Denmark-Norway at Rosenborg 
Castle until he died in 1721, and was the first to introduce Cameralism 
to Copenhagen.391. Thott’s essay demonstrates that he was intellectu
ally rooted in what counted as the latest developments of modern En
lightened thought.

Our third example of a humanist cosmopolitan is Bolle Willum Lux- 
dorph (1716-1788). He did not have the opportunity to travel like our 
previous cosmopolitans; instead he entered government service after 
studying at the University of Copenhagen. However, he had the true 
man of letters’ extensive acquaintance with the world. He knew many 
Latin authors by heart and was familiar with several modem languages. 
He published in ten volumes En ny samling af smukke danske vers (A New 
Collection of Beautiful Danish Verse, 1742) as well as his own poetry, 
in both Danish and Latin. His Carmina (1775) established him as the 
last major Danish author to write in Latin. A contemporary, writing in 
French, described him as “Luxdorph grand Poéte & Critique Latin” 
and mentioned that he and other Danes in his circles “possedent aussi 
de belles collections de livres”.392 This is borne out by the fact that he 
left some 15,000 books393 and put together a very important collection 
of most of the pamphlets that were published in the years 1770-1775, 
known as “Luxdorph’s Collection of Free-Press Writings”.394 In 1772 he 
brought out an edition of Holberg’s Peder Paars. A Wolffian in philoso
phy, he was also President of the Royal Academy and showed special 
interest in Icelandic studies. He was cosmopolitan enough to write 
a Latin Poema on the crossing of the Danish Straits by Carl Gustav in 
1658, which earned him a prize from the Swedish Academy of Sciences 
in 1754. His Diary395 has been described as throwing more light on Dan
ish matters of his time than any other single source.396

Luxdorph had a successful career in government. From 1753 to 1771 
he was martre des requites in the Danish Chancellery, from 1771 chief 
of its first department, and from 1773 its first secretary. He advanced 
from State Councilor in 1752 to Conference Councilor in 1766 to Privy 
Councilor in 1777. This means that he held major positions before, 
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during, and after die rise and fall of Struensee as Prime Minister. He 
co-signed with Struensee many of the decrees that led people to hate 
the latter, but he also served on the Inquisition Commission thatjudged 
the Prime Minister guilty of lese majesté and condemned him to death. 
This is the record of a survivor who could tell which way the political 
wind was blowing and adapt to it.

In other words, Luxdorph, like Holberg and Thott, was a cosmopolitan 
bibliophile and man of letters, educated in and using several languages 
throughout a literary and government career. He was proud of his own 
country and language, but comfortable in others.

A more extensive review of the education and careers of men of let
ters near the top of the Danish administration would show that many 
conformed to the pattern that has emerged. It is worth stressing that 
for significant periods of time diese men actually wielded the reins of 
power. In the case of Frederik V, the combination of absolutism and 
alcoholism meant that much of the politics of the realm from 1747 to 
1766 was in the hands of humanist cosmopolitans such as Johan Hartvig 
Ernst Bernstorff, Adam Gottlob Moltke, and others.397

These men were all literati, highly educated and refined intellectuals. 
Their identity as Danes was surely different from the identity of farm
ers, soldiers, tradesmen, and the rest of those who did not have a Latin 
education. They were at home in the world of foreign travel and books 
in foreign languages, and they clearly thought of themselves as citizens 
of the res publica literaria.

The paradigm for such careers is Erasmus, for Erasmian humanists 
could be intellectually inquisitive without coming up with radical or 
dangerous ideas. They could prefer peace, the establishment, modera
tion, and mediation, and spare sympathy for the persecuted without 
themselves becoming radicals. Whether or not they knew the pam
phlet, they would have agreed with much of the sentiments in Lord 
Halifax’s The Character of a Trimmer (1699).398 They were “Trimmers”, 
careerists, moderates, conservatives of a sort, and politically astute. 
Their mentality was above all that of the humanist cosmopolitan intel
lectual. As a group, they contrast interestingly with the following sort of 
cosmopolitan intellectual.
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2. Cynical cosmopolitanism
The second form of cosmopolitanism to be explored is what I call “cyn
ical cosmopolitanism”. Disregarding the hackneyed meaning of cynical 
as selfish and manipulative, I mean to invoke the tradition that goes 
back to Antisthenes and his student Diogenes of Sinope and the cyn
ics of ancient Greece and Rome. These were cosmopolitans, too, by 
Diogenes’s own neologism, but also strict moralists. Diogenes lived in 
a barrel, eschewed property and comfort, and criticized his contem
poraries for their materialism and selfishness. He spoke as he pleased 
{parrhesiei) and claimed independence (autarkeiei) precisely because he 
had cultivated self-denial (askesis), limiting his needs to the barest mini
mum. He was known for the slogan “deface the coinage!”, a metaphor 
for rejection of conventional social customs and institutions. He re
jected established political powers, telling Alexander the Great to quit 
blocking his sunlight.399

Diogenes’s cosmopolitanism was an anti-political, anti-patriotic, anti
nationalist, anti-parochial and individualist cosmopolitanism. It was 
perhaps proto-anarchist, because he did not respect any of the powers 
that be. He was irresponsible, but on high moral grounds: he did not 
trust anyone who claimed to know how to run other people’s lives.

The cynics were known to the eighteenth century primarily through 
texts of Diogenes Laertius, Epictetus, Dio Chrysostom, Plutarch, and 
their Renaissance mediators. Montaigne’s friend Etienne de la Boétie 
adopted cynic methods of teaching such as invective, irony, word-play, 
and paradoxes to provoke thought and to castigate the lazy more than 
to teach an unambiguous lesson.400 The libertines of the seventeenth 
century explored with glee the cynics’ multi-faceted critiques of reli
gion, sexual norms, and established conventions.401 As libertinism 
evolved from the erudite and private indulgence of the seventeenth 
century into the more public life-style provocations of the eighteenth
century, cynicism continued to play a role. It is no accident that Struen- 
see was accused of libertinism for his rejection of traditional sexual 
norms. To the extent that he recognized his own place in the libertine 
tradition, it would go hand in hand with cynicism.

I should point out that “humanists” and “cynics” are not exclusive even 
as general categories. One of the chief sources of knowledge about cyn
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icism in the early-modern period was Erasmus’s Apophtegmata, which 
contained some 350 cynical sayings.402 However, it is clear that most 
Erasmian humanists developed in quite different ways from die subset 
of cynical humanists.

Bom in 1737 in Halle, Johann Friedrich Struensee was educated at Au
gust Hermann Francke’s Latin School and entered die university at 
Halle at age 14. He completed his medical studies in 1757 witii a thesis 
tided “De incongrui corporis motus insalubri täte” (“Of Harm Caused 
by LTnhealtiiy Movement of the Body”). He became city physician of 
Altona at the age of 20. His friends in medical-intellectual circles in Al
tona and nearby Hamburg included the Jewish doctor and clandestine 
Spinozist Hårtog Gerson.403 It is wortii noting that die medical educa
tion on top of die Latin education -sometiiing our Erasmian human
ists did not have- may have pushed Struensee in materialist and radical 
directions that also fit well witii cynicism.

In tlie years 1760-1764, Struensee and several like-minded friends 
wrote for or co-founded four periodicals in the tradition of humorous 
and moral weeklies. All were short-lived and two were suppressed by 
tlie autiiorities.404 This is surely one of die reasons why one of the first 
tilings he did when he became Prime Minister in Denmark in 1770 was 
to enact a decree for freedom of die press. It was a declaration of cynic 
parrhesia.

The range of Struensee’s interests may be gauged from die articles he 
wrote for tiiose journals.405 Some were on medical themes, from suck
ling infants to fevers to smallpox inoculation and venereal disease, and 
generally represented the latest rationalist “Enlightened” approach. 
(Later, his successful inoculation of die Danish Crown prince was 
one of tlie factors which helped him win tlie hearts of tlie King and 
Queen.)406 But he also wrote about metempsychosis and a short con
tinuation of Swift’s Gulliver. His last article consisted of reflections on 
tlie respect an author ought to have for tlie public.

However, tlie main reason for characterizing Struensee as a self-con
scious cynic is that he wrote two articles about them.407 This suggests 
that his attention to cynicism was more than a passing fancy and that 
he had appropriated it in some depth. To someone who has absorbed 
tlie cynical attitude, as to a postmodernist today, tlie humor and amuse- 
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ment of the cynical anecdotes would be part of a lifestyle. They would 
be part and parcel of a playfulness and perspective that would fill the 
place of philosophy in more serious lifestyles and dehne their way of 
life.

The first of his articles on the cynics was in his Month ly for Use and Pleas
ure of 1763.408 Titled “Reports on Diogenes”, it consisted largely of par
aphrases and quotes from Diogenes Laertius and other sources. This 
included scandalous sayings such as that “women and the education 
of children ought to be held in common” (64). Nine years later one of 
the charges against Struensee was holding the Queen in common with 
the King.

Much of the article was anti-clerical. In defense of Diogenes and the 
cynics Struensee wrote that “The force with which the first monks cas
tigated their flesh... is no more extraordinary than that with which 
Diogenes and his followers did so...” (58). Presumably, he would have 
endorsed the claim he quotes from Diogenes, that “when I think of 
philosophy and the art of medicine, man seems to me the cleverest of 
animals,... but when I cast my eyes on astrology and prophecy, I find no 
greater fools” (65). He quotes Diogenes again: “The luck of the robber 
Harpalus... nearly forced me to believe that either there are no gods or 
that they do not concern themselves with our affairs” (66). The latter 
-a denial of Providence- was considered a form of atheism by thinkers 
such as Pierre Bayle, even if it allows for the bare existence of gods.

The political message was also clear: Diogenes’s “biting wit reformed 
Corinth” (60), and that is surely what Struensee thought he could imi
tate. Diogenes’s claim to naturalism and cosmopolitanism is reflected 
in one quotation: “A well-ruled Republic would be the exact likeness of 
that old city, the world” (64). To his countrymen who banished him, he 
answered, “I condemn you to stay in your houses”; they would remain 
small-minded and never get to know the larger world: “You shall stay in 
Sinope, and I am going to Athens” (66). This is cynical cosmopolitan
ism.

Diogenes also “concluded rightly that superstition and unlimited abso
lutism are the most wretched” forces on earth (66). It is easy to see why 
the more established and humorless authorities in Altona and Ham
burg would not find this very amusing. Stefan Winkle considered this 
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article Struensee’s “indirect vindication” of his life and style, published 
less than ten years before his fall.409

The second article was a longer treatment, “In Praise of Dogs and the 
Greek Album”.410 “Cynic” means dog, and the ancient cynics prided 
themselves on adopting the life-style of dogs and comparing them
selves to them. Coming shortly after the article that was explicitly on 
Diogenes the cynic, it falls into place as a treatment of cynicism. The 
epigraph was “Les homines ne sont pas si parfaits que les chiens” (233), 
and the text went on to assert that the loyalty and socialibility of dogs 
proves that they have souls (234). This was, of course, a provocation to 
common religious sentiments according to which humans are superior 
to animals and the only ones who have souls. It led to a confrontation 
with Hamburg’s Pastor Goeze, who also fought with Lessing in this pe
riod, and to censorship.

Protestants could accept anti-Catholic cracks such as that “dogs are gen
tler than the Holy Father and the Inquisition” (234) and that monks do 
not follow their vows of chastity (235). But talk about hate in the human 
heart -and even “Christian hate” (243) - in comparison to the loyalty 
and love of a dog would be offensive to all Christians (236-7). Struensee 
goes on to cite Rousseau on the equality of classes (Stände) but says that 
only dogs can tell the honorable people from the loafers (239).

Finally, the last part of the article is an explicit comparison of a well- 
known quack medical remedy, Album Graecum (Greek White) to dog 
feces. Fully in the scatological tradition of the ancient cynics, this sort 
of vulgar attack on the establishment would count as the humorous 
“defacing of the coinage” for which Diogenes was famous. Dog feces 
are better medicine than what doctors have and contain more wisdom 
than many prolific writers. Proud noblemen, venal judges, rich land
owners, and Panglossian professors come out worse than the excre
ment of dogs in this tirade. The latter has the same effect as the white 
powder sold as medicine (252). One can see why even progressive in
tellectuals could consider this unworthy of publication. But it was just 
the sort of provocation that a cynical cosmopolitan could think was 
both amusing and deserved by the establishment.

Did Struensee transmit diese ideas to his companions in Copenhagen, 
such as the King, the Queen, or his ally Enevold Brandt? We do not
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Count J.F. Struensee together with Queen Caroline Mathilde and a dog. The 
text: Nu vender Lykken sig Grev Striiense for dig. D. 17. januar 1772 (Now fortune 
turns foryou Count Struense. January 17, 1772). The date marks the arrest of 
Struensee. Broadside with woodcut.
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know for they left no paper trail to their minds. Struensee is a special 
case among political actors in that we have evidence of his ideas from 
diese early writings which help us map out the mind behind his later 
behavior.

Struensee’s cynicism also came out in his style of ruling. The cynics 
were moral elitists, ever challenging the status quo, political leaders, 
and ordinary people for their corruption. Struensee was no democrat 
who actively sought to encourage political participation. Rather, he was 
consummately unpolitical, like die ancient cynics. He made enemies 
by speaking too openly of his contempt for odiers and relied almost 
exclusively on dictatorial power, issuing no fewer dian 1800 decrees 
during his short period (1770-1772) in office.411 He abolished wasteful 
holidays, ended monopolies and odier economic favoritism, cut back 
on military and religious privileges. Many of diese may have been salu
tary reforms, but diey were carried out with singular insensitivity to real 
people and tiieir problems. If one can imagine Diogenes of Sinope 
ever coming to power, this might have been die way he would have 
ruled.

Struensee spoke fluently die court languages of German - his native 
tongue - and French, but he never botiiered to learn Danish. Natu
rally, tilis was perceived as an affront by Danish nationalists, and even 
by moderately nationalist humanist cosmopolitans.412

Struensee’s philosophical sympathies were with thinkers such as 
Spinoza, Hume, and Voltaire.413 Each of these can be assimilated to 
cynical cosmopolitanism in one way or another, especially in their com
mon goal of “defacing the coinage” and rejecting established political 
and religious hierarchies. They identified more with the cosmopolitan 
“republic of letters” than with national identities, but in a very different 
and more radical way than the Erasmian humanist cosmopolitans. The 
cynical cosmopolitans also thought they were writing for the world, but 
defacing many of the established currencies. I have suggested elsewhere 
that his association with Spinoza in some people’s minds was part of 
tlie atmosphere that made the coup against Struensee possible.414

Struensee also stands apart from the Erasmian humanists we have ex
plored in the fact that he was of German and not Danish birth, living 
as a kind of exile in Denmark. He was an outsider where our human- 
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ist cosmopolitans were insiders. But that assimilates him to Diogenes, 
too, who lived most of his life in exile from Sinope. Struensee, on the 
other hand, cared about power and prestige enough to become a Dan
ish count, where Diogenes would have rejected such things with con
tempt.

Struensee’s behavior in the pursuit of moral ideals may remind us of 
the English philosopher Michael Oakeshott’s stark assertion that “The 
pursuit of moral ideals has proved itself (as might be expected) an un
trustworthy form of morality...”.415 There are several reasons for this. 
One is that the “self-conscious pursuit of ideals” dismisses the “morality 
of habit of behaviour... as primitive and obsolete”,416 which allows the 
ideal-mongers to ignore the concerns of those who live by the older 
morality. Then, “Too often the excessive pursuit of one ideal leads to 
the exclusion of others, perhaps all others; in our eagerness to realize 
justice we come to forget charity, and a passion for righteousness has 
made many a man hard and merciless.”417 Furthermore, “every moral 
ideal is potentially an obsession; the pursuit of moral ideals is an idola
try”.418

Oakeshott did not make diese comments with specific reference to cyn
ical moralism, but diese and other aspects of his analysis seem tailor- 
made for an evaluation of Struensee’s practices and his fall. His abrupt 
dismissal of many government employees seems to have been carried 
out witii die same indifference to tiieir personal lives as die modern- 
day cynical cosmopolitan’s outsourcing of 5,000 jobs seems to be. His 
abolition of numerous holidays was the sort of moralism tiiat was not 
likely to appeal to die common man or woman.

Conclusion: humanist vs. cynical cosmopolitanism
Granting tiiat ideal types such as the humanist cosmopolitanism and 
cynical cosmopolitanism tiiat I have outlined cannot capture every
thing about a writer and thinker, and may lead to oversimplifications, I 
still believe tiiat tiiere is sometiiing to be gained by comparing die two. 
I tiiink one conclusion tiiat emerges from our examples is that human
ist cosmopolitanism is more likely to be successful as a career and re
form strategy, precisely because it does not demand too much. It relies 
on long-term psychological and ideological change, to be promoted 
by writing and action from witiiin the establishment. Its weakness, of 
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course, is that it may be too slow in adapting to social, economic, and 
political change. Cynical cosmopolitanism has the opposite virtues 
and vices. It wants to tear down the establishment and reconstruct eve
rything at once. The good tiling is that all sorts of problems are ad
dressed. The bad tiling is that they are not addressed well.

As we have seen, humanist cosmopolitanism leaves room for a moder
ate nationalism. Cynical cosmopolitanism makes a fetish of cosmopoli
tan rejection of all national feeling. I return to one of Michael Oake- 
shott’s posthumous books for die point tiiat, even though he preferred 
die politics of skepticism, he recognized that a healtiiy politics needs 
some of each of skepticism and faith.419 Perhaps we can conclude here 
tiiat our examples in eighteentii-century Denmark suggest tiiat we 
need some of botii of cosmopolitanism and moderate nationalism, and 
some of botii of humanism and cynicism.
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8. The Danish Debate about Montesquieu: 
Holberg, Kofod Ancher, Stampe, 
Sneedorff and Schytte

Ditlev Tamm

The noble art of taking offence is not a modern phenomenon nor 
was it uncommon in the past that apparently innocent statements pro
voked strong feelings. Montesquieu definitely did not aim at offending 
anybody when he wrote about different kinds of government. However 
his grand oeuvre on the spirit of the laws ended up on the Index Librorum 
Prohibitorum, and in distant Denmark his description of despotism and 
monarchy provoked two Danish intellectuals to write strong apologies 
of the Danish constitution. Even if “globalization” had not yet been 
coined, Montesquieu in his own pleasant way was an omnipresent au
thority whom you apparently did not want to give the last word if you 
disagreed with his opinions. However, there were also other reasons. 
In Europe in the middle of the eighteenth century Denmark was not 
considered an ideal society, and more internationally oriented Danish 
scholars might feel an urge to defend their country against what they 
saw as hidden attacks, even from a person such as Montesquieu.

You could only read him in Danish in 1770 when the first translation of 
L'Esprit des lois appeared420. Whether you read the book of the century 
in this translation or, as the two Danish eighteenth-century professors 
Ludvig Holberg and Peder Kofod Ancher did, in the original French 
version, it might seem difficult to be offended by what you were read
ing, if you did not happen to be a despot living somewhere far away in 
the Orient or had a particular devotion to that kind of government. 
Even then you might admire the exactitude with which Montesquieu, 
without leaving Europe, was able to render the very essence of a gov
ernment. He tellingly conveyed its basis in the fear felt by people when 
exposed to the arbitrariness of a ruler who, by the very nature of des
potism, need not follow any predictable rules. Nevertheless, offence 
was taken; at least Holberg and Kofod Ancher acted as if they were 
offended. They were embarrassed on behalf of their government, and 
even if they admired the genius of the baron from La Brede and did 
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not hesitate in praising his great work, they felt the urge to enter the 
European stage in defence of what they saw as a third and very recom
mendable form of government, the paternal Danish absolute Monar
chy.

Sneedorff and Schytte, the two other professors to be discussed in this 
essay, had a somewhat different attitude to the French connection. 
They did not enter into any polemic nor seemed to have great trouble 
in accepting Montequieu’s views on contemporary politics. They read 
Montesquieu with great care, seemed to love what they read and did 
their best to transmit the results of their reading to Danish students of 
modern politics in the Academy for the nobility where they were teach
ing. The line of promotion was pursued even further by Jens Hvas who 
published the above mentioned complete translation of Montesquieu’s 
L’Esprit des lois. As a consequence even the reader who was unfamiliar 
with the new European lingua franca could see for himself what it was 
all about, learn a lot about foreign cultures seen through the eyes of an 
uncommonly good writer and think for himself about the secrets of the 
art of legislation.

A brief summary of the political situation in Denmark in the eighteenth 
century is necessary to understand the impact of the debate. Even after 
the loss of what is now the southern part of Sweden (Scania, Halland 
and Blekinge) in wars in the middle of the seventeenth century, the 
Danish monarchy remained a considerable power, consisting of the 
Kingdoms of Denmark and Norway (including Iceland, Greenland and 
the Faroe Isles), the Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein and colonies in 
the West Indies, India and Africa.

The Danish government had changed fundamentally with the intro
duction of absolutism in October 1660. Legally the way to absolutism 
was constructed as a transfer of power from the people to the King in 
the unique absolutist constitution of 1665, known as the lex Regia. This 
new lex fundamentalis for Denmark and Norway, which in 40 Articles 
gave the king absolute power, all jura majestatis and fixed the rules of 
succession, was influenced by contemporary European political think
ing, especially by Jean Bodin and Henning Arnisaeus.

Shortly after the absolutist coup d'etat in 1660, important reforms of 
the Danish administration were also carried out. The King, though an 
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absolute ruler, exercised his power through a number of administrative 
departments known as colleges {collegia}. In 1683 the most ambitious 
of the early absolutist reforms was successfully completed with a full 
code of laws. Christian V’s “Danish Law” consists of about 1800 articles 
in six books, and it was to a high degree based on existing legislation. 
However it also introduced certain reforms in procedural law and in 
penal law. The first book contained the law of procedure; the second, 
ecclesiastical law; the third, the law of persons and family law; book 
four, maritime law; book five, property law and some law of obligations; 
and the sixth book, penal law. A process of de-codffication started soon 
after the enactment, leading to a gradual substitution of the code with 
other legislation. Still, some of the articles in the Danish Code of 1683 
remain in force, and the same is the case in Norway with certain ar
ticles of the Norwegian code from 1687 which was not based on old 
Norwegian law but is nearly identical to the Danish Code.

Another reform that eventually had a great impact on Danish legal life 
was the introduction in 1736 of a law examination at the LTniversity of 
Copenhagen. A characteristic of Danish law until well into the eigh
teenth century is the nearly complete lack of legally trained judges. 
The all dominating subject of study had been theology. Most litigation 
took place in the county courts (ting), some cases were appealed to 
the more learned appellate courts, and some ended in the Supreme 
Court which, however, only from 1771 was recruited exclusively from 
legally trained lawyers. Not until 1821 was it established as a rule that all 
judges should have a law degree from the university. In the eighteenth 
century the same local magistrate {herredsfoged) was invested with both 
executive and judicial power. However, influenced by Montesquieu’s 
ideas on the prince’s duties and the need to secure the citizen against 
arbitrary power, a high Danish official, Henrik Stampe, in a series of 
official statements propagated the view that executive and judicial pow
ers were different in nature and should be kept separate when a citizen 
complained about a decision by the local authorities.

The natural law that established itself in protestant Europe based on 
authorities such as Grotius, Pufendorf, Thomasius and Wolff during 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was instrumental in syste
matising the law by filling the many gaps in the old-fashioned Danish 
code. This happened especially through interpretation of the law by 
the Supreme Court. Natural law was one of the main subjects in the 
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legal education at the University alongside Danish law and - to a lesser 
degree - Roman law that had never been received in Denmark as ap
plied law. Roman law and systematic legal thought had an impact, but 
basically Danish law was a system developed by the courts on the basis 
of medieval legislation and later royal decrees.

Bishop Rasmus Wandal called the seventeenth century an iron century; 
certainly the early years of absolutism were hard with war against Swe
den a continuous threat. The Danish debate on Montesquieu that is 
the focus of this essay took place at a moment when the generation 
that had been brought up in this period and which was represented by 
Ludvig Holberg was being replaced by a new cohort that in many ways 
was represented by two teachers of political science, Jens Schellerup 
Sneedorf and Andreas Schytte, who combined patriotism with a more 
liberal reading of Montesquieu. In many ways the mid-eighteenth cen
tury was a turning point when an oppressive absolutist system changed 
into a more tolerant society striving to make necessary reforms under 
the influence of the European Enlightenment. Peder Kofod Ancher 
was somewhere between these generations. He was nearly thirty years 
younger than Holberg and, like the older man, deeply read in Mon
tesquieu but sentimentally more attached to the existing system of gov
ernment than the two younger colleagues, both of whom taught at the 
Academy in Sorø outside Copenhagen and thus away from the centre 
of power.

Montesquieu was not an authority read in the university as part of le
gal or other studies but appealed to a wider general readership. The 
Danish debate about Montesquieu was a brief episode following in the 
1750s and 1760s following the publication of a translation of his work. 
Holberg and Kofod Ancher gave vent to their feelings, and these were 
not shared by the next generation. In fact, the debate might be seen 
as a last moment of apology for Danish Absolutism. Around 1750 the 
climate of debate changed and the more reflective awareness of what 
enlightened absolutism stood for began to fade.421

Montesquieu did not try to convince the reader to love despots or harsh 
punishments. He wrote one of his most moving texts about torture, the 
letter of complaint attributed to an eighteen-year old Jewish girl and 
addressed to the Spanish and Portuguese inquisition. The lesson Mon
tesquieu wanted to teach was quite simple. Although starting from a 
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general notion of the law of nature, his real concern was to portray all 
those conditions and relations that made up the historical spirit of the 
laws. The central point was the necessary correspondence between the 
laws and the various conditions of the land. The discussion starts with 
the description of the various forms of government and this remains 
the piece de resistance of the work, even though it is neither particularly 
scholarly nor necessarily correct.

In many countries, though not particularly in Denmark, the less than 
clear religious attitude was considered problematic. The book was ex
posed to criticism on this ground and, as mentioned, it was, much to 
Montesquieu’s grief, entered on the Vatican’s list of prohibited books. 
He had published The Spirit of the Laws anonymously and defended 
himself in a famous Defense from 1750. He was, however, also exposed 
to other kinds of criticism but probably was never aware of it. The Dan
ish contributions by Ludvig Holberg and Peder Kofod Ancher are ex
amples of this.

Denmark and the Danish government are not mentioned in L'Esprit 
des lois, but Denmark was commented on briefly in one of Montesquieu’s 
earlier works, the Considerations sur les causes de la grandeur des Romains 
et de leur decadence from 1734. Here he wrote about the arbitrariness 
of the absolute Danish monarchs: “Aussi voyons-nous aujourd’hui les 
rois du Danemark exercer le pouvoir le plus arbitraire qu’il y ait en 
Europe.” And he pointed to another sore point, the archenemy Swe
den’s superiority in warfare: “Nous voyons que, depuis de deux siécles, 
les troupes de terre de Danemark ont presque touj ours été battue par 
celles de la Suede.” The reason for this constant loss on the battle field 
was, according to Montesquieu, to be found in the way Denmark was 
governed: “Il faut qu’indépendemment du courage des deux nations 
et du sort des armes il y ait dans le gouvernement danois, militaire ou 
civile, un vice interieur qui a produit cet effet, et je ne le crois point 
difficile a decouvrir.”422

Montesquieu was not the only sceptic as to the efficiency of Danish gov
ernment. In 1694 the former British ambassador to Denmark, Robert 
Molesworth, had published An Account of Denmark as it was in the Year 
1692 which spread a negative impression of Denmark among a wide 
European readership, and even if Montesquieu had not read Moles
worth, he may well have heard of his work. At any rate, while the Dan
ish King’s lex Regia was a beautifully written legitimation of absolute 
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power, it was equally unacceptable to the representative of a country 
that boasted the execution of a King who challenged Parliament and 
held a Glorious Revolution in awe, and to a French nobleman who saw 
the intermediary powers, “les pouvoirs intermediaries”, as an impor
tant and decisive barrier against royal arbitrariness and held such pow
ers as a guarantee for the liberty and security of the inhabitants.

Ludvig Holberg belonged to a generation for whom Hugo Grotius’ 
magnum opus on the law of war and peace, De jure belli ac pacis libri III 
from 1625 still was the leading work in political thought. Although 
born in 1684, Holberg must still be considered an early reader of 
Grotius in the Danish-Norwegian context, and he was the first to 
introduce modern natural law in Danish in 1716, nearly a hundred 
years after the publication of Grotius’ work and just a few years be
fore the appearance of Montesquieu’s Lettres Persanes in 1721. Hol
berg was a historian and a comic playwright who in Denmark is con
sidered one of the greatest Danish men of letters, founder of Danish 
theatre and a leading figure in promoting European learning in his 
country. Like Montesquieu, he travelled all over Europe, in Holland 
1704-05, in England 1706-08, in Germany 1708-09 and in France and 
Italy 1714-16. A self-made man, he ended up as a baron. Comedies 
and natural law apart, most of his writing was about history, but in 
his later years he also turned to philosophical reflections. Montaigne 
was one of his models for a collection of moral thoughts published in 
1744, and he continued this line of thinking in a more varied form 
with a series of fictive letters {Epistle)) of which no less than 544 - on 
all kinds of subjects - were published between 1748 and 1754. The 
last collection appeared posthumously. He knew Lettres Persane which 
he refers to in his Moralske Tanker (Moral Thoughts, 1748) and in 
some of the Epistler. He also knew Montesquieu’s Considerations which 
he refers in his own study of Roman decadence which he published 
in French in Leipzig in 1752.

Holberg read LEsprit des lois in the Amsterdam edition of 1749, and 
in the following years he wrote a handful of fictive letters in which 
he commented on selected passages of the work and all those Epistler 
that could be considered as comments on Montesquieu he translated 
into French. While he liked most of what he read, there were disagree
ments. Holberg’s translation of his letters was published in 1753423 as an 
eighty-four page volume, the last publication before his death shortly
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after in January 1754. Montesquieu died in 1755 and there is no rea
son to believe that he had any knowledge of his distant admirer in the 
North or of his critical comments.

Holberg did admire Montesquieu but he felt obliged to defend the 
Danish monarchy against what he saw as implicit charges of despot
ism in Montesquieu’s terminology. Holberg was of the opinion that 
Montesquieu ought to have made a clear distinction between unlim
ited monarchy and despotism and that was his main charge. Holberg 
praised the Danish absolute government as a fatherly institution. Peo
ple could be just as happy in an arbitrarily ruled country as in a free 
one. And he was sure that Denmark was evidence of the truth that, 
as he put it, “Nos Rois icy, quoiqu’ils soient revétus d’un pouvoir sans 
bornes, mettent cecy en evidence” (Lettre 518a).
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Holberg also criticised Montesquiue’s idea that the climate had a deter
mining influence on human development. He was not convinced that 
there was such a difference between North and South as indicated by 
Montesquieu. According to Holberg government and good laws played 
a much more important role than the climate. All countries had to suf
fer changes and the climate only played a minor role in that respect.

He also discussed the qualities of the British constitution which in the 
famous chapter 11 of Book VI was seen as the model for the separation 
of powers. He did not agree with Montesquieu that this constitution 
was ideal and to be placed above all criticism. According to Holberg, 
the British constitution did not find the right balance between the dif
ferent powers and it raised important questions as to competence and 
security.

Holberg did not doubt that women could be just as able rulers as men, 
and he rejected Montesquieu’s suggestion that it was contrary to rea
son and nature that women could be rulers of a country. Finally, his 
Danish experience led him to be critical of Montesquieu’s idea that the 
King ought not to act as ajudge.

Holberg had his reasons for protesting against what was only a very li
mited part of Montesquieu’s thinking. There is little doubt that he basi
cally wanted to defend the Danish form of government and that he was 
convinced of his case. He did believe that the Danish monarchy was the 
most suitable form of government in his country and he therefore op
posed what he saw as a too dogmatic and inflexible way of dividing the 
different forms of government. To him the theoretical form was not 
decisive but how the government functioned in practice, and in this 
respect the Danish way had a clear preference for him.

When Peder Kofod Ancher published his anti-Montesquieu pamphlet in 
1756, he had not yet achieved status as the founder of Danish legal his
tory that he later acquired. He was one of the first to take the new degree 
in law introduced in 1736, he became a professor of law in the University 
of Copenhagen 1741, and he also performed other public service until 
his death in 1788. His 200 pages long treatise in Latin was not a general 
critique of Montesquieu whom Kofod Ancher in fact greatly admired. He 
only opposed a particular opinion of Montesquieu’s. The work, De indole 
juris privati pro habitu imperii' Danico-Norvegici, on the nature of private law 
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under the Danish-Norwegian government, was basically a refutation of 
Montesquieu’s view of monarchy and despotism. In his dedication to the 
Danish king, Kofod Ancher mentions how in L’Esprit des lois the repub
lican government and the limited monarchy are favourably described, 
whereas not much is left for absolute government: “Monarchiae autem 
absolutae ne micam quidem boni facientis,” he states, absolutely not a 
crumb of good is left. That was also the reason why Kofod Ancher wanted 
to prove to the world that Montesquieu had an unjustified opinion of the 
Danish government which according to the Danishjurist came very close 
to the divine order as it was instigated by God: “quod divini proximum et 
simillimum, Deo statori et auspice originem debet.” Kofod Ancher was a 
Danish patriot whose later great work on Danish legal history was part of 
a national revival, as we shall see, strongly stressing Danish particularities 
and the independence of Danish law from Roman law or German law.

There was a strong link between Danish national identity and the his
tory of Danish law. It is therefore no wonder that Kofod Ancher’s Latin 
work stresses how much he is inspired by patriotic feelings, “Dulci enim 
amore natalis solia ductus pro patria duntaxat dicere constitui,” he 
says. He stresses that he has no intention of being critical towards the 
work of Montesquieu except out of love for his country. However, what 
has annoyed him in particular is what Montesquieu has to say about 
despotism, the imago Imperii Despotici.

The debate on Montesquieu in Denmark was concentrated on two points. 
One of them was the theory of the influence of climate, the other and 
more important discussion concerned the forms of government. Kofod 
Ancher as a lawyer was not satisfied with the way in which Montesquieu 
dealt with the latter. The Frenchman, as is well known, distinguished 
between the republic, and what he called monarchy and despotic gov
ernment. How tliis has to be understood in general is one issue, another 
is how it was understood at the time by touchy Danish readers. Like Hol
berg, Kofod Ancher saw as his task to defend the Danish system against 
unjustified criticism and explain that the Danish government did not fit 
into any of the more positive of Montesquieu’s categories.

According to Kofod Ancher, it was a mistake by Montesquieu not to 
mention absolute monarchy as one of the existing forms of govern
ment. He starts out with the assumption that Montesquieu when he 
distinguishes between monarchy and despotism classifies absolute or 
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unlimited monarchy as a despotic regime. Kofod Ancher distinguishes 
differently. According to him, a monarchy is that form of government 
in which power is concentrated in one person, it is imperium civile, quod 
uni plene competit et sol. Despotism presupposes two conditions. Not only 
must the ruler be invested with civil power over his subjects, but he 
must also have the same rights as a master towards his slaves: praeter 
summam in cives potestam, jure simul fruitur in servos. We must distinguish 
potestas servile from potestas herile, according to Kofod Ancher, and also 
between imperium and dominium.

Kofod Ancher also stresses the importance of distinguishing between 
the law and the realities of government. He takes as his starting point 
that the absolute Danish constitution, the lex Regia from 1665, does 
not mention other limits to royal power than the respect demanded 
by the Lutheran faith. The greater part of his book is a panegyric on 
the advantages of Danish governmental practice in which he in detail 
describes Danish institutions and the anxiety of the King to secure the 
wellbeing of his citizens.

In addition, Kofod Ancher observes that tyranny is not limited to ab
solute forms of government but may easily be found also in republics 
and limited monarchies. He is also critical of the way in which Mon
tesquieu attaches different principles to the various forms of govern
ment. According to him la vertu, virtue, can be a guiding principle in 
all governmental systems and especially in absolute government where 
it is often found as a principle that leads the ruler. Also honour, fear of 
punishment and the enforcement of the law are principles that belong 
to all sorts of government and not only to monarchies as defined by 
Montesquieu.

Two notions are especially important in order to appreciate how Kofod 
Ancher read Montesquieu. On one hand he is driven by what he calls 
love of his country, amor patriae, on the other he promotes the idea 
of justice as equality in relation to the law. Patriotic love exists in all 
systems, he maintains. Such love is not particular to republican govern
ment. Montesquieu declared (V,2) that “La vertu, dans une republique 
est une chose tres simple: c’est l’amour de la republique.” According 
to Montesquieu there exists a “vertu politique”, which can be dclines as 
“l’amour des lois et de la patrie.” Kofod Ancher, on the contrary, holds 
that it is not at all absurd to talk of patriotism and allegiance to absolute 
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government: “Absurdus nequaquaquam est amor imperii absolute.” I 
think we can consider this idea of patriotic love new in Denmark at the 
time, and in fact I think it was one of the lasting contributions of the 
debate on Montesquieu to make it clear how patriotism was linked to 
the country and could be found independently of the particular kind 
of government.

Kofod Ancher also asks why Montesquieu has taken honour as a guid
ing principle for the monarchy and not virtue. In the final parts of his 
treatise he takes up what he considers Montesquieu’s unjust presenta
tion of the despot and the citizens of a society governed by an absolute 
monarch. According to Montesquieu the despotic ruler is “paresseux, 
ignorant, voluptueux”, he governs without any rules, and the citizens 
are “timides, ignorans, abattus.” Kofod Ancher confronts tilis picture 
of absolute ruling with the image of a society in which equality is preva
lent. Equality or justice, geometric equality as he calls it, ought to be 
the norm and is also valid in an absolute monarchy, and he mentions 
the Danish Code of 1683 as an example of equality before the law.

As was the case with Holberg, also Kofod Ancher bases himself on a mis
understanding of Montesquieu’s fundamental notions. Montesquieu 
does in no way implies that he would understand the Danish monarchy 
as an example of despotism. The attacks of Holberg and Kofod An
cher may have to do with their personal ambitions, but they probably 
also have to be understood in the light of the unfavourable picture of 
Danish government in Molesworth and in Montesquieu’s earlier works. 
Against the background the silence on Denmark in L’Esprit des lois 
could be taken as pregnant with implicit criticism of the Danish form 
of government, in which case men of ambition may have thought that 
it was time to speak up.

As in the case of Holberg, Kofod Ancher’s discussion of government 
can deflect from the very real esteem in which he held Montesquieu 
and his works. This is probably best seen in his work on Danish legal 
history that to a high degree is based on the ideas of Montesquieu. Ko
fod Ancher may without exaggeration be considered a pupil of Mon
tesquieu, for he adopted the new way of thinking of law, the so called 
scientia legislatoria, the science of how to legislate, according to which 
you needed to know the background and governing principles of legis
lation as you found them in L’Esprit des lois.
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Kofod Ancher’s most important contribution to Danish legal thought 
was his history of Danish law from ancient times until the mid-fifteenth 
century (En Dansk Lov-Historie) published in two volumes in 1769 and 
1776. It is not a systematically ordered presentation of Danish legal 
history but rather a series of independent articles on different subjects 
arranged in chronological order and centred on legislation. His ear
lier works were influenced more by Wolff, and Montesquieu thus was a 
turning point in Kofod Ancher’s scholarly work. He was the first really 
to appreciate the importance of the Baron from la Brede even if he 
was also sceptical and stressed how his principles were often wrong, 
unsystematic and lacking evidence. His views on criminal law were too 
lenient, according to Kofod Ancher, but even diese gave rise to a lot of 
reflection.

The science of legislation was, as mentioned, an important element in 
the thinking of Kofod Ancher when he addressed the question what a 
reasonable legislator must consider when preparing a new statute. The 
answer was natural law, equity, the commonwealth, the specific condi
tions of the country, its system of government and customs. The work is 
introduced by a frontispiece showing us a tree representing the Danish 
Code of 1683. The text written across the roots tells us that here we 
find the life and spirits of the laws: “In radicis vita et spiritus”. This is a 
hidden quotation from the 30th book of LEsprit des lois. The feudal laws 
of the Franks, says Montesquieu, are like an old oak tree seen from the 
distance. When we come closer we see the trunk but not the roots. We 
need to dig the earth to find them.

We turn to two other figures in the history of Danish learning in the 
eighteenth century and move from Copenhagen to the small town of 
Sorø some eighty kilometres west of Copenhagen. In his later years, 
Holberg spent the summers close to Sorø, where in 1749 an acad
emy had been re-founded aiming at educating young noblemen for 
public service. Noblemen were reluctant to go to the University of 
Copenhagen that was dominated by students of theology, and where 
the student population was dominated by sons from local academic 
homes or from smaller towns and to a less degree from the land. 
Only a small number of students attended Sorø, and besides lectures 
in riding, fencing, dancing and rhetoric, they could hear lectures on 
economics, law and politics taught by Jens Schielderup Sneedorff, 
who was a professor juris publici et politi ces at the academy form 1751 to 
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his death in 1764, and by his successor Andreas Schytte who taught 
there from 1759 to 1777.

Sneedorff has been characterized as the prototype of the Danish En
lightenment. He published twice a week a review called Den patriotiske 
Tilskuer (the Patriotic Spectator 1761-63) and, in 1757, a book on civil 
government lOni den borgerlige Regiering, 1757) very much in die style of 
Montesquieu to whom he also referred in collections of letters under 
die signature Babue,424

From Sneedorff’s hand is also preserved a manuscript of his lectures 
on Montesquieu whom he was die first to introduce in academic teach
ing. He mentions Montesquieu as a pioneer in his field but at same 
time stresses tiiat die importance of religion for a nation has been un
derestimated by him. In his book on civil government, he stresses tiiat 
religion is the only protection against tyranny and tiiat true religion is 
tlie basis of a monarchy. Vice versa, in the case of Spain, monarchy was 
a barrier against a too strong ecclesiastical power. At die same time, he

Jens Schielderup
Sneedorff 
(1724-1764). Painting 
by Johan Hörner.
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makes the point that Spain is not to be considered as a despotic state 
but as an unlimited monarchy.

In the letters attributed to Babue, Sneedorff mentions Montesquieu as 
a Zoroaster who brought the Persians the holy fire. In the 42nd letter he 
reproaches Montesquieu for not making religion the fourth constitu
tion.

Sneedorff was, of course, familiar with the earlier Danish debate on 
Montesquieu and he places himself on the side of the great French
man. In one of Babue’s letters (No. 24) he clears Montesquieu of the 
charge, made by Holberg and Kofod Ancher, that he included unlim
ited monarchies in his concept of despotism. It simply required atten
tive reading to see that limited monarchies were considered as repub
lics and that despotism was only to be found in Asia. It should be added 
that Sneedorff was a conservative who had no critical attitude towards 
the Danish government and nor did he find such an attitude in the 
works of his admired Montesquieu, the founding father of his way of 
teaching political science.

Andreas Schytte had planned a great work in 42 volumes on modem 
European history. Five volumes on the “internal government” were pub
lished in 1773-76, accompanied by two on “external government” in 
1774-75 and a first volume of the constitution of Denmark and Norway 
in 1777.425 Schytte was in no way an original thinker. He sees himself 
as the successor of Sneedorff and his work as a fulfilling of a promise 
to Sneedorff to complete what he had begun. In line with this, Schytte 
does not deny his admiration for Montesquieu when it comes to his 
general views of law and society. He defends the present system, advo
cates certain reforms in the court system but has very little to offer in 
the way of original non-descriptive writing, but he served as a founding 
father of political and economic studies in Denmark. His basic attitude 
was that nature is the proper study of mankind and that the proper 
means in such study are metaphysics, physics and natural history. With
out diese, Montesquieu would never have gained his familiarity witii 
nature and would never have been able to teach statesmen how to gov
ern. His praise of die genius of Montesquieu finds virtually no limits:

It is a blessing for mankind that our age has produced such a 
genius, who has been able to grasp the truth diat ignorance and 
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passions for such a long time have disguised, and that he has 
been able to express them [sic] in away that has been commonly 
acclaimed by all Courts and Peoples except his own countrymen. 
Who does not see, that I am talking of Montesquieu426.

The only negative point mentioned by Schytte is that Montesquieu 
talked more of ancient than of modern government and treated only 
a few points of the art of government when he should have covered 
them all.

Schytte uses Montesquieu’s scheme of government with the division 
into monarchy, despotism, aristocracy and democracy, considering the 
last to be the “least stable of them all”. He mentions Montesquieu’s 
concept of intermediary powers which are, he says, only the counsel
lors and officials of the monarch. He is also aware that Montesquieu 
was the first to consider despotism a specific form of government.

The picture of how Montesquieu influenced Danish attitudes in the 
mid-eighteenth century would be incomplete without adding one
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more professor to the four already mentioned. Henrik Stampe was a 
professor in the Law Faculty at the LTniversity of Copenhagen but more 
well known as a senior civil servant in the Danish-Norwegian monarchy. 
In the latter role he was in charge of new legislation and acted as a gen
eral legal counsellor to the government. He was profoundly influenced 
by Montesquieu and due to his recommendations, principles from the 
works of the great French thinker found their way into Danish admin
istrative practice.427 He often stressed how the judiciary should be sepa
rated from the executive administration. He was in favour of punish
ment that kept a just proportion to the crime, arguing that too harsh 
punishments were not accepted and thus in practice lead to impunity. 
The king, he said, should not act as a judge and should never serve to 
increase but only to mitigate sentences. As a basic principle in the Dan
ish constitution, the throne was a source of mercy, not fear, according 
to Stampe. However, the lex Regia from 1665 did not mention any such 
restriction on the king’s power; Stampe invented a new constitutional 
principle based on the ideas of Montesquieu.

Holberg and Kofod Ancher had entered into debate with Montesquieu 
without any obvious domestic rationale, but they may have wanted to 
convince a foreign audience of the blessings of Danish absolute mon
archy. In the case of Stampe’s recommendations and his introduction 
of Montesquieu as a living part of Danish constitutional thinking, the 
ambition was to prove that there was no despotism, that Denmark in 
practice was a monarchy, as Sneedorff and Schytte had taught.

We may conclude that absolutism was a part of Danish identity by the 
middle of the eighteenth century, but despotism was not. Patriotism 
was linked to the idea of a monarchy, unlimited but not without rules. 
The absolute constitution was respected but the model of legislation 
was the Danish Code from 1683 which was seen as deeply rooted in 
old Danish law and built upon a principle of equality. In 1762 Kofod 
Ancher in an ironic preface to the poetic works of a judge from Jut
land, Thøger Reenberg, wrote that it was true that Nordic people had 
a drawback, especially at a time when the intelligence of people was 
measured by to the thermometer, namely that they have been denied 
the faculty of “bei Esprit” because they against their will must live too 
close to the North Pole. However, as we have seen, Montesquieu was 
notjust - and not mainly - an occasion for self-deprecatingjokes about 
Denmark and Danish identities. His influence in eighteenth-century
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Denmark was substantial. Less so, perhaps, in die mock provocation 
taken by Holberg and Kofod Ancher tiian in die important changes 
of attitude towards executive and judicial power introduced by Henrik 
Stampe, not to speak of the reflections on the laws of history and the 
science of legislation by Kofod Ancher in his later works.

In Denmark the monarchy in its absolute form survived the French 
Revolution and only in 1848-49 was it substituted by a constitutional 
monarchy. In die new Danish constitution of 1849 die principle of 
separation of power was introduced. The Danish absolute monarchy 
managed to resist revolutions mainly through a well developed ability 
to make reforms from above. In many ways this resilience confirms the 
blinking of Holberg and Kofod Ancher. Whether Montesquieu would 
have accepted the arguments of Holberg and Kofod Ancher as to the 
true character of Danish absolutism remains doubtful. Montesquieu 
probably would have had his reservations towards a system that did not 
know any real “intermediary powers”. However even if Holberg and Ko
fod Ancher might have overreacted in their suspicions of Montesquieu 
as a critic of the Danish government, they were probably right in assess
ing the role of Danish patriotism and the general satisfaction with the 
way Denmark was ruled.
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9. Three Danish Texts of the 1760s by 
P. F. Suhm, T E. F. von Finecke and 
Jens Kraft

Hans Aarsleff

This essay deals with three works that were published in Denmark dur
ing the 1760s. I have chosen diese works because I think they tell us 
much about Danish intellectual life at the time and about Danish en
gagement with contemporary European work and scholarship on the 
subjects chosen by the three authors. At the end are two appendices. 
The first is a translation of some important pages in Kraft’s Kort For- 
taelning, the second is on the authorship of the treatise Systema mundi, 
which has generally been attributed to Kraft.

I
It was P. F. Sulim’s plan to write a history of the Danish people from 
the earliest times until about 1450, but as a preparation for the task 
he saw the need first to determine the origin of all nations in order, 
thereby, to support his claim that the Celtic and northern nations had 
separate origins because they descended from different sons of Japhet, 
the third son of Noah who was held to be the ancestor of the western 
and northern nations-hence the term japhetic for the languages that 
are now called Indo-European. This theme of separation is prominent 
in the book Suhm published in 1769 to lay the groundwork for his his
tory. In translation the title reads: ‘An Essay toward a Plan for a History 
of the Origin of Nations in general, as an Introduction to the Origin 
of the Northern Nations in particular.’ 4"8 The title is not surprising. It 
proclaims the well-known effort to place one’s own nation within the 
multiplicity of peoples that came to settle and inhabit the earth in the 
dispersal that followed the confusion at Babel. But the work itself is 
surprising, for, given its date, it is thoroughly antiquarian, even though 
the bibliography of some 250 items, with which the volume opens, lists 
a few works from the 1760s.
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On the first page Suhm declares that Moses in the first five books of 
the Old Testament (the Pentateuch) presents us with our only source 
of certain knowledge “about the first settlement of the earth and the 
origin of nations,” knowledge that is supplemented by “other biblical 
writers who are nearly all older than the pagan writings and never 
conflict with the authority of Moses.” This supreme history makes it 
possible for us to make sense of the conflicting accounts of early clas
sical authors who did not have the benefit of Moses, such as Homer, 
Herodotus, and Thucydides. Indeed we will learn that whatever may 
be true in diese authors will be found to agree with Moses, or at least 
not to be incompatible with him (1-2, 7-8). Thus the Bible is Sulim’s 
first text, and it is cited throughout more than any other source.429 
In addition Suhm cites a very large number of classical authors who, 
by their agreement with Moses, unwittingly testify to the providential 
order of history. Among recent sources the most important is James 
Ussher’s Mosaic chronology which dates events from the year of crea
tion in 4004 BCE, thus placing the Flood at the year 1656 and the 
Confusion at 1767. Two other prominent sources are Samuel Bo- 
chart’s Geographia sacra and Richard Cumberland’s Origines gentium 
antiquissimae.4^

Suhm has two organizing principles. One is the Mosaic chronology 
which is unproblematic, having been taken over ready-made from 
Ussher.431 The other is the evidence of languages and names which is 
the ever-present occupation of the entire work. This evidence is gov
erned by three solid rules: that common origin is shown by similarities 
of names among countries, nations, places, and persons (60); that lan
guages show kinship and origin of nations, as well as the courses they 
have followed in their migrations (70); and that all languages are to 
be accounted for by their descent from “the generations of the sons of 
Noah” (71-76), detailed with an abundance of names in chapter ten of 
Genesis. At the time this use of languages had a long history that had 
recently been codified by Leibniz both in a programmatic essay which 
appeared in the first volume of the early Berlin Academy in 1710 and 
also in other writings, including his published correspondence. Suhm 
refers to a number of diese texts, but he pays slight attention to-or 
simply ignores-Leibniz’s call for scholarly care and caution in the in
terpretation and uses of etymology.432 Here again Suhm was doing what 
others, not least Bochart, had practiced in the works Leibniz cautioned 
against. Even in the late 1760s Suhm did not have mapped-out proce- 
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dures, but rather engaged in a sort of higgledy-piggledy bustle within 
his territory. Our approach must therefore be through examples.

As an example of the evidence of names Suhm cites the place name 
“Denia,” which he says is found both in Persia and in Spain; but since 
the Spanish Denia is not mentioned in classical sources we can “with 
certainty conclude” that it must have come from Persia, since we also 
know that the “Arabians” who conquered Spain also for a long time 
ruled over Persia (60). On the same page this example is used to throw 
light on a more important matter. Both Danes and Saxons worship the 
god “Odin” or “Wodan.” This similarity of names, says Suhm, suggests 
common origin, but it might also cause our “fear” that it has come 
about in neighborly intercourse and fellowship. The possibility of a 
common origin becomes stronger when we consider that Danes and 
the people of Dagestan (on the Russian steppes) both use “Odin” as a 
male name, and that the Danes and the “Czuwascher” have the same 
name “Thor” for a very powerful god. Suhm’s reasoning is that, since 
these nations “lived far from each other and have done so for as long 
as memory reaches, and since history tells of no intercourse between 
them,” then there must in the first ages of the world have been a solid 
cause for the similarity, and from this we must in turn conclude that 
these nations once lived together and that the Danes have migrated 
away toward the north while the rest had remained in place on the 
steppes.

Another typical case is Kittim, the third son of Javan, who was the 
fourth son of Japhet (Gen. 10.4; I Chron. 1.7). Javan was the ances
tor of the Greeks, “as Scriptures say in plain words” (75), and, also in 
plain words, that Kittim or his offspring settled in Macedonia and It
aly, where they arrived by crossing the sea. Since all this is reported by 
Moses, Italy must have been settled before his death in the year 2553 
of Ussher’s chronology (77). Later in the volume, Suhm devotes sev
eral more pages to Kittim and Italy, and it now turns out that the set
tlers who came across the sea can also be called Pelasgians, which was 
the name of a mythic population already mentioned by Homer {Iliad 
2.480; 17.301), and also at greater length by Herodotus, both of whom 
are now cited along with Pliny, Strabo, several recent authorities, and 
of course Scriptures, in a characteristic effort to harmonize all sources 
into solid historical knowledge. In this story the Pelasgians deserve a 
moment’s attention because they gain prominence in origin-narratives 
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as the ur-population of the Aegean world generally, that is, the area 
sometimes called Greater Greece, embracing the Aegean Sea with its 
islands and the bordering lands on all sides. Eventually Pelasgian be
came a name for the Greeks, and their settlements were claimed not 
only for distant parts of die Mediterranean but even for such far off 
places as Nortii America.

But Sulim’s chief concern was die problem he announced on die first 
page of his brief preface when he wrote diat if the Celts descended 
from one of Japhet’s sons, and if “dieir language, being different from 
ours, shows that diey must have a different origin from us, dien die 
people of the Nortii must of necessity stem from anodier son of Japhet 
dian die Celts.” Sulim devoted two short chapters to each of Noah’s 
sons Sem and Ham, but he gave nearly 200 pages (139-326, or slightly 
more dian half the entire volume) to die descendants of Japhet. But to 
diis long chapter he added still anodier (which is also die last) devoted 
to “Gomer the son of Japhet and his offspring” (327-356). Gomer him
self could not have come so far nordi as to setde in Judand, but Sulim 
finds a solution in the Odyssey where we read that Circe “reached the 
furthest parts of die deep-flowing River of Ocean where die Cimmeri
ans live, wrapped in mist and fog. The bright Sun cannot look down on 
diem widi his rays, eidier when he climbs the starry heavens or when 
he turns back from heaven to earth again. Dreadful Night spreads her 
mantle over that unhappy people.”433

It has been said that die home of die Cimmerians was in Italy, as 
Homer would seem to imply, but Sulim does not find that this fits well 
widi die dark and misty lands where Homer says diey lived, “nor of the 
lands nordi of die Black Sea, but radier fits die Danish Cimbri who 
lived in Jutland,” as seems to be confirmed also by Tacitus and Strabo 
(327-330). This consideration facilitates the merging of die Cimmeri
ans with the Cimbri. The original home of die former must have been 
in the region north and east of the Black Sea, as is suggested by die 
name of die Crimean peninsula (341). The conclusion follows that the 
Germans (or more correctiy die Teutons, “de Tydske”) and die north
ern nations have been one people whose ultimate ancestor was Japhet’s 
first son Gomer, though we cannot tell which of Gomer’s tiiree sons was 
die nearer ancestor. This account is strengtiiened by die “similarity of 
sound among die names Gomer, Cimmerian, and Cimbri” (348-349), 
and by such autiiorities as Tacitus, Pausanias, and Caesar who all admit 
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that there was a great difference between the Celtic and the Germanic 
languages (351). By contrast, the Celts descended from Japhet’s sec
ond son Magog through his second son Thiras.

Suhm’s intricate argument achieves the desired separation of the 
northern nations from the Celts, but he reserves the final treatment of 
the northern nations for another volume (349). It is fair to recall that it 
is now generally accepted that the home of the Cimbri was in northern 
Jutland, but, needless to say, today the argument on that point follows 
a very different path than Suhm’s combination of biblical readings with 
such distant classical texts as Homer and Herodotus.434

One cannot read Suhm’s essay without admiring how freely he moves 
names and their bearers across the globe over great distances, how he 
links biblical names with names in classical sources, and now he man
ages, by his bold and daring comparisons, to make the harmonies and 
dissonances of names support the separation of the northern from the 
Celtic nations. Of course, much of this had been done before. He did 
not start from scratch, he had forebears, but they were old, all cast in 
a mold that had not changed for a good one hundred years. There is 
no inkling of anthropology or ethnology in his book, nothing about 
the role of rulers, of forms of government and institutions, of tyranny 
or despotism, or about cultural differences. There is no trace of Mon
tesquieu and no awareness of the awesome fact that Richard Simon 
in his Histoire critique du vieux Testament (1678) had put an end to the 
authority of Moses.435

Still, there is one feature of Suhm’s argument that stands out. First pub
lished in 1755 and again, much expanded, in 1763, Paul-Henri Mallet’s 
Introduction a I’histoire de Dannemarc owed its quick European-wide suc
cess not least to Mallet’s equation of northern and Celtic antiquities. 
Suhm must have been aware that Mallet’s book owed its success to the 
explosive appeal of the poems of Ossian, in which case it would seem 
that Suhm’s theme of separation was a deliberate move.

II
In 1767 a small volume, the size of a pamphlet, was published in French 
in Copenhagen. It contained two “dissertations,” one on the origin of 
languages and another on runes.436 It is the former that concerns us 
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here. Its argument is that there was a single primitive and universal lan
guage that underlies all existing languages, and that this language was 
Hebrew, as attested by the presence of Hebrew forms in die languages 
of Asia, Europe, Africa, and America. Thus for Chinese, for example, “it 
is well known tiiat the Jesuits have found evident remnants of Judaism 
and of Hebrew names in some provinces of China” (19).437 This was a 
familiar doctrine, but it had recentiy been set aside by the claim that no 
language, including Hebrew, had survived the Confusion at Babel, tiius 
prompting die need for a fresh account of the origin of language. This 
“recent doctrine,” as die autiior calls it, held that language had a gestural 
origin in movements of the body and in natural cries, tiiat is, in die un
ion of expression and communication. The autiior rejects this doctrine 
in favor of Hebrew, but in the course of doing so he gives an informed 
account of the recent theory. This account occupies more than half the 
dissertation’s twenty pages, and it is this part that is interesting.

As tlie proponents of this theory, the autiior cites several names tiiat 
had appeared in die recent literature on the subject, including some 
Church Fatiiers along witii Locke, William Warburton, Condillac, and 
some otiier recent figures, “both ecclesiastic and lay who have been 
pleased to propose ingenious conjectures on this pretended origin of 
language” (5). He gives tilis account of what tiiey propose:

We can, tiiey say, look at die first people as being mute, speaking 
to die eyes by exhibiting a variety of objects (f), and as people 
who could communicate their thoughts only by gestures, tiiat is, 
diese movements of the body tiiat become so expressive when 
we are animated by the passions. These gestures were sometimes 
accompanied by cries and inarticulate sounds (g) of the sort tiiat 
a lively sentiment, a new impression and violent exterior events 
would naturally draw fortil from people who were endowed with 
die organs of speech. From diese cries and confused sounds lucky 
application eventually formed distinct and articulate sounds 
which by convention linked ideas to exterior objects until tiiey 
finally, when pronounced by diese people, became signs or arbi
trary marks of all tilings.

This is a knowledgeable account of the argument tiiat Condillac first 
advanced in 1746 in his Essai sur I’origine des connaissances humaines. The 
reading of die passage becomes more intriguing when we pay atten- 
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tion to the two notes at f and g. The first makes reference to Lucian of 
Samosata’s dialogue “On the Dance,” which tells the story of a mime, in 
the service of the emperor Nero, who could by gestures alone portray 
an entire action and communicate meaning so perfectly as to obviate 
the need for words and speech. The second note at g says that “pain, 
admiration, surprise, even pleasure evoke mumblings and inarticu
late, indeterminate sounds from the organs of voice” (5). Together the 
quoted passage and the notes give an account of what Condillac called 
the “language of action,” which for him was the proto-language that 
ultimate evolved into our speech and language.

The citation of Lucian’s influential dialogue is noteworthy; it is not 
cited by Condillac in his Essai, but it is in fact, through an intermediary 
whom Condillac does cite, the certain background of Condillac’s lan
guage of action.438 It is curious that our author rejected this account in 
favor of Hebrew, and he does not really make it clear what his grounds 
are. But his knowledge of the relevant recent literature makes his brief 
essay an important text in Danish attention to the problem of the or
igin of language that was so lively during the eighteenth century in 
France, Germany, Scotland, and Italy.

Ill
It is fair to say that both Suhm and von Finecke applied their knowl
edge and reached conclusions that had little in common with what had 
by the 1760s become accepted opinion on their subjects. By contrast 
Jens Kraft’s compact volume on the principal institutions, customs, 
and beliefs of primitive nations is innovative and forward looking. It 
would not have been out of place if it had been published in Scotland 
at about the same time.439

In die preface to his book Kraft writes that he is chiefly indebted to an 
author he simply calls “Mr. Lafitau,” whom he in fact cites more often 
than any other source - some forty times compared with a bare five for 
the Bible. One might be tempted, therefore, to think that Kraft and 
Lafitau shared similar principles, aims, and emphases. But that is not 
the case, and to see why we need to take a look at Lafitau in order to be 
prepared to understand what Kraft is doing.
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Frontispiece to Joseph-Francois Lafitau Moers des sauvages ameriqiiains 
(Paris 1724).

Joseph-Franpois Lafitau was a French Jesuit who after spending five 
years as a missionary among the Hurons and Iroquois in North America 
returned to France in 1718 to write his very large and admirable work 
entitled simply Moeurs des sauvages amériquains, comparées aux moeurs des 
premiers temps, first published in 1724.440 Throughout marked by the 
author’s intelligence, his keen gift of observation and description, his 
capacity for sympathetic insight, and his effective expository style, this 
work abounds in detailed information about all aspects of the lives, 
work, customs, food, kinship relations, crafts, warfare, religion, wor
ship, culture, arts, and social institutions of the primitive population 
Lafitau came to know in his missionary work. It was owing to this rich
ness that the work in the early decades of the twentieth century became 
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recognized as a founding text in die history of anthropology and eth
nology. But for I .al i lai i the account of primitive customs was the means 
toward a higher aim, namely to show that the religion of the Bible and 
the Church is the universal principle that underlies all the beliefs and 
customs of mankind. His aim was Christian apologetics.

In building what he called his “system,” I .alllaii rejected an argument 
that had been advanced during the later decades of the seventeenth 
century, most prominently by the very learned scholar and bishop of 
Avranches, Pierre-Daniel Huet, who in his large Demonstratio evangelica 
(1679) had taken the position that all worship, laws and culture began 
with Moses.441 Contemporaries were quick to note that this was a risky 
position, for if Huet was right, one might well ask what had happened 
during the long stretch of time before Moses, who in Ussher’s chro
nology, as we have seen in connection with Suhm, lived long after the 
Flood and also long after the Confusion which initiated the dispersal 
of mankind. With great confidence, I .alllaii claimed that his own study 
“of pagan mythology has opened to me another system of belief and 
made me go back far beyond the time of Moses, so that I give to our 
first ancestors, Adam and Eve,” what Huet gave to Moses, thus depriv
ing the atheists “of any pretext for saying that [religion] is the work of 
man” (1.33-34/13).

Lafitau was now on firm ground: mankind along with its forms of reli
gion and diverse customs had a single origin. In this system, he wrote, 
it was easy “to conceive how this religion, having been given to our first 
fathers, must have passed from generation to generation as a kind of 
heritage common to all and thus spread everywhere” (1.35/14). In ad
dition he demonstrated and argued at length that “the largest number 
of the American peoples came originally from those barbarians who oc
cupied the continent and islands of Greece” (1.79-80/90), thus from 
the outset sharing the mythology and beliefs that were later recorded 
in Greek and Roman sources, beginning, as in Suhm, with Herodotus, 
Thucydides, and Homer. This doctrine explains why Labtau’s entire 
work is devoted to the elucidation of what he called “the continual par
allel” (1.36/18) that exists between the customs of the Americans he 
knew with those of the ancients. Moeurs is therefore packed with bibli
cal and classical citations, an evident enough fact which caused Tho
mas Jefferson to make the rather surly remark that Lafitau was “a man 
of much classical and biblical reading.”442
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Plate from Joseph-Francois Lafitau Moers des sauvages ameriquains (Paris 1724).
Above, an Eskimo Kayak surrounded by ancient monuments from Egypt. 
Below, the inhabitants of Peru are paddling their balsa rafts.
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In the brief opening chapter on “the design and plan of the work” 
(1.24-41/1-26), Lafitau summarized what he had found. His system 
revealed that “in spite of the alteration of religion, in spite of the 
changes made in it among the different peoples of the world, there 
is everywhere, nevertheless, a certain uniformity in the myths which 
have some connection with the truth, [both] in certain parts of moral
ity and in many observances required by law which indicate principles 
similar to those of true religion” (1.35/15), by which he meant his own 
faith as a Jesuit. In die practices and customs of die Americans he had 
sought vestiges of “the most remote antiquity,” and in comparing them 
he had found that, “if die ancient authors have given me information 
on which to base happy conjectures about the Indians, so the customs 
of die Indians have given me information by which I can understand 
more easily and explain more readily many tilings in the ancient au
thors” (1.27/3-4).

Thus moving back and forth between his own vast record of detailed 
observations of Indian customs and the less complete and often en
igmatic written records of antiquity, Lafitau’s comparative method 
yielded fresh insights at both ends, with the ultimate result of showing 
that Indian beliefs were recognizable versions of the true religion that 
was the universal heritage of mankind from the first ages. The mission
ary work was therefore not so much to convert with altogether fresh 
news of tlie true faith as to evoke and purify what was left of the divine 
dispensation that began with Adam and Eve. In his great work Lafitau 
never treats his subjects as being sinful, degenerate, and perhaps even 
wicked creatures. They are the late descendants of those who lived in 
the greater Greek world in the earliest times- “en les premiers temps.”

It would seem evident that this genial attitude of sympathy and under
standing animated Lafitau’s amazing powers of detailed observation 
and unprejudiced description. It is also evident that he abstained from 
speculation that might imply moral and cultural progress. Kraft’s com
mitment was very different. His business was not apologetics, but an ar
gument for development and progress. The life of primitive humanity 
was ruled by the senses while later times-his own time, so Kraft hoped- 
had come to live by reason, and choosing between the two there could 
be no question which had the greater value. Whatever hesitations we 
may have, Kraft wrote, we can be sure that “living according to reason 
is an incomparably happier state than living by the senses alone,” but 
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“in our present condition” we are destined to keep a middle way be
tween sense and reason, a “wholly rational and unsensual person would 
be as weird a creature as a wholly sensual one” (56,60). Kraft’s secular 
outlook reflected his intellectual environment in the mid-eighteenth 
century.

As we have seen, Kraft praised I.alilau as his best source, but in the 
very next sentence of the Preface he also voiced the weighty reserva
tion that I.alii an could have produced a better work, “if his astute pen 
had sought the origin of the thinking and customs of diese people in 
the savages themselves, in universal human nature and not in foreign 
sources.” The sense of this statement is that I.alilau’s apologetic aim 
had not so much deepened our understanding as it had produced sup
port for the lessons that could be drawn from comparison of the bib
lical and classical traditions. By contrast, Kraft declared on the same 
page that he had, “to the exclusion of all else, sought to understand 
man in terms of man himself,”443 which he said “I count as being the 
only advantage of my work when compared with the works of other 
authors who have treated the same subject.” Toward the end of the 
same rich passage in the Preface, Kraft gave a succinct account of his 
method; in the elucidation of the history of mankind the only right 
procedure is “to follow the same order as in the knowledge of nature, 
namely to explain tilings by what appears in them and by adding to this 
part of our experience any rare and unknown details that may help us 
discern what lies hidden in the nature of tilings.” Kraft saw himself as 
a naturalist.

Later, in the opening of the third and last section of his work, Kraft 
gave a fuller account of his principles, an account that was attuned to 
the subject of that section as stated in its title: “About the worship of 
the savages and their principal notions, as well as about the general 
origin of these notions in the pagan world” (222). These pages are the 
most important in Kraft’s book, and they show his genius for innova
tion in anthropology. Accordingly I append a translation to make them 
available to English readers (see Appendix 1).

In these pages Kraft rejects what I.alilau called his system. The “con
tinual parallel” of similarity between Americans and the people of 
pre-classical Greek times is too weak to sustain the system because the 
evidence for it is based on “limited similarity in matters of small im-
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Plate fromjoseph- 
Franijois Lafitau
Moers des sauvages 
ameriqiiains (Paris 1724) 
representing the habits 
of the Iroquois.

portance,” while disregarding the large differences in matters of great 
importance. The alternative, then, is to admit that similar myths and 
customs need not result from the diffusion of a single primeval herit
age; it is an idle notion “that a single or a couple of nations... have com
municated to all the rest what they think and believe” (228). Here Kraft 
is introducing the fundamental anthropological principle that, since 
human nature and the mind are much the same everywhere and at 
any time in history, it is natural that people in different locations inde
pendently develop much the same myths and customs. This principle is 
based on what later became known as “the psychic unity of mankind.” 
By obviating the need for diffusion, this principle put anthropology on 
an entirely new footing.

The diffusion doctrine was prominent throughout much of the nine
teenth century, chiefly owing to the prestigious advocacy of Max Müller, 
who saw the spread of folklore and myth on the analogy of the Indo- 
European languages. But by the late decades of the century this doc
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trine quickly gave way to the criticism of Andrew Lang, who from the 
1870s onward argued for the spontaneous local creation of systems of 
myth and culture. In his famous article on “Mythology” Lang wrote:

Where similar myths are found among Greeks, Australians, Man- 
gaians and others, it is unnecessary to account for their wide dis
tribution by any hypothesis of borrowing early or late. The Greek 
“key” patterns found on objects in Peruvian graves were not neces
sarily borrowed from Greece, not did the Greeks necessarily bor
row from Aztecs the “wave” pattern that is common to both.444

Kraft’s anticipation of Lang is obvious.

Always curious, Andrew Lang asked whether the argument for spontane
ous creation might have occurred earlier. His answer was affirmative, as 
he explained in a brief appendix to a later work under the title, “Fon
tenelle’s forgotten common-sense.” In a short essay “De l’Origine des 
fables,” Fontenelle had asked how we could account for the absurdities 
of Greek myths, and why we no longer believed them, even though we 
still enjoy them as our heritage from the ancients. His answer was that 
these myths originated with savages-whether Greek or American-who 
had so little understanding of natural phenomena that they invented 
wild and violent narratives to meet their curiosity about the causes of 
the events they observed. In their ignorance, these “first men”-”les pre
miers hommes”-imagined that thunder, lightning, rain, storms, and all 
else were caused by unseen spirits, which they imagined in the shape of 
persons, who later became gods and goddesses. But in the course of time 
human understanding improved so that, while the stories stayed with us, 
they gradually lost their power of explanation, and with that loss also the 
respect and belief they commanded. Lang concluded that his own the
ory had been anticipated by Fontenelle’s showing that, in Lang’s words, 
“the world-wide similarities of myths are, on the whole, the consequence 
of a world-wide uniformity of intellectual development.”445

Is it possible that Kraft was familiar with Fontenelle’s essay? The in
formation already given would seem sufficient to show that this is the 
case, but more can be added, chiefly under two heads: similar formula
tions on particular points and clear agreement on the basic principles 
of their arguments. Kraft uses the term “philosophical” about the be
liefs of antiquity and of “the very first ages” (225), a somewhat surpris
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ing term for what covers the errors and absurd notions of those times. 
Kraft’s usage stands out because, so far as I can tell, this is the only time 
it occurs in his book, but Fontenelle has the same usage at least six 
times, even with a capital P.446 For both Kraft and Fontellene this usage 
implies that, between savages and moderns, there is an unbroken con
tinuity of efforts to understand the world we live in; it is all philosophy 
for them as well as for us.

Similar formulations occur also in some passages on climate, which for 
both has no explanatory value-it is incompatible with the uniformity 
principle. In this connection Kraft refers to the South Pole, the tropics, 
and “the Far North of icebergs” (226) while Fontenelle names “le pole” 
and declares that in what he has been saying, ‘je n’ai supposé dans les 
homines que ce qui est leur commun å tous, et ce qui doit avoir son 
effetsous les zones glaciales comme sous la torride” (197).447 Such over
lap hardly occurs by mere chance.

In the sentence just quoted Fontenelle says that he presupposes noth
ing except what belongs to human nature, which means that his argu
ment is based only on man himself, and that, as we have seen, is also 
what Kraft in the Preface and later (225, 226, 229) claimed to be the 
pivot of his method. It follows that the traditional notion of some form 
of primeval revelation that had degenerated into absurdities must be 
set aside. Kraft dismissed “the possibility that the beliefs of the pagan 
world were highly degenerate remnants of the great truths that man
kind possessed right after the Flood” (226), and Fontenelle saw only 
“barbarism and ignorance” in the nations of the first ages “who had not 
heard of the traditions of the family of Seth” (187). This is a veiled ref
erence to the Church, seeing that Seth was the third son of Adam and 
Eve, born after the murder of Abel and named by Luke (3.38) in the 
genealogy of Christ. Both Fontenelle and Kraft hold that the process of 
enlightenment, from mythology to knowledge, is harmonious with the 
true religion, but does not strictly depend on it. Progress began even 
in the first ages with the savage errors of philosophy that would slowly 
be corrected into knowledge. “Ignorance diminished little by little,” 
wrote Fontenelle, “and as a consequence people conceived fewer un
natural prodigies and made fewer false systems of philosophy as their 
narratives gradually became less fabulous, for all diese tilings hang to- 
gether”(201, 175). Our long history has been a fortunate one, and it 
contains a lesson we must not ignore.
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Painting ofjens Kraft (1720-1765) 
by an unknown artist.

To understand Kraft’s lesson we can turn to die last page of his book, 
where he repeats die commitment to natural history which he had al
ready made in die Preface. Now in closing his treatise, he wished again 
to tell tiiose readers who took natural history to be good only for mere 
amusement but devoid of utility, that to cure themselves of that delu
sion all they had to do was to cast a glance at die beliefs of savages to 
become convinced tiiat, though we may fall into error, “it is our false 
and preconceived notions that are our most dangerous enemies and 
very often our invincible tyrants” (378). It was his message tiiat, unless 
we watch out, we may ourselves fall back toward the savage state. In the 
midst of a powerful passage against slavery, Kraft declared that we are 
wrong if we think that savages are more barbarian in heart and mind 
than we are. Clearly, he saw slavery as one of the fateful consequences 
of tlie delusions he warned against. The utility of Kraft’s enterprise lies 
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in what we learn about the long process of errors and their slow correc
tion that has brought us to our present precarious state. This process 
reveals a history of ourselves, and for Kraft this history was made possi
ble by the facts about savage life which he owed chiefly to I.alilau. Mere 
speculation will take us nowhere.

In the first line of the remarkable essay “Sur l’histoire,” Fontenelle an
nounced that his subject was “the utility of history.” He had in mind, 
he said, to do something unexpected, namely “de faire l’histoire de 
l’histoire” (169). He was not after the familiar kind of history that piles 
up facts and details about events of human action, for it fails to know 
the motives of the human heart that caused the events-this is a clear 
formulation and critique of what around 1900 became known, pejo
ratively, as “histoire événementielle.” In making his history of history, 
he said, he acted much like the philosopher who, with an assortment 
of natural effects and observations before him, must puzzle out likely 
causes with the aim of gaining a coherent, over-all view of things-”voila 
le Systeme” (176). Like the naturalist, the historian also begins with 
facts and seeking the motivation behind them as he sets about building 
his “ Systeme de l’histoire.” This is where the utility of history begins, as 
he writes in this wonderful passage which is best left in his own words:

J’appelle utile, quant å ce qui regard l’esprit, tout ce qui nous 
conduit ou å nous connoitre, ou å connoitre les autres; et ces 
deux choses me paroissent å-peu-prés également utiles, parce que 
souvent on se connoit mieux dans les autres que dans soi-meme, 
et qu’enhn il est fort å propos de savoir comment sont faits ces 
homines avec qui l’on a tant de liaisons différentes. (177).

If tliis passage about knowing ourselves by the reflecting mirror of 
knowing others has a familiar ring, it is because it calls to mind Hume’s 
remark that “the minds of men are mirrors to one another,” which also 
speaks for Adam Smith. The study of early beliefs and ancient myths 
puts before us the errors and derangements of the human mind, and 
the knowledge we gain becomes our guide in staying close to the path 
of truth and reason. Fontenelle and Kraft found the utility of their his
tory in this guidance.448

It has been said that Rousseau’s Second Discourse, on the origin of in
equality among human beings, “was clearly the chief inspiration for 
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parts one and two of Kraft’s work.”449 Of course die dates would fit; the 
Discourse appeared in 1755 and Moses Mendelssohn’s German transla
tion in 1756, the latter presumably having been the text Kraft used as 
indicated by the single reference he makes to the Discourse (29). Now, 
when postulating inspiration it is generally understood that evident 
features of the source flow recognizably into the object of the inspira
tion; that is what we mean when we say that Beethoven’s early com
positions owed much to Haydn, or that Wagner found deep affinity 
in Beethoven’s late quartets. In that case it is hard to see how Rous
seau’s Discourse could have been more than, at best, a passing impulse 
for Kraft. The truly fundamental difference is that Rousseau’s work is 
about political philosophy, while Kraft’s is not. Rousseau argued from 
the state of nature toward later institutions, the social contract being 
lii sl among them. Kraft argued forward from savages, that is, from sub
jects who already lived in societies, with formed institutions and beliefs, 
settled customs, languages, and traditions. Rousseau argued against 
Hobbes, Locke, and Pufendorf, while Kraft sought to instill a naturalist 
culture among his contemporaries.

Furthermore, Rousseau unlike Kraft idealized the pre-social state of 
nature, found that social man becomes weak and decadent, and that 
“nothing is as gentle as [man] in his primitive state when, placed by 
Nature at equal distance from the stupidity of the brutes and the fatal 
enlightenment of man.”450 Kraft built on the facts he found in I.alilau 
and other travel records. By contrast, Rousseau declared at the outset 
that he would “set aside all the facts, for they do not affect the ques
tion,” thus freeing himself to conjecture on “what Mankind might have 
become if it had remained abandoned to itself.” Though they are all 
fascinating, there is hardly any common ground between Rousseau on 
one side and Fontenelle and Kraft on the other. It would make good 
sense to change Kraft’s title to read “Anti-Rousseau or a Brief Account 
of the principal Institutions,” etc.

I have argued that Kraft drew inspiration from Fontenelle’s essay “De 
1’origine des fables” and most likely also from the closely related es
say “Sur l’histoire.” Both were published in the same volume in 1758 
in an edition of Fontenelle that was coming out in those years. At the 
time Fontenelle was very well known, even famous, and his general ori
entation toward science and modernity must have appealed to Kraft. 
But Kraft must have seen that Fontenelle’s brilliant essays had no facts 
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to support the insouciant equation of ancient mythology with Ameri
can customs, with “les moeurs des premiers temps.” Early in his work 
on Myth, Ritual, and Religion, Andrew Lang observed that “Origine” is 
“brief, sensible, and witty, and requires little but copious evidence to 
make it adequate. But [Fontenelle] merely threw out the idea, and left 
it to be neglected.”451 Kraft alone rose to the occasion Fontenelle had 
created; he alone remedied what Lang felt had been unjustly ignored. 
It was his genius to marry Lafitau to Fontenelle. Kraft’s achievement in 
European letters is very great indeed, though it is accompanied by the 
mournful reflection that his work suffered eclipse.
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Appendix 1
Jens Kraft
Kort Fortn Ining af de Vilde Folks fornemmeste Indretninger, Skikke og Menin
ger, til Oplysning af det menneskeliges Oprindelse og Fremgang i Almindelighed, 
pp. 224-232

The history of primitive nations everywhere shows man as he is by 
nature, before he was changed by art. The simple mode of living of 
diese nations is as simple as their mode of thinking, and it is without 
doubt among the most important benefits we can expect to gain from 
accounts of them, that we may thereby conjecture how [225] beliefs 
about invisible and spiritual matters have been formed, apart from the 
Church, in the first ages of the world. If I here in good part follow an
other plan than has formerly prevailed in a large number of astute and 
very learned treatises, in which several illustrious writers have in one 
way or another sought to cast light on this truly recondite matter, then 
it is because I believe that the general tendency has been to look for 
something more elevated in the mode of thinking than human nature 
allows, and not to have made a sufficient effort to explain man in terms 
of himself. I believe it is possible to show how man left to himself could 
not think in any way that was much different from the thinking of to
day’s primitive people, and I shall try to identify the factors which have 
made a virtual necessity of this mode of thought. Though we may to
day know the philosophical beliefs of the ancient world better than we 
know the common mind of the very first ages, it would still seem we can 
reasonably conclude that the latter was entirely the same as it is among 
primitive nations today, so that there is hardly any difference between 
the two. [226] It follows that there must everywhere have been one and 
the same cause of human beliefs in the same circumstances; otherwise 
people would think differently at the South Pole than in the tropics, 
and there again not the same as in the Far North of icebergs. So long as 
tliis cause can be found in man himself, and in the understanding as it 
may manifest itself in its earliest infancy, as it were, and thereafter over 
long years falling into one error after another before finding a path to 
truth-so long as that is the case we would not seem to have the right to 
seek any other cause.

We need, however, to consider the possibility that the beliefs of the 
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pagan world were highly degenerate remnants of the great truths that 
mankind possessed right after the Flood, and that diese beliefs all had 
their common origin there. The chief weakness of this otherwise sen
sible view lies in the striking dissimilarity of the most important basic 
truths in the true and in the pagan doctrines. Unless I am mistaken, it 
is radier contradictory to base such an origin [i.e., from just after the 
Flood] of pagan beliefs on a limited similarity in matters of small im
portance when the dissimilarity [227] is so very large in matters of die 
greatest importance. Thus when die Egyptians and the Phoenicians, 
who are commonly taken to be die teachers of die entire pagan world, 
on die one hand attribute everything to God, and yet, whatever one 
may say in their defense, on the other hand believe both tiiat all die 
Gods togetiier had come into being by the irrational forces vested in 
matter, without knowing eitiier how or by what means, and also believe 
that man as well as animals had grown out of die eartii almost like toad
stools without even the slightest assistance from die supreme being, 
then I don’t see how, with this disregard of die central issue, one can 
still believe tiiat the rest of their doctrines could have been proclaimed 
in tlie exalted and eternal truths which God himself has taught to man. 
All told, tlie Church loses little by repudiating such errant disciples 
[i.e., tlie Egyptians and Phoenicians]. That tlie Church alone has [228] 
recognized the important truths of a single God, about creation out of 
nothing, about the simple essence of the soul, about tlie sinfulness of 
man, etc., is incomparably greater proof of its lofty and divine origin, 
than finding tiiat there is often some slight similarity in its customs, 
beliefs and narratives with those of paganism.

Likewise, we have little reason to think that a single or a couple of 
nations in the world should have communicated to all the rest what 
they think and believe; tiiat India, for instance, should have learnt tlie 
transmigration of souls from tlie Egyptians, that the Americans should 
have their customs and institutions from tlie Lycians.452 People all over 
the world seem to have had the same customs and tlie same beliefs 
because tlie understanding would on tlie whole develop pretty much 
in tlie same manner. Human thought and what it thinks about were 
everywhere the same [229], and if the manner of conceiving things was 
not exactly tlie same, still it never varied so much tiiat this alone could 
cause a huge difference in thinking; do we need to say more to real
ize that people everywhere could have tlie same notions of tlie same 
things. Both in primitive nations and in tlie people of the first ages, 
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there is in their mode of thinking so little that is not owed to nature 
and so much evidence of utter artlessness that we can easily believe that 
they have themselves, without any teacher, invented what constitutes 
their knowledge.

In order to see how the first ages would necessarily come to entertain 
their absurd and ludicrous conceptions of God and the world, we still 
need to imagine man in the first state as being ignorant of everything. 
In die midst of tilis ignorance he began to speculate on the causes of 
tilings; he began to draw conclusions on tiie basis of the littie he knew, 
paying most attention to what centered [230] on himself. Man soon 
understood tiiat tiie outward human appearance could not be tiie true 
cause of his thoughts, actions, and changing states. This was tiie first 
emergence of tiie thought that the true cause of human actions and 
behavior was some active [but] invisible human essence; when this es
sence was seen to show over the entire body even in its smallest effects, 
then tilis invisible something, this soul or spirit, was conceived to in
habit the body and thus itself having bodily form, [though] a quality 
always invisible, very subtle and inaccessible to tiie senses. All primitive 
nations and tiie whole world of antiquity universally agree in attribut
ing to man not only tiie visible body in the flesh, but also immaterial 
or spiritual essences, so that we cannot doubt that this idea has been 
natural to man, adopted everywhere and one of tiie oldest in tiie world. 
By extension considering tiie animals, people found such evident simi
larity between them and man, that they did not hesitate to [231] invest 
them with a soul, or perhaps more than one, thus locating tiie causes 
of tiie visible in what did not appear to the eye. Thinking beyond that, 
people became still more strongly confirmed in tiie idea that tiie true 
causes of what occurred in nature were hidden, that they were invisible 
even tiie very moment they first came before the eye. This warranted 
tiie belief that all natural events were caused by invisible spirits, and 
tilis initial thought, in itself true, later gave rise to tiie most egregious 
errors.

We humans naturally draw our inferences by using tiie little we know as 
tiie basis for explaining what remains. What we observe in some famil
iar things is generally held to apply also to other events if it seems at all 
plausible to do so. Though this way of drawing inferences is very wrong, 
it is still tiie first way practiced by man and tiie one that, after a thou
sand errors, has in most cases shown the way to truth. This procedure 
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seems to have guided the people of the first ages [232] to lay down the 
basic principle that, since an invisible being caused the actions of men 
as well as animals, then, not seeing any other possible cause, it must 
follow that everything in nature that, like the animals, can perform 
and determine its own actions, is inhabited and motivated by an invis
ible being: thus everything in nature would necessarily be thought to 
be alive. It is evident that savages and antiquity, in their understanding 
of natural phenomena, all agreed in the origin they assigned to these 
effects, so that in this matter it is pointless to seek confirmation in par
ticular cases.
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Appendix 2
On the authorship of Systema mundi 
generally attributed to Kraft

In the literature on Kraft, including the most recent, it is said that Kraft 
was the author of a Latin treatise, known under the brief title Systema 
mundi, which was submitted for a prize-essay contest set by the Berlin 
Academy on the Leibnitian philosophy of monads. It did not gain the 
prize, but was published in 1748 in an omnibus volume which con
tained die six best essays chosen from die thirty submissions. All but 
two of diese essays were published without die audior’s name. Since 
Systema mundi is called Kraft’s masterpiece and die most advanced ex
position of his philosophy, it is crucial to be clear about die autiiorship. 
But on this point the literature is silent. It is simply taken for granted 
tiiat die attribution to Kraft is an established fact tiiat does not need 
to be supported by evidence, argument, or even reference to a source 
tiiat provides the necessary information.

S. V. Rasmussen’s entry on Kraft in Dansk Biografisk Leksikon, 2nd ed., 
vol. 13 (1938), 207-09 (which is repeated in the 3rd ed., vol. 8 (1981), 
220-1) gives ample bibliographical references. Among them is S. A. 
Christensen, Matematikkens Udvikling i Danmark og Norge i det XVIIL Aar- 
hundrede (Odense, 1895), which treats Kraft on pp. 138-62, with bibli
ography on pp. 140-1, where it says: “I Berlins Videnskabsakademies 
Samling over Monademe skyldes ham Nr. 10, Systema mundi deductum 
ex principiis monadicis,” without evidence for this attribution. It is re
peated two years later in Oscar Hansen, Filosofien i Danmark i det 18. 
og 19. Aarhundrede, Part I, Indie•dningsperiode-n 1700-1765 (Copenha
gen, 1897). Here about Kraft on pp. 50-63, with this attribution on p. 
59: “Systema mundi deductum ex principiis Mondadicis, der 1747 tryktes i 
Berliner Selskabets Samling om Monademe,” again without evidence. 
Christensen refers generally to Chr. Molbech, Det Kongelige danske Vi
denskabernes Selskabs Historie i det første Aarhundrede (Copenhagen, 1843). 
This work mentions Kraft, but says nothing about the prize contest or 
about Systema mundi. Oscar Hansen refers to N. M. Petersen, Bidrag til 
den danske Litteraturs Historie, which in vol. 5, Part I (1860) treats Kraft 
on pp. 138-62, without mention of Systema mundi. Kraft’s name appears 
in other printed sources before Molbech in 1843 and Petersen in 1860, 
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but if these sources had any information about the Latin treatise, one 
must assume that they would have said so, and indeed that Christensen 
in 1895, if he knew about any such source, would have cited it in sup
port of his claim. The copy of the omnibus volume in the Royal Library 
in Copenhagen carries no information about authorship. I mention 
this because one could imagine that Christensen had used this copy 
and might have found Kraft’s name written in it.453 Thus it remains 
a puzzle how Kraft’s name became attached to what is called his mas
terpiece; it is also puzzling that no one has hitherto gone after solid 
evidence.

Then in 1980 relevant information appeared in a book where no one 
thinking of Kraft would ever have looked for it. This is the story. Con
dillac had submitted an essay in the same competition, and this essay 
was published in the same omnibus volume of submissions as Systema 
mundi. In his Tratte des animaux (1755), Condillac added a note to the 
chapter on “How man acquires the knowledge of God,” and the note 
said: “This chapter is almost entirely drawn from a dissertation, written 
some years ago, that is printed in a collection by the Berlin Academy, 
and to which I did not put my name.” This mysterious item remained 
lost until Laurence L. Bongie tracked it down and published it in Stud
ies on Voltaire and the Eighteenth Century, vol. 187 (1980), with Condillac’s 
name and the title Les Monades. With care and good evidence, Bongie 
showed that the great mathematician Leonard Euler attributed Systema 
mundi to Samuel Koenig, whom Euler at the time knew well person
ally. Euler was very much an insider in the Berlin Academy, and he 
was especially active in judging the submissions in this competition. He 
was known to be very critical of the doctrine of monads and is gener
ally credited with making sure that the prize went to a critic of that 
doctrine. Euler had read Systema mundi and praised it without being 
convinced: “11 faut avouer que cet Auteur se soutient partout admira- 
blement bien, et qu’il ne laisse aucune prise aux arguments ordinaires 
contre le Systeme des monades; et il semble méme que le Systeme n’est 
soutenable que sur ce piet lå” (Bongie 27-9). Bongie is citing from 
records in the Berlin Academy. Kurt Müller’s Leibniz Bibliographie. Die 
Literatur über Leibniz (Frankfurt, 1967) lists the items in the omnibus 
volume in entries 2128-34. At 2130 he suggests that. Systema mundi is 
“presumably by Professor Kraft zu Soroe,” without further remark. He 
also notes that excerpts were published in Samuel Formey, Melanges 
philosophiques (Leiden, 1754), 2 vols.: 1.446-62. Euler might be wrong, 
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but in light of Bongie’s careful research that would seem unlikely. It is 
to be hoped that scholarship on Kraft will take a fresh look at this cru
cial matter. It would also be interesting to find out, if possible, how the 
claim for Kraft’s authorship gained acceptance without further ques
tion.
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10. Northern Identities and National 
History - Paul-Henri Mallet, Peter Frederik 
Suhm and Tyge Rothe

Henrik Horstbøll

A patriotic history of Denmark, Norway and Holstein emerged in 
Denmark in the 1770’s. With the fall of the government of Johan 
Friedrich Struensee in 1772 a number of national and patriotic laws 
were passed in favour of the use of the Danish language in the gov
ernment and in the army. It was decided to strengthen education in 
Danish language and history, and new textbooks appeared in 1776. 
In the same year the Law of Indigenous Rights secured the citizens 
of Denmark, Norway and Holstein exclusive rights to public offices.454 
Peter Frederik Suhm and Ove Mailing wrote the new textbooks. 
Mailing glorified the heroic citizens of Denmark, Norway and Hol
stein,455 while Suhm wrote the general historical account, and he had 
the qualifications to do so. Together with Gerhard Schøning he had 
studied northern history in Trondhjem. In 1765 they went to Den
mark, and in practise they divided the history of Norway and Den
mark between them.456

Suhm took part in the public sphere during and after the reign of 
Struensee. He praised Struensee’s law on the freedom of the press in 
1771 and then shortly afterwards applauded Struensee’s fall in an open 
letter To the KingN"1 Suhm was not in favour of absolutism and had sug
gested that a limited form of monarchy be established after the de
mise of Struensee, but first of all Suhm praised the Danish language 
and urged the King and government to speak Danish. He published 
some preliminary studies to his history of Denmark,458 and when he 
was asked to write the textbook, he was ready to synthesize his vision of 
the history of Denmark, Norway and Holstein.
Ove Mailing’s descriptions of heroic acts and civic virtues pleased the 
official supervisor more than the political patriotism of Suhm’s his
tory. But the slightly censored textbook of Suhm was published and for 
decades it remained standard reading in the grammar school.
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Peter Frederik Suhrn: National history, patriotism and 
improvement
The basis of Suhm’s 1776-textbook on the history of Denmark, Norway 
and Holstein was a theory of the peasantry’s original freedom that had 
been quelled by the aristocracy and later neglected by the absolutist 
monarchy. Suhm had developed the discourse of the original freedom 
of the peasants for the first time in 1771, quoting the historian Hans 
Gram as his source.459 In a study of the origins of the nobility, Gram 
had written that the word ''bonde’’ or “peasant” originally had been a 
general name for every citizen who owned land.460 Suhm used this no
tion of the peasant as a point of departure for a narrative about the 
state of liberty, the loss of liberty, liberty lost and how to regain it. The 
message was quite specific: Originally, the peasant had not been unap
preciated and oppressed; the King had neither been constrained by the 
aristocracy nor autocratic, but had been elected as chieftain by popular 
assemblies which, according to Suhm, “could decide nothing without 
the consent of the commonalty.” The innumerable peasants - the back
bone of the nation - cultivated their plots, and the system was in a state 
of balance. Not until the advent of the abhorred feudal system had this 
happy balance been destroyed. “Instead of many thousand indepen
dent farmers one now had a few bishops, abbots and priors, and a few 
hundred lords, who had turned all the tillers of die Helds into serfs”, 
wrote Suhm in The History of Den mark, Norway and Holstein in 1776.461 
The balance of die nation had been disturbed, and it was now time to 
restore it. The tiieory tiius involved a political perspective, namely the 
reinstatement of die peasantry in its rights and die restoration of its 
independence vis-a-vis the monarchy.

On die face of it, die major features of Suhm’s history were not con
cerned witii die form of government, but witii specific issues in agricul
tural economy. The tiieory of original peasant freedom gained wide
spread support as an argument for an agricultural system consisting 
of relatively small, independent farming units. In fact, historical argu
ments about the lost liberty of the peasantry were widely used in the 
public debate concerning the agrarian reforms in the last decades of 
tlie eighteenth century. 462
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Paul-Henri Mallet: Northern monarchism and 
republicanism
Suhm’s history of the liberties of Danish citizens before Christianity 
and the Middle Ages had an interesting parallel in the Introduction to 
the History of Denmark, written by Paul-Henri Mallet twenty years before. 
But the context of Mallet’s theory of the original political freedom of 
the citizens of the North was quite different from the Danish and Nor
wegian patriotism of Suhm and Schøning.

Mallet was a citizen of Geneva, and he wrote the history of Denmark in 
French at the request of the Court marshal, or Lord Chamberlain, An
dreas Gottlob Moltke. Mallet had been called to Copenhagen in 1752 
as a professor, and he edited the journal Mercure Danois under the pro
tection of the Foreign Minister Count J.H.E. Bemstorff. Late in 1753 
Mallet began to write the history of Denmark under the protection of 
Moltke, and eighteen months later he could publish the first volume, 
the Introduction to the History of Denmark. 463 Mallet was exhausted be
cause Moltke demanded that the book be finished in time for the cel-

Paul-Henri Mallet 
(1730-1807). Engraving by 
Aubert from a painting by 
Henriette Rath. 
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ebration of the birthday of king Fredrik 5 in 1755.464 But apart from the 
deadline, he felt free to study, as he wrote to his friend Jacob Vernes: 
“J’éstudie librement et avec un but fixe devant les yeux, qui m’anime, 
me sert de boussole, et, en prevenant les écarts, prevenient la meme les 
dégouts. Mon histoire s’avance.”465 And without any doubt he was fasci
nated by what he learned. As mentioned in the preface, the Introduction 
contained mostly a compilation from the works of Thomas Bartholin, 
Ole Worm, Stephan Stephanius, Amgrimur Jonsson, Tormod Torfæus, 
and Simon Pelloutier’s history of the Celts, supplemented with the first 
volume of Olof Dalin’s history of Sweden from 1747. But it was done 
with great skill and the result was impressive.

The Introduction should demonstrate to the European public that Scan
dinavia and Denmark played an important part in European history: 
“In fact, History has not recorded the annals of a people who have 
occasioned greater, more sudden, or more numerous revolutions in 
Europe than the Scandinavians, or whose antiquities, at the same time, 
are so little known.”466 However, Mallet would not write a traditional 
history of political events:

to see people, princes, conquerors, and legislators succeed one 
another rapidly upon a stage, without knowing any tiling of 
their real character, manner of thinking, or of the spirit which 
animated them; this is to have only a skeleton of history; this is 
merely to behold a parcel of dark and obscure shadows, instead 
of living and and conversing with real men. For this reason, I 
have all along resolved not to meddle with the body of the Dan
ish history, till I have presented my readers with a sketch of the 
manners and genius of the first inhabitants of Denmark.467

Mallet attempted to recreate the fundamental religious and political 
manners of the North. On the title-page of the book, the kingdom of 
Denmark defined the geographical limits, but focus changed in the 
text from Denmark to Scandinavia and to the North in general, and 
sometimes it is difficult to separate the Nordic, German, Gothic and 
Celtic traditions as well. Mallet used the word Celtic as the most uni
versal term describing the North: “As I here all along consider it in a 
general light, I use the word CELTIC as the most universal term, with
out entering into disputes to which this word has given rise, and which 
proceed, in my opinion, from men’s not understanding one another.468 
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His main point of view was clear: The principal historical conflict arose 
between the North and the South, between liberty and slavery.

The northern nation arrived on the stage of history from the forests of 
Scythia, carrying with them “a religion simple and martial as themselves, 
a form of government dictated by good sense and liberty,”469 Rome, in 
the mean time, arose, and at length carried all before her. Rome “de
stroyed, among the nations whom she overpowered, the original spirit 
with which they were animated. But this spirit continued unaltered in 
the colder countries of Europe, and maintained itself there like the in
dependency of the inhabitants.” The northern countries then attacked 
and conquered the ill defended Roman Empire. “We then see the con
querors introducing, among the nations they vanquished, viz, into the 
very bosom of slavery and sloth, that spirit of independence and equal
ity,”470 The revolutions from the North, as Mallet called them, consisted 
of the invasions of the northern nations into the Roman empire and 
their impact on the South: “Is it not well known that the most flour
ishing and celebrated states of Europe owe originally to the northern 
nations, whatever liberty they now enjoy, either in their constitution, 
or in the spirit of their government? For although the Gothic form of 
government has been almost every where altered or abolished, have we 
not retained, in most things, the opinions, the customs, the manners 
which that government had a tendency to produce? Is not this, in fact, 
the principal source of that courage, of that aversion to slavery, of that 
empire of honor which characterize in general the European nations; 
and of that moderation, of that easiness of access, and peculiar atten
tion to the rights of humanity, which so happily distinguish our sover
eigns from the inaccessible and superb tyrants of Asia?”471

Mallet’s Introduction to the history of Denmark became a cosmopoli
tan history of the sources of European liberties. He traced the origins 
of the Scandinavian nations in the liisl book with help from Saxo, 
Thormod Torfæus and Snorro. In the second book - “A general idea 
of the ancient religion of the northern nations” - he summarised the 
mythology of the North. Odin appeared as a key ligurc in political as 
well as religious matters, and he described the other gods while giving 
a comparative analysis of the mythological notions of the creation and 
the end of the world: “Let the strokes we have here produced be com
pared with the beginning of Hesiod’s Theogony, with the mythology 
of some Asiatic nations, and with the book of Genesis, and we shall in
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stantly be convinced, that the conformity which is found between many 
circumstances of their recitals, cannot be mere work of chance.”472

Likewise he judged die context of die mythology and die glorification 
of violence and war in a comparative perspective: “There was a time 
when the whole face of Europe presented die same spectacle as the 
forests of America; viz. a thousand little wandering nations, without 
cities or towns, or agriculture, or arts; having notiling to subsist on but 
a few herds, wild fruits and pillage, harassing themselves incessantly 
by inroads and attacks, sometimes conquering, sometimes conquered, 
often totally overthrown and destroyed. The same causes every where 
produce the same effects:”473

The form of government dictated by good sense and liberty, that Mal
let had introduced in the preface, was subject to further investigation 
in tlie third book: “Of the form of government which formerly pre
vailed in tlie north.” In die first place Mallet consulted Tacitus’ history 
of ancient Germany. Among die Germans he found that, “The chiefs, 
or princes, determine some affairs of less importance; all the rest are 
reserved for die general assembly:”474 But Tacitus’ account of tlie Ger
man assemblies could not be the only major source for the election of 
tlie kings in the northern nations. As evidence of the existence of an 
original elective kingship he used tlie descriptions of the stone mon
uments in Denmark and Sweden where tlie general assemblies took 
place according to Saxo, Ole Worm and Olof Dalin.

The Danes were not long before they recovered their right of 
electing their kings, and consequently all the other rights less es
sential to liberty. It is true, tlie people seem always to have made 
it a law to chuse the nearest relation of tlie deceased king, or at 
least some one of tlie royal family, which they respected as issued 
from tlie gods. They still shew tlie places where these elections 
were made: And as Denmark was for a long time divided into 
three kingdoms, we find accordingly three principal monuments 
of tilis custom; die one near Lunden in Scania, die other at Leyra, 
or Lethra, in Zealand, and tlie third near Viburg in Jutland. 475

In spite of all his efforts Mallet had to conclude that certain knowledge 
of tlie laws of Scandinavia could only be obtained after tlie adoption 
of Christianity. But then he made a last attempt to solve tlie issue: He 
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used the comparative method: “We have a remarkable fact, relative to 
this matter, which it will be of much greater consequence to know, as 
well on account of its own striking singularity.” 476 Iceland provided the 
remarkable fact that shed light on the issue of gothic government. Mal
let considered Iceland as a historical laboratory that made a political 
experiment in the ninth century, namely a republic.

According to Mallet, a colony of Norwegians driven from their own 
country by the tyranny of one of their kings, established itself in Ice
land towards the end of the ninth century. Apparently the new Ice
landers proceeded to elect magistrates, to enact laws, and to give their 
government a regular form:

Uninterrupted and unrestrained by any outward force, we have 
here a nation delivered up to its own direction, and establishing 
itself in a country separated by vast seas from all the rest of the 
world: We see therefore, in all their institutions, nothing but the 
pure dictates of their own inclinations and sentiments, and diese 
were so natural and so suited to their situation and character, 
that we do not find any general deliberation, any irresolution, 
any trial of different modes of government ever preceded that 
form of civil polity which they first adopted, and under which 
they lived afterwards so many years. The whole settled into form 
as it were of itself, and fell into order without any effort. In like 
manner, as bees form their hives, the new Icelanders, guided by 
a happy instinct, immediately on their landing in a desert island, 
established that fine constitution wherein liberty is fixed on its 
proper basis, viz. a wise distribution of the different powers of 
government.477

In die Icelandic laboratory Mallet had a glimpse of the original north
ern form of government: a republican form. Through the histories of 
Snorro Sturleson and Amgrimur Jonsson he saw a republic ruled by 
“the States General of the whole island (Alting), which answered to the 
Als-heriar-tingof the other Scandinavian nations, to the Wittena-Gemot or 
Parliament of the Anglo-Saxons.” Mallet compared the Icelandic Alting 
according to Snorro with the assemblies among the Germans according 
to Tacitus. The Alting assembled every year, and each citizen of Iceland 
thought it his honour and his duty to be present at it. “The president 
of this great assembly was Sovereign Judge of the island. He possessed 
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tliis office for life, but it was conferred upon him by the States. His 
principal business was to convoke the General Assembly, and to see to 
the observance of the laws; hence the name of Lagman, or Man of the 
Laws, was given to this magistrate.”478 The Lagman filled in Iceland the 
position the king would take among the Scandinavians, and he ruled 
by the consent of the general assembly. “Such was the constitution of a 
republic, which is at present quite forgotten in the North, and utterly 
unknown through the rest of Europe even to men of much reading, 
notwithstanding the great number of poets and historians, which that 
republic produced.”479

The conclusion of Mallet was clear:

It is easy to discover here the genius of all the ‘Gothic’[ Mallet 
writes ‘Celtic”] tribes, and their notions of government. That 
distribution of the people into different communities subordi
nate to one another, that right of being judged every one by the 
members of his own community, that care of watching over each 
citizen committed to the community of which he was a member, 
those general assemblies of the whole nation, with whom alone 
the legislative power was deposited, &c.480

In the original version from 1755 Mallet went further, seeing the con
stitution of Iceland as the mould that through centuries had formed 
the representative governments of Europe.

It was a republican view of the liberty of the original monarchy in Den
mark Mallet presented to the absolute monarch on his birthday, but 
Mallet’s protectors were pleased with the work. A.P. Bernstorff wrote to 
J.H.E. Bernstorff in a letter from Geneva, dated 18 September 1755: “Je 
viens de lire l’introduction de Mr. Mallet ä l’Histoire de Dannemarck. 
Cela m’a paru bien écrit en montrer un esprit net et judicieux dans 
l’auteur.” And again he wrote from Paris, 5 May 1757, that J.H.E. Bem- 
storff should send more copies of Mallet’s new book.481

Mallet did not invent the free peasantry of the North, and the discourse 
of original Scandinavian liberty was not peculiar to Denmark. As men
tioned, Hans Gram had defined “peasant” {bonde) as the original land
owning citizen.482 First of all, Mallet acknowledged a considerable debt 
to Olof Dalin’s History of Sweden (1747-62): “[Dalin] has given a new
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History of Sweden, which discovers extensive reading and genius. In 
three or four chapters, where the Author treats of the religion, the laws 
and manners of the ancient Swedes, we find these subjects discussed 
with unusual perspicuity and elegance.”483

In his first volume from 1747 Dalin covered the heathen age, and from 
the beginning freedom was found in the rule of the household.484 Every 
pater familias who was a peasant (Odalsman), having possession of some 
land, ruled according to natural law.485 In this theory, the household 
became the backbone of the monarchy in Sweden, and in Dalin’s chap
ter seven about The old Laws of Sweden, we learn how any new law had 
to be accepted by the general assembly.486 Mallet shared also Dalin’s 
description of the election of the kings. Although the kings of Sweden 
held sovereign power, it was not unlimited and they were subject to the 
laws. First and foremost, the king had to be chosen by the assembly 
and to commit himself to rule by law: “Thus in the days of old, before 
a Swedish king could be said to be in possession of the full government 
he had to commit himself three times before the people to keep the 
law sacred and to protect the safety of the people.” 487
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Furthermore Dalin referred to a Celto-Scythian mythology and to 
Celto-Scythian words and language: “It was a principle in the old Celto- 
Scythian Mythology, that housefathers were kings in their own houses 
and held absolute power over wives, children and servants.”488 The 
Swedes were descendants of Gothic tribes with Scythian origins, and 
Dalin did not distinguish between Celto-Scythian and Gothic tradi
tions: “But die people reserved for itself the right to a free election, 
though it stuck to die old royal lineage. This manner of succession had 
followed die Swedes and Godis from die old Scythian settlements.”489

Olof Dalin published his book only a year before Montesquieu made 
die notion of die liberty of die North famous in L’Esprit des Lois. This 
work changed die state of historiography in Europe and Mallet was 
able to benefit from tiiat. He combined his sources witii Montesquieu’s 
general account “Of Laws in Relation to the Nature of die Climate”. 
He applied the tiiird book of The Spirit of the La ws to die history of Den
mark and Scandinavia and particularly adapted the theme from book 
17, chapter five, introducing the words of Montesquieu:

The great prerogative of Scandinavia (says die admirable author 
of die Spirit of Laws), and what ought to recommend its inhabit
ants beyond every people upon eartii, is, tiiat they afforded the 
great resource to the liberty of Europe, tiiat is, to almost all the 
liberty tiiat is among men. The Goth Jemandes (adds he) calls the 
north of Europe the Forge of Mankin d. I should rather call it the 
forge of those instruments which broke the fetters manufactured 
in tlie south. It was there those valiant nations were bred, who 
left their native climes to destroy tyrants and slaves, and to teach 
men tiiat nature having made them equal, no reason could be 
assigned for their becoming dependent, but their mutual hap- 

490piness.

The novelty of Mallet’s history was not the historical detail but his hi
storical synthesis combined with his French translation of the Mytho
logy, the Edda. This combination and the fact that Mallet’s work in 
1763 was distributed in a new edition from Geneva made his Histoire de 
Danne’marc widely read in Europe outside Scandinavia.

Edward Gibbon read Mallet during his stay in Florence in 1764491 as 
part of his preliminary studies to the Decline and Fall of the Roman Em-
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pire. Gibbon kept a diary on his reading, and in July 1764 he wrote 
about Mallet: “His great principle, that the religion of Odin formed 
that character of the northern nations, whose effects are still percep
tible among ourselves, is judicious, in many respects well founded, and 
perfectly well illustrated.” The Edda supplied Mallet with materials on 
the subject of religion, customs and morals, but concerning the ques
tion about the original northern form of government Gibbon observed 
that he did not have equally authentic evidence, “and is obliged to 
have recourse to Tacitus and analogy. These guides are not always to 
be trusted.”492

Gibbon was especially interested in the northern invasions of the Ro
man Empire and the question of the conversion of Scandinavia and 
the downfall of the Odin-religion: “An important question occurs, why 
the inhabitants of the North should have so obstinately rejected Chris
tianity, while their countrymen established in the empire embraced it 
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with the utmost readiness.” Gibbon’s reflections on Mallet led him to 
consider the relationship of barbarism and religion in the South: “All 
religions depend in some degree on local circumstances.” A barbar
ian, who saw all the temples, altars and tombs of the South would first 
wonder and then believe. “His understanding would be improved, and 
his heart softened, in perpetual incourse [sic] with the vanquished, 
and every cause would concur to make him quit a mode of worship 
founded on ignorance and barbarism, and to substitute in its stead a 
religion connected with science which he began to relish, and inculcat
ing the virtues of humanity which he began to value.”493 It was the in
ternational, European perspective of the History of Denmark that caught 
tlie attention of Gibbon, but Mallet’s work had the strongest impact on 
die national histories of the Nortii.

Thomas Percy and Anglo Saxon northern identity
Thomas Percy secured Mallet’s Introduction and Mytiiology a long af
terlife witii his translation, Nortiiern Antiquities: or, a Description of 
die Manners, Customs, Religion and Laws of die ancient Danes, and 
otiier Northern Nations; including those of our own Saxon Ancestors, 
London 1770.494 The last part of the English title discloses die context 
and the agenda of Percy’s work: The foundation of an Anglo-Saxon or 
English northern identity. In fact Percy’s translation turned Mallet up
side down, because almost every time Mallet used die words “Celt” or 
“Celtic” Percy substituted them witii “Goth” or “Gothic”. That was not 
a trifling matter. In his long “Translator’s Preface” Percy explained that 
tlie Gothic and Celtic nations were from the beginning two distinct 
people: “They differed no less in their Institutions and Laws. The Celtic 
nations do not appear to have had that equal plan of liberty, which was 
tlie peculiar honour of all tlie Gothic tribes, and which they carried 
witii them, and planted wherever they formed settlements: On tlie con
trary, in Gaul, all the freedom and power chiefly centered among the 
Druids and tlie chief men.”495

The literate culture of the Goths differed from the Celtic culture, that 
inhibited the development of literacy because of the secrecy and mystery 
witii which they concealed their doctrines from the laity, “forbidding 
that they should ever be committed to writing, and upon that account, 
not having so much as an alphabet of their own. In this, tlie institu
tions of Odin and the Gothic Scalds was tlie very reverse. No barbarous 
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people were so addicted to writing, as appears from the innumerable 
quantity of Runic inscriptions scattered all over the north.”496 As Mar
garet Clunies Ross has shown, Percy was persuaded to “correct” Mallet 
by his Welsh correspondent Evan Evans, an expert in Celtic culture. 
And Percy was easy to convince. He translated Mallet from 1763 on
wards and used him in his Reliques of Ancient English Poetry from 1765.497 
Percy’s Saxon ancestors shared the Gothic culture, and the English na
tion could claim to share the Northern Antiquities. So in Britain as in 
Sweden and Denmark-Norway, identical ideas of an original liberty of 
the North could nourish local northern identities in national histories. 
As a cosmopolitan Swiss, Mallet could occupy the position as mediator 
of the local traditions and the European perspective.

Tyge Rothe: European civilization, property and liberty
Mallet’s notion of an original limited monarchy in Denmark re-emerged 
in the historiography of Denmark in the 1770s as if it was a quite new 
theory. The revival owed more to the reception in Copenhagen of the 
northern renaissance of Thomas Percy and James Macpherson than to 
Mallet’s History of Denmark.439 Mallet’s translation of the Edda was more 
important than his own contribution. Inspired by Ossian Bertel Chris
tian Sandvig studied the ancient Danish ballads, Percy and Herder in 
the library of P.F. Suhm.499 In the same manner, Suhm did not coniine 
himself to the writing of history but wrote tragic stories about old he
roes of the North.500

Suhm was not the only historian who recreated the discourse of the lost 
liberty of the North in late eighteenth century Denmark. Tyge Rothe, 
his contemporary, shared his notion of original civil liberty in Den
mark, but the context of Rothe’s history was European. He wrote the 
history of European Christian civilization, but the discourse of univer
sal history inevitably led him back to the North.

Rothe (1731-1795) was an estate-owner from the middle classes with 
an educational background ranging from the Academy at Sorø to Göt
tingen and other modern European universities. In 1759 he had writ
ten a patriotic essay on Love of Country or public spirit in the systematic 
style of Montesquieu.501 Beginning in the 1770s he wrote about the his
tory of civilisation. Between diese two periods Rothe had a political 
career during the regime of Struensee. The coup of 1772 put an end 
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to Ro tile’s role in the central administration, and his declaration of loy
alty to the King after the fall of Struensee does not seem to have been 
sufficiently convincing for the new men in power. Rothe retired to his 
estate and wrote a large and ambitious work on The Effect of Christianity 
on the State of the People of Europe, in which he linked Christian ideals of 
the rights of man with the history of civil society.502

During the 1770s Rothe published the liisl four parts of the work - 
including the Fall of Rome, 1775 - and thus reached the diffusion and 
impact of Christianity in the regions of Europe that had not been Ro
man provinces. The study of Tacitus’s Germania and Snorri’s account 
of Scandinavia fascinated him so much that the results upset his whole 
publication plan; for Rothe found that the effects of Christianity were 
profoundly integrated with another, dominant historical process - the 
rise of feudalism, or the origins of what Montesquieu aptly had called 
“the feudal laws.” The lilih part of the work on the effect of Christi
anity was not published until 1783 under the title Europas Lehnsvæsen 
{The Feudal System in Europe), and this constituted Rothe’s attempt, 
from a Scandinavian perspective, to revolutionize the understanding of 
the history of the feudal system and the feudal aristocracy - for which 
scholars otherwise relied on Books XXX and XXXI of LEsprit des Lois.

The point of departure was the fall of the Roman Empire and the con
quest of the Germanic area by the Franks, where the feudal dispen
sation of the Romanized peoples dissolved the communal Germanic 
ownership of the land which Rothe found described in Tacitus, accord
ing to whom the plot of land of the Germanic tribesman was “not his 
private property, freehold or allodium, but belonged to the commu
nity.”503

In his treatment of the customs and habits that matched the communal 
ownership of land, Rothe made particular use of Scottish conjectural 
history. He found his opinion about Tacitus confirmed in the intro
ductory volume of William Robertson’s History of Charles V'.5"1 He fur
ther investigated the issue in the chapter “Concequences of communal 
ownership of Land” building on Gilbert Stuart.505 In the final chapter 
on die subject “Other Nations with communal ownership of Land” he 
made use of Robertson’s, Russell’s, and Adair’s books from the end of 
die 1770s about the North American Indians, and Adam Ferguson’s 
history of civil society, for comparative examples of the practical pos
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sibility of communal ownership of land, and as arguments for the static 
nature of communal ownership.506

From die Germanic tribes and die Indians Rodie turned to die case 
of Scandinavia. Here die feudal system had not been die result of con
quest causing a transition from barbarism to die tyranny of a feudal ari
stocracy. The background to the development of die feudal system in 
Scandinavia was die absence of a static communal ownership of land, 
and die existence instead of private landed property, the allodium, 
and die existence of independent farmers. Here was a state of affairs 
of which Montesquieu, Robertson, and Stuart knew notiling, and of 
which they could know nothing, because they had not read the Scandi
navian source material from the Middle Ages: “Like many other illustri
ous writers both from Britain and from other enlightened European 
countries, Stuart failed of knowing Snorro and, through him, the old 
peasants and Odalmen from the North.”507

Rothe wrote about the North, or Scandinavia, as a whole. He referred 
to Olof Dalin and Sven Lagerbring and he quoted Hans Gram and Ger
hard Schöning.508 Like Mallet, he saw Iceland as a model of republican 
liberty, and he described Snorro as “a man with a free soul, living in a 
free republic, thus nothing forced him to pretend or lie.”509 The allot
ment of property among the peasants was the original prerequisite for 
liberty: “That was the condition in the North, and foremost in Norway 
and Sweden.”510

It was thus clear to Rothe that the Germani with their tribal commu
nity had been barbarians, or the “Indians of Europe,” while in glori
ous Scandinavia private property, the state, and civil society could be traced 
back beyond the mists of antiquity; and “whosoever would philosophise 
over tlie progress of civil society in Europe must know the North; if he 
does not, then he understands amiss the fairest and best of the history 
of our European humanity.”511

The great discovery of allodialism that he used in the book on Euro
pean feudalism was an idea he had developed in the treatise Nordens 
Statsforfatning (The Scandinavian Constitution'), one of the most remark
able eighteenth-century works on the history of Denmark and Scandi
navia.512 The aim was crystal-clear from the very first page, where Mon
tesquieu was quoted concerning his discovery of les lois feodales, which
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Tyge Rothe (1731-1795). Painting byJens Juel.
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he considered to be “une magnifique matiere,” and Justus Möser was 
pressed into service with a statement from the Osnabrilckische Geschichte 
that history should be of direct political benefit to the literate peas
antry.

The central treatises of the work discuss how “our oldest forefathers 
had no inherited nobility” and “the Government of our forefathers 
was monarchy mixed with democracy.” The main problem faced in 
the work was the difficulty of “comprehending the transition from one 
constitution to another of quite opposite nature,”513 that is, the rea
sons for the autonomous development of the feudal system that led 
to the decline of civil liberty. According to Rothe, the reasons were to 
be sought in social history, i.e. in the ownership of property and the 
“modification of customs.” In the latter category of causal factors he 
included Christianity, which modified original slavery to serfdom. This 
was in itself part of a civilising process, but did not function as such, 
because another factor had a more radical effect - the centralisation of 
land ownership.

The king had more land than any other man, and he controlled the 
common and the waste land, so he could reward his warriors with land, 
and this gave rise to a class of great landowners. Tenants worked on the 
land of the Crown and the great landowners got tenants too. In this 
way die nobility was born at the time when the new Christian clergy 
began to demand land and power. The developments did not deprive 
the landowning peasants of their liberty but many peasants did not ap
pear at the general assembly any more. They worked the land to pay 
tax to the king, and they placed themselves under the protection of 
the nobility. The great landowners assumed control of the election of 
the king, and in fact an aristocracy had emerged. The nobility patron
ized the peasants although the rights and liberties of the latter formally 
were unchanged.514 “Fundamentally, the principle was maintained that 
whosoever might be considered a landowner shared in governing with 
the King.”515 But the great landowners tied political power to the land, 
not to the individual landowner. Matters became still worse when the 
aristocracy broke down the power of the monarchy and crippled pri
vate property and thereby progress.

The immediate political consequence of Rothe’s history of origins was 
the demand for the abolition of all existing relics of political feudal
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ism, the liberalization of property rights and the instatement of the 
individual in his civic rights. But what about the centralized ownership 
of the land?

In 1784 Rothe published a large work with a long title on the civic 
rights of the Danish farmers, usually referred to by the subtitle, Vort 
Landvæsens System som det var i 1783 politisk betragtet, or Our Agricultural 
System as it was in 1783, politically considered.516 The agenda for action 
that Rothe threw into the debate on practical economic reforms was 
not a return to an agricultural system where small peasant freeholders 
each tilled their own plot with a paltry crew of farmhands. If the farmer 
himself was to spin and weave, as Rothe expressed it, dien “away with 
all thoughts of peasant integrity! But if diese thoughts are banished, so 
too is die hope of having English Farmers, and an old Norse aristocracy 
of farming men and women.”517 Rodie did not share die ideal - or slo
gan - Liberty and Property, liberty was not predicated on the parcelling
out of land - quite die contrary. From die point of view of die history 
of private property, parcelling out the land would be a step back for 
civilization, as it would weaken trade between die countryside and the 
towns, somediing diat had not existed in die ancient era of civic in
tegrity. If, on die other hand, free tenants cultivated units of land of 
about 100 tønder (i.e. about 136 acres), then all the tillers of the soil 
could share in die commercial goods and benefits, while die landlords 
(including Rothe) could “sit at their ease witii a Birmingham, nearby, 
surrounded by free Tenants.”

Rothe’s broad historical and politico-economic vision of reform was a 
political union of modem landowners witii the “men of the middle 
estates” of the towns - a commercial association of landed property 
and capital: “The agricultural system must be combined witii industry 
and commerce if there is to be progress, and national wealth is to be 
created. What benefit or advantage if the produce of the land increase, 
unless those consuming it also increase? Without the use of capital, 
agriculture will not be improved.”518

Beyond any doubt, Rothe got inspiration from Adam Smith.619 In the 
argument just outlined, he follows Book III of the Wealth of Nations al
most word for word, and in 1786 he also tried to win over the “men of 
tlie middle estates” in Copenhagen to his liberal views. In the newly- 
founded Selskabet for Borgerdyd (‘Society for Civic Virtue’) he made a 
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determined attempt to create a civic platform for die spread of “civic 
integrity” with the manifesto: “We will be the drudges of no monopoly 
or monopolist... On the contrary, we will act well and usefully if we can 
see to it that goods produced by workers in free mutual competition 
are in demand instead of those imposed on the people by the despot
ism of monopolies.”520 But here Rothe suffered defeat, as the Copen
hagen burgess class, which was massively represented in the Society for 
Civic Virtue, associated such virtue exclusively with puritan thrift. Simi
larly, there was no positive response to Rothe’s theory of an agrarian 
capitalist agricultural system.

Rothe’s work on the history of civil society took him straight to the 
heart of the contemporary economic debate: the discussion of the 
ideal agrarian system. This involved, for example, discussion of free
hold versus tenancy; largescale agriculture versus small farms; limited 
term leases versus lifetime tenancy. Similar subjects were central for 
both the Physiocrats and early Liberals. In Denmark these discussions 
were played out against the background of a blanket glorification of 
the excellence of a free peasantry, and the arguments for this were of 
a historical nature.

Rothe’s agrarian capitalist vision of 1784 remains one of the earliest 
liberal social theories in Denmark. But in legislation and in actual his
torical developments it was the political and economic perspective in 
P.F. Sulim’s version of history - the family-based freehold farm - that 
triumphed in the 1780s and 1790s.

Rasmus Nyerup: History, culture and national identity
The librarian and professor Rasmus Nyerup took care of Sulim’s post
humous work. As editor he published the last volumes (9-14) of Sulim’s 
History of Denmark in the years 1808-1828. In his own Historical and Sta
tistical Account of Denmark and Norway (1803-1806) he used the work of 
Sulim as well as Rothe. He compiled their work and the histories were 
merged in a purely national perspective. The liisl volume carried the 
title “The Progress of Culture and the Condition of the Peasant and 
the Burgess.”521 Nyerup focused on the concept of culture as a national 
phenomenon: The culture of the people. In a chapter entitled “View of 
the progress of the culture of the people” we lind a part on “The hon
ourable condition of the yeoman or the free peasant.”522 He based his 
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description on quotations from Suhm and Rothe. In the last volume 
of Historical and Statistical Account of Denmark and Norway, Nyerup sug
gested the foundation of a National Museum.523 From hall to hall the 
beholder should be able to feel a living interest in the gradual progress 
of the culture, ideas, manners and customs of the nation.

In the hands of Rasmus Nyerup the legacy of the cosmopolitan repub
licanism of Mallet, the cosmopolitan northern patriotism of Rothe 
and the national patriotism of Suhm became national history, and the 
northern identity served an emerging national identity.
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11. Translating Enlightenment: 
European Influences and Danish 
Perceptions of Identity in the Press in the 
Later Eighteenth Century.
Thomas Munch

As a participant in (and eventually refugee from) die French Revolution, 
and subsequently king of France, Louis-Philippe, due de Chartres, had 
first-hand experience of attempts to formulate collective identities and 
secure wider political participation. In his Memoirs\\e shrewdly observed 
that “a nation is a collective body whose composition is constantly chang
ing, which is always scattered and therefore can never be assembled in 
one place, and of which one could say in a word, as has been said of the 
divinity, it is everywhere and it is nowhere”.524 He lived through a period 
where national and cultural identities were increasingly stridently pro
claimed, but rarely defined with any degree of specificity. What he could 
not have anticipated is that national identity itself might in the long run 
begin to look like a concept of transient historical significance, an art ili- 
cial construct which would serve a particular historical phase in the state
building process but might then perhaps seem liable to be relegated as 
part of a nostalgic heritage. Such a shift is outlined in the final chapter of 
a recent general account of the history of Denmark by Knud Jespersen, 
in which he asks whether the Danes are a tribe or a nation. He notes 
that, according to one historiographical tradition, Denmark is a country 
whose independence and international role can be said to have slowly 
eroded, from the time of Christian IV and die disastrous intervention 
in die Thirty Years War, to die point where (from 1864 onwards) its very 
survival became dependent on a policy of neutral introversion. Ironi
cally, 1864 was also die point at which Denmark finally lost its traditional 
‘supra-national’ status - tiiat fragile composite and multi-lingual identity 
which was so tiioroughly explored, contested and ultimately reconfig
ured during die late eighteentii century. While one might disagree witii 
Jespersen about precisely what constitutes ‘Danishness’, there is littie 
doubt that some components of that identity now seem unlikely to sur
vive eitiier the European LTnion or die apparently inexorable process of 
globalisation.525
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Identity is of course in the eyes of the beholder - culturally conditioned, 
but dependent on individual as well as collective social and personal 
perspectives which are often assumed rather than explicit. In the case 
of a deferential and conformist nation such as eighteenth-century Den
mark, there were common elements shared across most social layers: 
adherence to the Lutheran faith as promoted through sermons, cat
echisms and hymns; a common language which (despite dialects) was 
reasonably standardised throughout the Danish-speaking parts of the 
kingdom and fairly intelligible to most Norwegians; loyalty to a monar
chy and its institutions; and general acceptance of patriarchal author
ity, with all its assumptions about gender and status. Contingent on 
diese, but more qualified by personal perceptions, were complex and 
deeply engrained assumptions based on birth, social attainment and 
connections, family wealtii, personal status and means of livelihood. 
But whatever perspective one might adopt on some of diese questions, 
one point seems inescapable: namely, tiiat eighteentii-century discus
sions of linguistic and cultural identity really were pivotal in terms of 
clarifying aspects of both national and personal identities everywhere 
in die Danish-Norwegian ‘conglomerate state’. Enlightenment blink
ing gave free reign to formulations of identity which were not only his
torically and culturally grounded, but also essentially European rather 
than regional in inspiration. Such formulations were vigorously debated 
amongst the social and literary elite both at the academy in Sorø and 
in Copenhagen from the 1750s onwards, with new signposts added in 
tlie anti-German reaction against the short-lived ministry of Struensee 
in 1772, in the law of indigenous rights of 1776, in the so-called Ger
man feud of 1789, and in the striking developments in Danish literary 
output in tlie early 1790s.526 Most of these formulations remained con
fined within the inescapable combination of an entrenched Lutheran 
pietist tradition and a strongly centralised absolutist state, and writers 
who exceeded those bounds found themselves vulnerable to prosecu
tion under the deliberately imprecise terms of tlie censorship legisla
tion of 1770-73 and 1790, and tlie more repressive legislation of 1799. 
Nevertheless, tlie change in conceptual framework during these years 
is indisputable.

In tlie process, a number of different views of what we might call ‘na
tional’ identity were aired, from the moderate and pragmatic cosmo
politanism of Tyge Rothe in 1759, to tlie French-inspired republican
ism of Niels Ditlev Riegels or tlie satirical scrutiny of Maltlie Bruun in 
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the 1790s. The intellectual and literary mood of the 1790s, and the way 
in which individual Danish works were received by the public, deserve 
more substantive analysis from a genuinely comparative European 
framework - as does the style and language of the authors themselves. 
But that is not the main purpose of this paper: rather, it will attempt 
briefly to sketch the contours of more traditional and non-elite notions 
of collective identity in eighteenth-century Denmark, as background 
for a study of how new types of printed material (especially the main 
review journals) might have provided readers easier access to current 
Danish and wider European debates. The paper will also explore some 
of the methodological problems inherent in the history of print and 
reception - how ideas might ‘translate’ from one social level to another 
as well as from one linguistic community to another, and whether the 
written or printed word can provide convincing evidence for the his
tory of something as elusive as ‘identity’ and ‘community’.

Common identities?
Spontaneous expressions of identity amongst the ‘lower sorts’ (and 
hence any patterns of how such notions might have changed dur
ing the eighteenth century) are difficult to document reliably. From 
a western European perspective, it would be natural to start by look
ing at grievances and demands linked to substantial riots and revolts, 
where popular expectations become more clearly visible. But in the 
case of post-1660 Denmark such an approach will disappoint: civil dis
turbances do occur, but less frequently, and on a much smaller scale, 
than we might expect from wider European experiences at the time. In 
urban Denmark they were most often triggered by food shortages (in 
several parts of the country in 1790 and 1795, in line with European 
trends), by disputes over wages (notably in Copenhagen, amongst vari
ous groups of wage-earners, 1791-95), by incidents relating to the ar
rest or attempted arrest of beggars, vagrants or prostitutes in the city 
streets, or (again in Copenhagen) by confrontations between crowds 
and the thinly staffed police force over incidents which themselves of
ten contained elements of violence.527 Because of the strong military 
presence in most towns, and the additional presence in the capital of a 
well-entrenched central administration and royal court, such relatively 
minor riots rarely got out of hand, and did not therefore lead to fur
ther enquiries to do with the community or the relationship between 
state and subject. Proto-industrial incidents such as the co-ordinated 
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action of the journeymen carpenters in Copenhagen in 1794 were 
similarly limited: little visible support was offered by wage-earners in 
other trades, so isolated groups of protesters could easily be disciplined 
by military means. As a result, the authorities may have assumed that 
broader collective identities in practice would (or should) not diverge 
significantly from the normative consensus promoted by the govern
ment; but in reality, the atmosphere created by the government in the 
1790s remained too intimidating to allow distinctively independent 
collective manifestations to become openly visible in the records.

As regards rural Denmark, self-perceptions have been explored more 
thoroughly by historians, through a wider range of material. Sponta
neous peasant writings, such as diaries, have proven so rare that they 
must be treated as exceptional,528 and we have to turn elsewhere for 
representative material. Recent work on village agreements in the 
German-speaking parts shows more promise, providing insights into 
communal ideas which may also have validity in some parts of the 
kingdom proper.529 But in Denmark the most substantial categories of 
material relating to rural communities are the judicial records (espe
cially the extensive records that survive from herredsting and birketing 
jurisdictions), petitions to the crown regarding economic difficulties 
or alleged abuses of power in a community,530 and the more detailed 
records of the crown-appointed commissions of enquiry which fol
lowed major disturbances or crises in the system. Over the last two gen
erations, some of these categories of material have provided the basis 
for significant new research on the extent to which peasant communi
ties might either obstruct or provoke administrative action, might gain 
occasional cohesiveness in the face of perceived external threats, and 
in some instances might exploit the opportunities offered by political 
change (as in the rural reforms of 1786-92) in order to make their own 
voice heard.531 Much of the archival material is of course mediated, in 
that it is recorded by men in some position of authority, or constitutes 
the formal statements of peasants when faced with crown enquiries or 
legal proceedings. Even so, however, there are good grounds for con
cluding that, as in other parts of eighteenth-century Europe, the rural 
population did not lack either self-consciousness or political stamina, 
and could at times be obstinately persistent in pursuing perceived tra
ditional rights that mattered - security of tenure, restrictions on the 
burden of labour services, acceptable demands for military service, and 
some protection against the power of individual landowners - presum
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ably in the expectation either that they could wear down their seigneur, 
or that the crown would recognise their case and arbitrate fairly. Both 
legal sources and petitions testify to occasional manifestations of collec
tive solidarity in which bønder (peasants) saw themselves as die rightful 
users and beneficiaries of the land, and would appear capable of acting 
witii some degree of common purpose. But, if we are to believe what 
otiiers recorded, collective rural solidarity in the face of a particular 
grievance did not necessarily reflect a genuine sense of shared identity: 
incompatible economic interests and social perceptions continued to 
divide peasant communities, and regional differences also remained 
very strong.

We can, however, pursue social fault-lines further, seeking what are 
essentially negative (exclusive) definitions of identity, by looking at 
groups or individuals who were deliberately marginalised in, or ostra
cised from, their community - usually because they failed to conform 
to expected social norms. In particular, the various initiatives taken 
around mid-century to establish new provincial workhouses (in Stege 
in 1737, Viborg in 1741, Odense in 1752, as well as in Norway) give 
new insights into the nature of community strains. These institutions 
quickly came to serve multiple purposes both as notional providers of 
work for those who were unemployed or unable to compete on the 
open labour market, and as houses of correction for individuals who 
were regarded either as a nuisance or a threat to the social fabric. De
tailed descriptive admissions records, such as the entry book preserved 
for the Odense Workhouse from 1752 onwards, certainly reveal the 
impatience of the governors with the variety of ‘disorderly’ conduct 
alleged against the individuals brought before them - ranging from 
persistent begging, vagrancy and desertion, and the uniquely desper
ate cases of infanticide committed by single mothers, through forms of 
unacceptable behaviour such as drunken violence or persistent forni
cation, to more deliberate insubordination against landowners, tax col
lectors or employers.532 But such records also indicate that those who 
had official status as parish priests, local officeholders, town clerks or 
landowners, could in effect commit a person to the workhouse (that is, 
exclude such a person from the community) with or without a formal 
judicial hearing, sometimes merely by sending a written report to the 
governors, who would then interview the new arrival and determine 
the outcome. Clearly, such records are liable to give a one-sided im
pression of what had gone wrong, in which the view of the detainee 
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is totally overshadowed by the moral disapproval of those conducting 
the hearing. Nevertheless the peculiarly multi-functional status of the 
workhouse is reflected in the not altogether rare requests for voluntary 
admission - usually on grounds of homelessness, starvation or other 
personal misfortune. Those admitted at their own request were free 
to leave when they so chose, yet do not otherwise seem to have been 
treated differently amongst the extraordinary mix of unfortunate indi
viduals for whom the early modern workhouse provided some kind of 
existence. Perhaps here we are confronted with the kinds of problem
atic collective identities not totally unlike those which might have been 
in evidence amongst conscripts in the army or the navy.

This raises questions about perceptions of the individual in early mod
ern society in relation to collective identities such as those provided 
by town, village and household. Concepts of the individual seem to 
have been formulated (if at all) primarily in religious, especially Pietist, 
terms. But we can gain some impression of the physical context of the 
individual from other types of source material created as a result of 
the later eighteenth-century enthusiasm for accurate quantitative data 
- sources which may fundamentally standardise and formalise social 
relationships almost beyond recognition, but which can nonetheless be 
informative. For example, data in the aggregate census of 1769 and, in 
more detail, in the records of the comprehensive census of 1787, reveal 
some significant structural features - notably, that the pre-industrial 
household, both in rural and urban communities, was typically much 
bigger and more composite than has been the norm in recent times, 
often combining under one roof a nuclear or extended family with a 
significant proportion of non-relatives who were bound not by kinship 
ties but by the function of the household as the basic economic unit of 
production. Many of diese non-relatives were comparatively young and 
fairly mobile - a feature confirmed in those parishes where detailed 
registers of marriages and deaths have survived, revealing individual 
life-histories notable both for geographic mobility and for the relatively 
high rate of change in actual family structures (through re-marriages, 
fostering arrangements, and other major events).533 The early modern 
household was thus surprisingly changeable, and highly dependent on 
external links and personal networks which are bound to have made 
it more accessible to changing external influences, in ways that the 
source material rarely reveals.
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peasants with a guide to the most common rules concerning the influence of 
the weather on agriculture, agriculture itself, the use of marl, about the care 
of beasts, cattle and sheep &c, planting of willows, short and useful rules for 
the peasantry. Drawn from the best and well-known writings and compiled with 
personal experience for the benefit of the peasants by a friend of the peasantry 
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It used to be taken for granted that printed matter rarely, if at all, im
pinged on the eighteenth-century world of craftsmen, small traders, 
peasants and labourers. When a Pocket Book for Peasants was published 
in 1786, a leading Copenhagen  journal, the Lærde Efterretninger, greeted 
it with the comment that

To write for peasants is not so easy a matter as many may im
agine. The large mass of people, who without cultivating their 
intelligence, grow up in the dark night of ignorance, and, like 
speechless creatures, follow their habits and instincts, scarcely 
know any other writings than their almanac and their books of 
Christian instruction. Were they to try reading other books, they 
would find even their mother-tongue unintelligible; and they get 
little or no benefit if the subject-matter is not very briefly put, in 
a clear, common and simple-minded style ,...534

Such patronising definition of a stereotype ‘other’ is understandable in 
a society which adhered with almost religious devotion to the minutiae 
of social rank, precedence, hierarchy and deference,535 and expected 
education to correspond closely to social status. But in an age where 
language was a vivid marker of status, and a seemingly major obstacle 
to effective communication across horizontal social barriers,536 such 
comments are not likely to have been entirely well-founded. Reassess
ment of the evidence on popular reading skills indicates that, at least 
in some regions, both rural and urban children (including girls) had 
better access to elementary schooling, and were less isolated from print 
culture, than was once assumed. Popular reading material may have 
consisted predominantly of religious, moral, and edifying texts un
likely to have encouraged anyone to challenge accepted social values 
- and if the authorities are to be believed, the resulting perceptions of 
identity were predictably traditionalist - but we should not assume that 
change was impossible. It is perhaps particularly revealing that some 
rural pastors were prepared to argue that even peasants could be made 
into more productive and more engaged members of the community 
if given adequate incentives and if treated properly - a developmen
tal process where deferential authority and compulsion might be re
placed by educated self-interest, and where the rural population would 
be able to make their own decisions on the basis of an understanding 
of new methods in agriculture, practical guidance on veterinary and 
botanical issues, and reliable information on grain prices and overall 
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market conditions.537 Such an optimistic point of view was typical of 
contemporary European ideals in agrarian improvement - a view also 
shared by the more liberal members of the Rural Reform Commission 
of 1786 - and justifies a closer look at print culture in order to iden
tify both traditional and innovative perceptions of identity purveyed 
through texts.

A growing market for print
In recent years, an impressive amount of research on different aspects 
of print culture in eighteenth-century Europe has revealed much about 
content, production and distribution. But linking types of printed out
put to definable social categories of readers has proved more difficult: 
demonstrating that a particular work sold well does not tell us who the 
buyers and/or readers were, what their priorities or disposable income 
might have been, or what they expected from their reading. Even ap
parently obvious conclusions could be misleading: thus, whilst there is 
little doubt that expensive and large-format books were bought only 
by the elite, any simplistic social demarcation breaks down when we 
note that cheaper, small-format publications and abridgements osten
sibly intended for popular consumption also routinely found their way 
into the collections of the rich (as amply demonstrated in the personal 
libraries of prominent members of the nobility in later eighteenth-cen
tury Denmark). But purchase was not the only option: new methods of 
market distribution, such as the lending libraries, commercial libraries 
and book clubs which proliferated in Denmark from the 1770s, en
sured greater opportunities, for those who lived in larger towns, to gain 
access to print without necessarily incurring the relatively heavy costs 
of ownership.

There was a clear development within the printing trade itself: the 
number of independent printing workshops in Copenhagen increased 
steadily from the later seventeenth century onwards, and each work
shop on average also accounted for a rising number of presses and 
workers. Outside Copenhagen growth was slower, but a printer was 
established permanently in Odense by 1730, and by 1794 eight pro
vincial towns had their own presses.538 Precisely what the output con
sisted of, however, is slightly more difficult to ascertain. Low-quality 
paper and cheapness has tended to militate against the preservation 
of more ephemeral kinds of print; reprints, variants or imitations of 
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successful publications can also be difficult to identify, because of cus
tomary workshop and distribution practices during the eighteenth cen
tury. The Royal Library in Copenhagen was granted its first copyright 
entitlement in 1697, but it took time before publishers accepted the 
obligation to surrender such copies routinely. Later bequests, and the 
reorganisation of major collections, have helped to identify reprints 
and variant editions, but it seems unlikely that national collections of 
ephemeral or unauthorised printed material for the period up to the 
abolition of censorship in 1770 will ever be regarded as definitively 
complete. Nonetheless, innovative recent research has added immeas
urably to our knowledge of the wider contours of the popular market 
for print in early modern Denmark, both in terms of actual reading 
ability amongst broader sections of the population, and of the early 
development and overall shape of book production and distribution 
across the kingdom.539

Bibliographical data on surviving eighteenth-century Danish printed 
material is substantial but not yet fully consolidated, so quantitative 
analysis of overall trends in output is complicated, and many conclu
sions have to be treated with great caution.540 That said, there is no 
doubt that total print output in Denmark increased enormously in the 
course of the eighteenth century: a simple count of the total number 
of separate items (books, pamphlets and ephemera) indicates at least a 
four-fold increase in Danish-language material between 1725 and 1785, 
whilst over the same period the output of material in Latin from the 
Copenhagen printers remained fairly constant (output in other for
eign languages is more difficult to quantify because of ambiguous pub
lication data). Significantly, the physical shape of printed material also 
changed: in 1725, only around a quarter of the total number of Danish 
publications ran to more than 24 pages, but by 1785 half did, many of 
them several hundreds of pages long. Equally striking is the extent to 
which the most common format became octavo (a term usually applied 
to texts with effective page sizes of around 12x18 cm, but in the Danish 
data often used generically for smaller formats): octavos represented 
less than half the total output in 1725, but more than 90% in 1785. The 
trend towards a smaller (and cheaper) format is visible in nearly all sub
ject areas, but, as we would expect, official and specialist academic pub
lications (aimed at a fairly elitist market) were more resistant. Admit
tedly, classification by subject is fraught with problems, nowhere more 
so than when dealing with those texts - religious, devotional, moral 
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and edifying - that appear to have been most widely disseminated, and 
hence may potentially be the most relevant in identifying the impact 
of print on collective identities. Even so, the bibliographical data used 
here, and other more incidental types of evidence,541 indicate that the 
market for popular devotional texts remained buoyant: the strong de
mand for cheap publications in this Held may even have provided the 
economic foundations for the growth in the print industry as a whole, 
at least until the last decades of the century. In addition, the demand 
for publications that we can loosely classify as fiction and entertain
ment increased significantly during the century, particularly from the 
1770s onwards. By comparison, the trends in topography, travel and 
history remained more constant. Conclusions about material relating 
to law, the state and public affairs are more problematic, because of 
the changing political climate itself, but there are indications that this 
type of output seems to have shifted from predominantly formal (in 
part even ceremonial) publications to a more diverse range of material 
which could have appealed to different readerships. This was no doubt 
in part the result of the major shifts in censorship policies linked to the 
political changes of 1770-72 and 1784.

Amongst the elite a reasonable knowledge of French was of course es
sential, and Copenhagen acquired at least two specialist French book
shops in the later eighteenth century. Overall, however, a much greater 
proportion of eighteenth-century Danes are likely to have been able to 
cope with German texts in the original language - there were, after all, 
two German-speaking subjects of the Danish king for every three Danes 
and three Norwegians, and the formal command language in the Dan
ish army was German until 1772. Not surprisingly, therefore, publish
ers offered a significant number of German-language books (some of 
them by major German authors) which, by carrying a joint imprint of 
Copenhagen and a German city, not only presumably avoided import 
controls but may also have attracted a bigger market. More significant 
in the present context, however, is the kind of European material actu
ally translated into Danish. This included devotional and morally edify
ing reading (at first translated mostly from German), as well as more 
serious scholarly work, but once again there are clear signs of change. 
Collected editions of popular comedies and tragedies published from 
the mid-1770s onwards indicate a broadening demand amongst thea
tre-going audiences in Copenhagen and other bigger towns - includ
ing translations of many well-known French plays (Moliére, Beaumar
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chais and Voltaire prominent amongst die authors), musical comedies 
(Marmontel), plays from other parts of Europe (Lessing, Goethe, 
Shakespeare, David Garrick), alongside original Danish plays by Char
lotta Dorothea Biehl, Johan Evald, and the authors who took part in 
the theatre controversy (the so-called German feud) of 1789.542 Other 
types of fictional literature, however, seem to have been slower in mak
ing inroads on the market. Despite widespread enthusiasm for transla
tions, abridgements and imitations of for example the Robinson Cru
soe genre, popular novels did not gain a solid foot-hold until relatively 
late during the eighteenth century: Richardson’s Pamela appeared in 
a Danish translation already in 1743-46, and Fielding’s Joseph Andrews 
in 1749, but it seems as if Swift’s Gulliver's Travels was not published 
in Danish until 1768, whilst Rousseau’s Helotse had to wait until 1797. 
Goethe’s Wcti/wrwas - famously - to have appeared in Danish in 1776, 
but the translation was suppressed. The market for original Danish 
fiction and poetry also seems to have developed relatively late, mostly 
from the time of the national reaction of the 1770s onwards.543 Even 
the genre of satire and gossip, though blossoming briefly during the 
volatile period of Struensee, once more became fairly subdued from 
1773 until die late 1780s.544

At face value, therefore, European literary trends do not seem to have 
made as substantial an impact on die Danish book-trade as we might 
have expected. Translation of non-fiction also appears to have been 
quite selective. Despite having entiiusiastic readers amongst die Danish 
intelligentsia, Montesquieu’s De I’esprit des lois had to wait over twenty 
years for a full translation (1770-71) - and significantiy, his more acces
sible Lettres persanes never had a full translation.545 By contrast, Adam 
Smitii’s 'Wealth of Nations of 1776 appeared witiiin four years (1779-80), 
perhaps because fewer could read English. A broader choice of major 
enlightenment texts became available to monolingual Danes only in 
die 1790s: thus Rousseau’s Du contrat social finally appeared in 1795 
alongside some of his otiier major works, and Beccaria’s Dei delitti e 
delle pene also had to wait for more than tiiirty years (published in Dan
ish 1796-98). Paine’s more recent Rights of Man appeared in Copenha
gen solely in a German version, in 1793, and (no doubt significantiy) 
was shadowed not only by a rebuttal (published in French and in Dan
ish) but also by a report (in German) of the trial proceedings against 
tlie author in England - texts printed in Copenhagen for what one 
must assume was meant to be a restricted bilingual readership. Woll-
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stonecraft’s Vindications of the Rights of Women was delayed for a decade 
(1801-02), and then translated not from the original but from an anno
tated German edition. Raynal’s Histoire des deux Indes was delayed until 
1804, whilst readers waited in vain for translations of the more radical 
texts by La Mettrie, Mercier, the baron d’Holbach or David Hume.546 
No doubt some of the more educated readers already had sufficient 
command of the original language not to need a translation; others 
may have welcomed the caution of the printers and book-sellers, or 
even shared the anxiety expressed already in 1759 by bishop Brorson in 
Ribe, who reported with obvious concern that, as superstition dwindles 
amongst parishioners, “it is replaced, more than earlier, by contempt 
for God’s word and for the authority of the teacher...”.547

The periodical press and public debate
Whereas the history of books has for a long time figured prominently 
in enlightenment studies, the rapid evolution of the periodical press 
has received less systematic and analytical treatment. Journals have a 
number of significant characteristics which make them relevant in the 
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present context. The success of a periodical necessarily depends on 
meeting the demand of the biggest number of readers, ensuring enjoy
ment and thus encouraging regular purchase or (better still) subscrip
tion - and tliis in turn favours editorial policies that seek out relatively 
safe common ground, some lightness of touch, and good entertain
ment value. In order to stay in business, eighteenth-century journal 
editors also required a good sense of what was politically acceptable, 
or at the very least what could be said without incurring government 
reprisals: unlike the authors of pamphlets, journal editors had to have 
a known address for correspondence, and a predictable frequency of 
publication that would encourage regular customers, but such famili
arity also made them vulnerable to external interference. It is not un
reasonable to assume, therefore, that early modem journals, aware of 
the spectacular success of ventures such as The Tatler and The Spectator 
in England from 1709, would be more conscious of the need to appeal 
to common values, and to some extent reflect shared identities, than 
authors of separate works designed to make an impact on their own.

Various papers appeared in Copenhagen after 1660, many of them 
relying on German or Dutch prototypes both in terms of format and 
content. By the early eighteenth century there was sufficient demand 
to sustain different types of papers on a fairly permanent basis. Some 
of these (such as the Extraordinaire Relation launched by Joachim Wie- 
landt with a royal privilege in 1720, or successive variants of Kjøbenhavns 
Post-Rytter) established themselves, as elsewhere in Europe, with safe 
material such as official court news, digests of foreign news, and com
mercial information, to which a limited amount of formal domestic 
reporting was gradually added (for example quoting new legislation). 
By the later eighteenth century, the most significant papers included 
the long-running successor to the Extraordinaire Relation, published by 
Ernst H. Berling and known by various titles including Kiøbenhavnske 
Danske Post-Tidender (later Berlingske Politiske og Avertissementstidendé); 
the more commercial Addresse-Contoirs Efterretninger which initially pri
oritised advertisements and trade information, although soon adding 
personal columns, property listings, lost & found, commentaries and 
local Copenhagen news (but not much national news); and from the 
time of the fall of Struensee onwards, the more popular and independ
ent Kjøbenhavns Aftenpost, carrying mostly local news, fiction, letters to 
the editor, and gossip. Although several papers developed to become 
more frequent than weekly, none could sustain daily production.548 
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Some secured wider circulation through postal delivery, but, as far as 
we can judge, print-runs seem to have been fairly small, with the 2000 
subscribers acquired by AddresseAJontoirs Efterretninger \>y 1785 likely to 
be more than what most editors could normally aspire towards.

As the market became more diverse in the last decades of the century, 
new categories of readers could be sought. The Morgenposten, launched 
in 1788, deliberately aimed to widen its readership (beyond the initial 
350 subscribers) by providing short editorials on contemporary issues, 
including more serious and philosophical issues “written with sufficient 
clarity and lightness such that an inexperienced [ubevandret] reader can 
still readily understand” - its readership later categorised by a rival jour
nal as “non-learned, women, children, and the lowest class of the read
ing public...” 549 At the other end of the scale was the monthly Minerva, 
launched in July 1785 and quickly becoming a platform for the liberal 
and enlightened elite who supported the reforming government of A.P. 
Bernstorff from 1784 to his death in 1797 - the 535 names in its expand
ing subscription lists (autumn 1785) prominently headed by a bulk sub
scription of no less than 41 copies for the royal family itself (presumably 
including the inner circles of government). Minerva carried systematic 
summaries of international news as well as short accounts of domestic 
events given under the general title of ‘history’. It also carried reviews 
of the arts and of topical publications such as the provocative pamphlet 
published in 1785 by C.A. Fabricius, entitled Whose condition is the happi
est: that of the Danish peasant tenant, or that of the Mecklenburg serf? - where 
the reviewer, in concluding that there was not much difference, prob
ably helped to reinforce a message which was becoming conveniently 
resonant with the emerging reform agenda of the government itself.550 
When violence broke out in France in 1789, however, the journal took a 
predictably cautious line condemning the violence and expressing con
cern about the feasibility of some of the new reforms, whilst at the same 
time hinting that Louis XVI himself had not been sufficiently observant. 
Even so, it remained firmly in favour of domestic reform, and the official 
protection which it enjoyed was underlined by contributions written by 
leading government officials such as Colbiørnsen. In May 1791 Minerva 
could even comment on the resistance encountered in some parts of the 
country to the on-going rural reforms, noting that the critical reception 
in Schleswig-Holstein might in part be attributed to the fact that an in
fluential German-language paper had blatantly mistranslated key parts 
of the recent legislation.551
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Such journalism ensured that the studied caution of earlier publica
tions now seemed unduly timid and unnecessary. Minerva has long 
been recognised as a valuable means of access to high-level political de
bates in Denmark after the change of government in 1784. Otherjour- 
nals joined the fray, including specialist literary review journals such 
as Kritik og Antikritik (a weekly of 16 pages, launched in Oct. 1787), 
alongside more provocative ventures such as Malthe Bruun’s Vækkeren 
(Aug. 1794), which was immediately suppressed by the government. 
Publications of this kind clearly allow the historian to gain an impres
sion of contemporary concerns and topics of debate552; but they also 
challenge the modem reader to de-code what can nowadays appear as 
ambiguous and no doubt ambivalent allusions to personalities and in
cidents which are no longer clearly identifiable. Since, however, diese 
journals grew out of the ferment in the years immediately before and 
after 1789, they may not be representative of the wider changes in pub
lic perceptions amongst the reading public over a longer time-span in 
the later eighteenth century. For that, we need a journal with a longer 
track-record and perhaps a more neutral editorial policy.

The Copenhagen Lærde Efterretninger
Using a literary review to plot public opinion seems, at face value, a 
rather narrow and exclusivist strategy. But the journal normally known 
as the Lærde Efterretninger (Learned News) has a number of important 
strengths in the present context. It was launched in 1720 and pub
lished continuously from 1722 until 1810, displaying a consistent but 
evolving approach throughout this long span.553 It was edited by a se
quence of Copenhagen men of letters, latterly including the librarian 
and professor Rasmus Nyerup (through most of the 1790s), and it was 
printed by two firms (Wielandt until 1748, then the Berling family), 
both benefiting from prior experience from several of the successful 
general newspapers in Copenhagen which we noted earlier. This con
text ensured that the journal soon broadened its remit. At first it did 
adopt an explicit and exclusive academic agenda, concentrating on 
theology, philosophy, history, philology, politics and travel - and even 
briefly (early in 1721) abandoning Danish in favour of Latin as the lan
guage most suitable for its intended readers. Already by 1725, however, 
it included poetry and fiction, printed popularised science complete 
with diagrams, and even ventured into discussions of outdoor weather-
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proof lamps and new designs for ploughs. In the second half of the 
century it can be described as a general literary review with a broader 
social engagement: whilst never a popularising journal, it remained ac
cessible in style at least until the return of tighter censorship in 1799. At 
first printed fairly crudely in the black-letter type characteristic of the 
time, it became markedly neater and easier to read after mid-century, 
and also acquired a proper index for ease of access.

In 1767 die Lærde• Efterretningerlisted 487 regular subscribers (including 
members of the royal family and the governing elite, some churchmen, 
but also individuals described as Studiosus (student), military personnel, 
some brewers and merchants, a hatter, a builder and a Land-physikus 
(rural physician). How many copies were sold loose, without subscrip
tion, is not known, nor can we make any informed guess as to how 
many readers on average would have seen each copy.554 Our best guide 
to the likely readership may therefore come from the language and 
style of the journal itself, and the type of material it included. Here 
again we note a clear pattern of evolution - from what was initially 
a typical European format consisting of descriptive reports summaris
ing news from the Republic of Letters in each major European city in 
turn, to a more varied presentation which gave prominence to develop
ments within the Danish-Norwegian kingdom itself, and which from 
mid-century evolved towards full reviews of individual publications as 
well as debate on topical issues. Its immediacy is emphasised in those 
issues where the quantity of material needing inclusion555 resulted in 
the adoption, in the last page or so of the issue, of a smaller and more 
compact type-face; or where the overflow was solved by adding sup
plementary sheets which allowed discussion of certain topics in much 
greater depth than the normal format would allow. That the journal 
engaged a real audience is also revealed in letters to the editor - genu
ine ones, judging both from the signatories, and from the occasional 
angry rebuttal inserted in a rival journal (or published separately as a 
pamhlet) by an offended author.556

The Lærde Efterretninger, however, did not deliberately court contro
versy. The reports and reviews were invariably published anonymously, 
so we cannot now be sure how many individuals could be counted as 
regular contributors, or who they were. Like most of its eighteenth
century counterparts, the journal tended to describe and summarise 
the text being reviewed, rather than to take issue or criticise. But as 
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we would expect from a journal where survival was of paramount im
portance, the Lærde Efierretninger sometimes distanced itself very clearly 
from material which might be deemed subversive. It is significant that, 
in the case of some of the major foreign works which (as we have al
ready noted) might have been deemed too radical to risk translating 
into Danish, the journal did note their first appearance amongst the 
news from abroad, but was visibly reticent and brief. Thus La Mettrie’s 
L’homme machine of 1747 was mentioned two years later as an “ungodly 
piece” (its author not yet known), and the Lærde Efterretninger-proiiåseå 
to bring reviews of works which gave a full rebuttal of its dangerous ar
guments.557 The controversy surrounding Rousseau’s Heloi’sewas noted 
in 1762, and Malebranche’s Tratte de llnfini discussed briefly in 1771, 
with some reservations. The Systeme de la Nature (attributed to ‘Mira- 
baud’ since the baron d’Holbach’s authorship had not yet been estab
lished) was mentioned as a notorious atheist tract, but solely in the con
text of specific counter-arguments against it published by none other 
than the ageing Voltaire himself.558 Even Montesquieu’s De I’esprit des 
lois, already welcomed in 1749 in its original French version, received 
another review when it was translated into Danish in 1771: no doubt 
influenced by the exceptional Danish political context, the reviewer 
concentrated exclusively on the relatively short passage in the book 
where Montesquieu described the moral qualities attached to different 
forms of government.559 Interestingly, Mercier’s L'an deux mille quatre 
cents quarante, itself banned in France and published ostensibly from 
London in 1771, is discussed at greater length, noting how its imagina
tive concept effectively brings out criticisms of current conditions in 
France, and of despotic government, in ways that can apply equally to 
other countries.560 Clearly, readers without access to foreign-language 
material would not be much the wiser about the detailed arguments 
put forward in diese untranslated books, but would at least know that 
such arguments existed, and would become aware of just how radical 
some French writers could be.

Whilst we can demonstrate the potential impact of European influ
ences on those who chose to read this journal, it is not so easy to de
hne the extent of actual changes in Danish self-perceptions during the 
later eighteenth century. One obvious aspect of Danish identity was 
the near-universal adherence to orthodox Lutheran beliefs, but even 
here we can detect some creativity in the style of reporting offered by 
the Lærde•Efterretninger. It used a whole issue in 1763 to discuss whether 
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humanity needed a divine saviour, citing Biblical authority and con
temporary publications in some detail, and clearly giving its blessing 
both to those who spoke out, and those who reflected on these matters 
fully.561 A few years later there is a cautionary note attached to a review 
of a recently published introduction to the New Testament, indicating 
that the author had in a few places ventured opinions tending towards 
newer religious ideas becoming prevalent in England, without speci
fying precisely what these were.562 Nevertheless, in 1771 a volume by 
Joseph Priestley on non-conformity was broadly welcomed. A lighter 
touch was introduced, that same year, when a pamphlet entitled Fandens 
Liv og Levnet {The Life and Times of the Devil), attributed to Doctor Faus
tus, noted that the devil’s grip had loosened since the removal of press 
restrictions the previous year.563 But that there was still work to be done 
is underlined by a passing remark, in connection with a new Danish 
translation of Milton’s Paradise Lost published in 1790, stating that “an 
English poet of the 17th century could say, at minimal risk, tilings which 
his translator now will hardly dare to express ....”.564

The journal did not hold back in terms of reviewing material on Den
mark itself. In 1760 it had another special supplement, this time de
voted to the Danish language and its recent literature. In 1767 the 
journal commented on the relatively low output of books in Danish, ex
plaining tliis partly in terms of caution and lack of experience, partly in 
terms of the minority status of the language which encouraged readers, 
even the ‘unlearned’, to rely on a foreign language.565 When Holberg’s 
Journey of Niels Klimt to the Underworld was published in a new Danish 
translation in 1789 (the first for more than 40 years), the caution of 
the author in issuing it originally in Latin was ascribed to the desire to 
avoid controversy since “regrettably, we were at that time still bound 
by the chains of slavery of censorship”.566 Books on Danish history are 
given full coverage, even when dealing with the period since 1660, and 
from the 1760s the journal clearly became committed to the full de
bate on economic reforms and agrarian improvement gradually tak
ing shape. Although the political upheavals in 1772 and 1784 were not 
mentioned specifically as news items, the journal clearly welcomed the 
gradual liberalisation which followed the second of fliese changes. It 
gave very full coverage to the lively and wide-ranging public debate sur
rounding the Rural Reform Commission of 1786 - reviewing scores of 
books and pamphlets issued in that connection, placing the discussion 
in a wider northem-European and cameralist context, and bringing 
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the first phase of the debate to a suitable conclusion when it welcomed 
the publication of the official minutes of the Commission itself.567 The 
journal acknowledged other indications of relative openness in gov
ernment in the late 1780s and early 1790s - noting for example how 
the official release of reliable information and statistics of national sig
nificance might ensure a better-informed citizenry as well as clearer 
accountability by the crown’s servants.568

There is more in the Lcerde Efterretninger than such examples can con
vey more about the whole process of cross-national communication, 
and more about newer expressions of patriotic allegiance. The journal 
ranged from such matters as the role of national costumes in public 
ceremonies, or the increasing trend in suicides, to the distinctive inter
ests of Norway, Schleswig and Holstein, or the perceived threats of Ger
man cultural imperialism. The careful balance required in comment
ing on the more extreme developments in France in the years 1792-95 
no doubt made for some difficult and sensitive choices. Even so, the 
journal retained close links with liberal opinion in the capital, and en
gaged actively in the discussion of key domestic issues such as enlight
ened educational reform and the proper use of restraints on freedom 
of expression. In 1795 it even took the risk of publishing some sharply 
critical comments on the authoritarian implications of prosecuting a 
group of radical authors and publishers in Copenhagen on charges of 
sedition,569 and it followed the trial of Thomas Muir in Scotland with 
great interest.

The example of the Lcerde Efterretninger indicates how far a journal 
could mould and transcend the limitations of its own ostensible remit. 
In the hands of imaginative editors, ajoumal which had been launched 
in the early eighteenth century as one of many publications intended 
for the European republic of letters - concentrating on up-market lit
erary reviews for the gentleman-scholar - had transformed itself into 
something with a more overt social and political agenda. Unlike such 
scholarly journals as the prestigeous Göttingisehe Anzeichen von gelehrten 
Sachen, the Lærde Efterretninger seems to have cultivated a more inclusive 
public, acquiring a light touch in its selection of material with wider 
social resonance, and tailoring the style and length of its reporting in 
order to maximise its engagement with current issues. It never became 
a newspaper in the recognised modern sense; but we learn a great deal 
from its pages about the emergence of critical and enlightened debate 
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outside government circles in die later eighteenth century. It was also 
able to alert its readers to at least some of those more radical enlight
ened publications from France and Britain which, either because of 
formal restrictions or because of self-restraint amongst publishers, 
never appeared in Danish translation. It is surely legitimate to argue 
that by the 1780s and 90s it helped to sustain a reading public whose 
interests had been significantly broadened through exposure to Euro
pean currents.

Conclusion
Establishing reliable reference points for an analysis of identity amongst 
die broader levels of eighteendi-century Danish society is difficult, not 
least because of the quite heavily controlled political environment 
which persisted throughout this period. Absolutism and public de
bate did not sit comfortably togetiier, and die system was not designed 
for any real dialogue other than tiiat conducted through traditional 
(largely controlled) channels. The deeply deferential and normative 
language of petitions from all levels of society, for example, emphasises 
die extent to which die monarch was set apart, able perhaps to inter
vene when the system had gone wrong, but unlikely to welcome any 
genuine dialogue. The political elite had tiieir own channels of com
munication, and could exploit tiieir access both to power and to print 
in order to clarify and refine tiieir world view, but such expressions of 
identity obviously cannot be regarded as representative of the whole.

For tlie great majority of die population we have to rely on types of 
source material that understandably tend to become increasingly prob
lematic die further down the social scale we go. Extensive Danish re
search on eighteenth-century peasant communities, and on the impact 
of rural reforms, has demonstrated the resilience and independence of 
those who were excluded from the formal provincial power structures; 
but systematic exploitation of either the petition material or the judi
cial records, for purposes of understanding common perceptions of 
identity and how they were expressed, has only just begun. With some 
notable exceptions, urban communities have also been neglected in 
tilis respect - understandably so, perhaps, given die difficulties associ
ated witii effective use of certain archival collections such as die sub
stantial Copenhagen police records from the 1770s onwards.570 Over
all, tlie vast bulk of extant administrative and literary source material 
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is bound to be one-sided, and it cannot adequately compensate for the 
dearth of more authentic expressions of common identity.

The attempt here, to seek out that section of the population likely to 
have engaged in a significant amount of reading of new books and 
journals, is also inherently problematic. Circulation figures for the Co
penhagen journals were respectable by comparison with the likely size 
of print-runs for most categories of Danish books, but inevitably seem 
modest by comparison with the estimates we have for journals which 
served the much bigger linguistic communities south of the border or 
in western Europe. How many readers were genuinely outside govern
ment circles, and what significance can we attach to any expressions 
of identity which we may be able to trace through these pages? Even 
if we adopt an optimistic view of diffusion and reading-access, can we 
assume that textual evidence of change in the later eighteenth century 
matches the scale and approximate direction of changing perceptions 
amongst readers themselves? There are good grounds for hesitation, 
but perhaps we should also note some contra-indications. First, it is 
clear that we should not, on the basis solely of the delay in the transla
tion of major works, draw conclusions about the slowness and selectiv
ity with which broader European ideas seem to have reached mono
lingual Danes: a resilient review journal such as the Lærde Efterretninger 
was able to navigate the hurdles of crown censorship controls so suc
cessfully that its readers were able to gain a significantly wider percep
tion of European ideas than reliance on the book market alone would 
have allowed. Equally, journals, more than books, carry clues about the 
evolution of different strategies of communication, the changing use 
of keywords and concepts, and the orientation of interests amongst 
readers - their dependence on a volatile market in itself fostering skills 
of imaginative communication with groups of readers, some of whom 
clearly were outside the charmed circles of government officials and 
well-educated gentlemen scholars.

Despite their importance in this respect, journals constitute an under
exploited resource for the systematic study of public opinion - both 
for Denmark and for the rest of Europe. In the expanding but fiercely 
competitive market for print in the later eighteenth century, journals 
had to rely on a good network of contributors and correspondents. As 
historians of French-language journals have noted, editors also needed 
even more political dexterity than pamphleteers in order to survive 
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in a highly unpredictable environment.571 Political life in Denmark 
was no doubt far less complicated than in France, but the arguments 
surrounding restrictions on print were much the same. The main Co
penhagen printers were far too conspicuous, even in a city of 100,000 
people by the end of the century, to go into clandestine production - 
and quite possibly their readers would not have wished to follow them 
there. Instead, they had to impose self-censorship, partly curtailing or 
neutralising comments on dangerous publications at least to such and 
extent that the authorities had nothing substantive to complain about, 
partly phrasing their observations such that readers would have to ex
ercise their own judgment. Journals may have had to adopt a moderate 
stance in order to survive, but if they succeeded, they had the great 
advantage both of continuity and of active engagement with the read
ing public. The example of the Lærde Efterretninger shows how reviews 
of the international enlightenment could be used systematically and 
consistently to nurture domestic awareness. No doubt the whole proc
ess involved a degree of imaginative adaptation and reworking of key 
ideas, for the benefit of readers who did not belong to the originating 
linguistic and cultural milieu - but then such creative use of ideas is 
surely at the very heart of the European enlightenment itself.
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12. Concepts of Freedom Reflected in 
Danish Literature 1754-1802

Flemming Lundgreen-Nielsen

In his memorial speech for king Frederik IV, given in Latin to the Sen
ate of the LTniversity of Copenhagen on 12 December 1730, Ludvig 
Holberg (1684-1754), professor, historian, essayist, poet and play
wright, remembered the reign of the deceased monarch for its liberal 
atmosphere: “We spoke as if we were living in a free state, we joked 
and jested, we vied in cheerfulness without fear. For he would not be 
angered by free speech and indiscreet expression, and if by chance 
he was offended, his anger subsided without the lash”.572 The king’s 
subjects could behave as //they lived in a free state, not in an abso
lute monarchy without legal protection of such liberties. During the 
enlightened form of hereditary absolutism introduced in 1660, no 
crime was punished harder than lese-majesty (Crimen læsæ majestatis'). 
The codification Danish Law (Danske Lot’) of Christian V from 1683 de
tails the obligations and duties of the subjects to the King, but not-or 
much less-vice versa. Drawing on a philosophy purportedly borrowed 
from ancient pre-republican Rome, it was stated that the people had 
handed over power to the king and his dynasty. It should be noted that 
many sections of Dan ish Law had been taken directly from the new con
stitution, The Royal Law (Kongeloven) of Frederik III from 1665, which 
was not published in full until a de luxe edition with limited circula
tion appeared in 1709. Holberg reprinted the entire text in 1729 in his 
more widely distributed book Description of Denmark and Norway (Dan
nemarks og Norges Beskrivelse) but understandably without any editorial 
comments.

Two messages about personal freedom
The American Declaration of Independence of 4 July 1776 was intro
duced after a delay of two months on 2 September in the Danish news
paper BerUngske Tidende, then called The Copenhagen News (København
ske Tidende)). The journalist in his Danish translation loyally quoted the 
famous words: “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men 
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are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain 
inalienable Rights, that among diese are Life, Liberty and the pursuit 
of Happiness.” Also reproduced is the ensuing assertion that govern
ments are instituted among men to safeguard these rights, and if they 
fail to do so, it is the privilege of the people to alter or abolish such 
destructive forms of government. The original declaration’s lengthy at
tack on the British king for having misgoverned his American colonies 
had been abbreviated considerably, and the name of the monarch was 
not given. After all the mother of the Danish king Christian VII was a 
daughter of the English king Georg II, and Christian himself had been 
married to Caroline Mathilde, a daughter of king Georg III. The sensa
tional front page news from America provoked no editorial comment 
and started no public debate on human rights.573

A follow-up came thirteen years later with the French Declaration of 
Human Rights of 26 August 1789.574 Again Danish newspapers printed 
die text without comments. The liberal Copenhagen periodical The 
Minerva published a sympathetic analysis of it by the editor, Norwegian- 
born C. Pram, a distinguished state official.575 A German translation 
of Thomas Paine’s Rights of Man from 1791 was printed and sold in 
Copenhagen in the following year without interference from the au
thorities. LTntil tlie execution of the French king in January 1793, many 
enlightened Danes were in favour of die French revolution. Maybe a 
public discussion of human rights was missing because the Danish mid
dle-class along witii the progressive cosmopolitan part of die nobility 
(primarily of German descent) believed tiiat what was being done by 
force regarding necessary social improvements in France had already 
occurred through peaceful reforms in Denmark. As early as 1755 the 
Danish administration had called for ideas from all honest patriots (in 
Danish retskafne Patrioter) for agricultural innovations, and ever since 
die sixteen-year old Crown Prince in 1784 had replaced his insane fa- 
tiier as de facto ruler of die country, most Danes felt tiiat they had a 
benevolent government, especially as committee work resulted in the 
emancipation of the peasants in 1788 tiiat brought about a fundamen
tal change in Danish agriculture. At least tiiat was die assessment then

Right: Frihedsstøtten (The Obelisk of Freedom) in Copenhagen. Engraving 
by Georg Christian Schule 1803. The Liberty Monument celebrated legislation 
to free the peasants in 1788. It was constructed 1792-97 during the French 
Revolution.
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and as well as in most later historical research.576 As a consequence 
citizens seemed not to feel any urge to debate rights, such as personal 
freedom and the pursuit of happiness. The abolition of the slave trade 
in the Danish colonies followed in 1792 (with a ten-year period of ex
piration). Significantly a monument celebrating the freedom of the 
peasants {Frihedsstøtten, the Obelisk of Freedom) was erected by grate
ful citizens of Copenhagen just outside of the Western gate of the city. 
The Crown Prince laid the foundation stone on 31 July 1792 and the 
monument was completed in 1797.577 At its base, marble statues of four 
larger-than-life women symbolise respectively Fidelity, Civic Virtue, Ag
ricultural Industry and Courage (in Danish Troskab, Borgerdyd, Agerdyrk
ningsflid, Tapperhed). They wear robes like ancient Greek goddesses and 
have nothing to do with contemporary Danish peasantry, nor with a 
general idea of personal freedom. According to a critical pamphlet 
about the project from August 1791 they had been planned to feature 
Phrygian caps, the favourite headgear of the French revolutionaries, 
but the rumour was untrue. There was no direct symbol of freedom 
attached to the monument.

The brief dictatorship 1770-2 by the king’s personal physician J.F. 
Struensee may also have dampened popular desire for modern rights. 
The Danes had experienced how the ideas of equality and personal 
freedom could turn an energetic and restless innovator into a tyrant 
and cause unforeseen upheaval. Even-perhaps, especially-after the 
violent toppling of the king in France, Denmark was calm and the peo
ple remained loyal monarchists. The mood was, as the philosopher 
Tyge Rothe (who died in 1795) remarked, “Christian-ish”, Christiansk, a 
play on the name of the King.578

Censorship
In 1770 Struensee, in the name of the king, issued a bill on freedom 
of the press that was the most progressive in Europe and was hailed 
by the aging Voltaire.579 Anything could now be printed-and almost 
was. The bill resulted in publication of an immense body of anony
mous literature, especially in Copenhagen. A collection by the state 
official and learned scholar Bolle Willum Luxdorph comprises more 
than 900 titles. A good deal of them had under the shelter of anonym
ity been directed against named persons and were slanderous. The law 
was therefore amended by Struensee in 1771 with a paragraph intro-
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ducing die concept of an author’s or printer’s responsibility, but still it 
was possible to print matters which were prohibited in other European 
states. After the fall of Struensee on 17 January 1772, censorship, by 
a decree of 20 October 1773, was placed with the local chief consta
bles, who were supposed to make their own judgement and their deci
sions were final and could not be appealed. The authorities watched in 
particular the newspapers very carefully, because they might endanger 
either the Danish foreign policy of neutrality or the relation between 
the state and the Protestant church and its Lutheran creed, but until 
the middle of the 1790s there were practically no trials against writ
ers of books, in fact none at all before 1786. Rather than an obstacle, 
censorship was a friendly aid to inexperienced writers, a forerunner 
of a not yet established professional and public criticism.580 The Dan
ish administration probably saw freedom of the press as a safety valve: 
people could point out abuses and suggest alternatives. In 1790 the 
censorship institution was abolished and all cases concerning freedom 
of the press were transferred to the courts-a positive moderation. In 
1799, however, after pressure from England and Russia, the Crown 
Prince had to restrict the freedom of book authors through a revised 
bill of printing.581 Severe penalties were introduced and actually ap
plied. By that time the Crown Prince himself had gotten tired of the 
growing “press-insolence” and general “writers’ itch” (in Danish Presse
frækhed and Skrivesyge), because scribblers did not spare himself person
ally from criticism. He commanded his officials to take the necessary 
steps against these “scabby heads” (skurvede Hovede)). From 1799 to 
1848-9 Denmark in fact experienced a re-established censorship. The 
local police authorities had to inspect every journal and periodical and 
all books of less than 384 pages, before they could be distributed and 
sold. The immediate result in 1799-1800 was the exile for life of two 
gifted but admittedly very provocative political satirists, P.A. Heiberg 
and Malthe Conrad Bruun, both of which settled down in Paris. In the 
first half of the nineteenth century trials against the amateurish idealist 
and self-styled spokesman for civil liberty, Dr. J.J. Dampe (1821), and 
the well-known clergyman, historian, poet and later parliamentarian 
N.F.S. Grundtvig (1826) marked the enduring presence of the 1799 
decree. The prominent jurist A.S. Ørsted was silenced without a trial 
in 1826 but allowed to keep his public offices and even served as prime 
minister 1853-4.582
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Focus on personal freedom
The general European trend in the eighteenth century towards indi
vidualism could not be prevented from entering the Danish composite 
kingdom. Although regular political discussion, which to many seemed 
superfluous in Denmark, was stopped by a law that prohibited even 
“grumbling” (in Danish skumle) about the absolute king and his admin
istration, in poetry and fiction it was possible to take up the new ideas 
and embody them in interesting characters and actions. Selected texts 
from the belles-lettres of the post-Holberg period may demonstrate 
how and why this was done. All relevant authors cannot be covered but 
notable features in selected works will suffice.

The background to every writer in the period is the achievement by 
Holberg of a humanistic individualism increasingly detached from 
Christian thinking and Protestant theology. Holberg’s successful tech
nique in tliis dangerous Held was to pose questions rather than to sug
gest answers, and his two clashes with state censorship over the satirical 
national epic Peder Paars and the Latin LTtopian novel Niels Kliim in, re
spectively, 1719-20 and 1741 led to no convictions. However, since Hol
berg when writing fiction mainly used various forms of comical litera
ture, not least some thirty-five comedies, and furthermore as a classicist 
adhered to a set tradition of genres and subgenres, it is hard to tell 
whether he is reflecting contemporary thinking or simply continuing 
themes from ancient Greece and Rome or from seventeenth century 
France. In contrast, Holberg’s essays and autobiography clearly debate 
current ideas, for the first time in Danish literature making the private 
individual and the personality of an author the object of psychologi
cal probing. LTsing himself and his surroundings as examples, Holberg 
never stopped wondering at the absurdity of humanity that claimed 
to be reasonable but regularly disavowed this in action, carried away 
by uncontrollable passions. As a comedy writer attracted by extremes, 
Holberg the philosopher usually preferred the middle course and paid 
due respect to practical Danish common sense. Politically Holberg was 
a wholehearted supporter of Danish absolutism which to him seemed 
-and in fact was - an improvement over the confused social and ad
ministrative conditions in the decades before 1660.583 Holberg firmly 
believed that political and social reforms should come from the leaders 
of a society, not from the people.584 The English parliamentary tradi
tion which was stressed by modern political philosophers (Molesworth, 
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Montesquieu, La Beaumelle) Holberg did not appreciate, and in his 
novel Niels Kliim he described the republicanism of a fictitious “Land 
of Freedom” as an irrevocable step from a clan-structured society to 
anarchy (the most distinguished families have to have private sentries 
to guard their homes and property).

The only other great name in Danish poetry in the first half of the 
eighteenth century was the clergyman and hymn writer H.A. Brorson 
who died in 1764. As a pietist Brorson emphasised the personal con
version of each individual but of course supported common Christian 
doctrine on human nature.

Only after the middle of the eighteenth century can we trace new ideas 
of personal freedom. To educate talented people to advance themselves 
as writers, scholars and scientists, academies were established. In Den
mark tliis included The Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters 
of 1742, The Royal Danish Society for the History of the Country of 
1745 and The Society for the Advancement of Fine Arts and LTseful 
Sciences of 1759 (popularly known as the Society for Good Taste). Less 
learned and more geared to conviviality around a punch bowl was The 
Norwegian Society 1772-1814, a club for young Norwegian students in 
Copenhagen centered around the witty phlegmatic idler and poetic 
improviserj. H. Wessel. The Society for Danish Literature 1775-81 func
tioned as a fan club for the Danish pre-romantic poet Johannes Ewald 
and closed down after his death. All diese associations are defined in 
purely secular terms and not connected in any way with the Lutheran 
state church, in contrast to the LTniversity of Copenhagen.

At the same time, a new type of poet emerged. In the main Holberg had 
happily followed French classicism in adopting commonly accepted 
patterns from ancient or at least older literature (for instance Moliére’s 
plays). However, by the 1760s the poet saw himself as a genius, a crea
tor under God (sub Jove), and the favourite example of the age was Wil
liam Shakespeare who seemingly violated all set rules of good classical 
writing in order to express himself and his chaotic inner turmoil. The 
entire period of Sturm und Drangin 1770s German literature promoted 
this ideal. Poetry became the way of getting in touch with the core of 
the world and the secrets of life, and as such it could function as a 
substitute for religious faith as was the case later in the various phases 
of romanticism. James Macpherson’s Ossian-poems (1760-5), which
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A painting by N. Abildgaard, showing Ossian as an old man 
in the woods, was reproduced as an engraving byJ.F. Clemens 1787

eventually were considered to be frauds, may not have been estimated 
as much in England as in Scotland and on the Continent where the 
centenarian white-bearded, now blind warrior, scald and priest of Nor
dic paganism was widely accepted as a genuine historical character who 
also presented an emblematic image of the poet understood as seer 
and prophet.

Klopstock
The new definition of a poet became evident in Copenhagen in the 
shape of the German poet EG. Klopstock (1724-1803). He had been 
brought to Copenhagen in 1750-1 on a royal scholarship by the lead
ing statesman of the kingdom, the Hanoverian count J.H.E. Bernstorff 
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-in fact he was paid well to finish his hexameter epic in 20 songs on 
Christ, Messiah {Der Messias), 1748-73, having no other duties whatso
ever. Though Klopstock after the dismissal of Bemstorff moved per
manently to Hamburg in 1770, he stayed on the pay-roll of the Danish 
king till his death thirty-three years later. He wrote exclusively in Ger
man and never learned Danish. In three plays, The Battle of Hermann 
{Hermanns Schlacht), 1769, Heimann and the Princes {Hermann und die 
Fürsten), 1784, and The Death of Hermann {Hermanns Tod), 1787, he re
vived the Germanic hero Hermann (or Arminius), who once fought 
for national liberty against the Roman general Varro and his army in 
the Teutoburger Forest, but finally was betrayed and killed by his own 
countrymen. In other words, the trilogy ends in an early version of the 
German stab legend {Dolchstoßlegende). In 1789 Klopstock was quite 
enthusiastic about the French Revolution and composed solemn odes 
in its praise. In return the French National Assembly in 1792 made 
Klopstock an honorary French citizen, along with so many other early 
enthusiasts.

Johannes Ewald
The leading Danish poet of the period was Johannes Ewald (1743-81), 
who had met Klopstock in Copenhagen in 1769. As a graduate of the 
Gymnasium (the “Latin school”) in the town of Schleswig, Ewald spoke 
German fluently and became an intimate friend of Klopstock who en
couraged him to write plays. Ewald’s ensuing works, though politically 
loyal to the absolutist system, contain ideas of personal freedom which 
the author himself hardly could control.

Ewald’s first attempt was a tragedy from 1769 in the style of French clas
sicism (mainly written in Alexandrines), Adam and Eve. The Old Testa
ment story’s grand theme of the Fall gives Ewald the opportunity to dis
cuss Freedom and Obedience. His Adam is pious and dutiful, but Eve is 
tempted by Satan to make her own choice independently of Adam. In 
the words of Irmiel, the friendly angel who follows the action without 
being allowed to interfere: “Adam has given his heart to his mate, and 
she is to elect just as freely as he, but will she do this as well as he has 
done?”585 Satan can do nothing against the will of Adam but succeeds 
in bending the will of Eve. The way the playwright unfolds the well- 
known narrative makes it clear that freedom is dangerous and causes of 
the fall of all. Yet Ewald cannot quite go through with this moral lesson 
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and in a daring contradiction of the Biblical narrative inserts Christ 
as the heroic saviour of the fallen pair from the angel of Death, a Re
deemer long before his crucifixion. Though Ewald had taken care to 
write precise stage directions which were within the scope of the Royal 
Theatre, the play was never performed.

In 1775 Ewald published a heroic singspiel in three acts called The 
Death of Balder, with seventeen musical numbers, all of them elaborat
ing on aspects of the plot but none of them shaping or influencing 
its course of events. Ewald’s source is a story from Saxo Grammaticus’ 
Latin Chronicle of Denmark written in the decades around 1200. It deals 
with the love of the pagan demigod Balder for Nanna, daughter of a 
soothsayer and fiancée of the Norwegian prince Hother. The war-god 
Thor acts as the reflective confidant of Balder, in vain trying to warn 
him against his passion. From the Icelandic Edda of Snorri Sturluson, 
Ewald has included the ambiguous character Loki as an evil demon 
corresponding to Satan in Adam, and Eve, a tempter and seducer.

Ewald in this versified dramatization of ancient Nordic mythology has 
abandoned Christian beliefs and paid much more attention to free will 
and freedom to choose. But as a playwright he seems quite uncertain 
whether he should delve into a psychological explanation of his char
acters or assume a predetermined course of action that leaves them all 
as puppets manipulated by an invisible higher hand.

The conclusion of the play is evidence of this for Ewald came up with 
no less than three versions. In the realistic setting-a wild Norwegian 
mountain landscape with Hother hunting bears-Ewald inserts super
natural powers. Hother is equipped by Loki with a Balder-killing spear 
prepared through magic by three goddesses of fate (valkyries), who, 
incidentally, express themselves in an excellently composed musical 
trio. Misinterpretation by the protagonists of what goes on is a constant 
feature of the play, an element from comedy composition unhappily 
transposed to tragedy. Humiliated and disarmed in a fight with Balder 
and wrongly believing to be rejected by Nanna, prince Hother wants to 
save his honour by committing suicide with the magical spear, but in 
the end a duel suddenly arises between the two rivals. Nanna, clearly 
loyal to her Hother, watches from the distance, feeling flattered, curi
ous and a bit coquettish about the whole thing. In Ewald’s first ver
sion Hother, scorned by the desperate Balder, wilfully kills him with 
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the fatal spear, but Ewald’s advisors told him that this would detract too 
much from the sympathetic Hother’s honour as a hero. He then came 
up with a second ending in which Hother killed his opponent blindly 
in a rage and only later realised what he had done. This still tainted 
Hother’s character, and in the third and final version Ewald made 
Balder run berserk, stumble and spear himself on the lethal weapon. 
As he dies, according to a stage direction, “a mighty whirlwind passes 
over the scene”. In short, Hother remains noble and entirely innocent, 
and Balder becomes the victim of his own excessive passion. The scene 
seems rather contrived. At any rate it was difficult to perform convinc
ingly and was rightly detested by actors who had to control the pre
planned ‘accidental’ ways of the weapons.

Ewald’s Balder-Hgure is typical of the sentimentalism of the 1770s, all 
emotion, all self-pity, whereas the real hero is stoically self-controlled 
Hother who thinks more highly of his honour as a prince than of 
his love for Nanna, and precisely for that reason he deserves to keep 
Nanna. In a final roundelay-a conventional dramatic tool giving each 
surviving character a stanza to sing-four interpretations of the reason 
for Balder’s death are offered. Thor blames his uncontrollable passion, 
“love, base love”. The valkyrie Rota blames the demonic Loki’s cun
ning, his “falsehood”. Hother blames Balder’s lofty mind, his “heart 
with virtue glowing”, his sense of fairness refusing to kill Hother when 
he could, and Nanna blames fate “alone”, thus acquitting herself. Ac
cordingly the play oscillates between the psychology of motives and 
the mythology of predetermination, and it remains an unanswered 
question whether any of the characters were strong enough to make 
a personal choice that could have prevented the tragic solution to the 
conflict. Clearly the idea of personal freedom has been on the author’s 
mind but has not been developed into a workable tool.

The Death of Ba lder was an accurate reflection of the mood of its time. It 
was successfully played for the stage-struck (and insane) Danish king in 
February 1778 in a private show-without musical numbers or elaborate 
sets. At the behest of the king, music was composed by Court conductor 
Johann Hartmann (1726-93) and costly sets and presumably historically 
correct costumes were created. In celebration of the king’s birthday in 
January 1779, the play was performed at the Royal Theatre with all pos
sible pomp and became a regular hit with the Copenhagen audience. 
It made Old Norse topics popular among people who had not previ-
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ously been aware of this aspect of the national past. To the poet-king of 
Danish romanticism, Adam Oehlenschläger, it became inspiration for 
his fine play Baldur the Good in his trilogy Norse Poems from 1807, and 
much later Ewald’s Balder-text was employed as an important clue in 
both Karen Blixen’s short story “Sorrow-Acre” from her 'Winter's Tales, 
1942, and Martin A. Hansen’s diary novel The Liar, 1950, in both cases 
connected with the theme of egotistical personal freedom versus social 
and ethical obligations.

In The Death of Balder Ewald may have been uncertain whether to as
sume his protagonist had a free will or was a victim of inevitable doom, 
but in his unfinished or deliberately fragmentary autobiography he dis
cussed the idea of personal freedom in more definite details. The text 
had been written in 1774-8, passages were printed for the first time in 
four instalments in two periodicals 1804-8, but the entire manuscript 
was not published until 1855. It was called Levnet og Meeninger {Life and 
Opinions'), a borrowing from Laurence Sterne’s Tristram Shandy, Gen
tleman, 1760-7. In chapter 2 of Levnet og Meeninger, “Vinflasken” (The 
Wine Bottle), Ewald conducts an analysis of his own multifaceted self: 
“I have in fact always had something Don Quixotic in my character that 
resulted from a proud heart’s enthusiastic love for freedom combined 
with hot-headed imagination”.586 Cervantes’ famous novel (1605-16) 
had just been published in an excellent and long-lived Danish transla
tion in 1776-7 by C.D. Biehl, a female playwright of the previous dec
ade whom Ewald had replaced in the repertory of the Royal Theatre. 
In modern scholarship Ewald’s so-called autobiography is rightly stud
ied as a novel or a meta-novel, but in the romantic era readers took it to 
be the historical truth about the unruly poet. Admittedly, in Ewald as in 
Cervantes, it is hard to distinguish irony from earnestness, and that may 
exactly be the point of both writers. Later in the context of childhood 
war-games, Ewald mentions “the natural disposition everybody has to 
be free” which accounts for his fondness for hussars who, in contrast 
to common infantrymen, are individualists doing old-fashioned heroic 
deeds.587 In short, Ewald considers freedom to be one of the greatest 
goods on earth. He claims that ever since his childhood he has been 
led by two main factors, an inclination to be noticed and an inclination

Left: The Death of Balder. Engraving from Ewalds Samtlige Skrifter 3 
(Copenhagen 1787).
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to be free. He attributes this first of all to an innate pride, but he also 
derives it from a certain indolence that he thinks is caused by his de
testation of the monotony involved in regular work, such as a parson’s 
constant production of sermons.588 In this theoretical debate as well as 
in his actual life Ewald is heralding types of later romantic literature 
such as the idle wanderer, the carefree minstrel and good-for-nothing 
(in German ein Taugenichts) who lives for the moment without thought 
for the morrow. Freedom comes close to be identified as carelessness if 
not irresponsibility.

Summing up his observations, Ewald finds his own personality to be 
dominated by a strong tendency to the fictional (in Danish romanagtig) 
and fantastic. Having run away from home at sixteen and gone to Ger
many, he felt, he says, that his desire to be free was fully satisfied. In
dependence transcended homesickness and convinced Ewald that his 
fate was his own responsibility and to be determined by his ingenuity, 
his heart and his arm (“min Forstand, mit Hjerte og min Arm”589), of 
course along with God and Luck, as he commented, perhaps mock
ingly. Even allowing for Ewald’s repeated references to his Quixotic 
predisposition, such praise of personal freedom was unheard of in 
Danish literature before 1700.

Ewald’s last play, The Fishermen from 1779, is another versified singspiel, 
tliis time about an actual shipwreck at the north coast of Zealand in 
November 1774.590 The text describes how some poor fishermen do 
not dare to brave the storm to save the pound net that means every
thing to them economically, but they willingly risk their lives to save 
the last survivor of a sinking English ship. There are eighteen musical 
numbers, all of which carry the action forward except the most famous 
of them, “King Christian stood by lofty mast”, which almost immedi
ately was elevated to Danish royal anthem. Once more the perform
ance at the Royal Theatre was successful. Ewald himself was present at 
the opening night in January 1780, although he was ailing and had to 
be carried to the theatre on a stretcher.

The moral of The Fishermen is patriotic rather than individualistic: as 
“Danes”-the word is used frequently in some scenes and even more so 
in the rough draft-they are courageous and do not hold materialistic 
values such as gold or land. They refuse to take money from the for
eign captain whom they have saved; instead their collapsed economy 
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is remedied by a rich old Danish nobleman who lives abroad but hap
pens to pass by their village as a nostalgic tourist. In other words, Ewald 
turns from the optimistic individualism of unlimited freedom to an 
equally optimistic collectivism, namely the ideal of Danish charity and 
solidarity even with foreigners. As far as is known, Ewald ended his life 
in unconditional submission to a sincerely held pietism. He died in 
1781, thirty-seven years old but physically entirely broken.

Among the Danish romantics, Adam Oehlenschläger regarded Ewald 
as a solitary pyramid in the Egyptian desert.591 He is perhaps the great
est of all Danish authors, but the time was not yet ripe for his individu
alistic and psychological approach to national identity.

Changing ideas of freedom
Immediately after Crown Prince Frederik’s seizure of power in a reg
ular coup in 1784, the young Copenhagen critic Knud Lyne Rahbek 
(1760-1830) founded a periodical called Minerva which appeared from 
1785 until 1808. It was read in educated middle-class circles in Copen
hagen and definitely helped form a public opinion which so far had 
missed a suitable medium. Rahbek and his more zealous co-editor C. 
Pram considered civil rights and civil freedom as an ideal the limits 
of which should be determined by law, not by the king who himself 
should be subject to the law. To a large extent this programme was not 
different from the practical goals of the reformist period of the young 
Crown Prince. He was so popular because he, as P.A. Heiberg said, with 
noble boldness emancipated thought (freedom of the press), the peas
ants (abolition of feudal bondage, “adscription”) and the slaves (ban 
on the slave trade in the Danish West Indies) ,592

On the occasion of his wedding in 1790, the Crown Prince and his 
consort were greeted in the Royal Theatre by a singspiel in one act, 
Høst-Gildet {Harvest Feast), placed in an unnamed but typical Zealand 
village. The playwright, Thomas Thaarup (1749-1821), had carefully 
created a harmonious and festive mood, stressing the happy idyll in the 
conglomerate state of Denmark, Norway and Holstein (which were the 
privileged parts of the realm included in the Law of Indigenous Rights 
from 1776). The younger brother of the king, prince Frederik, and 
some reactionary noblemen in the audience were displeased with some 
lines of praise from the simple peasants in the play in which it was sug
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gested that the king had ennobled the peasantry and that a peasant 
can be a nobleman too. However the royal groom was satisfied, and the 
aristocrats had to swallow this democratic insult593 which was under
lined by the inclusion of a modest monument to peasant emancipation 
(a Frihedsstøtte) in the stage props. It consisted of rough-hewn stones 
topped by a sheaf and crowned by a hat, probably a Phrygian cap sym
bolising freedom.594

Norwegian ideas of freedom
Quite another idea of freedom than Ewald’s psychological one thrived 
in the Norwegian Society located in the narrow Copenhagen street 
Sværtegade. Since the Calmar Union of 1397 Norway had been ruled 
from Copenhagen by the Danish monarch. However, ever since the 
Middle Ages Norwegians had been able to uphold the ancient le
gal practice of Odelsret, meaning the right of peasants as freeholders 
{Odelsbønder) to inherit their farms. Whatever inferiority complexes 
Norwegian students in Copenhagen might harbour, on this one issue 
they were superior and looked down upon the suppressed Danish peas
antry for its patience with tyrannical landowners. In contrast, Norway 
was die homeland of heroes (Kiemper) and of freedom. Even Danish 
writers envied Norway in this respect, and the historian Tyge Rothe in 
books from the 1780s assumed wrongly that Odelsret, which was mainly 
known from old Norwegian sources, originally had prevailed in all 
Scandinavian countries.595 Undoubtedly this revered tradition of native 
liberty was taken up at this time because of Rousseau’s predilection 
for primitive down-to-earth life as more authentic than refined city cul
ture. The theme of Odelsret did not inspire immortal poetry but was 
expressed in a renewed bucolic literature of both poetry and prose. In 
his historical poem “Hagen Adelsteen” from 1793, Claus Frimann first 
depicts a situation in which a Danish copyholder is rudely reminded by 
his feudal lord to pay his rent, while in another scene the Norwegian 
freeholder (“Odelsmanden”) is sitting quietly in the shade of his brick 
wall, stroking his silver-grey beard and looking at the golden meadows 
surrounding his house. Frimann concludes that if anybody-maybe the 
Danish administration?-were to take away the consuetudinary rights of 
the Norwegian yeomanry (“Hævderetten”), their mind for lively speech 
and effective expression, even their fierce competitiveness (“den lid, 
den Lue-Brand i Bryst”) with other nations would be lost (stanza 5-6 
of 57) ,596 The historical reality of Norwegian freeholding undoubtedly 
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contributed to die emergence of an independent Norwegian national 
identity leading up to Norway’s secession from Denmark in 1814. Of 
the 112 representatives signing the Eidsvoll constitution on 17 May that 
year, three were former members of the Norwegian Society in Copen
hagen. Freeholding is expressly mentioned as a permanent legal right 
for all Norwegians in § 107.

Another aspect of Norwegian patriotism in Copenhagen is furnished 
by Edvard Storm (1749-94) in a popular historical song, “Zinklars Vise” 
(“The Ballad of Zinklar”), written in an archaic style borrowed from 
late medieval anonymous Danish ballads (folkeviser). Storm retells an 
episode from the Danish-Swedish Calmar war: on 26 August 1612, 
1400 Scottish mercenaries in Swedish service were ambushed in the 
Gudbrand’s Valley on their way to Stockholm and killed by patriotic 
Norwegian peasants acting as volunteers in lieu of regular soldiers. 
Storm emphasises that the Scotsmen were paid in Swedish money to 
risk their lives, whereas the Norwegians fought for their own country 
and its (Danish) king. The moral is that not a single soul returned to
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Scotland to tell how dangerous it is to visit “those that live among the 
Norwegian mountains” (stanza 18).597 The song was printed in 1782 
in the periodical Dansk Museum and often reprinted and included in 
songbooks. Though exaggerated in terms of fallen enemies-only 300 
fell, not 1400-it remains a factor in Norwegian identity.

Before die actual secession in 1814, Norwegian separatism hardly 
seemed serious in die eyes of die Danes. This attitude found support 
in, among other tilings, the satirical comedy Republikken pact Øen (The 
Island Republic) published by the Norwegian poet J. Nordahl Brun in 
1793. As one of the first members of the Norwegian society in Copen
hagen in 1772, the young Brun had been suspected of disloyalty to the 
Danish king on account of his literary works praising ancient Norwe
gian independence. However, his 1793 play reflects a different attitude 
to popular self-government and individual freedom. The setting is a is
land republic where the elected leader feathers his own nest, while the 
mob continues all the bad habits from the previous regime at the cost 
of ordinary people who no longer have a monarch to protect them. 
Finally the unruly mob takes over the entire state, until the Danish king 
sends a couple of frigates and restores law and order.

Jens Baggesen: A Third Interpretation of Freedom
The young poet Jens Baggesen (1764-1826) was considered the most 
promising talent in Danish literature between 1785 and the break
through of romanticism in 1802. His dominant mood was one of not-be- 
longing. A son of the proletariat, the young man through charm and in
telligence secured himself the protection of the internationally minded 
Holstein aristocracy, and he developed into an entertainer much in de
mand with its baronesses and countesses. In his writings he tries to carry 
on Ewald’s serious lyrical odes as well as Wessel’s versified comical anec
dotes; in 1789 he completed a masterful translation of Holberg’s Latin 
novel from 1741 about Niels Kliim’sjoumey to the underworld.

Baggesen’s major work was, however, a first-person travel narrative å la 
Laurence Sterne, published under the tide Labyrinten {The Labyrinth), 
I-II, 1792-3. It takes the reader from Copenhagen to Switzerland in Eu
rope’s fateful year 1789, but the promised two-volume continuation 
of tlie journey from Basle to Paris and back to Denmark in 1790 was 
only published posthumously in 1830-1 from diary entries and private 
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letters, edited by C.J. Boye. The young Baggesen was portrayed by C. 
Pram as a “curious, enthusiastic, melancholy, indescribable person”.598 
Undoubtedly his personality was a far cry from the harmonious and 
mature character of a contemporary like Goethe.699 In Paris Baggesen 
danced on the ruins of the Bastille to applause from passing Parisians, 
but it is uncertain whether this was a matter of political conviction or 
impulsive exhibitionism. In life as in his works, Baggesen was a riddle, 
probably also to himself.

In die chapter of his Labyrinth called “Herrmannsbierget” (Arminius- 
burg), he is at first on top of a German mountain where he launches 
into a regular Klopstockian ode in memory of the leader of the Cher
usci, Herrmann, who defeated three Roman legions at this place in 
9 CE, a topic dramatised by Klopstock as we saw earlier. By repeating 
the exotic names of native tribes participating in the battle he creates 
the effect of a tune that is answered by an echo from the valley say
ing that the losers’ blood is that of tyrants, shed for the sake of sacred 
Germanic freedom. Reacting to this, Baggesen proclaims freedom to 
be sacred also to him, his brow glows and his heart beats loudly by the 
memory of this victory. This leads to a lengthy poetical celebration of 
German culture and civilisation, ranging from Herrmann and Charle
magne through Luther and Leibniz to Klopstock, Wieland and Schiller 
(Goethe is not included). Baggesen is convinced that the true idea of 
liberty came from the German woods, in contrast to Montesquieu’s as
sertion in The Spirit of the Laws that all freedom in Europe stems from 
the English forests.

In the second half of the text the threatening clouds over the moun
tain top vanish, the sun breaks through in all its splendour, birds start 
to sing again, and all of a sudden Baggesen’s mood changes from pro
German to cosmopolitan. He embraces in his mind all European na
tions because they are all equally needed in the European concert. To
day patriotism is meaningless unless it is a reflection of civic virtue. As 
culture, enlightenment and general refinement of humanity increase, 
the feeling of belonging expands and one day the whole globe may be 
one large home for all humanity. Such thematic shifts are conducted 
throughout the book.

In die chapter “Frihed og de fire Elementer” (Liberty and the four ele
ments), Baggesen ponders the idea of freedom. He finds freedom in 
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nature, represented by die four ancient simple elements of water, air, 
fire (sun) and earth (treetops), to be more beautiful than all castles, 
stages and museums of the world put together. A coach is transport
ing him and his two travelling-companions through a flooded Hessian 
landscape on an early summer morning with a heavy fog slowly lifting. 
Baggesen compares the view to Noah’s experience when preparing to 
land his ark on Mount Ararat. Pleased at having escaped water-logged 
Mannheim, the small group of travellers remembers “what we so eas
ily forget and yet should never fail to remember: that humanity cannot 
live on freedom alone, and that the simple elements of nature barely last 
a full summer morning and its intoxication.” The rising sun makes the 
travellers think of how freedom is expanding in Europe like a comet 
with an ever-spreading tail that seems to conquer all skies. Baggesen 
protests that he prefers the sun to a comet and is no particular friend 
of tails. But, he asks, what is freedom? There is human freedom, and 
there is civic freedom, both are matters of independence. Civic free
dom relies on independence of everything except the law, and human 
freedom on independence of everything except reason. A third type of 
freedom, Baggesen adds, is called political, but this is hard to conceive 
of in terms of independence, since a state cannot be entirely independ
ent without coming to an end as a state, at least as a culture state. To 
Baggesen it seems confused first to demand political, then civic and 
finally human freedom. “Give me”, he responds, “ first free, that is, 
moral, people, then in a minute I shall have free, that is, law-abiding, 
people, and once diese are everywhere, political freedom follows au
tomatically and completes the picture in an equilateral triangle with 
three identical angles.” The quasi-serious and pseudo-scientific tone is 
then abruptly-but typically for the book in general-drowned out by a 
joke. His two friends claim that in theory one may easily make two and 
two easily three, but they protest that in practice this operation will 
never do. One of them offers an illustration: the three travellers have 
only brought one umbrella along and none of them can produce two 
or three from one, whereas it is possible to reduce three hats to two 
and two to one, which he demonstrates by knocking the hats off the 
heads of his two companions. Baggesen then spontaneously knocks off 
the speaker’s hat, thus ending the incident in bare-headed anarchy. 
“With some difficulty we located our hats on the ground and got down 
from the coach to retrieve them. And thus ended our debates on revo
lutions.”600 For Baggesen enthusiasm does not necessarily end in fanati
cism, especially if balanced by humour.
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Epilogue
Between Holberg and romanticism die concept of freedom does not 
form an important part in the building of a Danish national identity. 
The formula regarding personal freedom seems to imply subdued, of
ten self-controlled individualism. Appreciation of individualism only 
penetrated this society with great difficulty as long as it was dominated 
by religion and patriotism, both supervised by an absolute monarch 
with old-fashioned paternalistic ideas of sternness but justice. Circum
stances facilitating the flourishing of gifted and exceptional individuals 
were only to appear in the 1830s and 40s during the public and semi
public debate on democracy and participation of the people in the ad
ministration of the state. Even then there were limitations.

Advisory Assemblies of the Estates were introduced by decrees in 1831 
and 1834 and operated from 1835, till they were substituted in 1848-9 
by a democratic parliament (the Rigsdag). During the same years in
dividual freedom became quite an issue. The young Jewish journalist 
and later prominent author M.A. Goldschmidt (1819-87) in 1840-6 ed
ited a satirical periodical called Corsaren {The Corsair).601 Its provoca
tive motto ran: “Ca ira, ya ira!”,602 and from July 1842 the front page 
featured a woodcut of a pirate vessel in troubled waters, its two masts 
flying respectively the French tricolour and a death’s head pennant. In 
the spirit of radical French-oriented liberalism Goldschmidt published 
scornful and witty articles written by himself and his supporters against 
absolutism as well as against restriction on freedom of speech. He ran 
into trial after trial-some won, some lost-which only attracted desir
able public attention to his political messages. Legal confiscation of a 
number inevitably meant new subscribers.

A different kind of individualism with a national or at least Scandina
vian background was introduced by N.F.S. Grundtvig (1783-1872). His 
poem “Rim-Brev til Nordiske Paarørende” (Rhyme Letter to Nordic 
Relatives), printed as dedicatory text in his programmatic handbook 
Nordens Mythologi (Norse Mythology), 1832, has the often quoted line: 
“Freedom for Loki as well as for Tho f (in Danish: “Frihed for Loke saa- 
velsom for Thoi”) .60S Loki is the entertaining and often too enterprising 
trickster among the pagan Norse gods who finally causes the death of 
Balder, god of innocence and goodness, and thus heralds the coming 
of the end of the world in a veritable doomsday battle, the Ragnarok.
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Modem readers who are ignorant of Grundtvig’s context invariably 
understand the line just quoted as an acceptance of a general dual
ism: good and evil are to enjoy the same conditions in earthly life. This 
is entirely wrong. Grundtvig does not work with a dichotomy from a 
stance of consistent relativism. As a Christian he would not dream of al
lowing room for what he considered evil. Death and Satan are intoler
able enemies to human beings. Grundtvig assumes three powers. Good is 
represented by Thor with his magical hammer that may symbolise the 
spoken word (intelligence and strength combined). Evil is personified 
in the Jotuns (Giants) who are identified in purely materialist terms, 
devoid of culture and intellectual life, fond of eating, drinking, sex, 
fighting and other physical feats, all aimless. Loki however stands for a 
third position. He is by birth ajotun, by choice a foster-brother of Odin, 
the father of the gods. Loki is an ambivalent character, handsome to 
look at but unreliable, though mostly mischievous rather than wicked. 
Normally he is accepted as an inhabitant of Asgard, the home town 
of the gods. Furthermore he serves as a crafty travelling-companion 
for Thor when visiting the earth, Midgard, or its dangerous outskirts, 
Udgard. Loki in Grundtvig’s anthropology symbolises a hopeful cate
gory of the intelligent non-believer with eye and ear open for spiritual 
life (i.e., the Christian gospel and faith). He has the potential to be 
a true believer, but a conversion has not yet taken place. He can be 
persuaded to subdue his malicious side, and consequently he partakes 
in a “Freedom for everything deriving from spirit” (in Danish: “Frihed 
for alt hvad der stammer fra Aand”).604 In his book Brage-Snak (Bragi’s 
Talk) from 1844, Grundtvig suggests that attempts to tie Loki’s hands 
or even to seal his mouth lead only to suppression of free thought and 
free speech. Loki, problematic as he appears, is simply to Grundtvig 
“the mouthpiece of freedom of speech in each present moment”, and 
his possible abuse of this right should by no means be prevented, since 
the normal and appropriate use of freedom of speech then is compro
mised and endangered.605

Grundtvig did not care much for the system of political parties which 
grew out of the Danish democratic constitution, Danmarks Riges Grund
lov of 1849, because he felt that it divided the Danish people instead of 
uniting it.606 As an elected parliamentarian 1848-58, Grundtvig held an 
everyday concept of freedom in very high esteem-in fact far above the 
idea of common equality from French revolutionary thinking-and he 
formulated it as a variation on the golden rule: you should allow your 
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neighbour the same freedom as you claim for yourself.607 Grundtvig in 
effect became a founder of the peaceful consensus society of twentieth 
century Denmark, though his idea of human rights was significantly 
different from those of the years 1776, 1789, 1830 and 1848. After the 
disastrous military defeat of 1864, Denmark was one of the smallest 
but also most purely “national” states in Europe, with a homogeneous 
population all speaking the same language. Considered in the light 
of Denmark’s long history, this was a unique situation, but to many 
Danes it eventually became natural and obvious. During the follow
ing century, Grundtvig’s idea of a common Danish identity (in Danish 
Folkelighed) defined in terms of shared history, language and literature 
suited Danish culture and outlook on life perfectly. Grundtvig’s views 
were taught and practised at his and his followers’ folk high schools, a 
network of local centres for general education and promotion of active 
citizenship scattered across the country from 1844 onwards, at its peak 
numbering about one hundred institutions. His many national songs 
were made available in Højskolesangbogen {Songbookfor Folk HighSchools), 
1894 (with numerous later reprints) and have become popular far be
yond the originally intended audience.

The feeling of a national family circle was shaken by immigration of 
guest workers and refugees in the final decades of the twentieth cen
tury, and at the beginning of the twenty-first Grundtvig’s ideas of free
dom have ratlier unexpectedly been challenged by the establishment 
of a Muslim minority culture in the midst of Danish society. Time will 
show whether they are as needed as ever to uphold traditional Danish 
self-conception or have to be abolished in favour of precisely the kind 
of universal human rights that had such a hard time gaining ground in 
Denmark in the latter half of the eighteenth century.
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13. The Danish Way: Freedom and 
Absolutism.
Political Theory and Identity in the Danish 
State ca. 1784-1800.
Michael Bregnsbo

The period 1784-1800 was formative and crucial in Danish history. In 
1784 the old power-holders were deposed in a peaceful coup d’etat 
staged by Crown Prince Frederick, the later Frederick VI, who became 
virtual head of state, acting on behalf of his father, the mentally de
ranged King Christian VII. Those who took power in 1784 were in fa
vour of a policy of progress and modernization of society. The agricul
tural reforms of the late 1780s are a striking example in that regard. 
Freedom of expression had been introduced in 1770, and although 
later limited, the legislation was, especially during the period 1784 to 
1799, administered most liberally and the limits of expression were ex
ceptionally wide. Still, Danish absolutism was nevertheless challenged, 
especially after the French Revolution in 1789 when a trenchant ideo
logical, political and social alternative was formulated.608

In the period under consideration, Denmark was but part of a larger 
conglomerate state, comprising also Norway and the duchies of Sch
leswig and Holstein, the latter of which was a member of the German 
Empire. Thus, in his capacity of Duke of Holstein, the King of Den
mark was also a German prince. Furthermore, to this composite state 
belonged also some small trading colonies in India, Africa and the 
West Indies.609

Research
In the historiography, the political system of the period has tradition
ally been described as a classic example of enlightened absolutism at its 
best610. The crucial feature of virtual freedom of the press has been em
phasized and one historian has even characterized the prevailing po
litical theory of the age as an “opinion-guided absolutism”611 in which 
the government supposedly listened to public opinion and ruled in 
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accordance with it, thus acquiring legitimacy. Yet, scholars have also 
stressed internal ideological and political tensions and inconsistencies 
within the political system612. Within the Danish conglomerate state 
tensions between different nationalities were beginning to grow dur
ing the second half of the 18th century. This was first and foremost the 
case with Danes and German, though not so much in the duchies as 
in Copenhagen where approximately one fifth of the inhabitants had 
German as their native language and where the royal court, the govern
ment, the civil service, the army, and the cultural and industrial sec
tors had tended to be dominated by foreigners, mostly Germans bom 
outside the Danish realm. This was beginning to provoke frustration 
and resentment among the Danish-speaking population in Denmark, 
especially the middle class, and it contributed to the formation of a 
distinct and self-conscious Danish identity613. In Norway, there was a 
growing resentment against the government in Copenhagen and many 
Norwegians had the feeling - which they openly expressed - that their 
country was being financially exploited and disadvantaged in compari
son with the kingdom of Denmark614. These cases of a growing aware
ness of national identity were hardly threatening the integrity of the 
conglomerate state and it is difficult to be certain how widespread they 
were, but it is clear that from now on the government had to take diese 
factors into consideration.

As for Danish political theory, we may point to Øystein Sørensen’s 
study of Jens Schielderup Sneedorff, in which he sees “freedom” and 
“absolutism” as two key concepts and traces their development in the 
political theory of the later political philosophers, Tyge Rothe, Andreas 
Schytte, Michael Gottlieb Birckner and Peter Collett.615 This should 
then be seen as a way to reconcile the Danish system of absolutist gov
ernment with the political and ideological challenge - some would say 
threat - from France after 1789.

Yet, “freedom” and “absolutism” seem mutually incompatible, in fact, 
complete contrasts. The question to be addressed here is therefore: 
how was it possible to combine concepts such as “freedom” and “abso
lutism” in the prevailing political theory of the age, and which context 
of identity was associated with that theory? My emphasis in this will be 
to trace cohesion.
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Source material
My interest is in the public debate and its presentation of ideas of free
dom and absolutism to a wider audience, not in the learned works of 
professional philosophers. I am focussing on major speeches in the ver
nacular at the university, in grammar schools and in various clubs and 
societies, where such orations often were delivered in connection with 
solemnities such as the king’s birthday. Other materials include canta
tas, occasional poems, articles from periodicals, and printed sermons. 
It is debatable whether this source material reflects public opinion or 
merely published opinion - opinion having its origin in the absolut
ist regime and serving as propaganda. A sharp distinction may be dif
ficult. The grammar schools, the university and the churches where 
prominent speeches were delivered, poems recited, cantatas sung, 
and sermons given were certainly public and official institutions. And 
while the clubs, associations and periodicals were private, their mem
bers and subscribers were overwhelmingly, though not exclusively, civil 
servants.616 Still, all this material was hardly engineered or controlled 
by the government. The limits of free expression were indeed wide, 
and all speeches, sermons, articles cantatas etc. were published and 
thus part of the public debate. The question raised here is how coher
ent tliis public debate was concerning freedom and absolutism, not 
whether it was accurate and true to the historical circumstances. The 
impact of those arguments on the general public is barely taken into 
consideration.

Danish absolutism
The Danish system of absolutism had been established in 1660 and 
received its constitutional foundation in the Royal Law of 1665. This 
was achieved only after protracted conflicts between the king and the 
aristocracy. All executive, legislative and judiciary powers were vested 
in the king, there were no assemblies of estates, no parlements or other 
institutions which had any say in political or fiscal matters.617 The Dan
ish nobility had no special rights or privileged access to public posi
tions, even if it did possess privileges through the possession of large 
landed estates. However, these were privileges which any great land
owner could enjoy regardless of whether or not he was a nobleman. 
Conversely, nobility was not worth much to a nobleman who did not 
own landed property.618 LTnlike in Prussia, for example, posts as army 
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officers were open to anyone talented, commoner or noble; there 
was no preferential treatment of noblemen and no maximum quota 
for commoners seeking the officer’s profession619. Thus, due to the 
circumstances under which Danish absolutism had been introduced 
more than 100 years before, during the period under consideration 
here, the system retained certain anti-aristocratic and egalitarian fea
tures which must be taken into consideration.

Freedom and absolutism in Denmark
As usual, the concept of freedom had more than one meaning. As the 
opposite of force or slavery, everyone spoke out in favour of freedom. 
The agricultural reforms that liberated peasants from subjection to 
their landlords were often pointed out as an example of the desirability 
of freedom. However, freedom could also mean licence, as when pub
licists talked about lawlessness, disorder, destruction and oppression. 
Especially after the deterioration of the French revolution, this kind 
of freedom was seen as the rationale for “rebellious spirit”, regicide, 
wars and civil strife. What opinion-makers in Denmark favoured was 
another type of freedom, namely “civic freedom” {borgerlig frihed). By 
tilis they meant civil rights: freedom from feudal restraints, freedom 
of trade, rule of law, and, not least, freedom of expression. It was a 
generally recurrent theme that in Denmark, such civic freedom had 
already been introduced by a benevolent absolutist government. At 
the same time, it was emphasised that being a citizen enjoying such 
freedoms also meant that one in return had a responsibility towards 
society, country and king. It was not enough just to abide by the law, an 
active and positive commitment to the promotion of the general good 
was demanded.620

The absolutist government was generally praised for its policy of secur
ing peace and neutrality so that trade and shipping could prosper and 
resources could be concentrated on reforms and social development 
for the general good. In comparison with less absolutist regimes, the 
Danish one was considered superior as there were no vested interests 
(nobility or assemblies of estates or parlements) which for purely self
ish reasons might block the king’s endeavours to promote the general 
good. It was better to be under the rule of one than under the rule of 
a hundred621. The expressions in favour of absolutism as an ideal po
litical system tended to be based on inductive inferences: the Danish
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system of absolutism works well, consequently absolutism as such is a 
good political system. Comparisons with other absolutist regimes were 
also made. A grammar school professor in Odense, Christian Gotthold 
Seydlitz, suggested in a public speech at the birthday of King Chris
tian VII in 1794 that France before 1789 had been characterized by 
“princely despotism” and “monarchical tyranny” which had now been 
replaced by “despotism of the mob” and “republican tyranny” which 
was not any better. Furthermore, in France, the civil order had been 
replaced by a “ghastly spirit of party”. Freedom of religion in France 
had led to persecution of Christians, and freedom and equality in 
general had caused “the most terrible disasters.”622 And in his speech 
on the same occasion the following year, the professor remonstrated 
with those who considered Louis XVI “the most virtuous man in the 
world.” Seydlitz could not endorse such a characterization: Louis XVI 
had among other things been a pciju rer and had made other errors so 
serious that he could not rightly be called a virtuous man. That said, 
Seydlitz emphasized that fortunately, not all kings were like that,623 but 
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he was not led to any general reflections on absolutism as a political 
system.

Occasionally however, other types of government were discussed in 
comparison with the Danish one. In a sermon in 1794, Peder Baagøe, 
a parson in Roskilde explained the impracticality and absurdity of de
mocracy: the farmer would have to leave his plough, the citizen his 
trade, the learned his book, and the aristocrat his party and join to
gether to discuss and vote on all public matters every time the need 
arose. He asked: “Into what confusion would public administration 
sink? What chaos would not be the result of so many different and con
flicting views of which most were focussed on one’s personal advantage 
and only a few on the general good”624.

Freedom and absolutism certainly existed side by side in the political 
theory of the age, but sometimes on uneasy terms. On the king’s birth
day in 1798, H.G. Clausen, a pastor, held the speech in a patriotic club 
in the city of Kalundborg. Here, he described freedom of expression as 
“humanity’s most holy right”. He argued in favour of free exchange of 
opinion, because it led to greater clarity of thought and approximation 
to the truth, while promoting tolerance of those with different opinions. 
Disagreement among thinking people was a healthy sign, he thought. 
However, it was a quite different matter if disagreement “led to a spirit of 
party, personal hate and animosity” and if the debate reflected the views 
of special interests and cliques instead of different objective approaches 
to the matter in hand.625 In other words, freedom of expression should 
be used to discuss how to achieve the common goal but not what the com
mon goal should be, still less to set up different parties.

The Danish way
From tliis outline, the political theory of freedom and absolutism may 
seem flawed and ad hoc, if not opportunistic. It did, however, have 
more cohesion and power of conviction than may appear and this has 
to do with its importance for the issue of identity. I will refer to sermons 
by three pastors of the Lutheran state church, one conservative, one 
progressive and one moderate.

The conservative was Abraham Volchersen, pastor in Elsinore. Linder 
the impression of the reign of terror in France, he condemned the
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French revolution and all its deeds vehemently and passionately. He 
spoke of the “damned teachings of freedom, equality and rights” which 
was “the stupidest, the cruellest rabble learning.” But pastor Volchersen 
also emphasized that no government on earth was more reluctant to 
impose taxes than the Danish one, no royal house did more to help 
the different estates, also the lower ones, than the Danish one, and he 
praised the king of Denmark for promoting trade and industry and for 
having given the peasantry its freedom.626

The progressive country parson, Frederik Carl Gutfeld, spoke of an un
fortunate people - of course, the French - who thought that the way 
to freedom was paved with the dead bodies of their fellow citizens. In 
Denmark, however, abuse had been abolished, prejudices been wiped 
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out, and chains been broken without violence. Ignorance and sup
pression had vanished like fog before the rising sun. In fact, Gutfeld 
showed some understanding of why tilings had developed the way they 
had in France. This becomes clear from his attack on the Danish nobil
ity. Addressing a fictive nobleman, he said: “you who in your dreams 
may have dreaded violent revolution because you felt yourself worthy 
of being the first victim; you who in secure and happy Denmark maybe 
spoke of events that alone could, that alone had to take place in a na
tion which, tired of centuries of abuse, threw off its yoke and crushed 
its suppressors.”627 But though violent revolution might be understand
able in France, in Denmark the situation was very different and such 
violent deeds were not necessary.

The Copenhagen pastor Lauritz Smith said in his Christmas sermon in 
1792 that freedom and equality were the watchwords by which the spirit 
of discord and rebellion were nowadays being spread from one coun
try to country. According to Smith, diese expressions did not contain 
anything novel that the world had not formerly known. Smith found 
the concepts equivocal and said that they were used as “incendiaries 
.... which were supposed to start fires, raise false ideas and seduce men 
to ferocious frenzy and destructive excesses.” Smith for his part pre
ferred orderly freedom, not licentiousness or lawlessness, but rational 
or civic freedom (fornuftig or borgerlig frihed). This kind of freedom was 
achieved by mastering the heart, tearing oneself away from the pas
sions and desires and following the commands and precepts of reason 
without distraction from the senses. In civic life, everyone was entitled 
unhindered to seek their own perfection and happiness as long as it 
did not hurt other people or society in general. This kind of freedom, 
pastor Smith emphasized, existed in Denmark.628

Despite their differences, all three pastors were, at least in principle, 
in agreement that the goals of the French revolution were good and 
desirable, but they all -each in his own way - disapproved the means. 
The way in which these goals were pursued in Denmark was much bet
ter, more peaceful and harmonious. It was this idea of an alternative 
way to a society characterized by measured and appropriate freedom, 
equality and human rights that kept the ideas of freedom and absolut
ism together in what was considered a coherent and convincing po
litical theory that may be called the Danish way.629 In the language of 
the time, namely in an article from 1793, it was described as follows: 
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“freedom hand in hand with wisdom had already ascended the most 
absolute throne in Europe, namely that of fortunate Denmark. Here it 
is sitting besides the royal power which has benevolently lifted it up and 
together they are blessing the people.”630

Another and crucially important aspect of this notion of a Danish way 
was the endeavours of the government to avoid war. One of the most 
frequently recurring political themes in sermons, major speeches, can
tatas, articles etc was the notion that the foreign policy of the Danish 
government was different than that of other governments.631 It was re
iterated again and again that the king of Denmark preferred to be a be
nevolent father of the country rather than a war hero. It was a point of 
honour for the king not to conquer foreign territories but to develop 
his country and to improve the lot of its inhabitants.632

In sum, the semi-popular materials considered in this paper presented 
a political theory of absolutism and freedom by a constructive consid
eration of each of the two components. The concept of freedom was 
defined in such a way that the more radical elements which would have 
been politically dangerous because incompatible with the Danish sys
tem of government were taken out. Instead the focus was on civic free
dom understood as personal and judicial liberties, not least, freedom 
of speech. But nobody spoke about political freedom, the freedom of 
the people to participate in the political process. As for absolutism, the 
tendency was to conclude from the special case of how well this system 
of government was working in Denmark to its general desirability, a 
point supported by the one-sided identification of the alternative as 
“democracy” which, stereotypically could be rejected as dangerous an
archy.

The question of identity
The political theory behind the “Danish way” helped to build up the 

idea and ideal of a Danish identity characterised by external peace, 
domestic tranquillity and harmonious cooperation between the mo
narchical government and the people in order to promote the general 
good, to improve the welfare of the population and by peaceful means 
to achieve freedom, equality and human rights (“menneskerettig
heder”). But what kind of identity was this? Not a national identity. On 
the contrary, the attitudes and values which constituted the Danish way 
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could be shared by the full variety of ethnic groups within the compos
ite state, and to a signilicanl degree this was the case. In the many and 
varied sources investigated here, we find expressions of the attitudes of 
the Danish way by Norwegians633, Holsteiners634, Icelanders635 and even 
a speech at the king’s birthday delivered in ajewish community in Sch
leswig636. The Danish way did not mean a common language, origin or 
culture and can thus not be characterized as a national identity. It was 
based on certain values which anyone within the territories of the Dan
ish monarch could endorse, irrespective of language or culture. The 
Danish way is therefore best characterized as a patriotic identity637. Be
sides aiming at presenting the Danish system of absolutist government 
as a much better way of securing freedom than the means adopted in 
France after 1789, another function of the discourse of a Danish way 
was to seek a common patriotic identity for the different peoples and 
territories within the conglomerate state.

A still from the end of the film Kongen bød (The King Commanded; 1938) 
commemorating the freeing of the peasants in 1788. The shadow of the French 
Guillotine looms over the working peasant as an alternative to agricultural 
reform and the Danish Way. From Thorkild Kjærgaard: Danmark og den franske 
■revolution/Le•Danemark et la revolution francaise, (Copenhagen 1989) 14
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In 1799, freedom of expression was strongly curbed. In 1801 and again 
from 1807, Denmark was caught up in the Napoleonic Wars with dis
astrous results: the bombing of Copenhagen and seizure of the navy 
in 1807 and the cession of Norway in 1814. The long peace that had 
preceded these events had been a key element in the notion of Dan
ish way, and after 1801 and 1807 the notion seems to have remained 
so consolidated that it could still be used. The argument was that the 
country had undeservedly and involuntarily been involved in the war, 
and that a consideration if all the good that the king had done for his 
people previously was the right incentive to self-defence and to make 
the necessary sacrifices.638

After the disastrous Danish defeat in the war of 1864, Denmark lost the 
duchies of Schleswig and Holstein and became a nation state living in 
the shadow of the overwhelming German Empire. In this situation the 
Danish way was transformed to become part of the Danish national 
identity. Externally the emphasis was on neutrality and extreme reluc
tance to be involved in international political affairs but with strong in
terests in foreign trade. Internally, the foundation was consensus in the 
form of state-supervised cooperation. Thus, a political theory aimed at 
shaping a common identity in a multinational, multilingual, middle 
sized absolutist conglomerate state in response to revolution abroad 
and growing ethnic tensions at home eventually transformed itself into 
the national identity of a small democratic nation-state.
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14. Subaltern Travelers in a Conglomerate 
World.

Michael Harbsmeier

In recent years travel accounts have attracted a great deal of attention 
from all sorts of historians engaged in structuralist and subsequently 
post-structuralist, post-colonial and other postmodern projects of de
construction. Their focus has been the naive assumptions underlying 
traditional approaches to travel writing as transparent sources for a 
better understanding of the people and places described or the life, 
development and Bildung of the - usually white, male, adult - traveler 
describing them. However, as Tabish Khair has pointed out, earlier en
thusiasm about unmasking colonial discourse, Orientalism and Imperial 
Eyes seems by now to be giving way to a more nuanced understanding 
of the reciprocity and negotiation, appropriation and resistance at play 
in travel writing that does not fit the image of European travelers writ
ing about and trying to dominate the rest of the world.639 In what fol
lows I will be dealing with a case in point: a series of accounts written by 
(northern, protestant, male) European, but nevertheless in important 
respects subaltern travelers.

At first glance, Danish travel writing from the eighteenth century seems 
to have quite a lot in common with contemporary European trends. 
While seventeenth-century travel accounts predominantly dealt with 
more exotic destinations in the East and West Indies, those of the eigh
teenth century increasingly covered also European itineraries. In the 
seventeenth and early eighteenth century the main focus was on the 
extraordinary and exceptional “curiosities” of the real world as well as 
the Kunst- und Wunderkammern closer to home, but later in the century 
travelers tended to pay much more attention to ordinary things, to the 
rules of daily life and the regularities of nature characteristic of the 
places they visited. Parallel to this metamorphosis of the travelers’ at
tention we see also, both in Denmark and elsewhere in Europe, the 
emergence of travel writing arising from larger scientific expeditions. 
Finally we have a number of Danish examples of the general European 
Enlightenment trend to let fictitious visitors from other parts of the 
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world or even from different worlds portray and criticise people and 
conditions at home. In Denmark, the best known example was proba
bly the imitation of Monesquieu’s Lettres Persanes in Erik Pontoppidan’s 
“Asitatic prince” Me-noza (1742-3) who reportedly had been bom not 
far from Tranquebar in India. Much more numerous, however, were 
the reports about what native Greenlanders had to say about Denmark 
and the Danes.
Superficially eighteenth-century Danish travelers or, more precisely, 
authors of travel accounts may thus seem to have done much the same 
kind of tiling as contemporary travelers and travel authors from other 
parts of Europe. On closer inspection, however, and here we come to 
the main argument in this paper, one can identity a number of cir
cumstances and tendencies clearly differentiating the travel accounts 
originating from the Danish conglomerate kingdom from those origi
nating from other parts of the continent. A fully convincing analysis 
would presuppose a comparative account of the differences and simi
larities between the various traditions of eighteenth century European 
travel writing. For present purposes, however, I will content myself with 
a sketch of some of the features which I believe to be crucial for a bet
ter understanding of the peculiarities of Danish travel experiences. A 
summary of diese features will introduce the subsequent presentation 
and analysis.

As Niels Brimnes has pointed out, early modem Danish colonial rule 
seems to have been based on a comparatively weak und unstable con
trol over the native subjects, whether in Tranquebar in India, trade sta
tions in coastal Africa, the slave colonies in the West Indies or the Es
kimos in Greenland. 640 The importance of native agency has of course 
been stressed in recent more or less revisionist colonial and postcolo
nial studies in general, but it seems fair to assume that Danish authori
ties found themselves in even more precarious situations than their 
Portuguese, Dutch, French or British, not to speak of their Spanish 
counterparts, if for no other reasons than demographic ones.

One of the symptoms of this comparative administrative weakness 
can be seen in the conspicuous presence of missionaries in almost all 
the Danish colonies in the eighteenth century, and this is reflected in 
the fact that theology and clergymen dominate in Danish travel writing 
- another general characteristic of the Danish version of that genre. 
In Greenland, it was the Lutheran priest Hans Egede who in 1721 ini
tiated modern Danish settlement, with the Moravian Brethren begin
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ning their work less than a decade later. In Tranquebar, it was the Dan
ish king who was responsible for sending the pietist missionaries from 
Halle who worked there from 1706 onwards. Missionary work among 
the slaves in the West Indies only began during the second half of the 
eighteenth century, but here as well as in the other colonies clergy
men (such as Wilhelm Johann Müller at Frederiksborg in Ghana641) 
and missionaries definitely were the authors of the most widespread, 
influential and informative accounts and descriptions published at the 
time. As we shall see, theology, pietism and clergymen also were to play 
a disproportionately prominent role in travels to other destinations 
than the colonies. Going to Arabia Felix or to Göttingen, Vienna and 
Rome was often motivated more by scholarly theological rather than 
secularly enlightened concerns and ambitions.

Looking at the biographies of the authors of the travel accounts and 
the way in which they financed their travels can lead us to a third and 
more general peculiarity of the Danish variety of enlightened traveling. 
Even though this point certainly needs to be investigated more thor
oughly, it seems fair to apply a kind of Weberian ideal type, namely that 
by far the most of die travelers who wrote and published about ihcii 
experiences did so as part of some official duty and thus from a subor
dinate position. Among the travelers undertaking tiieir own voyages in 
die style of a conventional Grand Tour, strikingly few left any written, 
let alone published, account of tiieir travels, whereas those who had to 
apply for funds and grants or those who where ordered by their superi
ors to go have left many more and much larger written and published 
records of their activities. Or to put it more crudely, Danish absolutism 
certainly did not prevent people from traveling of their own initiative, 
but writing accounts of voyages appears to have been the activity of 
people who in one or another kind of subordinate position had been 
paid or ordered to go where they did.

Finally, and most importantly, there is a fourth particular feature of 
eighteenth-century Danish travel accounts which I think deserves even 
more attention and on which I will concentrate in what follows. Turn
ing over the pages of the traders and especially missionaries writing 
about people and places in the colonies, the diaries and travelogues 
of students and scholars reporting about tiieir experiences in various 
European towns and universities, or the accounts and reports of clergy
men and others engaged in all sorts of natural history and what then 
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was called statistics inside as well as beyond the boundaries of the con
glomerate parts of the kingdom of Denmark, one finds surprisingly 
many statements by different kinds of native informants. From the mis
sionaries and traders reporting from overseas we learn a lot about the 
opinions of more or less recently converted fishermen, peasants and 
slaves in and around the colonies, the students and scholars happily 
tell their readers about the knowledge, wisdom and opinions of the 
learned of all confessions whom they had met in conversation, and 
among the travelers writing about such parts of the Danish conglom
erate state as the Faroe Isles, Iceland and Norway almost the majority 
are in fact writing about their own province of origin. In other words, 
travelers from the Danish conglomerate state not only tend come from 
subordinate positions to their travels and writings, they also share a 
weakness for lending their pen to the views of others, sometimes the 
nobler and more famous, but more often to even more subordinate 
and remote subjects. If travel writing in general is characterised by a 
propensity towards the poly-vocal and multi-centered, travel writing 
originating from the conglomerate Danish state of the eighteenth cen
tury seems to have been open for a strikingly rich multitude of subal
tern perspectives and voices.

Greenland, Arabia Felix, Tranquebar
It would require a substantial monograph to substantiate these four 
claims about the peculiar characteristics of the travel accounts produced 
under Danish kings in the 18th century. Parts of the ground, however, 
have already been covered by recent work on the subject. Thus in his 
brilliant thesis from 2006, Allan Sortkær has analysed in considerable 
depth what the texts of the Greenland missionary Hans Egede, the ori
ental explorer Carsten Niebuhr and the student and scholar Andreas 
Christian Hviid reveal about mental continuity and change during the 
Danish Enlightenment.642 Although apparently more concerned with 
how the Danish examples reflect more general European trends, Sort
kær often arrives at conclusions not very different from the results of 
my own investigations of the material from Greenland643 and the case 
of Carsten Niebuhr and his expedition to Arabia Felix in 1761-67.644 
In what follows more attention will therefore be paid to some of the 
so far less studied examples in the hope of being able at least to point 
out what they could turn out to have in common also on closer inspec
tion.
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Det Grønlandske Optog 1724 (The Greenlandic procession). Broadsheet with 
woodcut from the 1720s.

As a consequence of the colonization of Greenland by Hans Egede 
from 1721 the Greenlanders Pooq and Qiperoq came to Copenhagen. On 
November 9, 1724 they demonstrated their hunting skills for the citizens. The 
Greenlandic Procession took place in the port of Copenhagen for the benefit 
of Grønlandske Kompagni (The Greenland Company) in Bergen.

In 1731, at the very beginning of his reign, Christian VI decided not to 
continue the colony in Greenland which Hans Egede had established 
less then ten years earlier. It was this deep crisis that made the sub
altern voices of the Greenlanders appear in print. Quoting the com
ments and complaints of “his” Greenlanders, Egede came close indeed 
to identifying himself with what he claimed to be their point of view 
and with the cause of their salvation in his desperate critique of the 
King’s decision, which in fact never was carried out.645 If we add the 
numerous versions of what Pooq and other Greenlanders told their 
fellow countrymen about their experiences in Copenhagen and what 
they called “the Land of the Lord”, which in particular Hans Egede’s 
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son Paul made public,646 we have a whole series of subaltern accounts 
which themselves contain the accounts of other subaltern subjects.

Apart from the name of the ship on which it departed from Copen
hagen in January 1761, the expedition to Arabia Felix initiated by the 
Göttingen professor of the Old Testament and Oriental languages Jo
hann David Michaelis and funded by king Frederik V appears to have 
very little in common with the colonial and missionary efforts in Green
land. On closer inspection, however, it turns out that another crisis, the 
death of the other members of the Gesellschaft gelehrter Manner, actually 
forced the only survivor, the surveyor Carsten Niebuhr, to invent his 
own peculiar method of travel. When exploring Yemen together with 
Peter Forskål, Niebuhr had already enjoyed the advantages of moving 
around in disguise as a native stranger. Systematically cultivating and 
rebning his adaptation to die local circumstances when on his own, 
Niebuhr managed to familiarize and identify himself to such an extent 
widi die various local groups, diat he easily managed again and again 
to surprise his readers by making them look at diings from different lo
cal and native points of view.647 Thus not only was Niebuhr a subaltern 
traveler because he found himself under pressure of the official in
structions and several hundred pages of questions648 meant for a whole 
crew of scholarly observers, but also in die sense of lending his pen to 
lots of other remote and subordinate voices.

Our next example is pure fiction, namely die story of die ‘Asian prince’ 
Menoza who went all die way from Tranquebar in India through Eu
rope to Denmark where he settied on die island of Funen to write tiiree 
volumes of letters about his voyage. The real autiior of diese letters, die 
later Bishop of Norway and Rector of die University of Copenhagen 
Erik Pontoppidan, was a key figure in die development of pietism in 
Denmark. His adaptation of the Lettres Persanes (1721), which appeared 
in 1742-3,649 mainly served as a pretext for extended discussions of a 
wide range of theological questions. Born among heatiien polytheists 
in a landscape called Nagracub not far from Tranquebar in India, Me
noza moves on to a kind of monotiieism completely by his own rea
soning. Leaving his home village together witii his friend Ninaruk, a 
former slave, Menoza first converts to Islam, tiien to Judaism and, in 
turn, to Catiiolicism as it was practiced by die Portuguese missionaries 
who were his hosts, until he finally finds himself among die protestant 
Lutheran missionaries from Halle at the Danish colony in Tranquebar.
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It is from this starting point that Menoza embarks on his Grand Tour 
through Europe by way of Portugal, Spain, Avignon and Montpellier 
in France, Geneva, Rome, Venice, Vienna, Munich, London, Amster
dam through to Copenhagen and the island Funen, where he finally 
settles to put into writing the 56 letters containing his descriptions of 
and comments on all sorts of religious and confessional matters loosely 
kept together by this itinerary.

As pastor for King Christian VI from 1735 and professor of theology 
at the LTniversity of Copenhagen from 1738, the author of Menoza 
certainly was no subaltern traveler himself. The fact, however, that 
Pontoppidan, already author of the new and enormously widespread 
catechism that founded the Danish “second reformation”,650 made so 
extensive use of a prince from Asia as spokesman for his views on so 
many both worldly and religious matters testifies to the receptiveness 
of the Danish reading public to yet another rather remote and faraway 
voice and point of view. Hans and Paul Egede, Michaelis and Niebuhr, 
Pontoppidan and Menoza can be comprehended as variations on one 
and the same theme, and they were not the only ones.

Actually one of the most striking examples of remote voices being 
made systematically accessible for a Danish audience also originated 
from Tranquebar. Having tried in vain to find Danish candidates will
ing to work as missionaries in the Danish colony in South India that 
was founded already at the beginning of the seventeenth century, King 
Frederik IV finally agreed to hand over the task to a group of mis
sionaries from Halle, at the time the center of pietist Protestantism in 
Europe. Two of diese missionaries, Bartholomäus Ziegenbalg and Jo
hann Ernst Grimdler, were particularly eager to publish the progress 
of their work in the series of Hallesche Berichte, which were to appear 
in 108 “continuations” from 1710 to 1772651, as well as in other pub
lications. Two of diese continuations contain no less dian 99 letters 
written by native Tamils in response to questions put to them by die 
missionaries. Originally written on palm-leaves in die Tamil language, 
tiiey were printed in German translation in the Hallesche Berichte from 
1714 and 1717. One can of course find countiess further examples of 
die Danish Halle missionaries’ exceptionally deep interest in die lan
guage, religion and mentality of the Tamils whom tiiey tried hard to 
convert to their version of protestant Christianity, but the 99 letters, 
which became known as the Malabar correspondence,652 may suffice 
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to show that perceptiveness to the voices of remote others was indeed 
a strikingly dominant aspect of the accounts of the pietist missionar-

North Africa to Russia
Among the numerous travelers to non-European destinations beyond 
the Danish conglomerate realm three further examples provide par
ticularly illuminating confirmation of the pattern we are describing.

Hark Oluf, a seaman who was captured in the Mediterranean and sold 
as a slave in Algeria in 1724, apparently had a splendid career as trea
surer for his master before he returned to his native North-Sea island 
of Amrum in Schleswig-Holstein twelve years later. However, in the ac
count of his captivity, a booklet published in Danish in 1747 and in 
German translation in 1751, he nevertheless presented himself as a 
victim and as a slave with almost no influence whatsoever on his fate 
under his Muslim masters.654 Subordination to the will of others was 
part of the very genre of captivity accounts that flourished during the 
seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries.

An apparently quite different case was Georg Høst who, after study
ing theology, went to Morocco in the service of the Dansk-Afrikanske 
Compagnie from 1760 to 1768. Quickly improving his command of 
Arabic, which he had studied already at home, Høst made himself in
dispensable in the ongoing negotiations between the Danish company 
and the Moroccan ruler. In the two books he published after assum
ing office as secretary and member of the Royal Board in the Danish 
West Indies, Høst provided ample evidence of his deep involvement 
not only in diplomacy, but also in the internal workings of the gov
ernment and administration of Sultan Muhammad III. By means of 
the impressive number of names, concepts and phrases reproduced 
in Arabic throughout his text and most conspicuously in the chapters 
devoted to the sciences of “the Moors”, Høst literally lends his pen to 
whole series of statements originating from the more remote parts of 
the conglomerate world.655 In short, both Georg Høst and Hark Oluf 
wrote from subordinate positions, but the former as a voluntary scribe 
for foreign a power, the latter as a thoroughly involuntary victim of 
such a power.
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Peder von Haven, who in 1743 published an account of his stay in Rus
sia from 1736 to 1739, was neither enslaved nor, as the other Danish au
thors of reports about Russia from the eighteenth century,656 part of a 
diplomatic mission. Von Haven originally went on a travel grant to pur
sue his theological studies in the protestant University of Helmstedt, 
but when one of his teachers was offered a position as director of the 
Botanical Garden in St. Petersburg he decided to follow him and try 
his luck in the new Russian capital. Working first for his former teacher 
and then as secretary and curate for a Norwegian-born vice-admiral of 
the Russian navy, von Haven ended his stay in Russia as private tutor for 
the son of a general of the Russian army in Moscow. In his travelogue, 
von Haven devotes much attention to the religious and ethnic minori
ties and their situation in the expanding Empire, but perhaps his most 
original contribution is a consistently comparative understanding of 
details in the dogma and practices of the Orthodox church.657

During his stay in Russia, von Haven went through a whole series of 
subordinate positions. How much he himself was aware of his subaltern 
situation becomes strikingly clear when he tells us about the Danish 
dog of the Russian general in Moscow. This dog, which was brought 
from Copenhagen to Moscow by a French officer, was held in very high 
esteem by the general, who claimed that the dog both could read his 
thoughts and distinguish clearly between his friends and enemies by 
wagging his tail at the former and barking at the latter. Perhaps, von 
Haven continues, it was because the dog sensed that both of them, dog 
and tutor, were Danes that he was held in so high esteem and treated so 
well by dog as well as master.658

West Africa to the West Indies
All the travelers quoted so far had their own particular reasons for 
trying to enter into dialogue and negotiations with the various coun
terparts and hosts whom they were eager to quote, represent or iden
tify with in various ways. To this rule there was, however, at least one 
important exception: the slaves which were brought on Danish ships 
from trading posts on the West African coast to the Danish West Indies. 
In the accounts of Eric Tillemann from 1697,659 Johannes Rask, a pas
tor at Christiansborg castle near Accra from 1708 to 1712660, Ludevig 
Ferdinand Römer, a merchant and slave trader for the West India and 
Guinea company in the same area from 1739 to 1749,661 one looks in
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Prospect af Øen St Thomas Havn ( Prospectus of the port at the island of 
St. Thomas in the West Indies) Engraving by F.L. Bradt (1747-1829).

vain for any trace of empathy in their descriptions of the situation of 
the slaves, let alone explicit criticism of the trade. And in the preface 
to Romer’s book by the pietist bishop and professor Erik Pontoppidan, 
whom we have encountered as the true author of Me-noza, there is an 
explicit defence of the slave trade as a means of improving the condi
tions of the Africans by moving them across the Atlantic to a healthier 
and more stable environment.662 But by the 1780s, the slave trade has 
become a major problem, as we see in letters describing the middle 
passage by the physician and botanist Paul Erdmann Isert who was ap
pointed chief surgeon to Christiansborg in 1783 but made the voyage 
to the Danish West Indies on a slave ship a couple of years later. Wit
nessing a slave rebellion on the open sea, which almost cost him his 
life, Isert later tried to find support for establishing plantations in West 
Africa in order to end the traffic which he found abhorrently inhu
man.663

However, we should not conclude that the travel accounts relating in 
various ways to the slave trade fall outside the model offered in this 
paper without considering another major voyage of exploration and 
investigation to the Danish West Indies, namely that undertaken by the 
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Moravian brother Christian Georg Andreas Oldendorp in the years 
1767-1768, a decade after Pontoppidan’s defensive preface, but two de
cades before the critical account of Isert. Oldendorp’s primary assign
ment was to report about the work of his fellow Moravian missionaries 
among the slave population of the plantations. Even the limited parts 
of his 6000-page handwritten history of the mission that were printed 
in two volumes, heavily edited by Johann Jakob Bossart, in 1777664, are 
to a large extent based on Oldendorp’s extensive interviews and con
versations with some of the slaves. However, the complete version of his 
report, which is now available in four scholarly volumes665, gives over
whelming evidence of Oldendorp’s almost obsessive interest in the life
histories, religious convictions and social conditions of the slave infor
mants whom he often quotes verbatim, stating their individual names.

Both the Halle missionaries in Tranquebar and Oldendorp in the West 
Indies devoted considerable systematic energy to learning the language 
and familiarizing themselves with the living conditions of the targets of 
their proselytizing ambitions. This great attention to what the heathen 
or recently converted actually said or intended was equally important 
for Hans and Paul Egede in Greenland. However, only the Moravians
- Oldendorp in the West Indies as much as David Cranz in Greenland
- developed a kind of cult of the “Erstlingé', the first baptized of a given 
heathen tribe or nation. Such Orthodox Lutheran missionaries may 
not have adored the images and paintings of their Erstling, but they cer
tainly all had a fascination with listening to the voices of the individuals 
they hoped to Christianize.

Dependencies
Having been to Greenland and the West Indies, to Tranquebar and 
Arabia Felix, to Russia and North Africa in our attempt to uncover a 
common pattern of travel writing we will now enter more familiar ter
ritory, or at least destinations closer to the centre of the conglomer
ate Empire. Already the earliest Danish expedition to Iceland in the 
eighteenth century, the Landkommission from 1702 to 1712 headed by 
Arni Magnusson and Pall Jonnsson Vfdalrn to map the land and put 
an end to conflicting land claims, lives up to our expectations in more 
than one respect: the two protagonists were natives not of that part of 
the kingdom from which they departed, Denmark, but of the island 
they were to investigate more closely. Furthermore, the whole project 
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ran into so much local trouble and so many local conflicts that at the 
end there was no report or account to be published. Local and natives 
voices were strong enough, so to speak, simply to drown that of the 
travelers. What is more, the outcome of the project that is best remem
bered by posterity was Ami Magnusson’s efforts to bring all the manu
scripts he could find back to his collection in Copenhagen, an activity 
that seems to have his main preoccupation. In this case the travelers 
did not write down the words of Icelanders but rather took the natives’ 
own written words, at least those of their ancestors, and brought them 
home en masse.

The next expedition was a visitation, ordered by Christian VI, that 
brought Ludvig Harboe to Iceland from 1741 to 1745 to tidy up re
ligious practices. It seems to have had similarly disappointing results, 
and Niels Horrebow, who went to Iceland in 1749, was the first to write 
a report on his findings. Horrebow went on his own initiative though 
with official permission of the Royal Academy of Sciences and Letters 
to undertake mathematical and physical observations. He managed to 
publish a book about his voyage which in great detail defended the 
Icelanders against the harsh and arrogant judgements of a German 
travel writer666, but he was called home prematurely already after two 
years by the Academy which wanted to replace him with two young na
tive Icelanders, Eggert Olafsson og Bjami Pälsson who as students at 
the LTniversity of Copenhagen had demonstrated better qualifications 
for the task at hand. Generally seen as one of the earliest and most 
comprehensive expressions of a new romantic and nationalist image 
of Iceland, the book by these two travelers certainly deserves a closer 
analysis. 667 For our present purposes, however, it is enough to point 
out, that as native Icelanders these two authors lent their pen to their 
contemporary fellow natives, thus illustrating how subaltern travelers 
sometimes differed very little from their hosts. This point is confirmed 
by the last two Danish-Icelandic expeditions of the eighteenth century. 
The second and much larger Landkommission from 1770 to 1771 was 
once again a major collective enterprise which instead of a final re
port has left a polyphony, if not cacophony, of Danish and Icelandic 
voices and echoes in the archives.668 Finally, Olaus Olavius was another 
native Icelander and author of a two-volume economic description of 
the northern parts of Iceland669, though he is better remembered for 
his often reprinted topography of northern Jutland, written during his 
years as a customs officer there.670
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Turning to the Faroe Isles, the pattern remains much the same, though 
less dramatically so. Two of the three book-length accounts of the Faroe 
Isles from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries are the products 
of foreign Danish residents or visitors. Lucas Jacobsen Debes took of
fice as pastor in Thorshavn in 1652. When he published his description 
of die islands during his second visit to Copenhagen in 1673, Debes 
was deeply involved in conflicts between some newly appointed Danish 
officials, on one side, and himself and a number of his colleagues and 
their parishioners on the other. Trying to appeal for support from the 
King, Debes actually published two books, one containing the account 
of the Faroe Isles and one devoted to winning royal support by bring
ing together enormous amounts of biblical quotations confirming the 
love, respect and obedience all subjects owe to their King.671

Jørgen Landt, whose description of the Faroe Isles appeared in 1800, 
fits even less into our model. Having prepared himself thoroughly in 
botany and natural history before taking office as pastor on the island 
of Nordstrømø at the age of 41, Landt seems to have spent most of his 
seven years there collecting botanical and statistical information rather 
than engaging in conversation with his parishioners or other inhabit
ants of the islands.672

The third early modem topographer of the Faroe Islands fortu
nately brings us back on the right track. Jens Christian Svabo was born 
on the island of Vaag in 1746 and went to Copenhagen to study, having 
finished the “learned”, or “Latin” (i.e., grammar) school in Thorshavn 
in 1756. Engaging in studies of economics and natural history while 
working on a dictionary of the still unwritten Faroese language, Svabo 
managed to get by with odd jobs and minor publications until 1781 
when a royal order sent him to his native islands for two years in order 
to collect material for a systematic physical and economic description 
of the country. Although only published two centuries later, Svabo’s 
comprehensive notes are yet another example of a traveler lending his 
pen to other, remote voices, for they included a large collection of texts 
of Faroese folk songs. Sadly Svabo spent the rest of his life in utter 
poverty and finally had to leave Copenhagen in order to live on the 
support of his kinsmen at home.673

Norway was a part of the conglomerate empire that for a long time had 
attracted royal visits on a regular basis. Christian IV reportedly visited
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Nordmandsdalen. Engraving by A. Heckel based on a drawing by J.G. Grund 
1773.

“The Norwegean Valley” in the Royal Park at Fredensborg Castle in 
northern Zealand. Construction of the monument began in 1764 on the order 
of Frederik 5. On the terraces of the garden 60 statues represent common 
Norwegian peasants, fishermen and their wives, supplemented by ten figures 
from the Faroe Isles.

Norway on no less than twenty-six occasions;674 Christian V went at least 
once, in 1685; and during the course of the eighteenth century both 
Frederik IV (in 1704), Christian VI (in 1733) and Frederik V (in 1749) 
went northwards in the footsteps of their predecessors. However, dur
ing the eighteenth century printed accounts of diese royal excursions 
declined in both frequency and size. Christian Vi’s voyage was still por
trayed in two formidable hand-made volumes, available exclusively at 
the royal reference library, but the richly illustrated account of the ex
pedition by Frederik V only covered the earliest stages of the tour, end
ing before the king and his retinue had even left Jutland!675

Even a superficial look at the long list of descriptions of Norway from 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries 676 makes it clear that there 
has been a continuous exchange, both written and oral, between trav- 
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elers from other parts of the double monarchy and local enthusiasts in 
studying natural history and antiquities. Thus pastor Peder Claussøn’s 
posthumously published Norriges oc omliggende Øers sandfærdige Bescrif- 
fuelse (True Description of Norway and Surrounding Islands)677, the 
outcome of visitations to a long series of parishes, served as a model 
for both Norwegian and Danish topographers, antiquaries and natu
ral historians who likewise were engaged in exchanges between written 
and oral, local and imperial pieces of information and text. Claussøn 
himself reportedly began his career as a writer with a series of manu
scripts about Iceland (1580), die Faroe Islands (1592) and Greenland 
(1596) before embarking on die natural history of Norway itself. (Al
most two hundred years later, die Nordi Adantic dependencies were 
still included witii die Norwegian half of die kingdom.)678

Of die flood of travelogues about Norway from the middle of die eigh- 
teentii century onwards, three works stand out as particularly interesting 
from our perspective. When die Holstein-born secretary to die Danish 
Chancellery, Erikjohan Jessen, in 1743 was commissioned to work out 
a description of the countries belonging to the king, he collected large 
amounts of material by sending out questionnaires to local autiiorities 
in botii Denmark and Norway. When Jessen finally published a volume 
covering die “natural and civil conditions in the kingdom of Norway” 
twenty years later, he did so in his own name, but the real autiior seems 
to have been die Norwegian student Hans Steenbuch, and once again 
one hardly can distinguish die traveler from the hosts.679

Our next traveler, Norwegian-born Gerhard Schøning was a historian ed
ucated in Copenhagen who already at die age of 29, 1751, published an 
“essay on the ancient geography of die Northern countries, particularly 
Norway”680, which earned him appointment as rector of die grammar 
school [katedralskolen] in Trondheim. He returned to Norway togetiier 
witii tlie Danish historian Peter Frederik Sulim and they collaborated 
on a volume about Danish and Norwegian history.681 Together witii the 
Bishop of Trondheim, J. E. Gunnerus, they also laid the foundations for 
new Norwegian academy of sciences. 15 years later, Schøning was called 
back to Denmark to teach at Sorø Academy. Continuing his life project, 
a new history of his home country, Schøning obtained a royal grant to 
go to Norway again in 1773, this time in order to collect antiquarian evi
dence in various provinces. Although broken off earlier than planned 
due to the offer of yet another high office in Denmark, this expedition 
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led to die first modern historical and antiquarian survey of Norwegian 
provinces published in two volumes in 1779.682

Our next example is the Norwegian pastor and missionary Knud Leem 
who worked among the Sami of the Finnmark from 1725 to 1728 and 
published an authoritative account of “his” Sami in Copenhagen in 
1767.683 This reminds us of the close connections between concerns 
that may appear contradictory and incompatible to us today namely 
the purely secular and rational interests in history natural history and 
economy on one hand, and the religious and missionary efforts on the 
other. A most important bridge between the two was a common inter
est, if not obsession, with language and names, that is with different 
kinds of local knowledge. Absolutism, so it seems, lets travelers go to 
more or less remote destinations in order to collect and bring home 
such local knowledge. Danish books about Norway thus tended to be by 
Norwegian authors, and Norwegian missionaries, such as Hans Egede 
or Knud Leem strongly emphasized their linguistic interests and quali
fications. Twenty years before his ethnographic monograph, Leem had 
already published the first grammar of the Sami language.684

Also Erik Pontoppidan, the creator of the Asian prince Menoza, started 
his Norwegian literary career with matters of language. Pontoppidan 
was appointed bishop of Bergen at the time of the last royal visit to 
Norway in 1749. His Glossarium Norvagicum,685 published the same year, 
in more ways than one prepared the way for his later more comprehen
sive monograph on the natural history, ethnography, ethno-botany and 
ethno-zoology of the parts of the country he was able to visit or to learn 
about from other sources.686 In view of Pontoppidan’s earlier severe 
critique of popular “heathen” and “papist” superstitions,687 this work 
passes on surprising amounts of local Norwegian beliefs and traditions 
without criticism.688 Like the other travelers we have been describing, 
Pontoppidan channels local knowledge and remote voices from one 
end of the conglomerate empire to the other, more often than not 
from the periphery to the center, to Copenhagen.

Europe
Coming to the end of our circumnavigation of the outer parts of the 
conglomerate Danish kingdom we are left with a series of travelers who 
did not go to any remote or peripheral destination within or beyond 
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the boundaries of the kingdom, but to towns and universities com
monly considered closer to the centre of European civilisation. A very 
considerable number of people went to such European destinations 
for educational, scholarly, recreational, economic, personal and other 
purposes. However, by narrowing down our focus to those travelers 
who published book-length accounts of their tours to Germany, Hol
land, France, Italy, England and Spain during the course of the eigh
teenth century,689 we end up with a relatively restricted list of candi
dates, who turn out to have quite a lot in common. They were relatively 
young when they left; they did not go at their own expense but relied 
on grants to pay for their costs while away; most of them had studied 
theology or related disciplines, and among these, surprisingly many 
went with the specific purpose of studying at the libraries in Catho
lic Europe where “oriental manuscripts”, as they were called, were as
sumed to contain important information for a better understanding of 
the Old and the New Testament. Even though an disproportionately 
large number of diese students moved on to high and influential posi
tions in later life, tiiey went abroad as students witiiout die entourage 
characteristic of contemporary travelers who already belonging to an 
established elite.690 For these reasons, the following should be enlisted 
as further examples of subaltern individuals eager to listen and lend 
tiieir pen to the voices of botii the autiiors of the ancient oriental man
uscripts and die many interlocutors of all sorts whom they met on tiieir 
way. Officially many of them went to study or to prepare themselves for 
studying the former, in the end, however, many of them turned out to 
have learnt much more from the latter. They include the following:

Andreas Christian Hviid, born 1749, went to Kiel, Göttingen, Vienna, 
Venice, France and Holland 1777 to 1780;691 Jacob Georg Christian 
Adler, born 1756, studied in Kiel and Copenhagen, went to Rome 
1780-82;692 Frederik Sneedorff, born 1760, went to Göttingen, Leipzig, 
Switzerland, France and England 1783 to 1786693; Frederik Münter, 
born 1761, visited the Two Sicilies 1788 to 1790694; Jens Baggesen, born 
1764, 1792-3;695 Gregers Otto Bruun Begtrup, born 1769, studied the
ology, but was more interested in agriculture and economy; he went 
through Germany, Switzerland France, Holland and England from 
1795 til 1798;696 Andreas Chrstian Gierlew, born 1774, traveled in It
aly 1801-05;697 Børge Riisbrigh Thorlacius, bom 1775, went to France 
1799.608
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Each of these travelers and especially the prosopography of the whole 
group deserve detailed analysis. However, enough has been said to 
make us expect that such closer analysis will refine and improve rather 
than disprove and falsify the model of the subaltern traveler in a con
glomerate world.

As we have followed the footsteps of so many different travelers to so 
many different destinations both inside and outside the boundaries 
of the Danish conglomerate kingdom, we have time and again been 
brought back to our point of departure: the fact, that so many travel
ers in so many different locations listened so eagerly to the voices of 
other people, the commands of their superiors, the arguments of their 
partners in conversation, the complaints, confessions or demands of 
the heathen they had come to baptize in India, Africa, the West Indies, 
Greenland or northern Norway or die subjects in the Scandinavian de
pendencies tiiey were sent to interrogate about matters such as land 
use, property relations, natural history or religion. In all diese cases our 
subaltern travelers appealed to dieir readers as humble witnesses to die 
view of others whom die travelers had listened to in so many different 
ways (or sometimes only read). Under die conditions of conglomer
ate absolutism, travel writing was a way of letting the subjects from all 
corners of die empire and die world have their own say. The travelers 
listened and quoted with varying degrees of empathy and understand
ing, but since they, too, were in subordinate and subaltern positions, 
they only rarely raised tiieir voice in tiieir own name.

Two of die best known pieces of Danish travel writing from die eigh
teenth century illustrate exactiy this point. The subterranean voyage 
of Ludvig Holberg’s Niels Klim, published anonymously in Latin in 
Leipzig 1741 famously shows how die world can be exposed to critique 
when seen from a series of strikingly different points of view without 
identifying either die autiior or die protagonist with any of these stand
points. Things had changed dramatically half a century later. For Jens 
Baggesen, who had translated Niels Klim into Danish, it was no longer 
enough to listen to die voices of otiiers. In his Sterne-inspired travel
ogue Labyrinten from 1791-92 there is a remarkable passage which very 
well illustrates what powers could be released once travelers no longer 
restricted tiiemselves to speak for otiier subaltern subjects, but felt em
powered, in die name of humanity, to speak for tiiemselves in speaking 
of the otiier. Towards the end of an ethnographic masterpiece in Laby- 
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rinten about the Jewish ghetto in Frankfurt, The Jew Street (Jødegaden) 
Baggesen exclaims:

What would an eartilling unacquainted with our history, an alien 
to European customs, at least a person free of our prejudices - a 
Huron, Peruvian or Peluanian699 - what would he not think when 
hearing the following:

That a people which God himself from the beginning of his
tory had offered his special protection, himself had given laws 
and governance and for millennia had preserved from all dan
gers with a father’s particular care for his best loved children - 
tliis according to the Europeans’ own opinion and from the God 
whom they themselves worship -

That a people which this God entrusted with humanity’s par
ticular Palladium, the understanding of His Unity - which he 
thereby consecrated to the world’s other moral teachers - a peo
ple of whose womb sprang truly the first, the supreme moral leg
islator who is divinely recognized by the Europeans themselves

That a people, finally, which Christians regard as their true 
spiritual paternity, whose religion they of necessity must consider 
their own religion’s mother - that this people in diese last times, 
from the moment that Christians, their spiritual sons, got into 
power, and for no other reason than that it was this peculiar peo
ple - that tliis people has been all but deprived of right to citi
zenship. Right to own land, access to the most common rights, 
deprived the use of most of their human powers and abilities, 
dispossessed of the right to support themselves honestly - and 
thus excluded from the benefits of civil society, thrown into a per
petual prison on the earth that God created for all of humanity, 
exposed to contempt, insult and persecution - completely left to 
the corruption that inevitably arises from lack of social respect, 
lack of participation in society’s common means of refinement, 
and the most horrifying of all slavery?

“Oh terror! Oh sacrilege! Oh bloody tenthousandfold patri
cide!” - that is what nature’s non-political son would cry. And 
with this cry I finished my sorrowful observation.700
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“Dissertation sur les representations théåtrales des anciens,” for 
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og Fremgang i Almindelighed (Sorøe 1760), Preface [6 pp.], 383 
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(DK-8270 Højbjerg: Intervention Press, 1998), with an Introduc
tion by Høiris, pp. 5-69. This includes the pagination of the first 
issue. Pages 211-20 has bibliography of items cited by Kraft, a 
good many items with inadequate bibliographical information. 
In translation Kraft’s title reads: “Brief Account of the Principal 
Institutions, Customs and Beliefs of Savage Nations for Elucida
tion of the Origin and Progress of Humanhood in general.” I use 
the awkward “humanhood” because the familiar term “human
ity” is freighted with meanings that do not cover ‘det menneskel
ige’ (lit. the human) which is perhaps best rendered as “what it 
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440. I .aliIan’s work was published in 1724 at Paris in 2 folio vols, un
der the admirably brief title I have given. A four-volume edition 
was issued in smaller format the same year. The text I have used is 
Customs of the American Indians compared with the Customs of Primitive 
Times, trans, and ed. William F. Fenton and Elizabeth L. Moore, 
2 vols. (cxix, 365 pp. ; 347 pp.) as vols. 68 (1974) and 69 (1977) 
in PiMications of the Champlain Society. This edition has a solid in
troduction (I:xxix-cxix), detailed notes, rich bibliographies, and 
very full indices. I will call this indispensable edition FM. The 2 
vols. of FM each have the same contents as the volumes of the 
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original 2-vol. French text, with six chs. in vol. I and nine chs. in 
vol. II, for a total of fifteen. In addition to its own pagination, FM 
also has the pagination of the French text. In references I give 
both; thus 1.35/14 with the last number being that of the French 
text. Kraft used a recent German translation of I.alilau that ap
peared in Alge•meine Geschichte der Länder und Völker von America. 
Nebst einer Vorrede von Siegmund Jacob Baumgarten. Mit vie
len Kupfern, (Halle: bey Johann Justinus Gebauer, 1752-53), 2 
vols. Vol. I, Introduction [20 pp.], 688 pp.; vol. II, hitrod., 905 
pp. This large-format set is usually-and oddly-listed under the 
name of the translator J. F. Schröter, but his name is not on the 
title page of either volume, and his identity appears only with his 
initials JFS at the end of a dedication to “Johann Friedrich von 
Münchhausen des hohen Stifts zu Halberstadt.” The introduc
tion to vol. I makes it clear that Baumgarten is responsible for 
the contents and disposition of these amazing volumes. In the 
Introduction Baumgarten explains that Part I will treat “the cus
toms, lives, &c, of the so-called savages of America, and present a 
comparison of them with the antiquities of primitive times [der 
ungesitteten Zeiten] in other parts of the world.” Part I (up to p. 
507 of vol. I) contains a translation of the entire French text, as 
well as the illustrations and “the explanations” of them. Part II, 
says Baumgarten, is devoted to “the actual history of the lands 
of America since their discovery.” It takes up the latter part of 
vol. I and all of vol. II, with much additional matter supplied by 
Baumgarten. Part II has texts by Charlevoix, including his His- 
toire et description generate de la nouvelle France (though perhaps not 
the complete text). The German text of I .alilau differs from the 
original French text in two respects. In the Baumgarten text the 
original Ch. I, “Design and Plan of the Work,” is not counted as 
a chapter, with the effect that the German text has a total of 14 
chapters. The other change, says Baumgarten, is introduced for 
the reader’s convenience; he has divided each chapter into num
bered paragraphs, along with brief marginal descriptions of their 
contents which are also all listed at the head of each chapter. 
Both diese changes are evident in Kraft’s references.

441. There is a good discussion of Huet’s Demonstratio in A. Dupront, 
P.-D. Huet et l’éxegese comparatiste au XVIF siecle (Paris 1930). The 
excellent chapter on “Le comparatisme des Moises” has rele
vance beyond Huet.
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442. FM I.ex; the editors are quoting from The Adams-Jefferson Letters, 
ed. L.J. Cappon, 2 vols. (Chapel Hill, NC 1950), II: 305. FM I:lvii- 
lviii points out that, before I.alilau, there was already a long tradi
tion of comparing American customs with descriptions given in 
classical sources. FM I.lxi gives a survey of I .alilau’s many refer
ences to those sources.

443. Kraft’s words are: “I alt dette haver jeg alene søgt at forklare Men
nesket af Mennesket selv.” It is useful to be aware that in Danish 
“Menneske” is a neuter noun, thus without gender and rightly 
translated by the plain English “man.”

444. Encyclopaedia lirilannica. 11 th edn., 19 (1911), 131; this long arti
cle (19: 128-44) first appeared in the 9th edn. Lang’s first refuta
tion of Max Müller’s system came in “Mythology and Fairy Tales,” 
in Fortnightly Review 19 (1873): 618-31.

445. “Fontenelle’s forgotten common-sense,” in Andrew Lang, Myth, 
Ritual, and Religion, 2 vols. (London 1887), 2: 321-4. “Origine” 
first appeared in 1724 in Oeuvres diverses de M. [Bernard Bovier] 
de Fontenelle. It was reprinted several times before it again came 
in vol. 3 (1758) of Oeuvres de M. de Fo n t enelle, Nouvelle ed., 10 vols. 
(Paris 1758-61). This vol. 3 also contained the first printing of 
the essay “Sur l’histoire,” which is so closely related to “Origine” 
that a number of paragraphs are verbatim the same in the two es
says. Both were probably written before 1700. I am using Oeuvres 
completes, vol. 3 (Paris: Fayard, 1989), where “Sur l’histoire” is on 
pp. 169-85; “De Loligine des fables” on pp. 187-202. There is 
a good analysis of “Origine” inJ.-R. Carré, La Philosophie de Fon
tenelle ou le sourire de la raison (Paris: Alcan, 1932), pp. 122-32.

446. “11 y a eu de la Philosophie méme dans ces siécles grossiers, et 
elle a beaueoup servi å la naissance des Fables,” 188-9; “étrange 
sorte de Philosophie,” 189; “Cette Philosophie des premiers sié
cles rouloit sur un principe naturel, qu’encore aujourd’hui notre 
Philosophie n’en a point d’autre,” 189; “De cette Philosophie gr- 
oissiére qui regna nécessairement dans les premiers siécles sont 
nés les Dieux et les Déesses,” 190; “ce que nous appellons la Phi
losophie des premiers siécles,” 192; “dans les premiers siécles on 
expliqua par une Philosophie chimérique ce qu’il y avoit de sur- 
prenant dans l’histoire des faits,” 194.

447. Cf. in “Sur l’histoire” a statement to the same effect: “Tout ceci 
est pris dans le fond de la nature humaine, et s’applique par con
sequent å tous les Peuples du monde. Aussi n’y en a-t-il aucun 
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dont l’histoire ne commence par des fables, hormis le Peuple 
élu, chez qui un soin particulier de la Providence a conservé la 
vérité” (175).

448. Cf. also this strong statement by Fontenelle: “Je ne pousserai le 
parallele des fables anciennes et de nos erreurs. Je veux seule- 
ment montrer comment on peut dans ces fables étudier les 
égaremens de l’esprit humain, voir d’oü il part, etjusqu’oü il va; 
le suivre dans tous les degrés d’absurdité; et ensuite nous faire å 
nous-mémes l’application de ce que nous aurons trouvé et dans 
d’autres Peuples et dans d’autres siedes, fort assurés qu’il y aura 
toujours sujet de la faire” (“Sur l’histoire” 182).

449. Høiris, Introduction, p. 25 (cf. note 439). Høiris does not tell 
why he does not include Kraft’s Part III, though perhaps it was 
omitted because its subject is religion.

450. Di-scours sur Torigine et les fondemens de l'imégalité parrni les homines, ed. 
by Jean Starobinski, in Rousseau, Oeuvres completes, vol. 3 (Paris: 
Pléiade, 1964), 111-223. In English translation in Rousseau, The 
Discourses and Other Early Political Writings, ed. Victor Gurevitch 
(Cambridge UP 1997), pp.114—222. Both of diese texts have 
good editorial notes. The quotation is from French 170, English 
166; similarly the next quotations are from pp. 132-3 and 132.

451. Lang 1.28; this is quoted in Carré, p. 135. (See note 439.)
452. Here Kraft refers to “I.alilau moeurs des sauv. Chap. I,” which is 

the original ch. 2, “The Origins of the Peoples of America,” FM 
1.74-9/81-9; these pages are on “Origin of the Lycians,” with 
Lafitau concluding: “My own opinion is then, that the largest 
number of American peoples came originally from those barbar
ians who occupied the continent and islands of Greece, whence 
having for many centuries sent out colonies in every direction.” 
According to Herodotus and other classical sources, Lycia lies in 
the south-western corner of Asia Minor.

453. I am grateful to Henrik Horstbøll for the requisite xerox copy.

Notes to Chapter 10
454 Ole Feldbæk, “National identity in eighteenth-century Den

mark”, in Nations, Nationalism and Patriotism in the European Past, 
ed. Claus Bjørn, Alexander Grant and Keith J. Stringer (Copen
hagen 1994), 142.

455. Ove Mailing, Store og gode Handlinger af Danske og Norske og Hol- 
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stenere (Copenhagen 1777). German translation: Grozse und gute 
Handlungen einiger Dänen, Norweger und Holsteiner 1-2 (Copenha
gen and Leipzig 1779).

456. Gerhard Schøning published an “Account of the origin of the 
Norwegean and several other Northern people”: Afhandling om 
de Norskes og endeel andre nordiske Folkes Oprindelse (Sorø 1769). He 
continued with “History of Norway”: Gerhard Schøning, Norges 
Riiges Historie 1-2 (Sorø 1771-73), 3 (Copenhagen, 1781). Jan 
Ragnar Hagland, “Nordisk fortid og 1700-talets biologiske pros- 
jekt”, in Norsk Litteraturhistorie. Sakprosa fra 1750 til 1920, ed. E.B. 
Johnsen and Trond Berg Eriksen (Oslo 1998), 165-75.

457. P.F. Suhm, “Skrive-frihed”, 1771 in Samlede• Skrifter VL (Copenha
gen 1790), 433; and idem., “Brev til Kongen”, in Samlede Skrifter 
XVI (Copenhagen 1799), 3-8. Concerning die immediate uses 
of die freedom of the press: Edvard Holm, Nogle Hovedtræk af 
Trykkefrihedens Historie 1770-1773 (Copenhagen 1885/1975); and 
John Christian Laursen, “Censorship in die Nordic countries, ca. 
1750-1890: transformations in law, theory, and practise”, Journal 
of Modern European History, 3.1 (2005): 100-16.

458. The tirst volume from 1769 was translated to German: P.F. Suhm, 
Versuch eines Entwurfs von einer Geschichte der Entstehung der Völker 
im Allgemeinen, als eine Einleitung zu einer Geschichte von der Entste^ 
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in sixteenth and seventeenth-century Denmark’, in Patria und. Pa
trioten vor dem Patriotismus: Pflichten, Rechte, Glauben und die Rekon- 
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figurierung europäischer Gemeinwesen im 17. Jahrhundert, ed R. von 
Friedeburg (Wiesbaden 2005), 243-57.

527. B. Blüdnikow, “Folkelig uro i København 1789-1820”, Fortid og 
Nutid 33 (1986): 1-54; and his Sladder og satire: Københavnerliv i 
1780'erne (Copenhagen 1988). The records of the Copenhagen 
police have so far not been exploited effectively by historians: see 
T. Munck, “Keeping the peace: ‘Good police’ and civic order in 
eighteenth-century Copenhagen”, Scandinavian Journal of History 
32 (2007): 1-25.

528. Modern editions include J. Holmgard, Fæstebonde i Nørre Tulstrup 
Christen Andersens dagbog, 1786-1797 (Copenhagen 1969); J.D. 
Rasmussen, Sognefoged i Stavnsholt Lars Nielsens dagbog 1789-96 
(Copenhagen 1978); K. Schousboe, En fæstebondes liv: erindringer 
og optegnelser af gårdfæster og sognefoged Søren Pedersen, Havrebjerg 
(1776-1839) (Copenhagen 1983).

529. M. Rheinheimer, Die Dorfordnungen im Herzogtum Schleswig: Dorf 
und Obrigkeit in der frühen Neuzeit (Stuttgart 1999).

530. The increasing number of petitions submitted to the crown, seen 
as an effective means of communication between subject and 
ruler, constitute a varied body of source material regarding nor
mative concepts of identity at different levels of society, reflecting 
such efforts of self-projection as the petitioners (or their scribe) 
thought appropriate for the occasion. The central processing of 
diese petitions has been studied by M. Bregnsbo, Folk skriver til 
kongen: supplikkeme og deres funktion i den dansk-norske enevælde i 
1700-tallet (Copenhagen 1997; with a 2-CD sample of material, 
published by Selskabet for Udgivelse of Kilder til Dansk Historie, 
2005), but since the original texts submitted by the petitioners 
are excluded from the analysis, the remit is not appropriate in 
the present context. As Bregnsbo explains (59-61), many of the 
original submissions are no longer preserved, in part because the 
formal outcome or decision was often written onto the original, 
which was then sent back to the petitioner.

531. Publications on rural society and agrarian reform outweigh any 
other area of Danish eighteenth-century history. Significant con
tributions include Fridlev Skrubbeltrang, Det danske landbosam
fund 1500-1800 (Copenhagen 1978); Claus Bjørn, Bonde, herre
mand, konge: bonden i 1700-tallets Danmark (Copenhagen 1981); 
Claus Bjørn, ‘De danske cahiers: studier i bondereaktionerne 
på forordningen af 15 april 1768’, Landbohistorisk Tidsskrift, 2R5 
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(1983): 145-70; Birgit Løgstrup, Bundet til jorden: stavnsbåndet i 
praksis 1733-1788 (Copenhagen 1987); H. Arnold Barton, ‘The 
Danish agrarian reforms, 1784-1814, and the historians’, Scandr 
navian Economic History Review 36 (1988): 46-61; Peter Henning- 
sen, ‘Den rationelle bonde: en historisk-antropologisk analyse 
af traditionalismen i dansk bondekultur’, Historisk Tidsskrift 100 
(2000): 329-81.

532. Landsarkivet for Fyn: Odense Tugthus. This workhouse admis
sions register is discussed more fully in T. Munck, ‘Social iden
tity and community in eighteenth-century urban Denmark’, in 
Social and Political Identities in western Europe, ed. A. Grant and K. 
Stringer (Copenhagen 1994), 128-44.

533. H.C. Johansen, Befolkningsudvikling og familiestruktur i det 18. år
hundrede (Odense, 1975) remains the fundamental work on the 
early censuses; his detailed case-study, Næring og bystyre: Odense 
1700-1789 (Odense 1983) is an unusually thorough exploration 
of what extant source material can tell us about urban structures 
and perceptions.

534. Nyeste Kiøbenhavnske Efterretninger om lærde Sager (1787), 415f. This 
journal (normally referred to as Lærde Ejleruining’») was pub
lished from 1720 to 1810, but with a title which changed progres
sively from Nye Tidender om lærde Sager (in 1720) to Kiøbenhavnske 
lærde Efterretninger (for the last 20 years) with six other variant ti
tles in between. When cited in the notes to this paper, the title 
will be given in full, as indicated on the particular issue used.

535. For a recent discussion of the significance of rank (and venality) 
in tliis context, see P. Henningsen, “‘Den bestandige maskerade”: 
standssamfund, rangsamfund og det 18. århundredes honnette 
kultur’, Historisk Tidsskrift. (Copenhagen) 101 (2001), 312-43.

536. For examples from other parts of Europe, see notably Olivia 
Smith, The Politics of Language 1791-1819 (Oxford 1984); regard
ing the lack of literary and grammatical self-confidence amongst 
even noble French women, see D. Goodman, ‘L’ortographe des 
dames', gender and language in the old regime’, French Historical 
Studies 25 (2002): 191-223.

537. T. Munck, ‘Literacy, Educational Reform and the LTse of Print 
in eighteenth-century Denmark’, European History Quarterly 34 
(2004): 275-303, especially 292-4.

538. H. Ilsøe, Bogtrykkerne i København og deres virksomhed ca.1600-1810 
(Copenhagen 1992), 225-53; T. Kjærgaard, ‘The rise of the press 
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and public opinion in eighteenth-century Denmark-Norway’, 
Scandinavian Journal of History 14 (1989): 215-30. However, since 
German texts were common in Denmark, quantitative estimates 
based on Danish-language material alone may understate actual 
levels of access to some categories of print.

539. C. Appel, Læsning og bogmarked i 1600-tallets Danmark, 2 vols. (Co
penhagen 2001); H. Horstbøll, Menig mands medie: det folkelige 
bogtryk i Danmark 1500-1840 (Copenhagen 1999).

540. There is no Danish equivalent to the English Short Title Cata
logue. The survey which follows is based on the old printed Bib
liotheca Danica: Systematisk Fortegnelse over den danske Literatur fra 
1482 til 1830, 6 vols. (Copenhagen 1877-1931), used alongside 
systematic retrievals from the current version of the on-line cata
logue of the Danish Royal Library in Copenhagen (REX), and 
selectively supplemented by means of the older card catalogues 
of the Royal Library. I am grateful to Henrik Horstbøll, and his 
colleagues at the Royal Library, for clarifying the scope and limi
tations of the on-line system. Neither Bibliotheca Danica nor the 
on-line catalogue consistently record information on the format 
or length (in number of pages) of all individual items. Equally, 
the categorisation of printed material by language, subject cat
egory or place of publication is not entirely consistent in either, 
and manual verification is essential. It is therefore not yet possi
ble to compile detailed quantitative probles comparable to those 
notably for Sweden, for example in A. Jarrick, ‘Borgare, småfolk 
och böcker i 1700-talets Stockholm’, Historisk Tidskrift (Stock
holm 1990): 207-11.

541. Munck, ‘Literacy, Educational Reform’, 291-6.
542. Bibliotheca Danica, vol.4 (1902), 289-434, lists collected as well as 

single editions, reprints and translations. On die German feud 
(Tyskerfejden) as portrayed by Danish historians, see Dansk Ident
itetshistorie, ed. O. Feldbæk, vol.2 (Copenhagen 1991), 9-109. Itis 
wordi emphasising, however, diat Danish interpretations of tilis 
controversy have tended to overstate its real impact: although the 
inflammatory texts published by a few Danish grub-street writers 
gave focus to some long-standing frustrations, there was no sub
stantive follow-up, and German cultural influences continued to 
play a major role in the 1790s and beyond.

543. Bibliotheca Danica, vol.4 (1902), 438-502.
544. H. Horstbøll, ‘Trykkefrihedens bogtrykkere og skribenter 
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1770-1773’, Grafiana: Arbog for Danmarks Grafiske Museum /Dansk 
Pressemuseum (2001): 9-25; H. Horstbøll, ‘Bolle Luxdorphs sam
ling af trykkefrihedens skrifter 1770-73’, Fund og Forskning i det 
Kongelige■ Biblioteks Samlinger, 44 (2005): 371-414.

545. Some short extracts were published in Copenhagen in 1771 in a 
miscellaneous compendium entitled Fremmedes Tanker, eller Forsøg 
til Udbredelse af læseværdige og nyttige Oversettelser, dealing primarily 
with demographic matters, but giving no impression of the un
derlying themes of the whole text. I am grateful to Henrik Horst
bøll for alerting me to the existence of this publication.

546. Only Hume’s essay on freedom of the press was translated, as 
noted by J.Chr. Laursen, ‘David Hume and the Danish debate 
about freedom of the press 1770-1772’, Journal of the History of 
Ideas 59 (1998): 167-72.

547. Rigsarkivet, Danske Kancelli, Forskellige Institutioner, 4: Gener- 
alkirkeinspektionskollegiet, 11, Indsendte Visitatsberetninger fra 
biskopperne, report from Hans Adolph Brorson, 1759 (no pagi
nation) .

548. For a full listing, see J.D. Søllinge & N. Thomsen, De danske aviser 
1634-1989, vol.l: 1634-1847 (Odense 1988).

549. Nyeste Københavnske Efterretninger om lærde Sager (1788), 202.
550. Minerva, 1. Aargang (Dec. 1785): 239-304.
551. Minerva (May 1791): 301f.
552. See also L. Kruse, Die’französischeRevolution im Spiegel der Kopenha

gener Zeitschriftenpresse, 1789-1799: Eigen- und Fremdbild der Presse
freiheit (Rostock 2004), for a recent closer study of this aspect.

553. The Lærde Efterretninger (exact title varied over time) was pub
lished weekly, in convenient octavo format - with at first just 8 
pages per week, then double (1728-48), reverting for awhile to 
8 pages per week after the change of ownership (1749-67), then 
once more increasing to 16 pages for the rest of its duration - 
thus amounting, with occasional extras, to either one or two vol
umes of around 440 pages per annum. The issues in each year 
normally had continuous pagination, so issue or section numbers 
are not given in the references that follow, just year and page; die 
variant tides of die journal are reflected in die citations.

554. The set now in die holdings of the LTniversity Library in Odense, 
for example, is composite, with some blocks purchased from 
private collections but others from institutional libraries such as 
Herlufsholm School. It seems tiiat not all copies were read avidly: 
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a few volumes from the latter set were still uncut when consulted 
in 2005.

555. Kiøbenhavnske Nye Tidender om lærde Sager (1762), 2-3, where the 
editors lamented that so much was being published that they 
could not keep up, especially in the literary Held.

556. During the 1780s and 90s, reviews in the Lærde Efterretninger 
alone resulted in scores of independently published pamphlets, 
some of them containing mostly personal invective, some ad
dressing more substantive disagreements. Most were in Danish, 
but German and French were also used on occasion.

557. Nye Tidender om lærde og curieuse Sager (1747), 64.
558. Kiøbenhavnske Efterretninger om lærde Sager (1772), 46f.
559. Kiøbenhavnske nye Tidender om lærdeog curieuse•Sager (1749), 317-20; 

Kiøbenhavnske Efterretninger om lærde Sager (1771), 193-201 and 
209-13.

560. Kiøbenhavnske Efterretninger om lærde Sager (1773), 205-7.
561. Kiøbenhavnske Nye Tidender om lærde Sager (1763), 203-50, pursued 

further in a separately paginated supplement the following year 
(1764), 1-88.

562. Kiøbenhavnske Efterretninger om lærde Sager (1770), 397f.
563. Kiøbenhavnske•Efterretninger om lærde Sager (1771), 615-17.
564. Nyeste Kiøbenhavnske Efterretninger om lærde Sager (1790), 483-4.
565. Kiøbenhavnske Efterretninger om lærde Sager (1767), 163-6; see also 

the comments on one of the relatively rare Danish translations 
from English in the volume for 1770, 227-38.

566. Nyeste Kiøbenhavnske Efterretninger om lærde Sager (1790), 353-65.
567. For a further discussion of tilis material, see T. Munck, ‘Absolute 

monarchy in later eighteenth-century Denmark: centralized re
form, public expectations and the Copenhagen Press’, The His
torical JournalAA (1998): 201-24, esp. 218f.

568. Nyeste Kiøbenhavnske Efterretninger om lærde Sager (1789), 140; 
(1790), 529f and 544-7.

569. Kjøbenhavnske lærde Efterretninger (1795), 137-44, 165-73, 257-63 
and 361-6.

570. T. Munck, ‘Keeping the Peace’, 1-25.
571. J.R. Censer, The French Press in the Age of Enlightenment (London 

1994); H. Bots, ed., La diffusion et la lecture des joumaux de langue 
frangaise sous Vanden regime (Amsterdam 1988); P. Rétat, ed., La 
Gazette dAmsterdam: miroir de VEurope au xviiie siede (Studies o-n Vol
taire and the Eighteenth Century [SVEC], 2001/06) (Oxford 2001); 
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for the comparative context, see M. Welke, ‘Die Legende vom 
“unpolitischen Deutschen”: Zeitungslesen im 18. Jahrhundert als 
Spiegel des politischen Interesses’, Jahrbuch der Wittheit zu Bremen 
25 (1981), 161-88; H. Barker and S. Burrows (eds.), Press, Politics 
and the Public Sphere in Europe and North America, 1760-1820 (Cam
bridge 2002); H.-J. Lüsebrink and J.D. Popkin (eds.), Enlighten
ment, Revolution and the Periodical Press (SVEC, 2004/06) (Oxford 
2004).

Notes to Chapter 12
Quotations from Danish and Latin texts are translated or, where rel
evant, revised by the author.
572 “Loqvebamur tanqvam in libera civitate: Lusimus, jocati sumus, 

facetiisqve invicem certavimus absqve metu, cum ob libertatem 
lingvæ, & dicta incautius prolata nemini succensuerit: &, si forte 
succenseret, ira tamen sine verbere considebat.” Ludvig Holberg, 
Opuscula Latina, I (Copenhagen 1974): 272-3.

573. Thorkild Kjærgaard, Denmark Gets the News of ‘76 (Copenhagen 
1975).

574. Thorkild Kjærgaard, Danmark og den franske revolution / Le-Dane
mark et la revolution frangaise (Copenhagen 1989).

575. Minerva, III (July-September 1789): 418-21.
576. A fundamentally different interpretation has been offered by 

Thorkild Kjærgaard in his dissertation Den danske Revolution 
1500-1800. En økohistorisk tolkning (Copenhagen 1991); Eng. 
trans, by D. Hohnen, The-Danish Revolution 1500-1800. An Ecohis- 
torical Interpretation (new edn, Cambridge 2006).

577. Karin Kryger, Frihedsstøtten (Copenhagen 1986).
578. KL. Rahbek, Erindringer af mit Liv (Copenhagen 1827), IV: 

197.
579. Edvard Holm, Nogle Hovedtræk af Trykkefrihedstidens Historie 

1770-1773 (Copenhagen 1885).
580. L. Koch, “Bidrag til censurens historie under Fredrik V”, in Hi

storisk Tidsskrift, 6. Rk., 2. Bd. (1889), 67-94; cf. Edvard Holm, 
Nogle Hovedtræk af Trykkefrihedstidens Historie 1770-1773 (Copenha
gen 1885), 20-1.

581. Harald Jørgensen, Trykkefrihedsspørgsmaalet i Danmark 1799-1848. 
Et Bidrag til en Karakteristik af den danske Enevælde i Frederik VFs og 
Christian VHI’s Tid. (Copenhagen 1944).
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582. Skrivefrækhed, ed. Teddy Petersen (Tønder 1989); Frantz Dahl, 
Frederik VI og Anders Sandøe Ørsted i 1826 (Copenhagen 1929).

583. Edvard Holm, Holbergs statsretlige og politiske Synsmaade (Copenha
gen 1879).

584. J. Paludan, Fransk--engelsk Indflydelse paa Danmarks Litteratur i Hol
bergs Tidsalder (Copenhagen 1913), 68-70.

585. Johannes Ewald, Samlede Skrifter, I (Copenhagen 1914), 149.
586. Ibid., IV (1919), 248.
587. Ibid., 252.
588. Ibid., 254.
589. Ibid., 257.
590. In his preface the playwright erroneously dates the incident to 

1775, trusting Ove Mailing’s information in his patriotic textbook 
Store og gode Handlinger af Danske og Norske og Holstenere (Great and 
Good Deeds of Danes, Norwegians, and Holsteiners') (Copenhagen 
1777), 48.

591. „Han stod ene, som Pyramiden paa den egyptiske Slette.” Adam 
Oehlenschläger, “Johannes Evald”, Athene. Et Maanedsskrift, I (Oc
tober 1813): 308.

592. “Vise i Anledning af den 29 Januar 1793” (“Song on the occasion 
of 29 January 1793” [the birthday of King Christian VII]), in Pe
ter Andreas Heibergs Udvalgte Skrifter, ed. Otto Borchsenius and Fr. 
Winkel Hom (Copenhagen 1884), 593.

593. Thomas Thaarups efterladte poetiske Skrifter, ed. K.L. Rahbek (Co
penhagen 1822), 15, 35; K.L. Rahbek, Erindringer af mit Liv (Co
penhagen 1827), IV: 47-8; P. Hansen: Den danske Skueplads, I (Co
penhagen sd [1889]), 506-10.

594. Torben Krogh, Danske Teaterbilleder fra det 18le Aarhundrede (Co
penhagen 1932), 141-3. Only a description of the monument by 
the scene painter (Thomas Bruun) exists; there are unfortunately 
no depictions, let alone the set piece itself. Concerning the real 
Frihedsstøtte, see p. 252-4 above.

595. See Henrik Horstbøll’s essay in the present work.
596. Et Selskab [The Norwegian Society], Poetiske Samlinger. Tredie 

Stykke (Copenhagen 1793).
597. Storm’s concluding stanza 19 heralds a monument commemorat

ing the event in order to warn future enemies and inspire future 
patriots to resistance. The title page of his Samlede Digte (Copen
hagen 1785) bears a frontispiece copper engraving showing a low 
granite base on which is seen a tablet under a small and primitive 
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wooden roof. N.A. Abildgaard in ca.1787 sketched a more solid 
and more scornful monument, see Karin Kryger, “Dansk iden
titet i nyklassicistisk kunst”, in Dansk Identitetshistorie, 1: Fædreland 
og Modersmål 1536-1789, ed. Ole Feldbæk (Copenhagen 1991), 
363-5. None of these monuments ever materialised.

598. Concerning Pram, see above at notes 575 and 592.
599. In March and June 1795 Baggesen visited Goethe in Weimar on 

several occasions, but he never told anything about his conver
sations with the famous statesman and poet (in contrast to his 
detailed reports on time spent with other literary celebrities of 
the day, such as Voss, Wieland, Schiller, Herder). See August Bag
gesen: Jens Baggesens Biographie, 2 (Copenhagen, 1844): 135, 14; 
and cf. the guarded statement from Baggesen’s sons about their 
father’s judgement that Goethe was Germany’s greatest poet but 
that he, Baggesen, was unable to find personal harmony with 
him, Jens Baggesen’s Poetische•'Werkein deutscher Sprache, 1, ed. Carl 
Baggesen and August Baggesen (Leipzig 1836), XIX.

600. A scholarly and annotated edition of Baggesen’s Labyrinten is in 
preparation.

601. Corsaren 1840-46. M.A. Goldschmidts årgange genudgivet, 7 vols., ed. 
LTffe Andreasen (Copenhagen 1977-81).

602. The words quoted which mean something like “Now we are get
ting on!” form the beginning of a well-known revolutionary song 
from France, continuing “les aristocrates å la lanterne!” (“hang 
the aristocrats!”).

603. N.S.F. Grundtvig, Nordens Mythologi [1832], in Grundtvigs Udvalgte 
Skrifter, V, ed. Holger Begtrup (Copenhagen 1907), 385.

604. See note 603.
605. Grundtvig, Brage-Snak (1844), in Grundtvigs Udvalgte Skrifter, VIII, 

ed. Holger Begtrup (Copenhagen 1909), 666-7.
606. Although Grundtvig had been a member of the assembly prepar

ing the constitution, he stayed away from the final vote, because, 
as he explained in his weekly paper Danskeren (The Dane) 2 June 
1849, 334-5, the text was neither bad enough to be rejected nor 
good enough to be accepted.

607. “The true and happy freedom of nations does not rely on major
ity arrogance and stubbornness on paper and in parliaments but 
on nationally accepted government and justice which safeguard 
the freedom of all citizens to believe, to speak and to do just as 
they like, as long as they grant the same right to their neighbour” 
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(1867), N.F.S. Grundtvig, Historisk Børnelærdom (History Teach
ing for Children', 7th edn. Copenhagen 1867), 24. There are many 
variations of this formula in Grundtvig’s writings. Cf. Kaj Baagø, 
“Grundtvig og den engelske liberalisme”, in Grundtvig-Studier 
1955 (1955), 7-37; Flemming Lundgreen-Nielsen, “Grundtvig og 
danskhed”, in Dansk Identitetshistorie, 3: Folkets Danmark 1848-1940, 
ed. Ole Feldbæk (Copenhagen 1992), 72, 141; idem., “Løven 
i buret. Grundtvig i 1848”, in 1848 - det mærkelige år, ed. Claus 
Bjørn (Copenhagen 1998), 148.

Notes to Chapter 13
608 In English recent accounts of Danish history in diis period in

clude: H. Arnold Barton, Scandinavia in the Revolutionary Era 
(Minneapolis, MN 1986), Knud J.V. Jespersen, A History of Den
mark (Basingstoke, Hampshire 2004).

609. The term “conglomerate state” was originally formulated by the 
Swedish historian Harald Gustafsson. According to him in a typi
cal conglomerate state, “die state area consisted of several territo
ries brought together by a ruling house but held together by few 
other factors. Each territory - or radier die social elite of each 
territory - had its distinctive relations to die ruler, its privileges, 
its own law code, its administrative system staffed by that same 
local elite, and often its own state assembly. In questions like taxa
tion or conscription, the ruler had to negotiate witii each terri
tory separately. This is an ideal type of conglomerate state... The 
opposite is the unitary state, where the whole state territory stands 
in die same type of relation to the power centre, where die same 
laws apply to all parts of the realm, and where die administration 
is not dominated by local interests. This could also be a ‘nation
state’, if there is only one culture and one language wititin the 
state. The idea of the ‘nation-state’, however, is a nineteenth
century phenomenon, and even then it is more of a dream than 
a reality. An ethnically uniform state of any size has hardly ever 
existed - and will hopefully never come into being”, Harald Gus
tafsson, “Conglomerates or unitary states? Integration processes 
in early modern Denmark-Norway and Sweden”, in: Föderations
modelle und Unionsstrukturen, Über Staatenverbind ungtn in der frühen 
Neuzeit vom 15. zum 18. Jahrhundert, Wiener Beiträge zur Geschichte 
der Neuzeit, vol. 21 (Vienna and Munich 1994), 45. Another term 
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is composite state, J.H. Elliott, “A Europe of Composite Monar
chies”, Past and Present 137 (1992): 48-71. The Danish monarchy 
of the age was indeed such a conglomerate or composite state. It 
was heterogeneous, it consisted of territories with very different 
political, legal, social and economic structures. In Danish histori
ography, die tendency has been to write the history of Denmark 
as if the country always has been identical with the present-day 
small state, more or less ignoring of its membership of a much 
larger state formation and the implications of this. However, in 
recent year a more comprehensive Danish historiography has 
emerged: Ole Feldbæk, Nærhed og adskillelse 1720-1814. Danmark- 
Norge 1380-1814, vol. 3 (Oslo 1998), Birgit Løgstrup, “Enevælden 
og konglomeratstaten - et forsøg på en helhedsopfattelse af 
Danmarkshistorien i tidlig moderne tid”, Historie 2004.2 (2004): 
253-301, Michael Bregnsbo and Kurt Villads Jensen, Det danske 
imperium. Storhed og fald (Copenhagen 2004).

610. Edvard Holm, Den offentlige Mening og Statsmagten i den dansk
norske Stat i Slutningen af det 18de Aarhundrede (1784-1799) (Co- 
penhagenl888, reprint 1975), Thomas Munck, “The Danish re
formers”, in Enlightened Absolutism. Reform and Reformers in Later 
Eighteenth Century Europe, ed. H.M. Scott (London 1990),Johny 
Leisner, “Den oplyste enevælde. Historien om en dansk succes”, 
in Landboreformerne - forskning og forløb, ed. Claus Bjørn (Odense 
1988).

611. Jens Arup Seip, “Teorien om det opinionsstyrte enevelde”, Histo
risk tidskrift (Norway) 38 (1958-59).

612. Henrik Horstbøll, “Enevælde, opinion og opposition. En diskus
sion af historisk kritik og politisk krise i Danmark i slutningen af 
1700-tallet”, Historie, new series, 17.1 (1987): 35-53; Lars Kruse, 
Die französische Revolution im Spiegel der Kopenhagener Teitschriften- 
presse 1789-1799. Eigen- und Fremdbild der Pressefreiheit. Rostocker 
Studien zur Regionalgeschichte, Vol. VIII (Rostock 2004).

613. Vibeke Winge, “Dansk og tysk i 1700-tallet”, in Dansk Identitet
shistorie, vol. 1, ed. Ole Feldbæk (Copenhagen 1991), 89-110; 
Ole Feldbæk, “Fædreland og indfødsret. 1700-tallets danske 
identitet”, loc. cit., 111-230; Ole Feldbæk and Vibeke Winge, 
“Tyskerfejden 1789-1790. Den første nationale konfrontation”, 
in Dansk Identitetshistorie, vol. 2, ed. Ole Feldbæk (Copenhagen 
1991), 9-109; and Vibeke Winge, “Dansk og tysk 1790-1848”, loc. 
cit.,110-149.
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614. Feldbæk, Nærhed og adskillelse, 159-171, 281-307.
615. Øystein Sørensen, Frihet og enevelde. Jens Schielderup Sneedorffs poli

tiske teori (Oslo 1988).
616. Holger Lund, Selskabet for Borgerdyd. Et Bidrag til dansk Kulturhisto

rie (Copenhagen 1885), appendix, J.H. Monrad, Den københavn
ske klub 1770-1820 (Aarhus 1978), 86, 90f., and 108; Thorkild 
Kjærgaard, “The Rise of the Press and Public Opinion in Eight- 
eenth-Century Denmark-Norway”, Scandinavian Journal of History 
14 (1989); Michael Bregnsbo, Samfundsorden og statsmagt set fra 
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